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ABSTRACT
This portfolio documents an investigation into improving the ability to predict mean 
wind speed values in eomplex terrain from the perspeetive of the wind power 
industry. In eomplex terrain, the uneertainty in wind flow modelling teehniques 
eurrently represents a signifieant eontribution to the overall uneertainty when 
producing wind farm energy yield predietions.
Energy yield predictions provide essential information to developers looking to 
valuate and finanee wind farm projects. Reducing the uneertainty in these predictions 
can remove obstaeles to development and so contributes to the viability of wind 
power in general.
Two approaehes have been taken. The first is to investigate the ability of numerieal 
CFD-based flow modelling methods. The other looks at improving the eurrent 
industry standard linear flow modelling teehnique using physieally informed 
post-proeessing adjustments.
Available datasets eontaining measurements whieh are suitable for validation of the 
considered and proposed modelling techniques have been eollated.
The two CFD-based paekages applied here did not exhibit clear improvement in 
agreement with measurement when eompared to eurrent industry standard teehniques. 
This eonclusion must be considered in the eontext of the eomputational resource and 
codes available at the time the work was carried out.
A pressure gradient parameter and a methodology to derive it from linear flow 
modelling output is proposed with the aim of predieting the location of flow 
separation and re-attachment points. This knowledge eould then inform a terrain 
modifieation enabling a linear flow model to take some aeeount of the region of 
separated flow so produeing improved wind speed predietions in complex terrain. 
Although this work has not yielded a eomplete and useable technique it is eonsidered 
that the results do demonstrate potential for future improvements.
Further wind measurements are required to support this field of investigation and 
allow more generally applicable conelusions to be confidently drawn.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Human society’s appetite for energy is increasing remorselessly against a background 
of climate change and increasing insecurity and scarcity of oil supply coupled with 
the consequent rise in fossil fuel prices. Renewable energy generation can reduce 
society’s dependence on these increasingly expensive and politically volatile energy 
sources as well as mitigating the effects of climate change. Therefore any work 
making a contribution to the practicality and economical viability of a renewable 
energy generation method such as wind power will contribute to the sustainability of 
society.
Wind energy technology harnesses the wind to generate eleetrieity without produeing 
any harmful emissions. The amount of energy generated by a wind turbine is heavily 
dependent on the wind speed at the precise location at the moment in question. 
Consequently the amount of energy a wind farm will generate, and hence its 
pre-eonstruetion financial value, is dependent on a prediction of the long-term wind 
speed at each turbine location. This wind speed prediction is made during a wind 
resource assessment and is subject to uncertainty. A signifieant proportion of this 
uneertainty is due to the effect of the local terrain. The magnitude of this topographic 
uneertainty increases with increased terrain complexity.
This portfolio considers the eomputational flow modelling earried out within a wind 
resource assessment with particular attention paid to the eomplex flows occurring 
around steep slopes. Significant modelling uncertainties arise from limitations in a 
models ability to simulate the physical behaviour of the atmospheric boundary layer 
and the accuracy of the input data. Other uncertainties in the final energy prediction 
arise from the natural variability of the wind, the compliance with the turbine power 
curve used in the analysis, turbine availability, electrical losses, high wind hysteresis, 
icing and blade degradation, substation maintenance and utility downtime [1]. For an 
investor, this uncertainty equates to financial risk and may significantly reduce the 
value of the wind farm development. Consequently, reducing modelling uncertainties 
contributes to the financial viability of wind power development [2].
It is widely acknowledged within the wind industry that current flow modelling 
techniques produce significantly greater uncertainties in complex terrain and 
particularly around steep slopes [3, 4]. Much of this is due to flow separation whieh 
generally results in a lower speed-up at the crest of the hill and increases the 
turbulence intensity downwind. This additional uneertainty results in wind power 
projects sited in complex terrain being subject to increased financial risk, which can 
create an obstacle to development. However the higher wind speeds found in 
eomplex terrain coupled with only minimal increases in development costs and the 
limited number of suitable flat sites means that eomplex terrain sites remain attractive 
to developers.
Several studies of the computational modelling teehniques applied to predicting wind 
flow over hills have been carried out, and are reviewed with particular focus on 
eomplex terrain [2]. The literature review document [2] also outlines the major steps 
in carrying out a resource assessment. In addition, the 30-month report [5] catalogues 
a large number of wind flow experiments that provide information and validation 
data, some of whieh is used in later investigations. Several of these data sets have
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been taken from the meteorological community, rather than the wind power 
community, because of the generally greater detail provided.
Throughout the portfolio, neutrally stable flow is eonsidered. Generally, when 
predicting the long-term wind speed at a high wind speed site the conditions closely 
approximate the neutrally stable atmosphere. This enables some simpler modelling 
assumptions to be applied. Changes in atmospheric stability are generally eonsidered 
to be of secondary importance eompared with the local terrain effects whieh are the 
focus of this work.
Two approaehes to the modelling investigation are taken. One is to develop a 
modifieation to the eurrent industry standard modelling package, WAsP, to produce 
improved predictions. This approach is attractive as it retains the eomputational 
effieieney of WAsP and works to improve on a tool that is already widely trusted 
within the wind industry. Defining the abilities and understanding how to apply the 
current industry standard method is essential to be able to make improvements [6]. 
The second approach is to evaluate CFD-based modelling paekages that have been 
developed as practical tools for predicting wind speeds for wind resource assessments. 
Due to advances in eomputational power these paekages are now able to produce 
results in practically applicable time periods and have the potential to improve on the 
eurrent standard of wind speed prediction.
Although WAsP remains the current industry standard it contains major assumptions 
in order to reduce its computational requirements. The flow within the model is 
inviseid, so must remain attached, and is only valid when applied to small 
perturbations -  i.e. shallow hills. Although, the method has been found to produce 
acceptable predietions for hill heights that are larger than the formal limit would 
suggest, the modelling assumptions limit the areas in whieh the output from WAsP is 
valid and contribute to the uncertainties observed in eomplex terrain. In an attempt to 
avoid these limitations, more advanced modelling techniques have been developed 
that apply CFD techniques to predicting atmospheric boundary layer flows for wind 
energy applications. While several studies using CFD methods have been made they 
are generally not yet considered to be a reliable teehnique for supporting financial 
decision making within the wind industry.
Windsim [7] and Meteodyn WT [8-10] are commercial products based on the CFD 
method that have been designed for wind resource assessment. The paekages have 
been compared with long-term field measurements and WAsP predictions in order to 
assess their ability to predict wind speed in eomplex terrain. Consideration was also 
given to whether the paekages could be practically applied within a consultancy 
where not all the users may be experienced in the use of CFD. It was found that the 
CFD wind speed outputs produced a similar level of agreement with measurement to 
WAsP and that there was no clear improvement in the level of uncertainty [11]. This 
eonclusion is in broad agreement with the findings of the DEWI (German Wind 
Energy Institute) round robin validation exercise [12]. The blind eomparison of 
models earried out using the Bolund dataset [13] that was presented in December 
2009 showed that CFD paekages produced greater agreement with measurement than 
linear models on average for all methods for this ease. It is eonsidered that this 
improvement is due to advances in computational power and understanding over the 
last few years and the extreme complexity of the Bolund terrain.
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CFD packages require significantly more eomputational resource than WAsP so 
although there is great potential in the methodology, a clear improvement in wind 
speed predictions must be produced before they represent a preferable tool to WAsP. 
Further work is required to minimise and quantify the uneertainty that arises within 
CFD models when applied to atmospheric flows in order to allow them to be used as a 
basis for wind farm financing. Additional work should also validate the upflow angle 
and turbulence intensity outputs to develop methods of incorporating them into the 
wind resource assessment process.
Numerous validations of the available CFD packages and development of the 
technique are being earried out within the wind industry [14-18]. A considerable 
amount of work is also being applied to the development of more complex modelling 
techniques such as Large Eddy Simulation [19, 20]. These studies continue to show 
potential in terms of greater accuracy of flow detail, but no validation showing an 
adequately quick, practically applicable CFD-based model produeing clear and 
consistent improvements in wind speed predietions when eompared with WAsP has 
been seen to date.
Based on the conelusions of the comparison of the two numerieal models, Garrad 
Hassan and Partners purchased a user license for Meteodyn WT, and later also for 
Windsim. These codes can now be applied commercially and, although their benefits 
over WAsP can still not be clearly stated, it is considered that they are able to produce 
some reduction in uncertainty for predietions made over eomplex terrain. The 
methodologies for applying these models has been developed to ensure that they are 
in agreement with the ERCOFTAC Best Practice Guidelines [21]. Due to the lack of 
clear benefits from applying Meteodyn WT and Windsim, which do not allow the user 
full control of the code, Garrad Hassan and Partners continues to pursue more 
advanced modelling teehniques for predicting wind flow in eomplex terrain.
A detailed eomparison of the Meteodyn WT and WAsP wind speed outputs with 
measurements from the RUSHIL wind tunnel investigation [22] is made in order to 
examine the differences between the wind speed predictions in a closely controlled 
flow environment. Using wind tunnel data allows the modelling output to be analysed 
at a far greater resolution than is possible with field data. Although the process of 
sealing the data from wind tunnel to real scale introduces some uncertainty, those due 
to the inflow boundary conditions and wind variability are minimised. The RUSHIL 
experiment features both separated and attached flows enabling the modelling of this 
flow feature, as caused by steep slopes, to be closely examined. The two-dimensional 
hill also eliminates any major three-dimensional flow effects. This experimental set­
up allows the models’ ability to reliably predict wind speeds around areas of flow 
separation to be clearly observed, providing useful knowledge about the eurrent 
abilities and limitations of the two flow modelling techniques. Meteodyn WT was 
able to predict a more physieally representative flow field than WAsP and produced 
some improvement in the agreement with measurement. This improvement is 
eonsidered to be due mainly to Meteodyn WT’s ability to predict a region of reversed 
flow, so taking some aeeount of the flow separation measured above the hill peak 
[23].
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Detailed study has been undertaken to better define the previously mentioned 
limitations of the WAsP paekage [6], drawing heavily on the eode developers 
documentation [24-26].
Preliminary investigations of WAsP looked into the methodology used to model 
forestry, a terrain feature that is also responsible for signifieant modelling 
uncertainties [11]. This work suggested a refinement of the previous forestry 
modelling teehnique whieh has been adopted as standard practice within the Garrad 
Hassan resource assessment methodology [27]. The forestry modelling investigation 
should not be thought of as part of the main investigation but an initial study to 
provide some grounding and eontext for the further work.
Based on the work to investigate the limitations of WAsP, it is considered that 
enabling some consideration of flow separation, through some modifieation to the 
modelling output or methodology will improve WAsP, and hence the wind industry 
standard, wind speed predietions in eomplex terrain.
When considering inviseid flows, the region above a separation bubble behaves, in a 
time averaged sense, like an attached flow and does not mix with the flow within the 
bubble. So the flow above the separation bubble ‘sees’ an effective hill shape made 
up of both the hill and the extent of the flow separation bubble [28, 29]. Due to this it 
is proposed that an inviseid flow model like WAsP would produce better agreement 
with measurement if provided with a terrain model representing the ‘effective hill 
shape’ rather than just the terrain. This proposal has been tested by comparing WAsP 
results with wind tunnel measurements before and after making a simple alteration to 
the terrain within the model. The leeward side of the hill is altered around the area 
known to feature flow separation. As expected, due to the simple terrain modification 
the results do not match exactly with measurement, but a signifieant improvement is 
observed in comparison with predictions made using the unaltered terrain. It is 
eonsidered that were the terrain modifieation to be based on the actual dimensions of 
the separated region, rather than the simple shape used here, the modelling results 
would match even more closely with measurement. This result demonstrates that the 
terrain modifieation approach has potential to provide practical benefits [30].
The location of the separation bubble must be predicted to inform a terrain 
modifieation in a practical situation. This predicted location should reflect the 
time-averaged separation bubble as the final aim is to represent the long-term wind 
speed at the chosen location. A number of approaehes to developing a methodology 
for predicting the location of the separation bubble have been taken. These focus 
mainly on the location of the onset of separation but consideration is also given to the 
reattaehment location and the length of the separation bubble [5].
Reviewing flow experiments earried out in relevant situations in both the field and 
wind tunnels enabled the identification of a number of parameters that influence the 
behaviour of the flow separation [5]. The relationships between these parameters and 
various properties of the separated region are investigated [30]. Although the results 
show some relationships emerging, strong agreement was not found. Unless further 
experimental data is found and shown to support these trends it is not eonsidered that 
they can be used to make reliable predietions of the separated regions.
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A method proposed by Wood [31] for predieting whether flow separation will oeeur 
over a hill, based on the surface roughness and the upwind terrain gradient, was also 
investigated. The method is unsuccessful when applied to wind tunnel data but shows 
good qualitative agreement with the available field data [30]. Although there appears 
to be merit in this method for providing a general indication of whether the flow over 
a hill will separate, no indication of the location of the separated region can be gained 
and so it cannot be used to inform the terrain modifieation teehnique.
A number of investigations have been carried out to investigate the behaviour of flow 
around separated regions some of whieh support the idea that the adverse pressure 
gradient is the main factor causing the inner layer of the atmospheric boundary layer 
to separate [32]. It is plausible that a non-dimensionalised representation of the 
pressure gradient will produce a constant value at the separation point for all hills. It 
is considered that this type of parameter may also provide an indication of other 
features of the separation bubble, such as its length or the location of the reattachment 
point.
To test these ideas three non-dimensionalised pressure gradient parameters (PGPs) are 
proposed [32] based on consideration of the Navier-Stokes equations and sealing 
arguments for the inner layer of the atmospheric boundary layer. This approach 
assumes that the near-surfaee adverse pressure gradient causes the inner layer flow to 
separate, and scales using inner-layer parameters. The theory of Jackson and 
Hunt [33] -  see also Ayotte and Hughes [28] -  shows that the pressure in the inner 
layer is determined by the outer inviseid flow. The pressure field, and hence the 
pressure gradient, is derived from two-dimensional WAsP simulations of the 
unseparated flow. Using the pressure for the unseparated flow is justified on the basis 
that it is the associated pressure gradient that is strong enough to cause separation, in 
the first place (though the method eould be applied to a modified flow field, most 
likely in an iterative manner). The proposed methodology eould be applied within 
other models but as WAsP is the current industry standard this appears to be the best 
choice.
Pressure data is derived from wind speed values output from a two-dimensional 
WAsP simulation by first calculating the streamfunetion using the mass flow rate 
below the height of the location in question. Streamlines are then inferred from their 
definition as contours of constant streamfunetion. The inviseid flow within WAsP 
then enables Bernoulli’s equation to be applied along the streamlines produeing a 
pressure field relative to the inlet conditions [32].
The three PGPs are tested against two dimensional wind tunnel data. Each of the 
proposed parameters is thought to be physieally valid but whieh would most closely 
represent the behaviour of the flow separation was unknown. Values of each 
parameter are calculated for the signifieant locations within the measured flows [32].
Wind tunnel measurements permit eomparison with the modelling output to be made 
at many more measurement locations than is possible when using field data. The 
eonsidered experiments represent neutrally stable atmospheric flow over a number of 
two dimensional hill shapes with a variety of steepness and surface roughness that 
produce both attached and separated flows. Both WAsP and the experimental data are 
Reynolds number independent, allowing the wind tunnel data to be scaled for
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comparison with the full-scale modelling runs, as in [23]. A constant sealing factor is 
applied to all the length scales within the wind tunnel setup to represent terrain that 
will be valid for comparison with WAsP output. The flow upstream of the hills is in 
each case described by the usual logarithmic law for flow over rough surfaces [32].
Consistent values are not observed at the measured separation or reattaehment points 
for any of the parameters. However qualitative agreement with the extent of the flow 
separation is seen within each wind tunnel investigation for one of the PGPs (PGP 1). 
The other two parameters (PGP 2 and PGP 3) produced some lower values for a 
separated flow than examples that remained attached. If applied practically this eould 
result in separation being falsely predicted.
Were the measurements from one of the eonsidered wind tunnel investigations, 
earried out by Ross [34], removed from the comparison, a threshold value of PGP 1 
within the measurement uncertainty bounds for all the other investigations could be 
assigned. However, no sufficiently compelling reason for removing this data was 
found.
The PGP derivation method has also been applied to data from two field experiments; 
Askervein Hill [35] and Sirhowy Valley [36]. These experiments both feature wind 
flow measurements made at a number of locations above a terrain feature during 
neutrally stable conditions. The two experiments feature differing degrees of flow 
separation; above Sirhowy the flow is strongly separated whereas it is intermittent 
above Askervein. In this situation the PGP methodology is subject to additional 
uneertainty due to the three dimensional nature of the terrain but it is felt that this 
application remains a valid exercise that provides useful insight into the more general 
ease. Qualitative agreement was observed between the values PGP 1 produced at the 
measured separation locations but as only two experiments have been eonsidered this 
should not be eonsidered significant.
Further work is required to improve the consistency of the PGPs at the measured 
separation and reattaehment points but the eurrent investigations show that the 
potential in the method is sufficient to warrant further attention.
The eurrent methodology applies an upwind value of the surface friction velocity, 
within each of the three PGPs, the hill being a perturbation of the upwind flow. The 
surface shear stress and hence the local friction velocity does not stay constant (of 
course), and it may be that a local value of the friction velocity will produce a PGP 
threshold that is more consistent with measurement.
There may be potential in using field data alone to define a threshold value to make 
predietions using a PGP. Although field data cannot provide the same level of 
precision as wind tunnel measurements, this approach would remove the uncertainties 
surrounding applying the wind tunnel data at full-scale. However, the limited number 
of field experiments that can be applied to this situation is likely to prevent a solid 
analysis being carried out.
It is considered worthwhile to pursue a more precise realisation of the PGP 
methodology proposed here as it appears highly likely that once consistent and 
coupled with the terrain modifieation technique it will be able to provide some
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practical benefit and progress the eurrent wind industry standard for wind speed 
predietions in eomplex terrain. Reliable predietions of flow separation features may 
also be useful during future use of CFD methods.
When eonsidered as a whole the work eontained here makes a strong ease for the 
execution of a signifieant field experiment in eomplex terrain. Although the Bolund 
experiment [13] has been recently carried out and provides an additional dataset for 
this purpose there are some limitations to how directly this can be applied to wind 
resource assessment. As always more datasets are still required.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This document outlines the progress made in the last six months whilst researching wind flow in 
rugged terrain. It follows on from reports released in March and October 2004 [1, 2]. The first of 
those reports outlined the fundamentals of the wind resource assessment procedure and the 
workings of WAsP. The early stages of an investigation of WAsP’s modelling ability around 
forested areas were also covered. The second report contains the detail of the forestry 
investigation and outlines how this could be advanced in the future. Later sections lay down early 
plans for an investigation into modelling wind flow over complex terrain using models based on 
CFD.
This six month report outlines current progress on the investigation of wind flow over complex 
terrain using CFD models. A commercially available model, Windsim [3], has been used 
extensively to predict wind speeds across real wind farm sites. A technique for extracting 
numerical results from Windsim has been developed. These results have then been used to define 
the ideal modelling procedure and develop a results database that, once a number of other 
commercial models have been tested, will allow the best available model to be selected. To 
produce these results the model was used to predict the wind flow over three sites in order to 
compare its ability to WAsP and the other, yet to be acquired, commercially available models.
A third model, called Meteodyn WT [4], has been acquired and will be included in the 
comparative test. This model has evolved in a similar way to Windsim and uses the same basic 
solver. The same method has been employed in testing the two models.
Much of the data used to produce the results displayed in this report is confidential. 
Consequently it is not possible to reveal the maps of some sites. All results are displayed as 
speed up factors rather than absolute wind speed values. Finally all the mast and site names have 
been disguised.
It is noted that this report is subject to the terms of the confidentiality agreement in the 
studentship agreement.
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NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
The charts displayed throughout this report use the same conventions. The x-axis shows the 
speed-up factor and the y-axis, the height above ground level that the prediction refers to. Speed­
up factors are used rather than absolute wind speed values to avoid breaking confidentiality. No 
information is lost in this alteration as the absolute wind speeds are derived from the ratio of wind 
speeds predicted at two locations. Each series on the charts represents a different modelling 
procedure i.e. the calculations were carried out over a different domain or at a different 
resolution.
In the Windsim section, the data points of series derived from 2D outputs are represented by 
square symbols. Data points of series derived from 3D outputs are represented by triangles.
During the course of this report various file formats are referred to. In order that the reader is 
familiar with the information contained within these files and has some idea of the format, they 
are explained below:
*.tab files
This is the form of wind frequency distributions within the WAsP package. The body of the file 
is a grid of wind speed bins against direction sectors. Therefore this file can be used to construct 
a wind rose. The format is displayed in Figure 2.1, below:
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Figure 2.1 *.tab file format
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*.map files
*.map files are the WAsP map format. The file contains both topographical and roughness 
information. Each grid in the file represents a specific height or surface roughness value. The 
points where the specified property equals the indicated value are listed in the grid. This format 
is displayed in Figure 2.2, below:
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Figure 2.2 *.map file format
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*.wws files
This is the chosen format for climatology data within Windsim. 
contains code to convert *.tab files to this format.
The model’s user interface
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Figure 2.3 *.wws file format
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*.gws files
This is the format used by Windsim to hold its topographic data. *.map files can be converted to 
*.gws within Windsim. Gws stands for Geoworkspace file and was developed by the Geomedia 
Corporation. The format is displayed in Figure 2.4, below:
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3 THE COMPLEX TERRAIN INVESTIGATION
3.1 Background, context, aims and objectives
As with any major investment, wind farm investors require an indication of the likely profit 
margins of a new project. Wind farms generate electricity by harnessing the wind’s energy. 
Therefore the profit of a wind farm development is dependent on the speed and consistency of the 
wind regime at the proposed site. The process of measuring the wind regime and converting this 
data into an estimate of profit is called wind resource assessment. Producing wind resource 
assessments is a major part of Garrad Hassan’s business.
The first step involved in a wind resource assessment is the wind measurement campaign. This 
involves setting up masts, which hold wind vanes and anemometers, at various locations across a 
proposed wind farm site. The wind regime is then measured over a significant period of time so 
that any diurnal or seasonal variations in the wind speed can be accounted for. The data 
measured at the masts is then extrapolated across the site, using computational wind flow models 
that take account of changes in surface roughness and local terrain, so that the wind regime can be 
predicted at the proposed turbine locations. The turbine specification is then used to convert the 
joint wind speed and direction frequency distribution at a specific location into an estimation of 
the amount of energy that the turbine will produce. This number is then converted again to 
represent the profit that the project will produce, assuming that the original data represents the 
long term.
Significant uncertainties occur during the wind resource assessment process. These uncertainties 
arise from numerous sources including the measurement instruments themselves, the 
computational modelling procedure and the natural variability of the wind regime. These 
uncertainties are carried through the wind resource assessment process to the final energy 
estimate. This equates to financial uncertainty. Financial uncertainty makes investment a less 
attractive prospect. Therefore minimising any of the aforementioned uncertainties will increase 
wind power’s attractiveness as an investment.
This investigation concerns itself with minimising the uncertainty associated with the 
computational wind flow modelling that is used to extrapolate the site-measured wind data from 
the measurement mast to the proposed turbine locations. The modelling process is required in the 
wind resource assessment in order to minimise the number of masts that are required at a site and 
hence reduce the cost of developing the project. A flow model assesses the effect that changes in 
height, terrain and surface roughness around the locations in question will have on the wind 
speed. If the model can do this accurately, the estimation of profit displayed in the wind resource 
assessment will be less uncertain.
Current wind flow models are able to produce acceptable predictions unless a site contains 
complex terrain such as steep slopes or forested regions. As wind power proliferates throughout 
the UK and the rest of the world, more and more locations are being developed [5]. Coupled with 
the favourable high wind speed regimes found in mountainous areas, proposed sites are 
increasingly found in these mountainous regions where current wind flow models are not able to 
produce wind speed predictions to a high level of accuracy. This report looks at an investigation 
to reduce the uncertainty due to steep slopes.
The problem of wind speed prediction around steep slopes is not new. However, it is only during 
recent years that computers have become powerful enough to perform the calculations required to 
solve them. As a result a new generation of flow models is being developed that aim to predict
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complex and turbulent flows. These models are based on CFD solvers that make fewer 
approximations of the Navier-Stokes equations than the existing linear models such as WAsP, 
theoretically allowing them to predict more complex flow phenomena.
This investigation aims to understand the practical abilities of these CFD based models by 
comparing their abilities to predict wind speed across complex terrain. This is the first step 
towards introducing them to commercial practice. Currently it is clear that CFD models have the 
potential to produce improved wind speed predictions in all types of terrain, although they will 
require greater computational resources, and at present their actual practical benefits are 
unknown.
The ultimate aim of the investigation is to select the model that is the best compromise between 
improvement in wind speed prediction across a variety of terrain and ease of use. A user manual 
to inform best practice when using each model will be produced. The manual for Windsim is 
appended to this document.
3.2 Method
This section provides an overview of the method used to test the wind flow models.
Identical wind data and terrain information from carefully chosen locations is used to test each 
model. This enables them to be compared with each other directly. Initially the models are tested 
separately to allow their predictive abilities and usability to be assessed. This enables the specific 
features and shortcomings of the models to be investigated. Initial runs are done over a flat site, 
where it is known that existing models such as WAsP, the current industry standard, can produce 
accurate predictions. Their abilities are then tested on two complex terrain sites over which 
WAsP cannot accurately predict the flow.
The general method that forms the basis of the investigation is to use data measured at a site mast. 
The model is then run, extrapolating this data across the site to the location of another mast. The 
data recorded at this new location can then be compared to what the model predicts the flow will 
be at that precise point. All charts displayed in this report are made up of results produced in this 
manner. To be able to cany out this method, sites included in the test must contain a minimum of 
two masts.
The first site over which each model will attempt to predict the wind flow is designed to be a 
calibration site. It is flat and contains no forestry. The aim of this is to have a site where the flow 
is only subject to small perturbations, minimising the amount that the model must manipulate the 
flow. This should make the modelling relatively simple and therefore check that the modelling 
method is capable of producing accurate answers. It is assumed that WAsP, the current industry 
standard model, will be able to make accurate predictions of the wind speed over this site, based 
on the considerable experience with using the program that is present at GH. Consequently all 
models should agree here. Although the flat site will show that a model is able to make accurate 
predictions it may not differentiate between modelling parameters. Without complex terrain to 
perturb the flow, the model is not required to make any major alterations and consequently is 
unlikely to produce a wildly inaccurate answer.
After this initial test the models will be required to make predictions over two complex terrain 
sites. It is important that these sites too do not contain any significant areas of forestry. This 
enables a confident assertion that the errors in the model are due to the terrain. It was established 
in the previous report that current modelling knowledge is not able to predict flow around
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forested regions to a high level of accuracy [2]. When predicting over these sites the models will 
be required to make the best wind speed prediction they are capable of, regardless of the 
computational time. Predictions from a low resolution run and a run nested in a manner based on 
advice from the user manual will also be produced. If a final decision on which modelling 
parameters to use is not made at the flat site then further refinement of the method will continue 
over complex terrain.
Once these runs have been carried out it will be possible to compare each model’s ability to 
predict wind flow in complex terrain. There will also be some indication of how each model is 
able to cope with specific terrain features. Their usability and computational efficiency will also 
be evident.
3.3 Case Studies
This section outlines the main features of the three locations used in the investigation to give the 
reader a feeling for what the sites look like. Due to confidentiality, specific details such as names 
of the sites cannot be revealed.
These sites were chosen on a number of criteria. For a site to be considered it must contain the 
following features:
• Two or more site masts
• Well mounted measurement equipment
• Good data coverage measured over a significant time period
• Minimal areas of forestry or other complex non-topographical features
Clearly a lack of any significant gradient was looked for in the flat site. The complex sites ideally 
contain as many large gradients and changes in gradient as possible.
3.3.1 Flat Site
This site must be as flat as possible and be free of as many disruptive topographical features as 
possible. However, it must be conceded that when using real cases a perfectly flat and clear site 
does not exist.
All the masts on this site are situated on the top of a large plateau or mesa (Figure 3.1). This is 
the only significant topographical feature on the map. Mesas are large flat plateaus with steep 
slopes or even cliffs surrounding them. They are often associated with thermally driven winds 
that produce large speed ups towards the back edge of the plateau. Thermal effects are not 
reliably predicted in any model types that are currently in use. However, WAsP was able to 
predict wind speeds relatively accurately between all site masts. It was therefore adjudged that 
the flow deviations on this site were minimal in comparison with other flat sites.
The site is situated in a very dry area. The ground is rocky with some grass cover and a few small 
trees.
The site contains a large number of measurement masts, all situated on the mesa. This allows a 
large number of wind speed predictions to be made. However, some of the masts are situated 
very near to the back edge of the mesa, where the effect of the thermal winds will be the greatest. 
Therefore the data measured at these mast locations must be treated with caution.
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Figure 3.1 Map of the Flat Site
Site correlations between two of the measurement masts are shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Correlation between Mast 1 and Mast 2 at the Flat Site
The quality of these correlations is good. Although there is a relative lack of data in some 
direction sectors, the data is tightly packed in all sectors.
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Figure 3.3 Map of Complex Terrain Site 1
This is a coastal site that features almost 1000m of variation in elevation. The ground is covered 
in boggy regions, rocks and grass. There are no areas of significant vegetation that may interfere 
with the wind flow.
The masts are placed in locations of greatly varying exposure. Some are in the lee of particularly 
disruptive terrain features. The correlation between masts 3 and 4 is shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4 Correlation between Masts 3 and 4 at Complex Terrain Site 1
Here again some direction sectors contain a relatively small amount of data. The grouping is also 
good although not as good as on the flat site. This is to be expected as the terrain produces 
perturbations in the flow, shown in the non-linear behaviour of the directional correlation.
3.3.3 Complex Terrain Site 2
This site is coastal and situated in highly complex terrain, seen in Figure 3.5. The two site masts 
have been installed on separate hills approximately 2.5km apart.
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Figure 3.5 Map of Complex Terrain Site 2 (10m contours)
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The directional correlations between the two masts are displayed in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 Corrélation between Mast 2 and Mast 1 at Complex Terrain Site 2
These are good quality correlations. The directional correlation is roughly linear indicating that 
the terrain has not produced a large deviation in the flow.
4 WINDSIM INVESTIGATION
4.1 Background
Windsim is developed by the Norwegian company VECTOR AS. The company was setup in 
1993 to offer consulting services, research and development within the field of computational 
fluid dynamics. The Windsim code has been in development since 1997. VECTOR AS claims 
that Windsim can make accurate wind speed predictions in all types of terrain, at both meso and 
micro scales [3].
4.2 Structure of Windsim
Windsim is based around the PHOENICS (Parabolic Hyperbolic or Elliptic Numerical Integration 
Code Series) solver. This is a 3D Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes flow solver developed by
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CHAM (Concentration, Heat and Momentum) Ltd. in Cambridge, UK [7]. The solver is able to 
solve the momentum, mass and energy conservation equations in numerous forms.
As an overview of Windsim’s calculation procedure, the first module (each calculation step is 
called a module) loads the terrain data and then constructs the mesh. The flow calculations are 
then carried out separately for each direction sector using pre-defmed boundaiy conditions as an 
input. These boundary conditions (see the appendix of this report, section 6.2 for details) are pre­
defined within the software and cannot be adjusted by the user. The measurement mast and 
proposed turbine locations are then added and the results of the flow calculations are normalised 
to the site data from one measurement mast. The results can then be visualised using the post­
processor or extracted directly from the numerous results files that Windsim produces.
Windsim is a finite volume model. The mesh is constructed automatically within the model’s 
first module. A user is able to select the maximum number of cells in the grid, the number of 
cells in the vertical direction and how far the grid extends above the ground. The grid cells are 
square in the x-y plane but have a varying z-dimension. The calculation nodes of the grid must 
correspond to the nodes set out in the map file. Consequently the number and size of the cells is 
quantised to configurations that will fit these stipulations. The base of the grid follows the terrain 
contours. The grid is vertically refined towards the ground (the user is able to fix the ratio of the 
vertical height of the cell nearest the ground to the vertical height of the uppermost cell in the 
domain). The horizontal grid resolution is constant across the domain.
The domain is separated into direction sectors. Each direction sector is treated discretely, 
meaning wind is assumed to originate from one direction only in each set of calculations. This 
allows the boundary conditions to be applied in a simple manner. The flow domain is oriented 
such that the wind enters it orthogonally to the inflow face. It then flows through the domain, is 
perturbed by the terrain, and exits at the far face. The sides of the domain are modelled as non- 
porous and non resistant, so no flow enters or exits the domain through the sides and the walls do 
not exert a shear force on the air. A volume of air equal to the volume that entered the domain 
must also exit it. Without sources or sinks this is essential to ensure mass conservation within the 
domain. The wind speed above the domain (assumed to be the geostrophic wind speed) is always 
assumed to be equal to 10 m s'\ This assumption clearly has a large influence on the wind speed 
near to the ground. However, the developers say that this influence is negated when the model’s 
predictions are normalised to site data after the flow calculations are completed [9]. This is true 
to some extent, but it will not be possible for the model to simulate effects, such as flow 
separation, that are dependent on wind speed. At the boundaiy between the air and the ground, 
the no-slip condition is enforced. On the inflow side of the domain a logarithmic profile is 
assumed and positioned so that its peak corresponds to the 10 ms"^  condition applied at the roof of 
the domain. This implicitly assumes that the terrain upwind of the domain is flat and of equal 
roughness to the terrain at the boundary. In addition, this is an equilibrium profile and it is 
therefore also assumed that the terrain has not changed for a significant distance. This is clearly a 
modelling limitation. If the boundary conditions do not represent the situation accurately, they are 
influencing the answer the model will produce and so introducing error. This situation is more 
likely to arise in complex terrain than flat regions because the terrain upwind of the model is less 
likely to be flat and unchanging, as the boundary conditions assume.
Due to the limitations in computational power and the constant grid resolution, Windsim is not 
able to calculate the flow over a large domain. It is only possible to cover a large area if the grid 
cells are greatly extended, causing a significant loss of detail. To get past this limitation, and 
minimise the influence of the boundary conditions, Windsim can nest one run inside another. 
This enables the model to use a low resolution run that covers a large area as an input to a higher
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resolution run covering a smaller area. The advantage of this is that the boundary conditions for 
the final run are now based on the solutions to flow calculations carried out over the actual site 
terrain rather than arbitrary inputs, so theoretically they are more likely to represent the actual 
behaviour of the wind. The literature supplied with Windsim does not explain the nesting 
procedure. Consequently it is known only that the initial conditions of the nested run are 
interpolated from the results of a previous run. The first run must have a lower resolution than 
and completely cover the area of the second run.
Having completed the flow calculations Windsim produces a separate output file for every flow 
property at every calculation height. Each file contains the value the model has calculated for 
that property at every node in the mesh. The required data can be extracted from these files and 
used to produce speed up factors. Alternatively, the site data can be entered as an input for 
normalising the data. The precise normalisation procedure that is carried out is not described in 
the literature so all the data shown in this report has been manually normalised to site data after it 
has been extracted from the model.
4.3 Using Windsim -  Practical considerations
An alternative Windsim user manual has been drawn up (See Appendix 1). The document is 
designed to be a practical guide to enable easy use of the model, outline all the functions of the 
model, explain generally the influence each function has on the final answer, suggest sensible 
values to enter for specific properties and outline the best course of action when using the model 
in different situations. It is felt that this goes into excessive detail to be included in the main body 
of this text. However, it is something that carmot be omitted or abridged. The document has 
therefore been included in its full form as an appendix. The manual does not explain the 
theoretical background of the model or the limitations that the theory may impose.
Windsim outputs the wind speed in a number of ways:
3D vector (three orthogonal components of motion with a value for each)
2D vector (assumes that the air only travels in the horizontal plane and so does not contain a third 
component)
3D Scalar (A single figure derived from triangulating the 3D vector)
2D Scalar (A single figure derived from triangulating the 2D vector)
The vector outputs contain discrete orthogonal components of the flow. However, a wind 
resource assessment only requires the single, scalar, wind speed value. Therefore extracting a 
vector and adding the extra calculation step that would be required to resolve the components of 
that vector is unnecessary.
The 3D output is influenced by all three orthogonal components of the wind flow. The 2D output 
does not consider the vertical component of the motion and therefore considers the motion to be 
in the horizontal plane. A case can be argued to use either of these values. A 3D vector would 
seem, intuitively, to represent the actual behaviour of the flow more closely than a 2D vector 
because actual wind flow is a 3D phenomenon. However, this 3D wind flow is measured by an 
anemometer which is made up of cups that can only rotate in the horizontal (2D) plane. 
Numerous investigations have been carried out into the amount of up-flow an anemometer can 
measure but there is no firm consensus partly due to the fact that anemometers vary considerably 
between manufacturers. It is known that some up-flow is detected, but not the full extent [7, 8]. 
Assuming this assertion to be the true picture of the flow the measured wind speed values should 
lie between the 2D and 3D predictions made by the model. Taking the 2D output seems to be an 
attempt to predict the speed measured by the anemometer assuming that it cannot take account of
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any up-flow. To take the 3D output requires a great deal of confidence in the model because it is 
likely to produce a higher reading than measurement. Choosing one of these answers before 
seeing any results would require complying with one of these schools of thought. Consequently 
both outputs will be displayed in all results. A decision on whether the 3D or 2D output is the 
most accurate will be made based on the results of this investigation.
It is noted that for all simulations carried out to produce the results presented below the number 
of levels in the vertical dimension of the calculation grid has been kept at the Windsim default 
value of 40 for all the initial simulations. Windsim stipulates that a nested grid must fit 
completely within the outer grid and so this value is reduced to 39 for all nested runs.
4.4 Validation and Comparison with WAsP
4.4.1 Flat Site
Before Windsim can be used with confidence, some areas that are not comprehensively explained 
in the literature must be investigated. This was first attempted at the flat site, where the 
modelling and flow structures are simple. The influence of the nesting procedures on the final 
answers was the main area of interest, so all other properties were kept constant whilst the nesting 
procedures were altered.
Although testing the influence of these parameters over the flat site will provide an indication of 
whether the model is setup correctly it is expected that the influence of these properties will 
increase greatly in complex terrain and so the model may need further calibration at that stage.
To investigate the effect of the nesting regime three initial runs (“mesoscale”) were carried out at 
three different levels of resolution (A, B and C), all with domains covering the whole map. Three 
smaller maps that lay within this initial map were then defined. The calculations for these smaller 
maps (“microscale”) were conducted with a high resolution (equal to that of the map data) using 
the three large scale runs as inputs. Map 1 measures 7km x 8km and consequently encompasses a 
few mast locations. Maps 2 and 3 are only Ikm^ and contain one mast each. Therefore the 
correct physical relationship must be established between the two maps to be able to derive the 
correct speed up factors. These smaller maps were nested within the whole map at different 
resolutions. In this way the resolution of both the meso and microscale maps, as well as the size 
of the final map, could be investigated as an influence on the final answer. The details of the runs 
carried out are contained in tables 4.1 and 4.2, below:
Resolution Map dimensions (m) Cell side length (m) No. of cells
X Y X Y X Y
A 33440 29982 266 266 125 112
B 33440 29982 351 351 95 85
C 33440 29982 1026 1026 32 29
Table 4.1 Details of Windsim runs encompassing the entire map
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Map Map dimensions (m) Cell side length (m) No. of cells
X Y X Y X Y
1 7000 8000 76 76 92 105
2 1000 1000 38 38 26 26
3 1000 1000 38 38 26 26
Table 4.2 Details of Windsim runs nested within the entire map
The results of these runs are displayed below. WAsP’s prediction of the speed-up between the 
two masts is also included on both graphs.
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Figure 4.1 Windsim predictions of the speed-up between Mast 1 and Mast 2 at the 
Flat Site -  All runs cover the entire map with varying resolution
All the results displayed here were normalised with site data within Excel after they had been 
extracted from Windsim. The wind speeds predicted at the site were divided by the predicted 
wind speed at the initiation mast to produce predicted speed up factors.
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Figure 4.2 Windsim predictions of the speed-up between Mast 1 and Mast 2 at the 
Flat Site -  All runs cover small areas of the map and are nested in 
original runs of different resolutions
In the previous two charts, it can clearly be seen that Windsim is able to make predictions of wind 
speed that agree well with the measured results. All the predictions made are within about 5 per 
cent of the measured results regardless of the specific modelling procedure used. However, no 
modelling procedure appears superior to the others. Increasing the resolution does not increase 
the accuracy of the predictions. In Figure 4.1 the run produced at the medium resolution of three 
attempted has produced the most accurate results. Figure 4.2 shows the highest and lowest 
resolutions producing almost identical predictions that are both more accurate than the medium 
resolution. The nested runs of Figure 4.2 are not significantly more accurate than the mesoscale 
runs in Figure 4.1.
This insensitivity to the modelling parameters can be put down to the lack of complex topography 
on the site. As the cell size of the mesh increases the errors in the models final predictions 
increase due to the fact that the terrain is approximated to a greater extent. The exact location of 
the terrain surface is only known precisely at the nodal points in the calculation mesh. As the 
distance between each node increases the distance that the model must interpolate the data is 
increased and so the potential error is increased. However, on a flat site this interpolation does 
not increase the error because between the grid nodes the terrain behaves in the manner that the 
model assumes. In addition to this, the boundary conditions of the model assume that the terrain 
around the map is flat. So the model is fundamentally designed in such a way that predictions 
over a flat site cannot be extravagantly erroneous. The only way to thoroughly assess its 
modelling ability is over complex terrain.
Both WAsP and Windsim have under-predicted the speed up factor between the two masts used. 
From looking at Figure 3.1 it can be seen that Mast 1 is closer to the back edge of the mesa than 
Mast 2. Therefore there is a possibility that thermal effects are producing an increase in wind 
speed that is not predicted by either model.
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4.4.2 Complex Terrain Site 1
Windsim simulations were carried out over Complex Site 1. The specific resolutions are 
displayed in tables, 4.3,4.4 and 4.5, below.
Resolution Map dimensions (m) Cell side length (m) No. of cells
X Y X Y X Y
A 23004 23976 189 189 121 126
B 23004 23976 216 216 106 111
C 23004 23976 243 243 94 98
D 23004 23876 891 891 25 26
Table 4.3 Mesoscale run details
Initial runs were carried out at four resolutions, A, B, C and D. The highest resolution, Res. A, 
could not converge in the 90 degree direction sector. This occurred despite the total number of 
cells being well within the processing capabilities of the PC. Consequently no results were 
produced. It is thought that the divergence was caused by a significant change in gradient, over a 
very short distance, which was of greater magnitude than the programme could compute. 
Although some CFD methods are able to compute the flow over step type obstacles it is 
considered that despite the smoothing effect arising from the relatively low resolution (189 m), 
the veiy simple gridding algorithm applied here is unable to handle such an abrupt change in 
terrain gradient. This consideration was supported by a conversation with the software 
developers who mentioned that sudden changes in gradient could cause cells to become bunched 
together and distorted, resulting in large speed ups, which prevent convergence [9].
Although the Res. B map did produce convergence, runs nested within it did not. These runs all 
diverged. Consequently no microscale results were produced for this resolution.
Mast Map dimensions (m) Cell side lencith (m) No. of cells
X Y X Y X Y
1 6000 6000 54 54 112 112
2 7000 6000 54 54 130 112
3 6000 7000 54 54 112 130
4 7000 7000 54 54 130 130
5 5000 7000 54 54 112 130
6 5000 8000 54 54 94 149
Table 4.4 Runs nested inside the resolution C mesoscale run
Res. C is the highest resolution, on this map, that enabled runs nested within it to reach 
convergence. The nested maps have been made as large as is possible whilst maintaining the 
maximum resolution that can be reached on this map. It is presumed that this will produce the 
best answer that Windsim is capable of.
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Mast Map dimensions (m) Cell side length (m) No. of cells
X Y X Y X Y
1 1000 1000 27 27 38 38
2 1000 1000 27 27 38 38
3 1000 1000 27 27 38 38
4 1000 1000 27 27 38 38
5 1000 1000 27 27 38 38
6 1000 1000 27 27 38 38
Table 4.5 Runs nested inside the resolution D mesoscale runs
Res. D was the lowest resolution attempted. The cell size is similar to the 1000m suggested in the 
Windsim manual for maps of this size. Therefore the maps nested within it are Ikm^ also as 
recommended by the Windsim manual, and have the maximum resolution possible.
The results displayed below are organised so that each graph shows the predictions of speed-up 
factor at a specific geographical position. Due to the lack of convergence in some runs not all the 
charts feature all the series. This is a severe limit of the software.
Each series on the graphs denotes a different method used to produce the speed up factor 
predictions. Series with triangular markers are the 3D speed outputs. 2D outputs are represented 
by square markers. Series which differ only by whether they are outputting 2D or 3D data are 
given the same colour.
The red series is the prediction that WAsP has made given the same input data as Windsim.
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Figure 4.3 Windsim predictions of the speed up factors between Mast 4 and Mast 1
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In Figure 4.3, above, the nested results are more conservative and slightly more accurate than the 
mesoscale whole map run. For both these techniques the 3D output predicts slightly higher wind 
speeds than the 2D output.
WAsP makes a slight over-prediction, but is closer to the measured values than all the predictions 
made by Windsim.
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Figure 4.4 Windsim predictions of the speed up factors between Mast 4 and Mast 2
Figure 4.4 again shows the run that was nested within the large resolution whole map producing 
the most conservative and accurate of Windsim’s predictions. The pink lines are generated by a 
run that is nested within an outer map with a very high resolution. Instinctively one would think 
that this run would produce the most accurate results, however it can clearly be seen that the pink 
lines lie furthest from the measured data.
WAsP again makes a slight over prediction of the speed up factor. However, WAsP again makes 
the most accurate prediction.
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Figure 4.5 Windsim predictions of the speed up factors between Mast 4 and Mast 3
The relative positioning of the predictions in Figure 4.5 are very similar to those of Figure 4.4. 
However, the measured speed-up factors are relatively higher, making the meso scale predictions 
more accurate than previously.
Again, WAsP produced the most accurate prediction, with a slight over-prediction of the speed up 
factor.
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Figure 4.6 Windsim predictions of the speed up factors between Mast 5 and Mast 4
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Figure 4.6 shows both the 3D and 2D nested results making extremely accurate predictions of the 
measured values. The meso scale runs have made a large under prediction. There is also a 
significant discrepancy between the 3D and 2D results from the meso scale runs.
WAsP again managed to produce predictions of relative accuracy to Windsim. It appears that 
WAsP may have over predicted the shear to a greater extent than the Windsim nested runs.
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Windsim predictions of the speed up factors between Mast 4 and Mast 5
Figure 4.7 is the inverse situation to Figure 4.6. Consequently the predictions made by nesting 
are still very close to measured values. The meso scale predictions are now an over estimation.
The shear predicted by Windsim has changed from the inverse situation. This shows that 
Windsim is a more sophisticated model than WAsP. However, in Figure 4.7, WAsP has 
predicted the same shear as Windsim suggesting that the complexity does not produce any 
significant benefit.
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Figure 4.8 Windsim predictions of the speed up factors between Mast 4 and Mast 6
Figure 4.8 shows the pink lines from the high resolution nested runs producing a large under 
prediction of the wind speed. The other nested runs and the meso scale runs both make fairly 
accurate predictions of the wind speed. However, the mesoscale run significantly over predicts 
the wind speed.
WAsP’s prediction has again managed to be closer to the measured values than any of the 
predictions made by Windsim. However, it appears as though WAsP has generally over­
predicted the shear.
4.4.3 Complex Terrain Site 2
The second complex terrain site was treated identically to the first complex site. However, the 
potential number of runs is reduced due to only two site masts being installed. The runs that were 
carried out are displayed in tables 4.6 and 4.7.
Resolution Map dimensions (m) Cell side length (m) No. of cells
X Y X Y X Y
A 23142 25433 203 203 114 125
B 23142 25433 957 957 24 26
Table 4.7 Mesoscale runs
Mast Map dimensions (m) Cell side length (m) No. of cells
X Y X Y X Y
1 4000 3320 29 29 139 115
2 5000 4000 58 58 87 69
Table 4.8 Runs nested inside resolution A mesoscale run
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Mast Map dimensions (m) Cell side length (m) No. of cells
X Y X Y X Y
1 1000 1000 29 29 36 35
2 1000 1000 29 29 36 35
Table 4.9 Runs nested inside resolution B mesoscale run
The results produced by these runs are displayed in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, below:
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Windsim predictions of the speed up factors between Mast 1 and Mast 2
It can be seen in Figure 4.9 that the 3D meso-scale predictions are very close to the measured 
values. The lower resolution nested runs have also produced relatively accurate predictions, but 
the high resolution nested runs are the least accurate of all the runs displayed.
WAsP has produced an over prediction of the wind speed but is more accurate than many of the 
results produced by Windsim.
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Figure 4.10 Windsim predictions of the speed up factors between Mast 2 and Mast 1
The situation shown in Figure 4.10 is the inverse of Figure 4.9. Consequently the results 
represent an inverse picture of Figure 4.9. Again, the 3D meso-scale predictions are amongst the 
most accurate. Also the runs nested within the lower resolution full map are relatively accurate 
whilst the runs based on the high resolution whole map deviate significantly from the measured 
values.
The Windsim predictions form profiles with different shear values for the two different 
directions. This suggests that Windsim is attempting to alter the profile in a way that is more 
compatible with the terrain immediately around the point.
Even though WAsP produces a wind profile that is heavily influenced by the profile of the input 
wind regime it has produced predictions that are very closely comparable with the measured 
values.
4.5 Conclusions
The Windsim model is clearly more complex than WAsP. Figures 4.6 and 4.7, 4.9 and 4.10 
representing inverse situations, show that WAsP produces a very similar shear in both locations 
(represented by the gradient of the line). Windsim however, has produced significantly different 
profiles from one Figure to the next, indicating that it is making an attempt to fit the wind speed 
profile to the local terrain. This does not, however, mean that its predictions are more accurate 
than WAsP.
The most successful nesting configuration of the three attempted appears to be the 1 km  ^ map 
nested within an original run whose cell side lengths approach 1km (represented by the blue lines 
on the graphs). These runs are significantly more accurate than the mesoscale runs alone, which 
often produce large discrepancies with the measured data. This is unsurprising as the meso-scale 
solutions are not provided with enough input detail of the terrain to be able to model the flow 
above it accurately.
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Interestingly, the runs using large high resolution maps nested within the highest possible 
resolution mesoscale map produce the least accurate predictions. Prior to the tests it was assumed 
that although these runs would require the greatest computational time they would also produce 
the most accurate predictions as they had the most input information available to them. That a 
high level accuracy was not reached is likely to have been caused by a lack of strong convergence 
even after the iteration limit had been reached. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that many 
of the runs carried out in this manner were not able to find a solution at all causing the 
computation to fail. Assuming the calculations had not reached convergence; the solution would 
fluctuate significantly during each iterative sweep and would therefore be unlikely to produce an 
accurate answer. Hence the large difference between the pink series and measured values in 
Figures 4.4,4.5,4.8, 4.9 and 4.10. Unfortunately as exact information about the way in which the 
nesting procedure is carried out within Windsim is not available and the precise level of 
convergence of each of the simulations presented here has not been recorded, it is very difficult to 
ascertain the reason for the poor agreement with measurement gained from the highest resolution 
simulation. However it would be reasonable to assume that a lack of convergence is a significant 
factor.
A map containing 600-700 thousand cells required around 36 hours of computer time to converge 
all twelve direction sectors on a machine with dual 3.00 GHz Pentium 4 processors and a total of 
1GB of RAM. In order to produce a wind speed prediction from runs nested within the main 
map, three of these runs may be required (One meso-scale run and one for each mast nested 
within the first run). Therefore a total of 108 hours of computational time is often required. This 
statement assumes that the runs continue to completion as expected. Divergence and other errors 
often occur. Generally this is remedied by adjusting the resolution of the run and restarting the 
calculation process. This significantly increases the computational time required. Due to this fact 
alone it will be difficult to introduce Windsim into commercial practice.
However, even after these points have been made, it can still be argued that as computer 
processing power increases the compromises that will be required to produce convergence will 
diminish and so more accurate predictions can be gained. Faster computers will allow the 
number of iterations to be increased and so higher resolution maps will reach converged 
solutions. However, this should not be assumed to be true because currently, higher resolution 
does not produce greater accuracy. It may be observed that the current optimum resolution 
continues to produce the most accurate answer, in which case Windsim would never produce 
answers to higher level of accuracy than it is currently able to do, but could only reduce the 
amount of time required to produce the answers.
Whether Windsim is truly able to predict complex flow phenomena must also be considered. The 
equations contained within the solver contain all the turbulent terms of the Navier-Stokes 
equations. Therefore the mathematical basis does not impose any limitation on the types of 
terrain that Windsim can predict the flow over. However, as stated in section 4.4.2, an abrupt 
change in gradient can cause divergence and hence prevent a stable solution being reached. 
Clearly if a solution cannot be reached due to a change in gradient then the model cannot predict 
wind flow over all terrains. The severity of gradient change required to produce divergence has 
not been investigated. Another limitation contained within Windsim’s modelling procedure is the 
need to set an arbitrary in-flow wind speed. This is a severe limitation, as stated in section 4.2, as 
it prevents Windsim from being able to predict wind speed dependent phenomena such as flow 
separation. Consequently, Windsim cannot predict separation unless the wind speed on a site is 
constant and equal to the value entered by the user.
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Even after theoretical speculation, the final test of whether Windsim is a useful model or not is 
whether it improves on the wind speed predictions made by WAsP. In light of what has already 
been said the runs nested inside original runs with cell sides approaching 1km will be regarded as 
Windsim’s best efforts and therefore compared to WAsP. Looking at Complex terrain site 1, 
WAsP and Windsim are both able to make very accurate predictions in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. In all 
the other parallel simulations WAsP produces superior predictions. Only in Figure 4.3 could it 
possibly be argued that Windsim has made a more usefUl prediction than WAsP on the grounds 
that although both models have produced similar deviation from measured values, but Windsim’s 
prediction is conservative. At complex terrain site 2 Windsim and WAsP have produced 
predictions of similar quality. The runs nested inside the lower resolution mesoscale run will be 
used for Windsim although the mesoscale predictions were very accurate as these runs do not 
consistently produce useful predictions. Figure 4.9 shows Windsim conservatively predicting the 
wind speed and apparently making a good estimate of the shear, whilst WAsP has over predicted 
the wind speed. Figure 4.10 shows the opposite situation and an opposite set of predictions. 
Therefore, going on the evidence of this report alone, WAsP and Windsim produce wind speed 
predictions to a similar level of accuracy.
In order to state the above conclusion more quantitatively, wind speed predictions must be made 
over many more sites. However, this is likely to be extremely time consuming and therefore will 
not be undertaken at this stage. It is felt that there are a number of issues with the Windsim 
model as discussed below and the final aims of the project will be better served by investigating 
other models.
Throughout this investigation WAsP has produced predictions that do not stray wildly from 
measured values despite the low expectations due to the inability of linearised models to predict 
complex flow phenomena. Additionally, it has been shown that Windsim, which would be 
expected to produce improvement in the agreement with measurement due to its non-linear 
nature, is only able to make predictions that are generally comparable with WAsP at best.
Although precise information about the convergence of the solutions presented here is not 
available it is considered that a lack of convergence is a significant factor in the inaccuracy of a 
number of the solutions. Due to this it is likely that more confident conclusions could be drawn if 
more convergence information was recorded. However it is also clear that the grid resolution of a 
simulation must be relatively high in order for the model to reach an acceptable level of accuracy. 
In the simulations presented here it has been seen that at higher resolutions (which also imply 
higher local terrain gradients) many simulations diverge, so no results are obtained. Without the 
model being able to consistently provide results at high enough resolution, a good level of grid 
independence and accuracy cannot be achieved. Even if a simulation with a low grid resolution is 
able to provide converged results the grid resolution means that grid independence is unlikely and 
the accuracy of the solution will be significantly reduced. Due to this it is considered that the 
gridding method is the major problem with the Windsim package as presented here. With an 
improved gridding algorithm that is able to handle large terrain gradients, more computational 
resource will also be required to produce runs for large areas at high enough resolutions. In 
addition to this the current gridding method is dependent on nesting which contains a large 
number of variables that are set by the user (and may also be responsible for some of the 
problems with divergence seen in this investigation). Aside from any modelling issues, this 
introduces a large user influence which is likely to result in different users obtaining different 
results. This too is not acceptable for a commercially applied modelling technique.
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5 METEODYN INVESTIGATION
5.1 Background
Meteodyn is a French company specialising in wind computation and its dynamic effects. For 
some time they have been applying CFD methodology to modelling the wind flow around the 
TGV train lines in order to provide a warning system in high winds. Meteodyn WT is their 
package designed for wind resource assessment. This was officially launched in November 2004
[4].
The investigation into this model is a work in progress. Therefore the conclusions drawn in this 
section are likely to alter once more results become available.
5.2 Structure of Meteodyn WT
Meteodyn WT is based on PHOENICS, the same solver as used by Windsim. However, 
Meteodyn WT uses an updated version of the solver called MIGAL, which is not based on the 
SIMPLE algorithm. The earlier SIMPLE procedure was designed when memory was the main 
constraint whereas MIGAL is not so constrained so requires a greater memory capacity [10] but 
also claims to have improved robustness and a faster rate of convergence, leading to shorter run 
times.
Meteodyn WT generates a grid that is refined around the observation points. This refinement 
means that the closer a location is to an observation, the smaller the grid squares become. 
Therefore the model can ‘see’ the terrain near to the observation points with a greater level of 
detail than further away. Looked at from another perspective, the model does not waste 
calculation time and computational power calculating irrelevant areas of the grid. As seen in 
Figure 5.1, the grid generation method also increases the level of detail along the path of the 
wind. This is effective because the wind is restricted to only flow parallel to the sides of the 
domain [11]. This is an alternative method to the nesting procedure used in Windsim, where each 
grid cell has the same horizontal dimensions.
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Proposed Turbine Location^
An example of a mesh generated by MIGAL. The grid is refined aroundFigure 5.1
5.3
the observation points 
Using Meteodyn WT -  Practical considerations
Creating flow predictions within Meteodyn is a three stage process; Site Information and 
Computing Preparation, Calculation and Synthesis.
The first stage provides the model with the information it requires to enter the topography of the 
site and generate the calculation mesh over the top. Initially the map file (WAsP *.map files are 
accepted) is loaded. This is done by entering basic information about the physical extent of the 
map. Once complete, the site can be visualised in 3D in order to check that the process has been 
successful.
The mesh generation is then described in the ‘computing preparation’ window. The minimum 
horizontal and maximum vertical resolutions, representing the length of a cell side, are entered. 
The ‘Horizontal expansion coefficient’ controls the rate at which the cell size reduces with 
proximity to the points of interest. Specifically it is the ratio of the size of a cell to the cell that is 
the next furthest from the observation point. Similarly, the verticality parameter controls how the 
grid is refined to the terrain surface. The user may also choose the maximum number of 
iterations and one of five thermal stability classes. Future development is planned to allow the 
user choice of turbulence model and wall functions (Ground friction model). Due to the 
calculation procedure within MIGAL the number of iterations required to reach convergence is 
significantly reduced. Meteodyn recommend 25 iterations as a limit (Windsim was run with the
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iteration limit set to 1000). To date this has not been fully investigated but initial indications are 
that convergence is reached before this point.
The flow calculations are carried out on completion of the ‘computing preparation’ window. The 
calculations are based on an arbitrary initial wind speed. Once the computation is completed, 
results are available for individual direction sectors and stability classes. These results can be 
exported as a *.wrg file or they can be viewed within Meteodyn WT as maps or vertical profiles. 
It must be noted that these results are generated without any normalisation to site data.
Site data can be input in a variety of formats, including *.tab files. The synthesis procedure 
brings together the sector-wise results and normalises them with site data. Once the 
computational procedure is complete the user can produce an output that allows the results to be 
observed in the most useful way for the specific application.
An excellent practical feature of Meteodyn is that runs can be organised in a queue. This enables 
the user to initialise a large number of runs and not have to return to the computer to start each 
one individually. For general commercial use this will be extremely helpful as users of the model 
will be able to leave a queue of calculations running for a whole weekend, so ensuring that the 
computer constantly works to its full potential.
5.4 Preliminary Conclusions
Currently the investigation into Meteodyn WT has only produced a small number of results. As a 
result it would not be sensible to draw conclusion pertaining to the modelling ability of the code. 
Consequently this section has been restricted to making some initial observations on the usability 
and time requirements of Meteodyn WT.
The grid refinement appears to be an improvement on the nesting procedure. Not only is 
Meteodyn WT able to produce an answer in less time, as only one run is required, but also 
appears to be more robust. Currently no maps have produced a divergent calculation and of the 
runs attempted so far convergence has always been found within the 25 iteration limit.
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6 PLANS FOR THE NEXT SIX MONTHS
The investigation into the currently available commercial models will continue through the next 
six months.
Some analysis of the Windsim results looking into other aspects and properties of the model will 
be carried out to enable fiirther conclusions to be drawn. This will also allow the method to 
develop so that models can be compared in the most stringent and relevant way possible.
Investigations of Meteodyn WT will continue so that its predictive abilities can be assessed and 
compared directly with the other models.
Additional models to include in the test will be sourced. This will involve some initial research to 
determine whether a model is designed to be used for micro-scale wind resource prediction. The 
company that is distributing a model will then be approached to negotiate a user licence. The 
standard testing method will then be applied to any model that is obtained. In this way a flow 
model database, containing currently unknown and fully comparable technical information on the 
strengths and weaknesses of the models, will be built up.
Once the database contains a number of models it will be a simple task to select the best available 
option. At this stage the direction of progression will depend upon the standard of the modelling.
If the best available model is able to predict the wind flow to a satisfactory standard that 
significantly improves on WAsP and uses a feasible amount of computational resource then it 
will be adopted as commercial practice. In this circumstance the project would become an 
attempt to precisely quantify the uncertainty in the model by investigating specific terrain 
dependent properties such as the distance between the initiation and prediction location, the 
amount of site data available and the height the data was recorded at.
If the best available model does not provide a worthwhile improvement over WAsP then 
commercial practice will remain unchanged. The knowledge gained in creating the database of 
models could then be used to develop a new model, either by adapting an existing code or starting 
from scratch. The information in the database should provide a good indication of the features 
required to create an ideal model.
7 MODULES
Modules attended in the previous six months; 
Environmental Law
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The aim of this document is to enable someone with no knowledge of Windsim to carry out a 
wind resource calculation with confidence that the results produced are the most accurate and 
time efficient possible. Detailed information about the specific input parameters is laid out in the 
following sections along with discussions of the issues surrounding them. How to convert WAsP 
files to be compatible with Windsim is also covered.
The user interface for Windsim is divided into six sections, called modules. These are displayed 
across the top of the main Windsim window.
Module selector buttons
wî/^ ds^ m
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Fig
ure 1.1 Windsim module selector buttons (Screenshot from the Windsim 
console)
Each module must be run separately and requires a set of input parameters. Table 1.1 shows the 
modules in the order that they must be loaded along with the purpose of the calculation and the 
input data required.
Module
Name
Purpose of Module Input data required
Terrain To load the map data and generate the grid A map file converted to *.gws 
format
Wind fields Carry out the flow calculations using the 
predetermined boundary conditions
Objects To load in the turbine sites and 
measurement mast information
A wind frequency distribution file 
converted to *.wws format
Results Generate results files, normalisation to site 
measured data is optional
Wind
resources
Generates wind resource maps
Energy The energy production is calculated at each 
turbine site
Table 1.1 Windsim modules and their purpose
Carrying out a Windsim run is done by running the modules one by one and providing the 
required input parameters in each module. Modules must be run in order, but not all modules are 
required for most purposes.
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2.0 OVERVIEW OF WINDSIM’S MODELLING METHOD
Windsim is based on the 3D CFD solver, Phoenics. Consequently its numerics are very different 
to those of WAsP. Within WAsP the Navier Stokes flow equations are approximated and 
simplified. This reduces the computational time required but also removes the turbulent terms 
from the calculation. As a result, WAsP is considered to produce inaccurate wind speed 
predictions in turbulent regions. Windsim attempts to overcome this by applying some similar 
approximations to WAsP, such as that the wind speed is constant above geostrophic height, but 
not simplifying the Navier Stokes equations to the same extent.
Due to this approach, calculations within Windsim are much more complex. A flow domain is 
created and then defined by a set of boundary conditions which control the way that the air flows 
in and out of the domain. A 3D grid is created within the domain and the Navier Stokes 
equations are solved in each discrete volume within the grid. The flow is setup to travel through 
the domain parallel to the sides. The sides of the flow domain have the condition the there is no 
flow through them. Due to this, the model can only look at wind from a single direction at a time. 
Therefore a separate computational run is made for each direction sector and the wind regime 
must then be reconstructed from the results of these discrete runs. Another result of the flow 
domain setup is that the model cannot take wind data from a specific location and extrapolate 
directly from there to another point. To overcome this Windsim carries out its flow calculations 
without using any site wind data. The entire calculation is based on arbitrary input conditions. 
The results of this calculation can then be used to produce speed up values between site data and 
every point within the model. This relationship is then used to create the absolute wind speed 
values. This process can be done either in Windsim using the normalisation function in the 
results module or the results can be generated without normalisation and a manual analysis 
similar to that done by WindFarmer can be carried out. These two methods produce slightly 
different results.
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3.0 PROJECT SETUP
Before calculations for a specific site can be carried out, the project must be set up within 
Windsim. Setting up a project generates the directories in which the output data will be 
contained. This is done by opening the Windsim program and clicking on File => New => 
Project. The desired name of the project and client can then be entered. The *.gws file may also 
be loaded at this point, but if it must be converted from another format (see ‘file conversion’) this 
box blank must be left back.
3.1 Folder Structure
When Windsim is installed on a computer it generates a file structure into which the input files 
are inserted and the output files will be generated.
Any files to be converted to the correct format by Windsim’s internal codes must be inserted in 
the folders below, assuming that Windsim was installed in the root directory:
For terrain data C:\Vector\WindSim Data\Data\dtm 
For wind data C:\Vector\WindSim Data\Data\climatology
The output files will be generated in a folder called ‘windfield’ that is found in a directory named 
after the user name and project title determined when the project was initially setup.
3.2 File Conversion
3.2.1 *.gws Files
*.gws files are required by Windsim to load the terrain and roughness data.
There is a code within Windsim to convert various file formats to *.gws. This can be found by 
clicking Tools => Convert terrain model. However, it has been found that the conversion from 
*.dxf does not work directly. There are no problems with the conversion from *.grd files.
To convert a *.dxf file to a *.gws follow the steps below:
• Open the file in WAsP Map Editor
• Save as a *.map file
• Use the MAP2GRD code in the command prompt to convert the *map file to a *.grd file
• Copy the *.grd file to the directory: C:\Vector\WindSim Data\Data\dtm
• Use the Windsim code in ‘Tools => Convert terrain model’ to convert the *.grd file to 
*.gws format.
• This will place a copy of the *.gws file in the dtm folder of the current project.
A code has recently been added to the ‘Tools => Convert terrain model’ menu so that *.map files 
can be converted directly into *.gws format. This has the added advantage that the roughness 
information contained in the *.map file is also converted. Consequently this is the recommended 
conversion technique. The procedure is carried out by following the instructions in the ‘Tools => 
Convert terrain model’ menu.
3.2.2 *.wws files
*.wws files contain the wind data for the met. masts on site. They are required to normalise the 
wind field to real data. Even if you do not want to normalise the data within Windsim these files
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must be generated in order to complete the objects module which must be done in order to 
generate the files containing the results of the simulation.
A code within Windsim can convert *.tab files directly to *.wws files
• Place the *.tab file in the directory: C:\Vector\WindSim DataVData\climatology
• Go to ‘Tools => convert climatology data’ in Windsim and follow the on screen 
instructions
• This will place a copy of the *.wws file in the climatology folder of the current project.
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4.0 TERRAIN MODULE
The terrain module cannot be run without a *.gws file in the ‘dtm’ folder. For how to convert 
various file formats to *.gws, see the previous section entitled ‘file conversion’. The column on 
the right hand side of the Windsim window indicates and contains the input information that is 
required. The headings below describe in more detail what information is required in each 
section of this column.
4.1 Terrain extension
All the parameters in this section are defined by the *.gws file and describe the horizontal limits 
of the map and hence the flow domain.
4.2 Roughness
The roughness height is equivalent to the roughness length, as used in WAsP, and is therefore 
described by the formula:
U/Ut = 1 / k  ln(z/z 0)
where:
U = wind velocity 
Ut = friction velocity (x0/p)^0.5 
tO = shear stress 
p = air density
K = 0.435, von Karman's constant 
z = coordinate in vertical direction 
z 0 = Roughness height
Any value can be assigned to the roughness height and this will be taken as a constant roughness 
value across the site. A zero roughness height will prompt the model to look at the *.gws file for 
roughness information. Converting terrain data to *.gws format from a *.map file also converts 
the roughness information to the map and no further action is required. If any type of file, other 
than *.map, is used as a source of terrain data it is unknown how the roughness information can 
be converted.
4.3 Height Distribution
The ‘Height above the terrain (meters)’ defines the top of the flow domain. This is a horizontal 
plane that is situated at the specified number of meters above the highest point on the terrain. It is 
recommended that the range of elevation across the map should only represent about 10% of the 
value entered here to avoid the top of the model producing a blocking effect.
The ‘height distribution factor’ is the conversion factor between the vertical extent of the lowest 
cell (next to the terrain surface) and the highest cell (whose ceiling defines the ‘height above the 
terrain (meters)’.
The ‘number of cells in the z-direction’ is self explanatory. The maximum limit of this property 
is 40. However, for a nested run this must be set at 39 or less, otherwise an “array bounds 
exceeded” error occurs and the run is aborted.
These three parameters together enable a control over the vertical resolution of the flow domain.
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4.4 Numerical model
Setting the maximum number of cells that will be allowed within the flow domain only provides 
limited control over the grid generation. An integer number of cells must be included in each 
direction. Consequently the algorithm will only allow specific numbers of cells, dependent on the 
dimensions of the map. The number of cells that are actually included in the map can be found in 
the grid section of the terrain module report once the module has been run (The numbers 
displayed for the cells are actually the number of nodes [i.e. cells + 1] in each direction).
There are a number of rules limiting the number of cells contained in the grid. If any one of the 
rules is broken the grid will not be generated.
• No integer of more than 8 figures can be entered into Windsim at any point. (This 
appears to be due to the language used to programme Phoenics.)
• There can be no more than 250 cells in the x or y directions. Along with the limit of 40 
cells in the vertical direction, this sets the upper limit of the number of cells as 2.5 million
• The largest number of cells VECTOR has computed on a 512 MB machine is 
approximately 700000. On current evidence, gained from a recently purchased GH 
machine (with 512MB RAM), this is a sensible estimate. Runs containing between 8 and 
9 hundred thousand cells have not completed. Using 1GB RAM appears to make no 
difference to the number of cells that can be computed in a run.
To determine the highest resolution available on a specific map it is recommended that 700000 is 
entered as the maximum number of cells. This can then be progressively reduced until the grid is 
within all the limitations.
4.5 Texture
The texture file is a picture that will be laid over the map. This can either be in the form of a 
texture to look like terrain or a map file cut to the size of the *.gws map.
4.6 Blocking
The blocking file allows obstacles to be added to the terrain. It is also able to adjust the 
resolution of the model in specific locations. However, this is not yet documented in Windsim’s 
documentation. This is being developed for the next version of the model.
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5.0 CONSIDERATION OF GRID RESOLUTION
The accuracy of a solution produced by Windsim is heavily dependent on the grid resolution. 
Small grid cells produce a high grid resolution and greater accuracy, but also longer calculation 
times. Using large grid cells can result in a significant loss of detail as illustrated by Figures 5.1 
and 5.2.
J
25m X 25m cells 100m X 100m cells50m X 50m cells  200m x 200m cells
Figure 5.1 The same mountain viewed with different grid resolutions (Taken 
from the Windsim user manual)
*
2 0 0 x200 m25x25 m
Figure 5.2 Wind fields of the map with models with different grid resolutions 
(Taken from the Windsim user manual)
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Choosing a suitable grid resolution is a compromise between the time taken and the level of 
accuracy that is required.
The Windsim manual suggests 100m x 100m grid cells for meso-scale modelling for domains of 
the order 1000km x 1000km and 10m x 10m for micro-scale modelling. The resolution of the 
map file cannot be exceeded.
6.0 WIND FIELDS MODULE
This module carries out the flow calculations. This is done using default boundary conditions and 
some which are specified in this module. No wind data has yet been added to the model and so 
these calculations are calibrated to the site data in later modules. Windsim carries out a separate 
set of calculations for each direction sector. Due to the complexity of the calculations this module 
can take a significant amount of time to complete. The time required is unknown, but the 
Windsim documentation states that the calculation time increases approximately exponentially 
with the number of cells,
6.1 Sector
The ‘sector angles’ define the boundaries between direction sectors and hence how many 
direction sectors are present. It is recommended that the same direction sectors as those defined 
by WAsP are used.
i.e. 0;30;60;90;120;150;180;210;240;270;300;330
6.2 Boundary and initial conditions
The ‘do nesting from meso scale’ option allows a previous run to be used as an input. In order to 
do this, change the answer from ‘false’ to ‘true’. Below, enter the URL for the previous project.
In order for a map to be used as a nest for a new run its map must be of a larger scale and 
completely surround the new map.
The aim of the nesting process is to reduce the significance of the boundaiy conditions and hence 
produce a more accurate answer. It also enables the resolution around the prediction points to be 
increased above the level that could be reached if the whole map was modelled.
The next two options, ‘Height above terrain (meters)’ and ‘Speed above boundary layer height’ 
refer to an approximation made by the model. The wind profile is assumed to be vertical above a 
certain height, so that the wind speed is constant. This is effectively defining the geostrophic 
height and geostrophic wind speed.
The effect of these parameters has not yet been fully investigated. The ‘Height above terrain’ 
must be greater than the range of elevation represented in the map to avoid the wind flow being 
capped at the top of the grid.
‘Use previous run as input’ allows the solution from a previous run to be used as the starting point 
for the next calculation. This may be used if a previous run did not carry out sufficient iteration 
to reach convergence (see ‘convergence considerations’ section).
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6.3 Calculation Parameters
The flow calculations are an iterative process. A number of iterations must be carried out in order 
for the equations to be allowed to converge. This parameter stipulates the number of iterations 
the computer will carry out before it stops. Convergence before this point is not guaranteed.
6.4 Output
The ‘windfields module’ produces a ‘reduced wind database’ that contains basic results from the 
run allowing faster data extraction. This option stipulates the height up to which this data will be 
stored. Therefore hub height or slightly above is sufficient. However, if it is known that energy 
values are required this may be extended as the final output of vertical profiles of energy 
production (produced by the ‘energy’ module) stretch from ground level to the height defined at 
this point.
7.0 EXPLANATION OF THE PHOENICS WINDOW
Turbulent equations cannot be solved precisely, due to there always being one more unknown 
than expressions. As a result they can only be solved by iteration. Consequently, Phoenics, the 
solver within Windsim, carries out an iterative process. Over a series of iterations the model 
converges on a solution for each of the flow variables.
Once the ‘windfields module’ has been set to ‘run’ the Phoenics window appears. This displays 
the direction sector and the number of iterations carried out so far in that sector. Also displayed 
in the window are various spot values and the percentage error.
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Spot values reaching an equilibrium indicating convergence
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Residual values reaching zero indicating convergence
Figure 7.1 The Phoenics solver nearing convergence (Screenshot taken during the 
windfields module calculations)
The spot values displayed in the third column are the values of each flow variable after the 
previous iteration, measured at (nx/2, ny/2, 1) i.e. the cell at the centre of the domain and one 
layer above the ground. They are scaled based on the min and max values in columns 1 and 2. 
The solution has converged when the change in these values (column 4) has reached zero.
The percentage error displays the residual values, which are the total remainders in the equations 
after the previous iteration. The column headed ‘% error’ displays the weighted residual meaning 
that the remainders have all been collected on one side of the equations and summed. When the 
residual values have reached zero a converged solution is obtained.
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8.0 CONVERGENCE CONSIDERATIONS
Sometimes the model may fail to find convergence. Divergence results in the solver falling over. 
This is usually caused by abrupt changes in the terrain causing grid problems or unstable 
recirculations, where a time dependent solution may be required. The Windsim manual states 
that, “in general it is easier to get converged solutions in small models rather than in large models 
in terms of number of cells”.
If error occurs due to divergence it is suggested that the resolution should be reduced, eliminating 
some cells. A smaller map can then be nested within this to increase the resolution again without 
including the troublesome terrain in the map. This has the effect of refining the grid in areas 
where greater detail is required but also significantly increases the computational time required to 
produce a solution. Currently this method is the only way to prevent the model falling over.
It is also possible to use a blocking file to directly refine the grid in certain locations. However, 
the documentation within Windsim is not currently sufficient to inform this process. Vector has 
said that this will be greatly improved for the next Windsim release.
The next release of Windsim will also include a feature which allows the 2"  ^ derivative of the 
slope of hills to be displayed. This will allow areas with abrupt changes of gradient to be easily 
identified, so allowing the grid resolution to be refined in these specific locations. It is hoped that 
this will allow the user to easily identify areas that may cause problems for the solver and to fix 
the problem in a way that has minimal effect on the final solution.
9.0 CONSIDERATION OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The boundary condition for the ‘roof of the domain is user defined within the windfields module. 
When defining this condition it should be ensured that the geostrophic height is not set at a level 
that will create a blocking effect for flow over high ground, i.e. the cap on the model must be 
placed above a level where any serious terrain influenced flow perturbations will occur.
The boundary conditions for the sides of the domain and the air/terrain interface are non- 
adjustable.
On the in-flow side of the domain the wind profile is inserted as a fully developed logarithmic 
profile taking into account the terrain roughness at that point. This implicitly makes the 
assumption that the terrain upwind of that point is perfectly flat and has uniform roughness. 
However, this is unlikely to be correct, especially if the domain contains complex terrain, so any 
significant changes in the terrain near to this border will produce inaccuracies in the flow field. 
In order to minimise this effect Windsim creates a border zone in which no results are produced. 
This error can also be minimised by carrying out calculations for a larger domain that contains the 
site so that the results from this model can be used as the boundary conditions for the smaller 
model.
The sides of the domain are setup to be non-porous, so there is no in or out flow through these 
walls.
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10.0 OBJECTS MODULE
The objects module loads information about the met. masts and turbines that are, or will be, 
present on site. New objects are added by clicking the new button and removed with the remove 
button.
10.1 Object definition
10.1.1 Object Type
Here the user can choose from WECS (Wind energy Conversion System or Turbine), 
Climatology (met. mast), Geometrical or Transferred Climatology, For GH purposes only the 
first two options are necessary.
10.1.2 Name
The name entered here is saved as the label for the object
10.1.3 Visible
This option can be set to true or false. If the option is set to false the object is invisible and so not 
included in any of the subsequent calculations.
10.1.4 Visualisation file
This file is linked with the object to represent it in visualisations. For turbines ‘turbin_80’ is 
recommended and ‘climatology_80’ for met. masts. These files can be found in: 
C:\Vector\WindSim4.4\WindSim_440\data\objects
For turbines a power curve file must then be entered. These must be in *.pws file format. A 
large number of commercial power curves are already included in the program in the directory: 
C:\Vector\WindSim4.4\WindSim_440\data\power_curves
Met. masts require a *.wws file containing the wind speed frequency distribution. The ‘file 
conversion’ section contains information on how to obtain these files.
10.2 Position
Here the coordinates of the object are input so the model knows where to place it. ‘Global’ 
coordinate system means that the coordinates should be entered using the same system as used in 
the *.gws file. ‘Local’ coordinate system means that the bottom left-hand comer of the map is 
defined as 0, 0.
11.0 RESULTS MODULE
The results module generates results files. These are placed in a folder called ‘windfield’ in the 
project directory.
11.1 Normalisation variable
This option decides which variable will be contained in the results file. The available variables 
are:
SpeedScalarX Wind speed scalar in east-west direction, U
SpeedScalarY Wind speed scalar in north-south direction, V
SpeedScalarZ Wind speed scalar in vertical direction, W
SpeedScalarXY Wind speed scalar in horizontal direction, SQRT(U^V^)
SpeedScalarXYZ Wind speed scalar in 3D space, SQRT(U^+V^+W^)
VelocityVectorXY Wind speed vector in horizontal plane, (U,V,0)
VelocityVectorXYZ Wind speed vector in 3D space, (U,V,W)
DirectionScalar wind direction in horizontal plane in degrees
TurbulentKineticEnergyTurbulent kinetic energy, KE
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Turbulentlntensity Turbulent intensity assuming isotropic KE
100*SQRT((4/3)*KE)/SQRT(U W )
The two turbulence parameters have not been investigated to date.
11.2 Normalisation type
This stipulates how the flow results should be normalised by the site data
11.2.1 Not normalised
When this option is selected, the data is not normalised. Once the results have been converted to 
speed-ups this allows a WindFarmer style analysis to be carried out (manual normalisation using 
the site data)
11.2.2 Normalise reference objects
This option normalises the wind field results against the first visible climatology object from the 
previous module. A speed-up factor is derived linking the location in question with the 
measurement point.
11.2.3 Normalise Scalar
This normalises the results against the value specified in ‘scalar value’.
11.3 Scalar Value
A value is input to provide a normalisation constant if the normalisation setting is set to scalar.
11.4 Planes
The height and sector angles options allow the location for which results are generated to be 
stipulated. Only heights below that previously set as the ‘height of the reduced wind database’ 
and angles set as sector angles are valid. Multiple values must be separated by a semi-colon. A 
maximum of 5 heights can be specified.
11.5 Legend
The minimum and maximum values of the legend (used in the Windsim report of the results 
module) can be set.
In usual resource assessment practice this is likely to be as far as the model needs to be taken as 
the next two modules perform a similar job to Windfarmer. The main reason for carrying out the 
next stages would be to obtain the wind and energy resource diagrams that are generated by the 
final modules. These display 2D and 3D maps overlaid with regions of constant wind or energy 
production.
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12.0 WIND RESOURCES MODULE
This module produces wind resource maps for the entire flow domain at heights defined by the 
user. Unless outputs like that displayed in Figure 12.1 would be useful, this module need not be 
run. At least one met. mast must have been inserted into the model as the resource map is 
established by normalising the wind speeds with the site data. If more than one met. mast is 
present the map is based on all of them “by interpolation of the inverse distance to the 
climatology objects [met. masts]”.
2
Figure 12.1 Example of a wind resource map (Generated within the Windsim 
wind resource module)
12.1 Legend
The minimum and maximum values of the legend (as seen in Figure 12.1) can be set
12.2 Area size
This parameter defines the resolution of the wind resource map. Default values are 1 ; 4; 9; 16
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12.3 Wind speeds
This enables the boundaries between the wind speed regions to be set at a certain wind speed 
value. Rather like stipulating that the contours will indicate 10m changes in elevation on a map. 
Default values are 7; 7.5; 8; 8.5 (m/s).
12.4 Export to ASCII file
This option allows the raw data from which the resource map is constructed to be exported. A 
link to the file is provided in the report section after the module is complete.
13.0 ENERGY MODULE
This module is the final one in the process and takes the analysis right through to energy values.
The annual energy production, AEP is calculated for all the visible turbine locations. This 
calculation is based on the power curve that was stipulated in the objects module and a separate 
calculation is carried out for each visible met. mast. Clearly there are significant differences in 
the results depending on which met. mast is used for initiation. In order to determine which met. 
mast the results should originate from standard GH practice of assessing proximity and 
representativeness should be followed. The AEP is also calculated separately for the wind data 
represented as a frequency distribution and a Weibull distribution.
13.1 Air Density
Defines the air density at the turbine sites.
13.2 Export vertical profiles
The default value for this option is False. If this is changed to True an ASCII file displaying a 
vertical profiles of the AEP at all the visible turbine sites is exported. The profiles stretch from 
ground level up to the ‘height of the reduced wind database’ that was set in the windfields 
module.
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SUMMARY
The aim of the project, as stated in the original description, is to, “improve the understanding of 
and predictive capability for wind flow over rugged terrain” [1]. Research is being carried out 
within Garrad Hassan and Partners Limited, an engineering consultancy providing independent 
technical advice to the wind power industry. Consequently the work described here approaches 
the problem from the perspective of the wind power industry.
Being able to accurately predict wind speed over rugged terrain is essential to the wind power 
industry as wind speed dictates the amount of energy generated at a site. When a new 
development is proposed, uncertainty in predicting the wind speed translates to uncertainty in the 
final financial model which can create problems attracting investors. A wind resource assessment 
is the document defining the potential energy yield and describing its calculation process. This is 
dependent upon the on-site wind measurements, the results of wind flow modelling and the type 
and number of turbines that are installed at a site. The wind resource assessment is a significant 
input into a developer’s financial model. Therefore accurate wind speed modelling helps to make 
new wind power developments more attractive to potential investors by reducing financial 
uncertainties.
Installing wind power allows electricity to be generated without many of the negative impacts of 
conventional power generation. No emissions are associated with the generation process and the 
earth’s resources are not plundered. Therefore increasing generation efficiency and its 
attractiveness as an investment will increase the amount of electricity that is generated. 
Improvements in efficiency should also lead to lower prices, increasing wind power’s 
competitiveness in the energy market. This ‘clean’ electricity generation displaces some 
conventional power generation, reducing the risk and impact of climate change and cutting down 
society’s dependence on finite fossil fuel reserves. These improvements are directly contributed 
to by the findings of this research.
In the context described in the previous two paragraphs a contribution to knowledge is defined as 
an improvement to current industry standard wind flow modelling technique.
A review of the available literature defined the current industry standard wind flow modelling 
technique. WAsP, a linear flow model that represents this standard, was the first model to be 
investigated. This allowed case studies to be assessed for suitability. It was also ensured that no 
unexpected effects were observed in the flow. Other current computational models and their 
theoretical bases that are in principle more advanced than WAsP have been investigated. This 
allowed areas requiring development and possible means of progression to be defined.
Forestry and steep slopes were identified as areas that currently result in significant modelling 
error. Both are topographical features that commonly occur around wind farm sites. Flow over 
forestry is highly turbulent and complicated by interaction between eddies above and below the 
canopy. The complete structure of these eddies cannot be known, so must be approximated by 
the model. Steep slopes cause flow separation. The main flow separates from the terrain and 
reattaches after a short distance. Below this flow the air is turbulent and may travel in a very 
different direction to the free stream. The size and shape of this separation “bubble” are both 
dependent on wind speed and in turn affect the free stream wind speed. Consequently wind speed 
and direction are extremely difficult to predict around these areas.
Case studies containing the physical feature under investigation were selected. Ideally these sites 
would be free of any other terrain features that may cause additional modelling error. For
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example the forestry sites must be as flat as possible so that any discrepancy between measured 
and predicted data is more likely to be associated with inaccuracies in the forest flow modelling. 
Each case study must also contain a minimum of two site masts with a significant amount of 
concurrent data. Without sufficient data, errors arise and seasonal variations can influence 
results. Each model is used to take the data from one mast and extrapolate across space to 
another mast in order that the modelling predictions can be evaluated against the data measured at 
that point.
WAsP is the only model currently included in the forestry investigation. It is felt that accurate 
modelling of forests cannot be achieved without confidence in a model’s ability to predict the 
flow over other underlying terrain. Without this, the effect of the forest cannot be isolated. 
Consequently WAsP’s ability to model forests was assessed and optimised for best practical 
commercial use. Within the code, forests are represented as a combination of the properties: 
‘displacement height’ and ‘surface roughness’. After the case studies were selected, the 
modelling was undertaken using a range of values for these two properties taken from the 
literature. Comparing the prediction to measurement allowed the most accurate combination of 
the two values to be selected. Including additional case studies would increase the applicability 
and allow for further refinement of the forestry model. It is hoped that other models may be 
investigated over these sites. However, it must be proved that a new model is relatively accurate 
around steep slopes before the effect of the forest can be isolated and investigated further.
Case studies for investigating the capabilities of different modelling packages must contain a 
large number of steep slopes and abrupt changes in gradient. Forested areas cannot feature, as the 
effects on the wind speed could not be isolated. One flat “calibration” site was also used to 
ensure that the model can produce accurate results and the correct method was being used. To 
date, WAsP and two more complex models, containing CFD solvers, Windsim and Meteodyn, 
have been tested over these sites.
Conclusions from these tests show that the more complex models do not produce improvement in 
the accuracy of wind speed predictions when compared to WAsP. Both models are more 
complex than WAsP and use significantly more computational resource. Therefore it must be 
concluded that neither of the models represent an advance on current standards. However, due to 
the new models’ added complexity they are able to produce outputs for previously unattainable 
flow properties such as turbulence intensity. This may be used to indicate, perhaps only 
qualitatively, regions of flow separation. Although limited, this would be new and useful 
knowledge, allowing corrections to be made to other models which could not predict turbulent 
phenomena.
To continue this study other flow modelling packages will be acquired and tested over the same 
case studies. In this way a database of all the commercially available models and their 
capabilities will develop. It will then be clear whether any existing models are capable of 
improving the current industry standard. Presuming a model does reach this standard, the focus 
will become developing a method of using the model in the best way possible. The forestry case 
studies will be revisited once a model is proved accurate over complex terrain. In this way it will 
be ensured that forestry is dealt with sensibly within the new model.
Theoretical investigations of various modelling considerations will be carried out. These short 
studies will increase understanding of issues such as atmospheric stability and flow separation 
and will assist in assessing the potential of a flow model. In the event that the commercially 
available models can not exceed WAsP’s modelling accuracy these short studies will be used to 
inform fundamental coding improvements or as the basis of a new model.
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1 NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
a = Measured speed up value
b = Predicted speed up value
B = Bias at a specific location
B  = Average bias across all sites included in the study
D = Deviation from measured values at a specific location
D = Average deviation across all sites included in the study
Dobs = Displacement height of the obstacle - a modelling parameter defined as a fraction
of the obstacle height (metres)
Dgff = Effective displacement height -  the displacement height after it has been
reduced to take account of the decay of the forest effect over distance.
H obs ^ Obstacle (tree) height (metres)
1 = Porosity of the trees -  the proportion of the forest that comprises solid material
(This is assumed to be 0.8 throughout the study).
N = Number of measurement locations across all sites
X = Horizontal distance from the measurement point to the forest boundary
(outside the forest)
Xobs = Horizontal distance from the measurement point to the forest boundary
(inside the forest) 
zo = Surface roughness of the ground (metres)
z obs = Surface roughness of the obstacle (metres)
Wind direction
o b s
o b s
Ground surface
Figure 1.1 Notation used during the forestry investigation
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2 INTRODUCTION
This document reviews the first two years work on an EngD project aiming to “improve the 
understanding of and predictive capability for wind flow over rugged terrain” [1].
Initially, already completed work is described along with its aims and some steps planned for 
the future. These future plans are then expanded to describe the research strategy that will be 
employed over the next two years.
To date work has been divided between two main areas of investigation:
• Forestry
• Complex terrain (steep slopes)
These areas were identified as causing the largest modelling errors and were therefore the 
most critical areas for improvement.
The current industry standard modelling technique has been defined, through testing and 
literature review. Attempts to move this standard forward have focused on optimising the 
current model and assessing the performance of other commercially available models. These 
models have the potential to improve the modelling accuracy due to their use of CFD 
methods, which allow them to preserve the turbulent terms of the original Navier-Stokes 
equations. Linear models, such as WAsP [2] the current industry standard, do not contain 
these terms; they have been empirically approximated in order to increase the computational 
efficiency.
Testing is carried out using data measured on actual sites. To support the investigation a test 
site it must contain at least two measurement masts, both of which have data recorded for at 
least one year so that seasonal variations are captured.
It is noted that this report is subject to the terms of the confidentiality agreement in the 
studentship agreement.
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3 FORESTRY INVESTIGATION
3.1 Background and Context
Forestry is a common feature around proposed wind farm sites. It is an important 
consideration when drawing up a wind resource assessment because it can cause significant 
reductions in wind speed at the hub height of proposed turbines, so limiting the potential to 
generate energy. Therefore accurate wind speed modelling of flow around forests is an 
essential requirement when producing bankable wind resource assessment around forested 
regions.
WAsP is the current industry standard flow model. It is a linear model that does not include 
turbulent terms in its fundamental equations. Consequently it cannot physically model the 
turbulent flows that occur around forested regions. A comprehensive technical description of 
the model can be found in the WAsP manuals [3-5]. WAsP engineering 2.0 [6], a recently 
released (01/07/2005) add-on to the main program, contains a module for calculating 
turbulence properties, but this is based on parameterization of the flow equations [7] and is 
only applicable to calculating turbine loads rather than modelling wind speed.
The two parameters in WAsP that allow a user to represent forestry in the model are:
• Displacement height
• Surface roughness length
The surface roughness length is a local property of the ground. It is a representation of the 
amount of drag that the ground exerts on the air as it flows over it. Values are related to the 
Davenport classification [8] of roughness. This is an empirical scale that assigns roughness 
values to various features, from water to built-up areas. Forestry is represented in this scale 
but is only defined as dense woodland or scattered individual trees. Due to the natural 
variation of forests this does not often accurately represent reality. The actual roughness 
value at a specific location is dependent on the height of the trees, the size of the leaves and 
the density of the planting and therefore on the tree species, the altitude and the soil type.
The displacement height represents the height of the obstacle that the forest represents to the 
wind. This value is designed to take account of the porosity of the forest canopy and 
therefore differs from the actual height of the trees. Within WAsP, the effect of a forest 
upwind of a point is represented by lowering the measurement point towards the ground 
within the model by a distance equal to the effective displacement height, Dgff (see Figure 
1.1). The effective displacement height decays with distance from the forest boundary (see 
section 3.6).
As the WAsP manual states, “The reliability of the results of a WAsP session will never 
exceed the reliability of the input data” [3]. Accurate forestry modelling within WAsP relies 
on correctly defining the input parameters. This task must be completed using only the input 
data available, often based on site notes made by an engineer during a site visit. 
Consequently the extent of the forest and an approximate indication of its height are all that 
are available to the user. Uncertainty is associated with these measurements due to the 
location of forest boundaries being taken directly from maps and observations that may not be 
completely up to date. The height of the trees is measured by eye and a single value may be 
assumed to apply to a large plot.
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3.2 Aims and objectives
In order to gain knowledge of the current industry standard wind flow modelling, an 
investigation of WAsP was carried out. Forestry has been identified as a significant source of 
modelling error. The modelling methods established within WAsP are vague and often 
highly subjective. An increased understanding of modelling around forested areas would 
provide significant benefits. It was therefore decided that an attempt at minimising the 
modelling error and subjectivity would achieve a number of objectives:
• Build personal knowledge of WAsP, the industry standard flow model
• Create a small database of forestiy case studies that could be used to optimise the 
forestry modelling of any other modelling packages that may be tested at a later date
• Precisely define the current forestry modelling method
• Improve the current WAsP forestry modelling method, so reducing the modelling 
error
• Make the new modelling parameters compatible with the Davenport roughness 
classification to maintain consistency through the modelling method.
3.3 Methodology
A number of different methods for defining the surface roughness and the displacement 
height of a forest from easily measurable physical features were found in the literature [9-13]. 
These methods contain different levels of physical justification and empirical validation and 
are displayed in Table 3.1. Tests were carried over real forests out to assess the accuracy of 
these five selected methods.
Method no. Surface roughness (m) Displacement Height, Dobs (m) Source
1 { f o , s l ^ O None [9]
2 [10]
3 0.3 - 4 .3 z „ , . ( l - a ) [11]
4 0.076//.J, 0.7877,., [12]
5 277,.,/3 [13]
Table 3.1 Five forestry modelling methods
Due to WAsP dividing the wind regime into twelve discrete direction sectors an added 
uncertainty is brought into the method. This uncertainty is eliminated when testing these five 
methods by only using data from wind in one of these 30 degree direction sectors. As this 
method is not directly applicable to a practical analysis of wind regime the final modelling 
method must also be validated using data from an entire wind rose.
Four proposed wind farm sites containing significant forested areas were chosen as case 
studies. In addition to large areas of forestry, the sites must not contain any other features, 
such as steep slopes, that may cause large modelling errors. This enables the effect of forestry 
to be isolated, so that errors in wind speed prediction can be assumed to indicate inaccurate 
forestry modelling. As these sites are commercially sensitive the maps cannot be displayed, 
however as they are also relatively simple some useful additional understanding can be gained 
from considering the information about the sites contained in Table 3.2, overleaf.
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Site
no.
Distance 
between 
masts (m)
1300
4850
Mast 1 location Mast 2 location Brief terrain description
515
2960
Completely free 
from forest 
influence 
Subject to some 
distant forest 
influence in minor 
sectors 
In the centre of a 
large clearing with 
trees ~2km away in 
major sectors 
Outside the forest 
but with some trees 
only 1km upwind 
in major sectors
Within dense 18m 
high forest
Within 15m high 
pine forest
Next to 1 Om high 
trees
Within dense 15m 
high trees
Coastal site with a gentle 
slope rising from the 
coastline towards the site
Rolling countryside with 
some steep slope about 5 
km north of the masts
Gently sloping hillsides 
masts are both within a 
large clearing
Masts lie on opposite sides 
of a small valley which has 
generally gently sloping 
sides
Table 3.2 Details of the four considered forested sites.
The modelling accuracy is assessed by comparing modelling predictions across the site with 
measured data. Wind data is measured using anemometers mounted on masts installed at the 
site. Measured data is required for a model to produce predictions that are in agreement with 
the local wind regime. The input data is extrapolated by the prediction method to another 
location, such as a proposed turbine site. In this test, data from one mast will be used to 
predict the wind regime at another mast site, where further measured data can be compared 
with the WAsP output. Therefore all case studies must also feature a minimum of two 
measurement masts. Ideally these masts would be subject to the effect of the forest to varying 
extents (as in Figure 3.1) in order to expose the model’s ability to predict the change in wind 
speed. This point is expanded upon in Section 3.3.1 which explains the concept of 
representative locations.
Throughout the forestry modelling investigation, the masts at each site will be referred to as 
Mast 1 and Mast 2. Mast 2 is subject to large forest effect (within the forest). Mast 1 is less 
affected by the forest (outside the forest). This situation is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
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Side View
M ast 2M ast 1
Wind Diiectioii
Figure 3.1 An ideal forestry case study
The quality of the data and the length of the measurement period are also important 
considerations. It is important that the anemometers are well mounted on the mast in order to 
avoid measuring the wind flow that has been influenced by the mast. Poor mounting increase 
the uncertainty in wind speed measurements [14-17].
Modelling for wind turbine siting must attempt to capture the long-term relationship between 
the measurement point and the proposed turbine location. This will be the best possible 
estimate of future energy production, but will always contain uncertainty due to the 
assumption that the future is accurately represented by the past. Typically a one year 
measurement campaign is the minimum period required to capture the seasonal variations at a 
site.
Each of the five methods for defining the forestry modelling parameters has been used to 
extrapolate the wind data from one site mast to another. Each of the methods can then be 
individually assessed and compared. The most reliable method is then selected.
Analysis of the results will inform whether the best of the five available methods should be 
adopted or whether to develop a new one. The first five modelling methods will be used to 
assist in the derivation of any new method. The new method will then be validated against 
the best of the first five methods to verify whether it does provide a tangible improvement in 
modelling accuracy.
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3.3.1 Requirements for representative results
In order for the assumptions that WAsP makes to relate to the actual behaviour of the wind, 
representative data is required.
It is important to distinguish between accuracy and representativeness. Accuracy is 
concerned with minimising measurement errors. Representativeness is less simple to define. 
It is the idea that one situation exhibits the same behaviour as another even though the two 
situations may appear unrelated. For example, when looking at the behaviour of people in 
shops, one shop in Bristol may be assumed to be representative of the behaviour of people in 
shops across England. This assumption would allow further assertions about peoples’ 
behaviour in shops to be made from observations of the behaviour of people in that one shop. 
However, the assumption is valid only if there is no significant variation in people or shops 
across the country. Otherwise, it must be assumed that peoples’ behaviour in shops also 
varies across the country and one shop cannot be taken to represent all the others as a whole. 
Consequently, ensuring accuracy and representativeness are not the same.
Representativeness is extremely important when making predictions that require data to be 
extrapolated in time and space. Without knowledge of the relationship between two points or 
confidence that they behave in the same way, nothing can be said about one situation from 
knowing about the other. Extrapolation in time and space is the process WAsP carries out in 
order to produce predictions of the wind climate. Therefore it is extremely important that the 
two locations that WAsP is working between are representative of each other. This is 
emphasised in the introduction to the WAsP manual which points out that, “The reliability of 
the results of a WAsP session will never exceed the reliability of the input data” [18]. 
Representativeness is a vital issue that must be seriously considered.
In his discursive paper from 1996, Wieringa defines the four types of representativity he 
considers to be essential when using wind data [19]. They are:
• Regional representativity, the ability to represent the average flow velocity in the 
large-scale surrounding area,
• Local representativity, the ability to represent the flow characteristics of the local 
region,
• Point-to-point representativity, the ability of two separate points to represent each 
other, and
• Long-term representativity, the ability to represent the behaviour of a system over a 
long time period.
Clearly the amount of each type of representativity required varies depending on the 
application of the data.
When using WAsP to predict the wind climate, point-to point representativity is essential. 
Data is collected at the point where the equipment is located and used to predict the wind 
speed at another point. Without any knowledge of how these points are related, the model is 
useless. The whole modelling process can be seen as an attempt to improve the point-to-point 
representativeness of any two locations in space.
As a result of making measurements between specific points, one of which can be located 
anywhere, the need for data to represent the wider area is reduced. The wind climate changes 
so rapidly within the boundary layer that achieving any regional or local representativity is 
unlikely. These qualities are only realistically achievable when approaching geostrophic 
heights.
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A wind farm is likely to be in operation for about twenty five years after an energy analysis is 
carried out. Consequently it is necessary to make confident predictions of the energy yield 
well into the future. Without long-term representativity, no guarantees of this kind can be 
made and any investment in wind power becomes subject to a high risk. Some research [20] 
has shown that factors such as increased development in an area can produce changes in the 
wind climate. In order to ensure that data is representative of the long-term it is compared to 
records from a local meteorological station. It must also be ensured that the measured data 
itself covers a significant time period.
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3.4 Results
A selection of the results from testing the five modelling methods is displayed in Figures 3.2, 
3.3 and 3.4, below (not all case studies are represented).
1 0 0  -T
&
I
O  Measured
-X — Method 1 (20=0.6 Dobs=0.0) 
- • —Method 2 (z0=0,6 Dobs=17.5) 
Method 3 (z0=0.3 Dobs=17.7) 
-♦ -M eth od  4 (z0=1.4 Dobs=14) 
Method 5 (z0=0.2 Dobs=12)
0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2
W ind Speed ratio
Figure 3.2 Speed-ups predicted from Mast 2 to Mast 1 by the 5 modelling methods 
over Forestry case study 1
100
O Measured
-X — Method 1 (z0=0.7 Dobs=0.0) 
-♦ -M eth od  2 (z0=0.7 Dobs=20,4) 
Method 3 (z0=0.3 Dobs=20.7) 
- • —Method 4 (z0=1.6 Dobs=16.4) 
Method 5(z0=0.2 Dobs=14.0)
&
I
30
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
W ind Speed ratio
Figure 3.3 Speed-ups predicted from Mast 1 to Mast 2 by the 5 modelling methods 
over Forestry case study 2
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Figure 3.4
100
O Measured
Method 1 (z0=0.3 Dobs=0.0) 
-♦ -M eth od  2 (z0=0.3 Dobs=9.8) 
Method 3 (z0=0.3 Dobs=9,8) 
-•-M eth o d  4 (z0=0.8 Dobs=7.8) 
Method 5 (z0=0.1 Dobs=6.7)
s.
I 40
10
1.21.11.00.90.80.7
W ind Speed ratio
Speed-ups predicted from Mast 1 to Mast 2 by the 5 modelling methods 
over Forestry case study 3
The average deviation (equations 1 and 2) and bias (equations 3 and 4) in predicted speed up 
per case study at the height of the predictions is displayed in Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7. The 
bias must be split between Mast 1 to Mast 2 (Figure 3.6) runs and Mast 2 to Mast 1 (Figure 
3.7) runs. This is because WAsP carries out an inverse calculation for the two situations. So 
the inverse speed-ups will cancel out and not produce a useful measure of bias. An ideal 
modelling method would have zero deviation and zero bias. The values for each method are 
calculated as shown below:
\a -b \
D =  -------  calculated at each available location
D =
B =
B =
a
Z R .
N  
( a - 6 )
a
Z l
N
calculated at each available location
( 1 )
(2)
(3)
(4)
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S 10
M odelling m ethods
Figure 3.5 Average deviation of each modelling method’s wind speed predictions 
from the measured points per case over all case studies
4.5 
4
3.5
g  3
I  2.5
I 2
1.5
0.5
M odelling method
Figure 3.6 Average bias on each modelling method’s wind speed predictions from 
the measured points for Mast 1 to Mast 2 runs
Figure 3.5 shows Method 3 to have the lowest deviation from measured results. However the 
difference in the methods is marginal even though the input parameters vary greatly.
Figure 3.6 shows the bias of the wind speed predictions made by each model when predicting 
the wind speed within the forest using data from a location that is unaffected by forest. 
Therefore the trend, seen in all methods, for over predicting the wind speed represents an 
under prediction of the forest effect. In this situation, the model must reduce the wind speed
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at the predicted location in order to take account of the forest, but has not applied a large 
enough reduction resulting in an over prediction of wind speed.
In light of these observations a new method was proposed. Where the five modelling 
methods were tested in single direction sectors the new model must be validated using the full 
wind regime in order that the results of the investigation can be applied to realistic situations. 
Due to this change in methodology the results from the five models cannot be compared to 
those generated subsequently.
Owing to the fact that large changes in the modelling parameters cause virtually 
inconsequential changes in the accuracy, the new method is intentionally simple and easy to 
use. The under prediction of the forest effect is felt to be a general trend and so the new 
method aims to increase the size of the wind flow obstacle that the forest represents within the 
model.
The surface roughness is set at a constant value of 0.5 m. This value was chosen as a round 
number which is larger than the previous values so increasing the effect of the forest. 
Although the value could have been tuned to produce best agreement with the validation data 
presented here, this was not considered prudent given the small number of cases in the 
dataset. Due to this the round value appears to be most appropriate. A constant value for the 
surface roughness is felt to accurately represent a forest as the roughness of a canopy will not 
change with the height of the trees. This point is illustrated in Figure 3.7; the trees appear 
identical within the black boxes even though they are different heights.
Shoit Forest
Wiiid Diiectioii
Tall Forest
Figure 3.7 Canopies of different heights having an equal surface roughness
The displacement height within the new method is equal to the actual observed height of the 
trees. This is a simplification of the expression used to calculate the displacement height in 
Methods 2 and 3. If any difference in output values is detected, the forest effect within the 
model will increase, improving accuracy, and simplify the calculation procedure.
The details of the new method are displayed along with those of method 3 in Table 3.3. The 
deviation of the new method from measured values over all case studies is compared to that of 
method 3 in Figures 3.8 and 3.9.
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Method no. Surface roughness, zo (m) Displacement height, m Source
3 0.3 [11]
New 0.5 Prior investigation
Table 3.3 New forestry modelling method and the best method from the initial 
investigation
JMMNNNIIIy
r
- ■
I
M o d e llin g  m e t h o d s
Figure 3.8 Comparison of average deviation per case for the new method and 
method 3, over all case studies
0.015
Ü 0 .010
M o d e llin g  M e th o d
Figure 3.9 Comparison of average bias per case for the new method and method 3, 
over all case studies
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3.5 Conclusion
Of the initial five methods of defining WAsP modelling parameters gleaned from literature, 
none provided a clearly greater accuracy than the others. Each method produced a similar 
level of performance despite significant variation in the values applied.
When comparing the accuracy and bias of the two best methods, there is still no significant 
difference. Therefore the simpler of the two ‘best’ methods was chosen as the one to be 
adopted for commercial practice. This will reduce the amount of time taken to model areas 
containing forestry without loss of accuracy.
The lack of variation in the output values when compared with the inputs indicates that with 
current knowledge WAsP has reached an optimum. The uncertainty in the input data and 
modelling procedure outweighs the error that originates from flow around forestry. This 
assertion does not support continuation of investigations into WAsP. In order to produce 
improvement in modelling accuracy, either a model that is capable of predicting the complex 
turbulent flows around forestry must be found to replace WAsP or the uncertainty within the 
analysis process must be further minimised to enable better isolation of the forestry effect.
The origins of the WAsP forestry model and the physical basis supporting it, vague though 
these are, are much more comprehensively understood. Knowledge of how to use WAsP as a 
tool is also increase. As a result Garrad Hassan is able to support modelling decisions in a 
more objective manner. Each stage of the method can be referenced, supporting the origins of 
the modelling parameters.
3.6 Limitations of the Analysis Process
The uncertainties within this investigation are significant. However, no error bars are placed 
on the graphs or uncertainty analysis displayed. This is because the uncertainties involved 
cannot be confidently or precisely quantified.
Sources of uncertainty in wind resource assessments are many and varied. They can be 
classified as arising from the long term variation of the wind regime or being incorporated in 
the resource assessment process. This study is concerned with the latter type. These are 
intrinsic uncertainties that cannot be separated from the method without fundamental 
alterations and arise from inaccuracies in the data collected, the modelling method and the 
input data.
The mounting arrangement of the anemometers is another source of uncertainty. There is a 
relatively comprehensive understanding of the local flow accelerations around the top of the 
mast [15]. However, due to the variety of mounting arrangements, and the equipment’s 
sensitivity to wind strength and direction, the precise magnitude of this perturbation cannot be 
captured.
Lack of data can also cause large uncertainties. Presently the analysis suffers from a lack of 
data due to the small number of suitable case studies. The graphs showing the bias and 
accuracy of the models are based on eleven data points. As more suitable datasets become 
available they can be included in the analysis reducing the uncertainty on the final values of 
surface roughness and displacement height.
There are aspects of forest modelling technique that are not fully understood or validated. 
When a measurement mast is located downwind of a forested area it is commonly agreed that 
the effect that the forest exerts on the wind flow at that point decreases as the distance from
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the forest to the measurement point increases. However the rate and manner in which this 
decrease occurs is unknown. Current methods employ the equation below:
A #  = A k  “  ^ 0  A #  -  0 (5)
All terms in equation (5) are expressed in metres.
Equation (5) embodies the assumption that the forest effect decays linearly to zero at a point 
fifty times the full displacement height from the forest boundary. This may be a valid 
assumption but it has not been tested as this would require an extensive and expensive 
measurement campaign. Also applied is the condition that a displacement height is not 
required if the trees are less than one third of the measurement height. Again this does not 
appear to have foundations in theory. The effect of the directional averaging process on the 
final wind speed figures is also unknown.
Introducing more case studies and investigating the unknown aspects of the method will 
reduce uncertainties but modelling forestry within WAsP will always be fundamentally 
limited. It is impossible to model a varying and highly turbulent effect with a linear model. 
Therefore WAsP wind speed predictions made around forested regions will always display a 
significant deviation from the measured values.
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3.7 Future Direction
Owing to the significant uncertainties and relatively small amount of data, the findings of this 
investigation cannot be regarded as a definitive answer to the question of how to 
computationally model flow over forestry.
The conclusions could be supported by the use of the same comparison method over more 
case studies. This would increase the amount of data that the parameters are based on, so 
reducing the experimental uncertainty. New case studies will inevitably introduce an 
increased variety of terrain and forest conditions, so improving the applicability of the model. 
However this assumes that the rest of the wind speed prediction process is accurate. A slight 
change in another aspect of the WAsP method could greatly affect the influence of the 
forestiy model. It is also likely that a computational model that was able to predict highly 
turbulent flows could produce significant benefits around forested areas.
It is hoped that the aspects of the WAsP forestry model, mentioned in the previous section, 
that have not been thoroughly investigated due to a lack of data may be addressed. This 
would also require field measurements to be taken to generate the required data. Setting up 
measurement masts is time consuming and expensive. However SODAR [21-27], an 
alternative measurement technique, is developing fast and may soon produce accurate 
measurements that could help to answer some modelling questions. The great advantage of 
this technique is that the measurement equipment is portable.
It is widely known that WAsP produces significant modelling errors due to complex terrain 
[28-30]. Case studies featuring forested areas situated in relatively flat areas are rare, making 
it difficult to pursue this line of investigation. Improving WAsP predictions in complex 
regions would enable confidence in the forestry model to grow and more datasets could be 
used to study forestry modelling as the effect could be isolated. Riso, the developers of 
WAsP, have recognised the problem of using WAsP in complex terrain and have developed 
an easily determined measure of terrain complexity called the Ruggedness Index (RIX). This 
has not yet been fully developed into a set method but this Index may correlate with the 
WAsP error produced in a specific location allowing a relationship between terrain 
complexity and WAsP error to be developed leading to a method for correcting this error.
Testing other models to investigate whether they can improve on WAsP’s predictions over 
forestry is likely to be a lucrative line of investigation. However, model outputs over forestry 
cannot be relied upon until it is known that the model can accurately predict wind speed when 
there is an absence of forestry in the region. Therefore testing over forestiy cannot commence 
until a comprehensive and fundamental investigation of other commercially available wind 
flow models has been completed.
Due to there being a number of possible avenues of investigation from this point with no clear 
indication of which is likely to be most successful in the long term, progression will be 
pursued in a number of directions. A database of the available models and their prediction 
capabilities in complex terrain will be drawn up. The WAsP RIX adjustment will be treated 
as a further model and added to this database. As the database is populated it will become 
clear which models produce the most accurate wind speed predictions over complex terrain. 
This model should then be taken to the forested case studies.
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4 MODEL TESTING
4.1 Background and Context
It is a well-known problem when compiling a wind resource assessment that WAsP struggles 
to maintain acceptable levels of accuracy around steep slopes [28-30]. This is due to WAsP’s 
reliance on the theories of Jackson and Hunt [31] which asserts a three-tiered structure on the 
boundary layer and replaces all non-linear terms from the Navier-Stokes equations with 
empirical approximations.
Many wind farms are developed in areas containing steep slopes as, generally, high wind 
speeds are experienced in these regions. However the modelling uncertainty makes the 
financial returns very hard to predict.
Discovering or developing a model that is capable of producing accurate wind speed 
predictions in complex terrain would reduce the financial uncertainty associated with 
investing in wind farm projects around these areas. As discussed in the section 3.7 an 
accurate model would also enable progression in the investigation of wind flow modelling 
around forested regions.
4.2 Aims and Objectives
Section 4 describes an investigation into the wind speed modelling abilities of two 
commercially available computational wind flow modelling packages.
The aim of these investigations is to develop a database containing as many of these 
computational packages as possible. This database, hopefully, will allow a modelling 
procedure that is able to produce the most accurate wind speed predictions over all types of 
terrain, both simple and complex, to be identified.
The computational package that is most able to make improvements to WAsP’s wind speed 
prediction capabilities around steep slopes will be highlighted. The computational resources 
and usability of the models will also be assessed. A methodology for using the most highly 
favoured package can then be developed and perhaps replace WAsP in commercial practice.
Being able to predict flow separation is linked with the main objective of this investigation. 
This flow phenomenon occurs around steep slopes and is wind speed dependent. It can cause 
significant reductions in the wind speed at the peak of a hill. Therefore not taking it into 
account can result in large errors when predicting the wind speed at a wind farm development. 
The potential of each model to predict flow separation will be considered.
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4.3 Methodology
In order to achieve the aims and objectives of this study, the models must be tested in a 
directly comparable manner. The methodology of this investigation is very similar to that 
described in section 3.3.
Case studies containing two or more measurement masts were selected so that the models can 
be provided with data measured at one location on site. The data is then extrapolated across 
the site to another mast location where the predictions can be compared to measured data.
Case studies must not contain forestry. As illustrated throughout section 3 this is a separate 
flow modelling challenge and introduces additional uncertainty into the modelling. Any 
uncertainty that is not linked with the flow over the terrain alone would prevent isolation of 
the terrain effect.
Wind data and terrain information from carefully chosen locations will be used to test each 
model. Initial ‘calibration’ runs are undertaken over a Flat Site, where it is known that 
existing models such as WAsP can produce accurate predictions. The models are then tested 
over two complex terrain sites where the accuracy of WAsP’s flow predictions is significantly 
reduced.
The purpose of the Flat Site is to allow the modelling procedure to be checked. Flow over 
simple terrain is only subject to small perturbations, minimising the amount that the model 
must manipulate the flow. WAsP can produce accurate predictions over simple terrain and 
any model worthy of further investigation would be expected to achieve similar levels of 
performance over this initial site. This ‘calibration’ check ensures that no gross systematic 
errors are present in either the source code or modelling procedure. Although the Flat Site 
may show that a model is able to make accurate predictions it may not clearly differentiate 
between modelling parameters. Complex terrain is required to allow modelling shortcomings 
to be observed and recorded.
The other case studies are situated in complex terrain. They feature large areas of steep 
slopes and abrupt gradient changes. It is likely that flow separation occurs in some parts of 
these sites. This will provide a sufficiently difficult modelling challenge to the various 
packages, allowing a full evaluation to be undertaken.
Usability and computational efficiency, as well as modelling accuracy will be evident. The 
modelling procedures and user controlled variables vary from package to package. Each 
package requires a separately defined modelling method. This will be explained in the 
methodology section of each package. Within each package the aim is to use available 
features and parameters to produce the most accurate wind speed prediction possible.
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4.4 Windsim Investigation
4.4.1 Technical description
Windsim is a code designed and developed by the Norwegian company, VECTOR AS [32]. 
It is based around the PHOENICS (Parabolic Hyperbolic or Elliptic Numerical Integration 
Code Series) solver. This is a 3D Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes flow solver developed 
by CHAM (Concentration, Heat and Momentum) Ltd. in Cambridge, UK [33]. The solver is 
able to resolve the momentum, mass and energy conservation equations. The two equation k- 
8 turbulence model (see AI) is used to close the equations. The Coriolis force is neglected.
An overview of Windsim’s calculation procedure is provided in Figure 4.1.
Windsim is a flnite volume model. The computational domain is made up of discrete 
volumes which form a grid or mesh. The flow properties are extracted from nodes situated at 
the vertices of these volumes. The mesh is constructed automatically within the model’s 
Terrain Module (see Figure 4.1) using body fitted coordinates that are refined towards the 
ground (the user can fix the ratio of the vertical height of the cell nearest the ground to the 
vertical height of the uppermost cell in the domain). At the ground it appears that equilibrium 
log-law wall functions are applied.
The horizontal grid resolution is constant across the domain and the (nominally) vertical grid 
lines are normal to the terrain surface at the surface [34]. The user is able to select the 
maximum number of cells in the grid, the number of cells in the vertical direction and how far 
the grid extends above the ground.
The domain is separated into direction sectors. Each direction sector is treated discretely, 
meaning wind is assumed to originate from a single direction in each set of calculations. This 
allows the boundary conditions to be applied in a simple manner. The flow domain is 
oriented such that the wind enters it orthogonally to the inflow face as shown in Figure 4.2. It 
then flows through the domain, is perturbed by the terrain, and exits at the far face. The sides 
of the domain are non-porous and non-resistant, so no flow enters or exits the domain through 
the sides and the walls do not exert a shear force on the air. The volume of air entering the 
domain must be equal to the volume that will exit it. Without sources or sinks this is essential 
to ensure mass conserved within the domain. The wind speed above the domain (assumed to 
be the geostrophic wind speed) is assumed to be equal to 10 m/s and this obviously scales the 
wind speeds calculated near to the ground. However, due to the Reynold’s number 
independence of the model this influence is negated when the model’s predictions are 
normalised to site data after the flow calculations are completed [35]. At the boundary 
between the air and the ground, the no-slip condition is enforced. On the inflow side of the 
domain a logarithmic profile in equilibrium with the terrain is assumed and positioned so that 
its peak corresponds to the 10 ms'* geostrophic wind speed. This implicitly assumes that the 
terrain upwind of the domain is flat and of equal roughness to the terrain at the boundary. If 
the boundary conditions do not represent the situation accurately, they influence a model’s 
output, introducing error. Within Windsim, this error is more likely to arise in complex 
terrain than flat regions because the terrain upwind of the model is less likely to be flat and 
unchanging, as the boundary conditions assume.
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Figure 4.1 An overview of the Windsim calculation procedure
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Figure 4.2 A Windsim single direction sector computational domain
Due to limitations in computational power and the constant grid resolution, Windsim is not 
able to calculate the flow over a large domain. To cover a large area the grid cells must be 
extended, causing loss of modelling detail. To get past this limitation, and minimise the 
influence of the boundary conditions, Windsim can nest one run inside another as shown in 
Figure 4.3. This enables the model to use data output from a low resolution run covering a 
large region as an input to a higher resolution run covering a smaller region. The advantage 
of this is that the boundary conditions for the final run are now based on the solutions to flow 
calculations rather than arbitrary inputs, so theoretically the final modelling outputs are more 
likely to represent the actual behaviour of the wind. The outer computational run must have a 
lower resolution than and completely cover the area of the nested run.
The literature supplied with Windsim does not explain the nesting procedure [34]. 
Consequently it is known only that the initial conditions of the nested run are interpolated 
from the results of a previous run.
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Figure 4.3 Smaller maps nested within a larger run
Having completed the flow calculations Windsim produces a separate output file for every 
flow property at every calculation height and for each direction sector. The flow properties 
calculated by Windsim are:
Wind speed scalar in the x, y and z directions (ms ')
Wind speed scalar in the horizontal plane (ms ')
Wind speed scalar in 3D space (ms ')
Wind speed vector in horizontal plane (ms ')
Wind speed vector in 3D space(ms ')
Wind direction in horizontal plane (degrees)
Turbulent kinetic energy 
Turbulence intensity (assuming KE is isotropic)
Each output file contains the value predicted for a specific property at every node in the mesh. 
The required data can be extracted from these files and used to derive speed up factors. 
Alternatively, the site data can be normalised within the Windsim package. The precise 
normalisation procedure that is carried out is not described in the literature [34] so all the data 
shown in this report has been manually normalised to site data (See A2) after it was extracted 
from the model.
This investigation is concerned with scalar outputs as they are the individual values derived 
from triangulation of the relevant vector outputs. Whether the 2D or 3D output most 
accurately represents reality is unknown, so both will be displayed in the results and their 
merits considered.
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4.4.2 Methodology
The basic methodology of entering wind data for one mast location and using it to predict the 
wind regime at another mast location was followed. This allowed direct comparison between 
the different models and with measured data. However the Windsim nesting procedure must 
also be considered and investigated.
4.4.2.1 Whole site runs
The assumption that a higher resolution run contains more detailed topographic information 
and so has the potential to produce wind speed predictions to a higher degree of accuracy is 
implicit throughout this investigation. That is to say that the initial run at a site covered the 
whole map and used the highest available resolution permitted by the limitations of the 
computer package. The user is only able to stipulate the maximum number of cells in the 
computational grid, so the specific resolution is dictated by the computer. The procedure 
followed when stipulating the grid resolution is shown in Figure 4.4. In addition, one whole 
map run at each site was carried out with a resolution of approximately 1 km, as demonstrated 
in the Windsim literature [34]. The maximum available cell length below 1 km was selected.
4.4.2.2 Nested runs
Once the low resolution run is complete a higher resolution run is carried out over a smaller 
map enclosed within the initial run. The boundary conditions for this run are taken from the 
output of the initial run. Nested runs were all carried out at a resolution equal to that of the 
provided map data as further increasing the resolution would not provide the model with more 
information. Runs were carried out in 1 km^ maps around each measurement mast, as 
recommended by the Windsim literature [34]. This enables the predicted wind speeds for 
each mast to be extracted and speed-up values to be derived. Other nested runs were given a 
map containing the maximum number of cells that the package can compute (250 x 250 x 40). 
Divergence was observed in many of these large maps, although some results were obtained.
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Figure 4.4 Procedure followed to determine the resolution of whole map runs
4.4.3 Results
Details of the locations used as case studies in this report are subject to confidentiality 
agreements and so cannot be displayed. The number of runs carried out at each site is
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dependent on the number of masts installed with data of sufficient quality. A selection of the 
results is supplied below.
4.4.3.1 Flat Site
Details of the runs carried out at the Flat Site are contained in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 and 
represented graphically in Figure 4.5.
Resolution Map dimensions (m) Cell side length (m) No. of cells
X Y X Y X Y
A 33440 29982 266 266 125 112
B 33440 29982 351 351 95 85
C 33440 29982 1026 1026 32 29
Table 4.1 Details of Windsim runs encompassing the whole map at the Flat Site
\Miole map niii
Rim at resolution and C
Mast 2
(See Tables 4.1 and 4.2)
+  = Mast location
Figure 4.5 A schematic of the whole site and nested maps at the Flat site
Mast Map dimensions (m) Cell side length (m) No. of cells
X Y X Y X Y
1 1000 1000 38 38 26 26
2 1000 1000 38 38 26 26
Table 4.2 Details of Windsim runs nested within the map
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Figure 4.7 A comparison of measured values and WAsP and Windsim predictions 
of the speed-up between Mast 1 and Mast 2 at the Flat Site -  All runs 
cover small areas of the map and are nested in whole map runs of 
different resolutions
Figure 4.6 shows results from whole map runs over the Flat Site and demonstrates that 
Windsim wind speed predictions can be of comparable accuracy to WAsP over simple terrain. 
Figure 4.7 shows nested runs producing results which are further from measured data than the 
whole map runs in Figure 4.6. However the accuracy of these runs is acceptable to allow the
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model to be investigated further. It is worth noting that the accuracy of the nested predictions 
is independent of the modelling procedure. This is expected as the terrain does alter 
significantly across the site so there are no large deviations between grid nodes.
4.4.3.2 Complex Terrain Site 1
Details of the runs carried out at Complex Terrain Site 1 are contained in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 
and represented graphically in Figure 4.8.
yVkliole map 
/ Resolutions A to D
Figure 4.8
(See Tables 4.3 and 4.4)
+  = Mast location
A schematic of the whole site and nested maps at Complex Terrain Site 1
Resolution Map dimensions (m) Cell side length (m) No. of cells
X Y X Y X Y
A 23004 23976 189 189 121 126
B 23004 23976 216 216 106 111
C 23004 23976 243 243 94 98
D 23004 23876 891 891 25 26
Table 4.3 Windsim w bole map run details at Complex Terrain Site 1
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Mast Map dimensions (m) Cell side length (m) No. of cells
X Y X Y X Y
1 1000 1000 27 27 38 38
2 1000 1000 27 27 38 38
3 1000 1000 27 27 38 38
4 1000 1000 27 27 38 38
5 1000 1000 27 27 38 38
6 1000 1000 27 27 38 38
Table 4.4 Windsim runs nested inside the resolution D mesoscale runs at Complex 
Terrain Site 1
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Figure 4.9 A comparison with measured values and WAsP and Windsim 
predictions of the speed-up factors between Mast 4 and Mast 1 at 
Complex Terrain Site 1
Figure 4.9 shows the accuracy of the Windsim predictions approaching that of WAsP, which 
has made a good prediction of the measured speed-up values. There is a larger discrepancy 
between the 2D and 3D outputs for the whole map run than the nested run.
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Figure 4.10 A comparison with measured values and WAsP and Windsim 
predictions of the speed-up factors between Mast 4 and Mast 2 at 
Complex Terrain Site 1
In Figure 4.10, the deviations of the Windsim predictions from the run nested within the 
resolution D whole map run are again comparable with WAsP. However the run nested 
within a resolution C whole map run is highly erroneous. Resolution C is higher than 
resolution D, so it is expected that this would produce more accurate predictions.
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The run described by Figure 4.11 (Mast 4 to Mast 3) uses the same nesting procedures as in 
Figure 4.10 (Mast 4 to Mast 2). When predicting from Mast 4 to Mast 2 the run nested within 
resolution D produces accurate predictions and the run nested within resolution C deviates 
significantly from measured values. The opposite is true between Mast 4 and Mast 3, when 
the run nested within resolution C is more accurate than the run nested within resolution D. 
The WAsP wind speed prediction maintains approximately the same level of accuracy 
elsewhere across the site.
4.4.3.3 Complex Terrain Site 2
Details of the runs carried out at Complex Terrain Site 2 are contained in Tables 4.5, 4.6 and
4.7 and graphically represented in Figures 4.12 and 4.13.
Resolution Map dimensions (m) Cell side length (m) No. of cells
X Y X Y X Y
A 23142 25433 203 203 114 125
B 23142 25433 957 957 24 26
Table 4.5 Windsim whole map runs at Complex Terrain Site 2
Mast Map dimensions (m) Cell side length (m) No. of cells
X Y X Y X Y
1 5000 4000 58 58 87 69
2 4000 3320 29 29 139 115
Table 4.6 Windsim runs nested inside resolution A whole map run at Complex 
Terrain Site 2
Wliole map 
Resolution A
Mast 1
(See Tables 4.5 and 4.6)
+  = Mast location
Figure 4.12 A schematic of the whole site and nested maps within Resolution A at 
Complex Terrain Site 2
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Mast Map dimensions (m) Cell side length (m) No. of cells
X Y X Y X Y
1 1000 1000 29 29 36 35
2 1000 1000 29 29 36 35
Table 4.7 Windsim runs nested inside resolution B whole map run at Complex 
Terrain Site 2
\\1iole map 
Resolution B
[ast 2
vlast 1
(See Tables 4.5 and 4.7)
= Mast location
Figure 4.13 A schematic of the whole site and nested maps within Resolution B at 
Complex Terrain Site 2
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Figure 4.14 A comparison with measured values and WAsP and Windsim 
predictions of the speed-up factors between Mast 2 and Mast 1 at 
Complex Terrain Site 2
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Figure 4.14 shows most Windsim runs producing wind speed predictions that are 
approximately comparable to WAsP predictions and measured results. The run nested within 
resolution B produces a very large over prediction of the speed-up. There is also a large 
discrepancy between the 2D and 3D outputs.
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4.4.4 Conclusion
Windsim is capable of producing wind speed estimates that have a comparable level of 
accuracy to WAsP. However, the accuracy of the package’s outputs cannot be guaranteed.
The accuracy of the Windsim output in complex terrain is highly dependent upon the 
modelling procedure employed by the user. This can be seen by the spread of predictions 
displayed in Figures 4.9 to 4.11 and 4.14. For the package to produce reliably accurate wind 
speed predictions, the user must be certain of the accuracy of the model and thoroughly 
document the details of the modelling procedure. An objective, case specific modelling 
procedure that produces reliable results is required. By definition divergent runs would not 
occur, so optimising computational time.
The modelling procedure that produced the most accurate results nested a square kilometre 
map, roughly centred on the site mast, with the same resolution as the original map data, 
within the whole map. The initial whole map computation used a mesh with a cell side length 
of 891m to calculate the flow across the whole map. It was expected that the highest 
resolution input maps would produce the most accurate wind speed predictions. In general 
the predictions fi*om high resolution runs nested within other runs are closer to measured 
results than the low resolution runs that encompass the entire map. Low resolution runs are 
not able to produce accurate predictions because they only know the shape of the ground 
based on information at each node. A low resolution mesh has large distances between each 
node in the computational grid so the flow simulation lacks detail and modelling uncertainty 
is increased.
A higher resolution grid does not guarantee more accurate results. Some high resolution 
whole map runs over Complex Terrain Site 1 were not able to reach convergence and so no 
results were produced. There is also a risk that a run may generate results even if it has not 
reached full convergence after completing all the available iterations. In this case the solution 
is still oscillating, such as in the run represented by the blue lines in Figure 4.14, producing a 
clearly erroneous prediction. It is also considered that although a high resolution grid should 
produce more accurate results the grid structure applied here runs into difficulty due to the 
higher local terrain gradients that arise when the grid resolution is higher. This leads to the 
observed convergence problems which have in many cases caused complete divergence.
Producing accurate wind speed predictions within Windsim is a compromise between using 
enough data to create a detailed model of the terrain and keeping the calculation simple 
enough to enable convergence within the iterative limit.
The most accurate modelling procedure in the test appears to strike this balance as it has the 
same resolution as the map data and the solution converged over all sites. However, despite 
the details of the method remaining consistent through all runs at Complex Terrain Site 1, 
some erroneous results were produced. Owing to the fact that accurate predictions were 
obtained in some locations, the errors cannot be due to uncertainty in the input data or data 
extraction method. It appears that Windsim is only able to accurately predict wind speed in 
some situations and not in others. Although no formal indicators of prediction accuracy are 
available it appears that the discrepancy between the 2D and 3D outputs increases with the 
deviation of prediction from measured values. It may be possible to develop this relationship 
to indicate that a computation has produced accurate results.
Extensive testing over a wide range of sites using a number of modelling procedures is 
required to define the “rules” that must be followed to obtain reliable results. Areas in which 
the model is not able to produce accurate predictions may also be assessed. Abrupt changes 
in gradient must be investigated as this appears to be a terrain feature that causes divergence 
problems within the computer code. It is likely to have been the reason that the high 
resolution runs over Complex Terrain Site 1 became divergent. The most recent update of the
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Windsim code allows users to plot second derivative maps of the terrain [35] so as to 
highlight any areas with sharp changes of gradient. This will highlight areas that could 
potentially cause problems for the user but does not represent a solution to the problem. 
Areas that cause errors within Windsim must be precisely defined and the modelling 
procedure refined before wind speed predictions made by the package can be trusted 
commercially.
A map containing 600-700 thousand cells required around 36 hours of computer time to 
converge all twelve direction sectors on a machine with 1GB of RAM. In order to produce a 
wind speed prediction from runs nested within a larger map, three of these computational runs 
may be required (One whole map run and one additional run per mast to nest within the first). 
Assuming that the runs converge as expected, a total of 108 hours of computational time is 
required. Divergence and other errors may occur. Generally these are remedied by restarting 
the calculation process with a reduced resolution. This significantly increases the 
computational time required. Due to this it will be difficult to introduce Windsim into 
commercial practice.
Owing to the inclusion of the turbulent terms within the fundamental equations of the model, 
Windsim is able to produce turbulence intensity and up-flow angle (this is the vertical 
inclination of the mean flow that could be derived from consideration of the lateral and 
vertical velocity components) outputs. Neither the turbulence intensity or up-flow angle can 
be readily extracted from the WAsP package. These properties have an effect on energy 
production and the loads experienced by a turbine. Flow separation is a phenomenon that can 
have a significant effect on the wind speed around the top of a hill and cannot currently be 
predicted by the currently available flow models. Turbulence intensity is linked to flow 
separation and so it may be possible to use this quantity to indicate regions where flow 
separation is likely. Therefore these additional outputs provide information that could be 
valuable to the wind industry. The accuracy of Windsim turbulence intensity and up-flow 
angle predictions must be ascertained. Then an assessment of the practical benefit of the 
outputs can be made. Any benefits must be weighed against the extra time and expense that 
will be involved in this type of analysis.
Throughout this investigation WAsP has produced predictions that appear reasonable when 
compared with measured values. However, although these deviations appear small, this can 
translate to significant uncertainty in energy production and revenue. The level of uncertainty 
seen within WAsP is still considered high by financial organisations backing wind farm 
developments and is a driver behind this work to find a model which can lower the 
uncertainties in wind flow modelling.
It has been shown that Windsim is able to make predictions that are generally comparable 
with WAsP but only when the correct combination of grids has been selected. It has not been 
possible to define a set of “rules” which define these correct grids. In a real energy 
assessment, measured data would obviously not be available at a location where a wind speed 
prediction was required. However if results from a Windsim run could be compared to WAsP 
predictions as a rough, case-by-case validation then it would be possible to have a level of 
confidence in the use of the additional outputs that Windsim can provide. Until it can be 
proved that Windsim can provide a significant improvement in accuracy in complex terrain, 
the practical benefits and applications of the model are severely limited.
Further work involving wind speed predictions over many more sites will allow a more 
quantitative analysis of modelling ability to be carried out. However this is likely to be 
extremely time consuming and therefore will not be undertaken at this stage.
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4.5 Meteodyn Investigation
4.5.1 Technical Description
Meteodyn WT is based on the PHOENICS (Parabolic Hyperbolic or Elliptical Numerical 
Integration Code Series) solver, but a later version, MIGAL. This is a three-dimensional 
Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes flow solver developed at CHAM (Concentration, Heat and 
Momentum) Ltd. in Cambridge, UK [33]. The solver is able to solve the momentum, mass 
and energy conservation equations in numerous forms [36]. MIGAL is a version of Phoenics 
that was introduced in 2000 having been developed by the French company, MFRDC [37]. It 
differs from the earlier PHOENICS solvers, such as that used in Windsim (see section 4.4), in 
that it is able to solve the momentum and continuity equations simultaneously. This enables 
convergence to be reached after fewer iterations, and hence less time, than was required 
previously. The extra complexity involved in these improvements requires a greater amount 
of computational resource [38]. This limitation previously restricted the use of MIGAL but as 
computer power increases, memory is a less significant variable. Although the wall function 
applied by Meteodyn WT are not outlined everywhere, as the package is based on the 
PHOENICS solver in the same way and Windsim it is assumed that the same equilibrium log- 
law wall functions are applied. A hybrid differencing scheme is applied which uses the usual 
Peclet number trigger to switch between second-order centred and first order upwind 
differencing.
A local ‘one equation’ eddy viscosity closure method is applied within Meteodyn WT. A 
transport equation is applied the turbulence kinetic energy and an algebraic equation for the 
length scale, which essentially relates the value of this parameter to the height above ground 
level. This approach is based on Yamada and A rritt.
Meteodyn is a finite volume model. The orthogonal terrain-following mesh is refined towards 
the ground in the vertical direction and towards all reference points in both horizontal 
components, as shown in Figure 4.16. The user can specify as many points of interest as 
required. Both the minimum resolution and the expansion coefficient of the mesh can be 
adjusted independently by the user in the vertical and horizontal components. This grid 
configuration concentrates the detail of the calculation around the reference points so 
increasing the efficiency. This means that Meteodyn WT does not have to use nesting (which 
requires a previous run to provide inputs to a subsequent execution) to gain a relatively high 
resolution around points of interest.
The calculation procedure within Meteodyn WT (see Figure 4.15) is divided into three main 
sections. Initially, parameters must be stipulated in order to define the computational domain 
and the flow conditions. The model is then executed. In this stage the computer will generate 
the computational grid and carry out all the flow calculations required. Once this time 
consuming process is complete, the results are contained in large data files. The final stage is 
to extract and display the results, choosing from the available file formats.
In the same manner as Windsim, Meteodyn carries out separate computations for each 
direction sector. The wind flow enters perpendicular to the inflow face, travels through the 
domain, is perturbed by the terrain and leaves at the outflow face. No flow enters or exits the 
domain through the sides and the walls do not exert a shear force on the air. The results of 
these computations are synthesised in the next stage of the calculation providing directionally 
averaged predictions. This approach allows the directional results to be exported and 
analysed to check for any potential problems at an early stage in the calculation procedure.
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Figure 4.15 An overview of the Meteodyn WT calculation procedure
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Figure 4.16 An example of a mesh generated by Meteodyn WT. The grid is refined 
around the observation points (red points)
Meteodyn WT’s flow domains are very large due to the lack of nesting. Throughout this 
investigation, the resolution around the points of interest (Ax=50m, Az=6m) and the grid 
expansion coefficients (x=l.l, z=1.2) were kept at the default settings. In a map measuring 
approximately 23x24km this produced grids containing between 730 000 and 1 100 000 cells 
(the number of cells varies between direction sectors). This size of a single direction sector 
run took approximately three hours to complete on a 1GB machine -  same as before -  refer 
to section 4.x.y in contrast to the one hour predicted by the Meteodyn user manual [38]. Runs 
can be queued in Meteodyn WT. This maximises the time that the computer spends 
calculating and so minimises the cost of the calculations. However a divergence halts the 
calculation process and user input is required to restart it.
As already stated, the sides of the domain are non-porous and non-resistant. The non-slip 
condition is applied to the surface of the terrain and the wind speed above the domain, 
assumed to be geostrophic height, is 10ms'\ A logarithmic wind speed profile is enforced in 
the lower boundary layer. These assumptions are a sensible approximation of actual 
conditions These details of the domain setup are the same as those applied by Windsim.
Stability class Description
A Very Unstable
B Moderately Unstable
C Slightly Unstable
D Neutral
E Slightly Stable
F Moderately Stable
G Very Stable
Table 4.8 The Pasquill Stability Index [39]
Meteodyn WT includes a feature to adjust the atmospheric stability within the model. Five 
atmospheric stability levels are available to the user, labelled A to E, see Table 4.8. The two 
most stable classes, F and G, are not included in the model. These air pollution stability 
classes were developed separately by Pasquill [40] and Gifford and have been adapted over 
time. A number of different input parameters can be used to derive them. The limitations of 
the theories are widely accepted but they are still used due to the fact that the stability levels 
are widely recognised and based on of easily observable and measurable properties. Further 
investigation into the precise derivation of these stability classes and their potential practical 
application is required.
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4.5.2 Methodology
Due to the grid refinement within Meteodyn WT a single computational run can cover a 
whole site. Predicted data can only be extracted at the points of interest which are defined 
before the grid is constructed.
Meteodyn WT was run with the default settings over three case studies and at every stability 
setting. All five stability levels were run at each site in order that the effect of this variable 
could be observed.
4.5.3 Results
A series that does not appear on a plot did not reach a converged solution.
4.5.3.1 Flat Site
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4.5.3.2 Complex Terrain Site
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Figure 4.18 Meteodyn predictions of speed-up factors between Mast 4 and Mast 1 at 
Complex Terrain Site 1
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Figure 4.19 Meteodyn predictions of speed-up factors between Mast 4 and Mast 3 at 
Complex Terrain Site 1
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Figure 4.20 Meteodyn predictions of speed-up factors between Mast 5 and Mast 4 at 
Complex Terrain Site 1
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Figure 4.21 Meteodyn predictions of speed-up factors between Mast 4 and Mast 5 at 
Complex Terrain Site 1
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4.5.3.3 Complex Terrain Site 2
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Figure 4.22 Meteodyn predictions of speed-up factors between Mast 2 and Mast 1 at 
Complex Terrain Site 2
The same general trends can be observed from Figure 4.18 through to Figure 4.22. WAsP is 
able to make relatively accurate predictions of the speed-up factor, although no consistent 
error is apparent. It is noted that a number of curves coincide at one height, though there is no 
obvious reason for this.
It is also apparent that the predicted profiles of the speed-up factor change substantially with 
stability in Figures 4,17 (Flat Site), 4.21 and 4.22, in contrast to Figures 4.18 and 4.20 where 
differences amongst the profiles are very small. The reasons are undoubtedly to be found in 
the interactions between the terrain and the flows and the way in which stability effects are 
modelled in Meteodyn WT. However, knowledge of the latter is insufficient to develop any 
form of explanation.
The Meteodyn WT predictions are constantly an under-prediction of the measured speed-up.
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4.5.4 Conclusion
The Meteodyn WT user interface is veiy user friendly. The user is only required to become 
accustomed to a small number of buttons and windows. Very few of the parameters must be 
changed from default levels and, owing to the ability to queue multiple runs, very little time 
must be spent monitoring and starting computational runs.
Although the time that must be spent tending directly to runs is minimal, the computational 
time required to complete the runs is significantly longer and even exceeds the time quoted in 
the Meteodyn manual [38]. It is stated that a computer with 1GB of RAM will be able to 
resolve a 12km square map with a 25m resolution and one million cells in approximately an 
hour. However runs at Complex Terrain Site 1 (which is larger at 19km square) with a 
resolution of 50m (default) that contained approximately 740000 cells required 3 hours before 
convergence was reached.
The simplicity of the user interface reduces the likelihood of highly erroneous answers arising 
from user assigned properties. The smaller the influence that the user has on the model the 
less potential there is to significantly increase the error. However in the same breath it can be 
stated that this simplicity and lack of user influence prevents the user reducing the observed 
errors. So although it may be viewed as a limitation it could also be an advantage because for 
a model such as this to be introduced to commercial practice it must be simple enough to set 
up without expert knowledge, and in a financially viable time period. The only minor 
improvement that could be suggested in order to facilitate this would be to allow the user to 
apply a single configuration to all direction sectors. Sectors must still be calculated discretely 
but human error and required set-up time would be minimised.
Although simplicity of method reduces the time required by the model and the likelihood of 
human error having an influence on the final answer it also requires the user to trust the 
judgement of the software developers. If users are not stipulating their own flow properties to 
gain an accurate answer they must rely on what Meteodyn “feels” is correct. In order for this 
approach to be commercially successful a large number of impartial validation studies must 
be published in order that potential users begin to trust that the model does produce accurate 
wind speed predictions.
The simplicity of the interface is, however, achieved without losing any ability to extract 
information from the data. Due to the discrete direction sector calculations and synthesis, 
data can be extracted for individual direction sectors or averaged over the whole wind rose. It 
is also possible to cany out runs only in certain direction sectors where extra scrutiny is 
required.
The function allowing the computational domain to be visualised before any time consuming 
calculations have been carried out is essential. This enables a user to check that the 
calculation will run sensibly. Any sharp edges in the terrain or unphysical reference point 
placings show up clearly. Ideally, it would be possible to also visualise the calculation grid in 
this window. Currently the grid is constructed in the first stage of the main computation. 
This is not a significant problem, but if the user cannot inspect the grid construction they must 
assume that the refinement process produces an accurate answer. It must also be assumed that 
the grid itself will not significantly influence the final modelling output. A visualisation of 
the grid would at least enable some of the suspicion to be removed from the process.
Although the grid cannot be directly observed it is thought to be an improvement on the 
nesting method employed in Windsim. Using a computational procedure to decide on the 
grid construction removes the user influence on the model outputs that is present in Windsim. 
This approach also saves computational time as only one run is required per site and the detail 
of the calculation is reduced away from any points of interest.
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The results of this investigation clearly show Meteodyn WT to consistently under predict the 
wind speed. In every plot the predicted results are significantly below the measured points. 
Were these results to be used in a commercial energy assessment the wind farm would 
produce more electricity when it was built than it was financed for. Consequently the full 
benefit of the wind farm would not be felt by its owners. Additionally, it would be harder to 
attract the required investment prior to development as the proposed profit margin is not as 
great as it will actually be in practice.
It is not clear how the stability setting would be selected when there are no measured results 
to compare them to. This would require the measured data to contain information that 
indicated the stability level. If this was the case the model could be made to select the 
stability setting automatically. Pasquill [40] and Gifford’s stability settings are dependent on 
the wind speed and another property (either daytime insolation, night-time cloud cover or 
vertical temperature gradient or the standard deviation of the wind vane reading). Therefore 
for an informed subjective decision to be made further input data is required. This cannot be 
seen as an efficient use of time if the model is not able to improve on the current industry 
standards of accuracy. Further investigation of stability effects and their prediction is 
required both for this model and modelling in general.
As the terrain becomes more complex, the more stable atmosphere settings produce more 
divergent runs. This behaviour is due to the decrease in the eddy viscosity and hence the rate 
at which energy is propagated. Decrease in viscosity causes the diffusion terms to decrease, 
so reducing their significance and leading to difficulties reaching convergence [41].
Meteodyn WT is a well constructed model -  whafs basis for say well constructed -  do you 
mean easy-to-use package? - that incorporates CFD calculation techniques into an easy to use 
interface. However its current practical use is limited, aside from the practical issue of CFD 
calculations requiring significantly greater computational resources. Without being able to 
improve on the benchmark set by WAsP for wind speed prediction in complex terrain or 
producing accurate simulation of flow separation on the lee of hills the model will not provide 
any significant improvement to current commercial practice.
4.6 Current Overall Conclusion
It must be concluded that the wind speed predictions of the two CFD based wind speed 
modelling packages considered here are not able to improve upon WAsP, the current industry 
standard(when using the currently available computational resource). Therefore neither o f the 
models, at their current level of development, should be adopted for commercial practice. 
However, this conclusion must be qualified for a number of reasons.
This style of model is fairly new and undeveloped for wind power applications despite being 
well developed for other engineering uses that involve modelling enclosed flows. Therefore 
the ability of these models to make accurate predictions should improve relatively quickly. 
So it would be premature to write-off any of the models as not having any future potential.
Useful information from these models may not be limited to wind speed predictions. CFD 
codes can produce outputs that WAsP cannot, such as turbulence intensity and up-flow angle. 
These properties may indicate areas of flow separation. Can’t rely on ‘high’ turbulence levels 
to imply separation; separation is well defined in terms of mean flow (in time-averaged sense) 
reversals and singularities in ground shear stress -  separation lines, reattachment lines, foci 
single points etc -  as per Perry and Homung paper Further insights into the loads exerted on 
the turbine may be obtained. This aspect of the modelling is yet to be thoroughly examined.
The developers of the two models tested here have not yet been able to respond to the 
conclusions of these studies. Once the individual reports have been finalised they will be sent 
to the relevant companies to enable them to have this opportunity. This process may bring to
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light a solution to some of the problems highlighted within the models, so improving accuracy 
or future potential.
Further models must also be tested to ensure that the potential of current modelling 
technology is fully incorporated within the study. It is considered that with additional 
computational resource and intelligent and experienced application of more adaptable CFD 
packages such as FLUENT or STAR-CCM+ the level of agreement with measurement may 
be improved above the level currently achieved with WAsP.
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4.7 Other available models
Currently three models have been identified as having the potential to produce an 
improvement to the current industry standard for wind speed prediction in complex terrain.
4.7.1 WAsP RIX adjustment
RIX (Ruggedness IndeX) was proposed by researchers at the Riso laboratory [42], where 
WAsP was developed. It is an acknowledgement that WAsP produces large errors around 
regions of complex terrain. It is an attempt to measure the level of exposure of a site to steep 
slopes. This level of exposure is calculated by assessing the proportion of a number of lines 
radiating from the position of interest that are situated on terrain with a slope which exceeds a 
pre-defined threshold gradient. Once this proportion is calculated for radii emanating in a 
number of directions (the default is for 60 radii to be drawn) this proportion can be averaged 
across all lines to provide a RIX value for the considered location.
A 1997 paper [28] established a correlation between the change in RIX between two locations 
and the error produced by a WAsP wind speed prediction. This research has not progressed 
since. It is hoped that, with the addition of further case studies, this correlation can be more 
precisely defined, allowing an empirical relationship to be established. This would allow 
WAsP predictions to be corrected based on the level of exposure of the site.
This would be a very simple model to introduce to commercial practice as it is essentially an 
objective means of adjusting the current method. This approach is felt to have the potential to 
make quick and significant improvements to current commercial methods.
4.7.2 Ventos Code
The Ventos code is developed at the University of Porto, Portugal [43] has been validated 
over real complex terrain [44, 45] and has recently begun to be used by the French company, 
Ventec [46] who have carried out commercial resource assessments [47, 48]. It is a highly 
complex and “resource hungry” CFD code. It uses the k-e turbulence closure model but also 
adopts a system similar to Large Eddy Simulation (LES) for the larger scale eddies. A 
canopy flow model is incorporated [49, 50] and has been validated over real terrain [51]. A 
time dependent feature is claimed to allow low frequency unsteadiness in the mean flow to be 
modelled. It is also claimed to accurately predict flow separation. The code does not have a 
user interface but is controlled through FORTRAN code. The developers’ aim is to produce a 
model capable of providing extremely high accuracy [52].
Ventos cannot be easily accessed because it is not sold as a commercial product. It would 
also be difficult for an inexperienced user to implement due to its lack of user interface. A 
report drawing together all sources of knowledge on the code will be drawn up. This will 
inform decisions on whether it is worth pursuing investigations into the code.
4.7.3 Flowstar
Flowstar is a model developed by Cambridge Environmental Research Consultants (CERC) 
[53]. Prof. Hunt, a co-author of the 1975 Jackson and Hunt paper [31] that forms the 
mathematical basis of many linear flow models including WAsP, is a technical director at this 
company. Flowstar appears to make use of this same theory but has developed along slightly 
different lines to WAsP [54]. For example, the effect of atmospheric stability is built into the 
model. It is also claimed that Flowstar can make accurate predictions over steeper slopes than 
WAsP.
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4.8 Future direction
From the current position a number of avenues must be pursued with the aim to, “improve the 
understanding of and predictive capability for wind flow over rugged terrain” [1].
The empirical validation of the commercial software will continue. The process of reviewing 
and documenting their features and modelling abilities will continue so that the model’s 
developers can be asked to give their opinion and input to the work. This will ensure that the 
work carried out has tested the models stringently and objectively. You need to emphasise, I 
think, that you’ve been investigation meshing issues as presented by the difference 
commercial packages rather than modelling in the sense of turbulence modelling. This latter s 
how the word model will be interpreted -  because it attempts to represent the physics in a way 
that is simpler then the NS equations - though overall the whole calc is a ‘model’ using the 
word more generally.
More theoretical investigations must also be carried out. Flow separation and atmospheric 
stability will be pursued further. Reports will be drawn up outlining current knowledge. This 
will increase knowledge of these regions and allow their potential to improve the modelling 
procedure to be assessed. Currently, whether a CFD model can adequately (or accurately) 
predict flow separation and the effects of atmospheric stability is unknown.
Once a number of models, with the potential to improve on current standards have been 
tested, an assessment of the next step can be firmly drawn up. If a model has been found that 
is thought to have the potential of providing more accurate modelling than WAsP, this must 
be proved. Every aspect of that model must be scrutinized and a modelling procedure 
defined. Once this has been completed over complex terrain the model will be applied to the 
forestry case studies so that this area of the model can also be optimised. A final case for 
replacing WAsP can then be made.
Supposing WAsP remains the most accurate model available further action can still be taken. 
If a model, that may not currently match the accuracy of WAsP, is thought to have the 
potential to make improvements then attempts will be made to fulfil this potential. The model 
developers are likely to be supportive of this action. WAsP may also be optimised either by 
improving the modelling method or somehow incorporating the knowledge gained from other 
areas of this investigation. However WAsP will never be able to accurately predict the 
complex flows involved with flow over steep hills and forestry.
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Al k-8 turbulence model
Windsim is a Reynold’s Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solver. It therefore calculates the 
time averaged Reynold’s stresses from the Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations. The Reynold’s 
stresses can be represented as;
= = -pv'^  and = - p u  v
Where p = air density
u’ = turbulent fluctuation of the u-direction velocity component
v’ = turbulent fluctuation of the v-direction velocity component
They are derived directly from the time averaged N-S equations, seen below (Al, A2, A3). 
These expressions are arrived at by regarding each flow property as the sum of a time 
averaged term and a turbulence fluctuation and incorporating them into the original N-S 
equations.
du ~ du ~ du
 H U  h  V --------
dt dx dy 
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I d p  I d
r
p  dx p  dx
d u  '2 u  p u
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du ~~r~, a  pu  V
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V
V
1 d
- t - -------------
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(A3)
It is not possible to directly calculate the Reynold’s stresses as there are six unknowns within 
the three expressions;
• 3 components of Reynold’s stress
• 2 components of velocity
• pressure
The number of unknowns must be reduced. This requires a turbulence closure model.
The k-8 turbulence model closes the Navier-Stokes equations by defining a property called 
the eddy viscosity as a function of the turbulent kinetic energy, k and the rate of energy 
dissipation, 8, as below (A4):
where
C.
v,-C,L 
= eddy viscosity
= an experimentally derived constant
(A4)
The eddy viscosity is not an intrinsic property of the air but a property of the flow. It is 
similar to fluid viscosity within Newtonian fluids and is able to model turbulence. The 
Reynold’s stresses are related to the eddy viscosity by the expression:
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du
x y (A5)
This assumes the same eddy viscosity for all Reynold’s stresses which is clearly an 
approximation. Equation A4 allows the eddy viscosity to be determined from the solution of 
the transport equations for k and 8 (see equation A6 and A7) that are solved independently 
allowing the Reynold’s stresses to be determined.
— + div{pku) = div —  gradk (A6)
dt
(A7)
(c?^) + div(p£u) = div grads ^ leP  ^
Where E = the mean rate of deformation of a fluid element
Experimental constants have been derived in order for this model to accurately represent 
reality (these are the same as those used within Windsim):
Cj; = 0.09
Gk =  1.00
Oe  =  1.30
Cie = 1 .44
C26 = 1 .92
This model has been widely validated but may perform poorly for unconfined flows [87].
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A2 Externally normalising Windsim outputs
Windsim produces wind speed outputs that are based on arbitrary boundary 
conditions. The predicted wind speeds do not represent actual wind speeds across the 
site. They must therefore be normalised to site data.
The site data available is measured at a single location on site. So in order for this to 
be used at every location across the site, a relationship between the measurement 
point and every other location is needed. This relationship is embodied by a speed up 
factor, which is the predicted ratio of the wind speed at the measurement location to 
the prediction point. If the speed up is multiplied by the measured wind speed it 
represents the wind speed predicted by the model at that location.
During these investigations the speed up factor is displayed as the criteria for 
assessing the model. This is because it is the most fundamental form of the modelling 
predictions. Due to the method of this investigation (having two site masts one at the 
measurement location and one at the predicted location) measured values can be 
extracted at the prediction location and compared to the modelling outputs. It must be 
remembered that in practice this information will not be available and only predicted 
values will be available at the prediction location. These values will all have been 
derived from the modelling procedure and measured values at a site mast location.
=^pi l^p \
Sm = 0^°^ available in a practical situation)
Where measured wind speed
Wp normalised predicted wind speed 
5"^  measured speed up factor
Sp predicted speed up factor
measured wind speed at measurement location 
measured wind speed at prediction location 
Vp^  predicted wind speed at measurement location
V 2 predicted wind speed at prediction location
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1 INTRODUCTION
The overall aim of this project, as stated in the original project description, is to, “improve the 
understanding of and predictive capability for wind flow over rugged terrain” [1].
The specific goals of the project were set out in the original project description [1] and the first 
report in the series [2]. They are:
• To bring together the current knowledge of wind flow over steep terrain in regard to
1. field measurements
2. laboratory measurements
3. computational techniques
• To glean the physics of steep hill flow with particular regard to the features of separated flow.
• To use these to clarify the difficulties and limitations of current (practicable) computational 
methods
• To propose and evaluate improved physical models
• To develop one or more improved computational tools for practical use within the wind 
industry. To evaluate the inherent uncertainty in predictive methods and how it might be 
reduced [1].
This report represents the current progress in the project.
Recent work has focused on reviewing the literature containing details of field and wind tunnel 
experiments (see sections 3 and 4). This has been used to investigate the features of separated 
flows over a range of flow obstacles and real terrain. A discussion of the CFD technique and its 
practical applicability to long term wind speed predictions over complex terrain, in light of 
conclusions from the previous report [3] and general industry opinion, is also included (see 
section 2).
The information provided by the literature review of experimental investigations is summarised 
(see section 5) and used to propose a modelling technique which will allow a linear flow 
modelling method to take account of flow separation in complex terrain (see section 6). A 
strategy for the validation of this technique and its development as a practical commercial tool for 
use in the wind industry is also outlined (see section 6.1). WAsP, the linear flow model which 
will be used along with the proposed flow separation modelling technique represents the current 
wind industry standard. Any improvement in the reliability of the modelling output will therefore 
represent an improvement in this standard.
The proposed development and validation strategy will be based upon the physics of the 
separated flows. This will therefore allow an evaluation of the uncertainty inherent in the 
practical tool developed to be carried out at a later stage.
It is noted that this report is subject to the terms of the confidentiality agreement in the 
studentship agreement.
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2 PROSPECTS FOR IMPROVING COMMERCIAL WIND SPEED 
PREDICTIONS USING A CFD-BASED MODELLING APPROACH
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a widely used technique for modelling fluid flow 
through user-defined domains. It is possible for a CFD model to output wind speed predictions 
that tie up extremely well with measurement, provided accurate modelling of the relevant 
physical properties, a sufficiently high grid resolution and the necessary computational resources. 
From this perspective, developing a CFD based method of producing more reliable wind speed 
predietions than those currently available to the wind industry, over the relevant topographic 
features, including those which induce flow separation appears to be an ambitious yet achievable 
goal.
A recently published comparison of predictions made by Windsim [4], a CFD based wind speed 
prediction code, and WAsP [5-7], the current industry standard wind flow model, showed that 
Windsim predictions are subject to greater uncertainty than WAsP in complex terrain [8]. This is 
in broad agreement with a recent test comparing Windsim and Meteodyn WT, two commercially 
available computational models based on the CFD approach, with WAsP and field measurements 
[9]. From the conclusions of these two reports it appears that neither of the two CFD-based 
packages so far considered in this work is yet able to produce an improvement above the current 
industry standard method for wind speed prediction.
This greater uncertainty in the CFD based models’ predictions remains despite the Windsim and 
Meteodyn developers optimising their products over a period of many years.
Riso, the Danish National Laboratory [10], is a highly regarded authority in wind flow modelling 
for the wind power industry. WAsP the industry standard model was developed there and they 
continue to develop innovative modelling techniques including CFD [11]. It is their opinion that 
CFD cannot produce reliable wind speed predictions when used by a non-experienced user. They 
are therefore offering CFD analysis as a service but have no plans to offer it as a product [11]. 
By proceeding in this manner Riso can be sure that the same CFD modelling approach is applied 
in every situation and any debate over user influence can be avoided. The final output can then be 
considered as the Riso CFD based opinion of the wind speed values at a specific location. This is 
not the aim of the present study.
These points do not instil confidence in creating a CFD based commercial tool for wind speed 
prediction over complex terrain.
The following section will look at the factors limiting a CFD calculation and assess the potential 
for overcoming them when considering wind flows relevant to wind power development. 
Namely, neutrally stable atmospheric flows over complex terrain which causes regions of flow 
separation.
2.1 Overview of the CFD Method
CFD is a technique used to model fluid flow. In order to adapt to modelling wind flows over real 
terrain the fundamental Navier-Stokes equations are approximated to the Reynolds Averaged 
Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations, as shown for steady, two dimensional flows in equation (1). 
The RANS equations are then discretised in space by dividing the computational domain into a 
three dimensional grid of discrete calculation volumes. The flow through each of these volumes, 
or cells, is calculated based on inflow conditions. The flow progresses through the domain with 
the flow in each cell being defined by the outflow conditions of the cells around it.
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Where u = The horizontal streamwise flow velocity 
w = The vertical flow velocity 
X = The horizontal streamwise direction 
z = The vertical direction 
t = time 
p = pressure 
p = kinematic viscosity
Barred values denote average values
The boundary between the air flow and the terrain is defined by the no-slip condition. This is 
based on physical consideration of the flow which dictates that the mean velocity must equal zero 
at this boundary. A wind speed profile is enforced in the boundary layer (the region just above 
the terrain surface) in order for the flow to remain physically representative in this region and 
comply with the no-slip condition.
At the inflow side of the domain boundary conditions for the first row of cells must be defined by 
the user. They are based upon the knowledge of the upstream flow entering the domain. This is 
often informed by measurement or by theoretical consideration of the flow. This inevitably 
brings an element of uncertainty into the calculation. This can be mitigated by extending the 
computational domain to include information from a considerable distance upstream of the points 
of interest.
The method of creating discrete calculation volumes enables a, “computer simulation to obtain an 
approximate solution to the governing equations of fluid flow” [12]. However, “The solution is 
always approximate because only discretised versions of the continuum transport equations for 
fluid flow and energy transfer can be solved numerically” [12]. The extent of this approximation 
can be inferred from the extent of the variation in the solutions from successive iterations in the 
calculation process. Once minimal variation has been achieved it can be assumed that a reliable 
solution has been obtained. Achieving this solution requires sufficient detail to be included in the 
calculation. An increase in the detail requires a greater number of calculation volumes and a 
greater number of computational iterations; hence an increase in computational resources is 
required.
However, due to the nature of turbulent flows even the most complex and high resolution 
calculation is subject to some approximation uncertainty. When observing a photograph of a 
turbulent flow, motions of all length scales can be observed, “from eddies and bulges comparable 
in size to the width of the plume [or flow], to the smallest scales the camera can resolve”
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[13].This complexity leads to the problem that the turbulent equations cannot be solved 
analytically, so that all modelling methods can only hope to produce a better approximation that 
previous attempts. Pope sums up the aim of turbulence modelling as using, “the ever-increasing 
power of digital computers to achieve the objective of calculating the relevant properties of 
turbulent flows” [13].
Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) solves the Navier Stokes Equations without approximation 
for all length and time scale. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and Detached Eddy Simulation 
(DES) modelling techniques solve the Navier-Stokes equations explicitly for all length scales 
down to a given length, below which an approximation is made according to the configuration of 
the model. However these techniques are extremely computationally demanding and out of reach 
for the work described here. The RANS equations average the Reynolds stresses to enable 
simpler equations to be solved so reducing the computational burden when compared to LES and 
DES, which makes this type of solution more economical. However this approximation restricts 
the solution to describing a steady state or slowly changing flow which implies that the model is 
unable to predict complex turbulent flow features; the turbulence is in fact modelled on a time 
averaged basis.
So, although increasing the detail in a computation increases its accuracy the increased 
complexity requires greater use of finite computational resources. So the final output from a CFD 
based model must always be a compromise between accuracy and computational expense.
So, in outlining the basic form of a Reynolds averaged CFD simulation four major limitations on 
the accuracy are highlighted:
1. The approximation of the turbulent structures in the flow by proposed models
2. The restriction to a steady state (or slowly changing) solution
3. The discretisation of space
4. The application of boundary conditions
2.2 Are These Limitations Significant in the Application of CFD to Wind Flow Over
Complex Terrain?
In order to consider whether CFD can be successfully applied to complex terrain flows for wind 
energy applications the significance of each of the above limitations must be assessed.
2.3.1 The approximation of the turbulent structures in the flow
Modelling the turbulent properties of atmospheric flow requires the consideration of an extremely 
large range of length scales (ranging from the boundary layer thickness [~l-2km] down to 
millimetres), so requiring an incredibly demanding calculation.
The current wind industry standard flow model, WAsP, is not strictly a CFD model but is similar 
as it calculates the effect of the terrain on wind flows. It is based on the original theory of 
Jackson and Hunt [14], which discards all the second order terms in the RANS equations and 
approximates them using a simple mixing length closure method based on the height above 
ground level. This does not cause serious errors when predicting wind speeds in areas of 
relatively simple terrain but in complex areas containing steep slopes the turbulence structure is 
more complex and requires a more detailed treatment. Consequently, WAsP produces large 
prediction errors in these regions, which are outside the conditions for which the model was 
designed [5].
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Turbulence modelling in CFD is more complex than WAsP and is therefore able to take account 
of more complex flow phenomena, so increasing the number of scenarios in which the wind 
speed can be reliably modelled. The most widely used turbulence closure model in CFD is the k- 
8 model which uses k, the turbulent kinetic energy and 8, the rate of energy dissipation to indicate 
the relevant turbulent length scales. This model is commonly accepted to over-predict the 
turbulent kinetic energy around regions of separated flows [15-17]. Predictions in complex flows 
may also become inaccurate, “to the extent that the calculated mean flow patterns can be 
qualitatively incorrect” [13]. Consequently adjusted versions of the k-8 closure model have 
attempted to correct this error [16,18-20]. The more complex these models become, by including 
a wider range of length scales and using more elaborate techniques to approximate them, the 
greater the theoretical accuracy, but the greater the time that is required for a stable solution to be 
reached.
Being bound within the Reynolds Averaged framework limits a model to predicting steady state, 
or slowly changing, solutions, which limits the model to predicting time-averaged flow 
separation. Intermittent flow separation is an unsteady, rapidly changing, flow phenomenon 
which cannot be properly captured. Due to this a RANS model will only be able to represent a 
time averaged picture of any flow separation which occurs. As the aim here is to predict the 
long-term average wind speed at a site this may not represent a significant problem, however the 
model is still required to accurately predict this time-averaged flow separation in order to produce 
accurate wind speed predictions. This represents a significant modelling challenge.
Models that make fewer approximations of the small scale turbulence and are able to consider 
unsteady flow features are Large Eddy Simulation (LES) [13] or when no approximations are 
made within the model. Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) [13]. However, these models are, 
“beyond the capacity of present or foreseeable computers, needing an increase of at least several 
orders of magnitude in computing power before it can become a general tool” [12]. Consequently 
these are not seen as practical avenues of investigation.
2.3.2 The discretisation of the domain
This is a consideration of the grid resolution within the model. The higher the grid resolution 
becomes the lower the uncertainty on the final output due to the discretisation of the domain. As 
the size of the domain increases either the grid resolution must decrease or the number of cells in 
the grid must increase. This will clearly increase the computational time required.
Calculating atmospheric flows requires extremely large computational domains as the 
atmospheric boundary layer develops slowly and terrain a significant distance upwind of a point 
of interest (-10km) can have a significant influence on the flow. Additionally, atmospheric flows 
require high grid resolution to allow the model to accurately capture relatively small variations in 
terrain that may have a significant effect of the wind flow. Therefore a great deal of 
computational time is required in order to produce an output which has the possibility of 
producing an improvement in current wind speed prediction standards.
Nesting and grid refinement have been developed as methods of combating the problem of 
obtaining a high resolution solution in a large domain. Nesting allows a high resolution grid to be 
placed inside another grid of lower resolution. This allows the low resolution simulation to be 
carried out over a wide area in order to create boundary conditions for the smaller domain that are 
based on the local flow conditions rather than theoretical considerations. Nesting was employed 
within Windsim 4.4, as used in the recent test [21], but a more recent release has introduced a 
grid refinement technique [4]. Refinement can be carried out in a number of ways but is
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essentially a method of increasing the grid resolution as the distance from a point of interest 
decreases. This is employed within Meteodyn WT [22], shown in Figure 2.1. Both nesting and 
refinement have some benefits and make intuitive sense. However, they introduce uncertainty 
and increase the requirement for user input. Consequently the use of these techniques can 
significantly affect the final output of a CFD model to an unknown extent.
Figure 2.1
Wind Flow Direction m i l l
-
-
! I 1 1 III! i 11 1 i 1 i t i l t I I I UI ! ! i !
An example of a mesh generated by Meteodyn WT, seen in plan view. The 
grid is refined around the observation points (red points)
The variation of free-stream wind direction requires a further discretisation of the domain because 
a single CFD run is not sufficient to model a complete wind regime. Multiple runs must be 
carried out over the same site for a number of different directions in order that a picture of the 
flow in all directions can be built up. The results of each individual run can then be used to 
produce a weighted average value, based on some knowledge of the local directional distribution 
of the wind, to represent the complete wind regime. This distribution can usually be inferred 
from data measured on site.
2.3.3 The application of boundary conditions
The requirement to assert the inflow boundary conditions to define the flow through the 
computational domain causes a number of difficulties with using CFD to model three 
dimensional wind flows over complex terrain.
In general, any face of a CFD domain can be an inlet or an outlet, though in the present work the 
domain resembles a wind tunnel within the computer. Air enters the domain at one side, flows 
through it, is perturbed by any obstacles it encounters and exits at the far end, as shown in Figure 
2.2. The sides of the domain are assumed to be non-porous, so no air can enter or exit. The 
boundary condition at the top of the domain (the geostrophic wind speed) must also be defined. 
This is usually inserted as a constant value.
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A single CFD domain including boundary conditions, as defined within 
Windsim 4.4.
The boundary conditions at the inflow and outflow to the domain must closely represent the flow 
at that point over real terrain [16]. To do this precisely would require ‘real-world’ measurements 
across the whole in-flow face for a significant period of time. This is overcome by inserting 
general boundary conditions (for atmospheric flows this is usually based on boundary-layer 
theory) and allowing the flow to travel over a significant distance before reaching any point of 
interest. This is to allow the flow to adapt to the terrain it is travelling over in order to more 
closely represent the local conditions. Although this may be a significant source of modelling 
uncertainty, its magnitude can be assessed by comparing the modelled flow characteristics with 
those measured at some point within the domain.
2.4 What is the Potential for Overcoming These Limitations?
Minimising the limitations mentioned in the previous section should enable a CFD model to 
reliably produce a wind speed prediction in complex terrain with a very low and well defined 
uncertainty attached.
Achieving this goal of a reliable Reynolds averaged CFD solution requires adequate scientific 
knowledge of all modelling aspects and flow behaviours and the magnitude of their influence in 
every relevant scenario. A turbulence closure method must also be found that will provide a 
sufficiently accurate solution in every situation. A large number of turbulence closure methods
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have been described and tested in the literature. At present there does not appear to be a strong 
consensus regarding which of these provides the best level of agreement with measurement for 
atmospheric flows.
Assuming the required modelling reliability was reached, the hurdles involved in developing this 
into a practically useable tool are significant. Extremely powerful, and expensive, computers, 
above what is currently available, would be essential. Enabling the model to be accessible to 
non-experienced users, which is essential for the technique to become a practical commercial 
tool, would also require considerable development. The model must remain adaptable whilst not 
increasing the uncertainty due to user input. Additionally the model would require extremely 
precise input data which is not available. Acquiring the data, such as high resolution maps and 
other precise site details, would require a further increase in the time and expense incurred in the 
flow-modelling procedure. Until these considerations are met a CFD solution will remain 
unusable in a commercial context.
So in light of the above discussions and the results from Windsim and Meteodyn WT presented in 
previous reports the prospects for using one of these two commercially available CFD-based flow 
modelling packages to produce improvements above the quality of the current industry standard 
wind speed predictions in areas of complex terrain that induce flow separation are not good. As 
well as the fact that quality of the results are not high enough, nor likely to become high enough 
within the current configurations, the timescales required to produce results using these codes in 
conjunction with the currently available computational resources are too high. Additionally the 
level of uncertainty introduced by user influence is large, meaning that these packages could not 
be successfully applied by non-expert users.
However, the problem remains that current wind speed prediction methods produce unacceptable 
levels of uncertainty when they are used in regions of complex terrain which are popular for wind 
farm development. This begs the question, what should be done next?
2.5 What should be done next?
Although CFD theoretically should provide an improvement above the current industry standard 
method of predicting wind flow in complex terrain the two CFD-based software packages applied 
here currently incorporate a high degree of uncertainty and require a large amount of 
computational resource. This conclusion has also been drawn by others carrying out similar 
investigations [8, 9]. There is also a limit to the amount of input data available to any flow model 
used by the wind power industry which would restrict the use of an ideal solution were it to 
become available.
Consequently this study must aim to develop a method that improves on the ability of current 
modelling methodologies to predict wind speed around areas of flow separation, but is not based 
on the CFD approach.
Developing a method that can do this requires a number of steps:
1. Propose a new and novel modelling method
2. Test the method and examine its potential
3. Develop the new method into a useable technique
4. Validate the new technique
Clearly these steps will be split into smaller steps and a certain level of iteration between them 
may be necessary.
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Each step requires input. Step one requires flow and modelling knowledge and the later steps 
require validation data.
Before a new modelling method can be devised the relevant literature must be reviewed. The 
next two sections of this document represent a review of the literature looking at experiments that 
investigate flow separation, first in wind-tunnels and, secondly, in the field. The reviews provide 
useful knowledge that will aid two aspects of the investigation; firstly, by providing information 
about flow structures, especially concentrating on separated flows and the significant parameters 
that describe them and secondly as a catalogue of the available validation data for assessing new 
methodologies developed later in this work.
The information gleaned from the review will be used to formulate a novel technique for wind 
speed prediction (see section 6).
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3 REVIEW OF WIND TUNNEL STUDIES OF FLOW SEPARATION OVER
OBSTACLES WITHIN AN ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY-LAYER
This review describes the main features of wind tunnel studies that have been carried out into 
flow over steep hills and other complex orographic features that cause flow separation.
Wind tunnel studies enable a flow environment to be closely controlled and numerous 
measurement points to be examined. They are therefore a useful tool for observing flow 
structures and testing theories in an environment where all the parameters are known. However, 
there are limitations to their applicability to the ‘real-world’ scenario they are designed to 
represent. These issues are discussed in the next section.
Each subsequent section of the wind tunnel review considers a different type of terrain feature, as 
outlined in section 3.1. It is hoped that some consensus about the flows over these features will 
arise. Short summaries are included after each section. A summary of the conclusions that can be 
drawn from the entire review is included after section 5. These will include points that are 
thought to be pertinent in informing the development of a novel modelling technique.
The studies are also considered for their potential to be of use as validation data later in the 
investigation.
3.1 Classification of terrain features within the wind tunnel review
The investigations outlined in the wind tunnel review have been classified based on their interest 
in the idealised terrain features illustrated in Figures 3.1 to 3.5. No suitable investigations 
directly applicable to the problem in hand and involving a backward facing step (Figure 3.2) or a 
simple valley (Figure 3.5) have been found by the author at the date of writing and so these cases 
are not included in this review.
Figure 3.1 An example of a forward facing step
Figure 3.2 An example of a backward facing step
Figure 3.3 An example of an isolated hill
Figure 3.4 An example of a series of hills
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Figure 3.5 An example of a simple valley
3.2 Issues with applying wind tunnel data to ‘real-world’ situations
When carrying out a wind tunnel study of flow over hills, a major consideration must be how to 
apply the results to wind flows over real terrain. Some consideration must then be given to how 
accurate this scaling process has been. In order to do this a number of factors must be taken into 
account and the effect of each mitigated and, as well as is possible, quantified. These 
considerations are:
• Selection of a suitable model scale (Reynolds number dependent effects)
• Blockage effects
• Type of model surface
• The upwind flow characteristics
Each of these issues is discussed briefly below:
3.2.1 Selection of a suitable model scale
• Reynolds number scaling issues
o The Reynolds number of a flow is defined by the expression below:
Re = —  (2)
D
o Where Re is the Reynolds number, U is the mean fluid velocity, L is the 
characteristic length scale of the flow and n is the fluid viscosity.
o The characteristic length of a flow is defined by the size of the obstacle over which 
the flow is travelling.
o For measurements made in a wind tunnel to be applicable to full-scale flow over hills 
the flow scenario must be Reynolds number independent. The measurements can 
then be scaled up and the flow can be assumed to represent the flow that would be 
observed in the atmospheric boundary layer.
• The JH inner layer [14] cannot be investigated with a rough model because it is physically
too small.
o "... aerodynamically rough wind-tunnel models display no ‘local equilibrium’ or 
inner region in the sense of Jackson and Hunt .... There does exist a region close to 
the surface where this is not true, but this region lies within the so-called roughness 
sub-layer” [23]
• Model construction issues
o The smaller the model the greater the effect of small modelling errors once results 
have been scaled up [24].
■ This is particularly relevant around hilltops where there is a lack of contour 
data [24].
o “The limited success with model test scales around 1:2500-5000, indicate that the 
limit for accurate modelling of the surface flow behaviour has been reached” [25].
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o “Model scales smaller than about 1:5000 would cause significant turbulence 
wavelengths to lose energy from viscous dissipation” [25].
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3.2.2 Blockage effects
• A significant blocking factor results in the eompression of the flow streamlines and an 
increase in the velocity close to the surfaee and possibly ehanges in flow direction [24].
• In order to mitigate a large blocking effect either
o Use a smaller scale model 
o Install a ‘tolerant’-type slatted ceiling [26]
• Due to these mitigation steps this uncertainty can be reliably quantified and factored out of 
the final readings. It is still important to check this has been eonsidered when looking at a 
wind tunnel dataset.
3.2.3 Type of model surface
• When attempting to model surface roughness it must be eonsidered what this will represent 
when the measurements over the model are scaled up to relate to full-scale measurements
• “The best similitude can be obtained if the scale ratios of roughness height and boundary- 
layer thickness are each in range 1:200-400. The properly scaled surface roughness elements 
can no longer ensure an aerodynamically rough surface at smaller scales” [25].
• The choiee of model surface and how it relates to ‘real-world’ conditions must be eonsidered
in all wind tunnel studies.
3.2.4 Upwind surface charaeteristics
• These must be considered carefully to ensure that the boundary layer flowing over the model 
represents that observed in the field.
• Onee the ideal required conditions are stipulated they must be accurately simulated within the 
wind tunnel.
• It is deemed neeessary to ensure that the following properties eorrelate well between
measurements from the field and the wind tunnel for the inflow conditions
1. Velocity profile
2. Local turbulence intensity profile
3. roughness length
4. Longitudinal component of energy spectrum
5. Boundary-layer depth [24]
• “Successful modelling of eomplex terrain sites must therefore ensure that the incident 
boundary-layer that is delivered by the wind tunnel at the upstream edge of the model is then 
fully adjusted to the correct near-field conditions at the site(s) of interest” [25].
• This is a major consideration for all wind tunnel studies when considering their applicability 
to ‘real-world’ conditions.
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3.3 Investigations of flow over forward facing steps
This section looks at simulations of flow over forward facing steps, this is a fundamental situation 
that can be applied to ‘real world’ situations and is highly informative about the effect of upwind 
gradient on flow separation.
Bowen and Lindley, A wind-tunnel investigation of the wind speed and turbulence 
characteristics close to the ground over various escarpment shapes, 1977 [27]
This experiment was carried out in the boundaiy-layer wind tunnel at the University of 
Canterbury. “Four sharp-edged escarpments with their slopes varying between a eliff and a 4:1 
gradient [eliff, 1:1, 1:2 and 1:4], were placed normal to a simulated neutrally-stable rural 
boundary layer which was modelled to a seale of 1:300”. Bowen and Lindley aimed to produce a 
dataset that could be compared to model simulations and inform where measurements should be 
made in subsequent field experiments.
Although the inflow conditions are not explicitly mentioned the undisturbed flow in the wind 
tunnel was tested to ensure that it represented a realistic boundary-layer flow. These tests 
produeed satisfactory agreement with previous test results. The escarpment models were all 
50mm tall representing a constant blockage effect of ~4%. This was negated by raising the roof 
of the wind tunnel. The floor of the wind-tunnel was lined with 3mm high roughness. The model 
was built to represent a full-scale esearpment 300 times larger than the model plaeed in the wind 
tunnel. It was ensured that the boundary layer also related to reality in this way by eomplying 
with reeommendations in ESDU 72026 [28]. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show vertical profiles of some 
flow properties observed in the wind tunnel.
Throughout this study the authors name the speed-up factor when compared to some loeation 
upwind of the escarpment, the amplification factor, Az.
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Figure 3.6 A comparison of speed up factors (denoted as A% in the diagram) over the
peak of two escarpment types from the wind tunnel data, and previous 
field and computational studies
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Figure 3.7 Examples of normalised mean velocity-height profiles
A number of observations of the flow over the escarpment are made and summarised below:
• It is suggested that, “significant changes in turbulence characteristics only occur in the wake
region close behind the crest, where a shift of energy to higher frequencies is evident”.
• “Outside the wake region, there was little change in the flow turbulence”.
• “The flows over the four escarpments were similar in structure downstream of each crest,
with the main difference occurring in the extent and intensity of turbulence in the wake close
to the ground, immediately behind the crest”.
• “A certain degree of shelter is apparent, up to 5H upstream of the slopes where A% was less
than one, although the strength of the upstream vortex in front of the cliff face was not
known”. A is the amplification factor, equivalent to the speed-up factor.
• “An overall maximum value of A% for the flow of between 1.7 and 1.8 was found for all four
slopes at the lowest height (Z/H=0.2) above the crest that was investigated”. This was
thought to be a similar trend but a higher absolute value than had been observed in previous 
similar wind tunnel investigations. This difference is thought to be due to the fact that the 
models in this experiment are rough. Previous models were smooth and so measurements 
would effectively have been made at lower heights.
• “The major region of influence from the escarpments defined by Az>l. 1 .... Persisted beyond 
lOH downstream of the crest for all four slopes considered”.
• “Downstream of the crest, a wake region of high shear and lower mean velocities grew from 
the crest and extended to a height of about IH for the cliff and 0.4H for the 4:1 slope, before
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becoming insignificant at about lOH downstream”, as shown in Figure 3.8, below. The size 
and intensity of the wake region increased with slope angle.
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Figure 3.8 Contours of speed-up factor (here denoted Az) over the various
escarpment shapes
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“The region of wind flow where the increase in mean flow velocity at a certain height above 
ground was greater than 10% (i.e., the amplification factor A z> l.l) was confined within the 
first three escarpment heights above the ground”, as seen in Figure 3.9, below.
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Figure 3.9
(b) 4:1 SLOPE
Variation of the speed-up factor (here denoted A )^ with height over the 
cliff and the 4:1 sloping escarpment
Glanville and Kwok, Measurements of topographic multipliers and flow separation from a 
steep escarpment. Part II. Model-scale measurements, 1997 [29]
The boundaiy-layer wind tunnel at the University of Sydney was used to simulate the flow over a 
1:1000 scale model of the Mt. Dandenong escarpment near the city of Melbourne, Australia. 
Field measurements were also made at the location [30], see section 4.5 for details. Glanville and 
Kwok looked for agreement between these two studies as well as investigating flow separation 
and consequently display all their results as full-scale values, as shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10 Vertical profile of the mean wind speed above the Mt. Dandenong tower 
location
Due to the position of a mast upwind of the escarpment, the inflow conditions of the wind tunnel 
could be easily compared with data measured at that location in the real terrain. Therefore the 
measurements must be taken to reliably represent reality. However, this comparison could only 
be carried out at two specific locations and so cannot be verified across the whole site.
A ‘tolerant’-type slatted ceiling was installed in the wind tunnel [26] due to the 480mm tall, 
1:1000 scale, model representing a 25% blockage in the 2m high wind tunnel.
A 15mm thick mat was laid over the model to represent the surface roughness, as coarse sand was 
found to be insufficient to induce separation, as is observed over the Mt. Dandenong escarpment. 
This mat is taken to represent the ‘zero-plane displacement height’ caused by the eucalyptus trees 
that cover the slope of the escarpment. “Wind profile heights on the model escarpment were still 
measured from the base of the mat for consistency with full scale measurements”.
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Figure 3.11 Variation in longitudinal mean wind speed profile over the 
Mt. Dandenong escarpment
Glanville and Kwoks’ observations of the flow over the escarpment are summarised below:
• At the peak [of the escarpment] the wind speed is seen to drop off dramatically below 50m. 
This is taken to demonstrate flow separation over the crest of the hill.
• “Of particular interest is the constant mean velocity gradient above the 69m level. It appears 
that the approach boundary layer is effectively ‘levelled’ by flow over the escarpment” This 
has reportedly been observed in other similar investigations [31-33]
• A small separation bubble is observed on the upwind slope of the escarpment, as indicated, 
along with the evolution of the vertical wind speed profile in Figure 3.11.
• Potential flow theory is considered applicable as a first order estimate between 57 and 500m 
which is above the separation bubble.
• “Over the crest turbulence intensities at all levels are seen to converge towards a constant 
magnitude; slightly lower than the upstream value at 500m. Beyond the crest, turbulence 
intensities are seen to increase dramatically at lower elevations, as these sites become 
engulfed in highly turbulent separated flow”. This is shown in Figure 3.12 and is in 
agreement with other investigations [27, 31, 34].
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Variation in longitudinal turbulence intensity over the Mt. Dandenong 
escarpment at three elevations
• turbulence is slightly reduced over the crest outside areas of flow separation. This is 
evident in both model and full scales. Thus the reduction in turbulence intensity over the 
crest ... results from both an increase in the mean velocity component and a slight reduction 
in turbulence”.
• “Good agreement was found between measurements of mean wind speeds, RMS turbulence, 
gust-wind speeds and flow separation at both scales. These results indicated that Reynolds 
number effects can be surmounted at a geometric scaling ratio of 1/1000 and that wind tunnel 
modelling is a valid method of obtaining design data”.
Lnn et. al., Numerical simulation of flow over topographic features by revised k-E models, 
2003 [15]
Flow over a forward facing step (a cliff) is modelled in a wind-tunnel and compared to 
simulations from a standard k-e model and two revised versions, Durbin [35] and Shih [36, 37]. 
Very little detail of the wind tunnel setup is provided in the paper.
“The cliff height, H, is 75mm and its length is 20H, the front section of the cliff is situated 6H 
from the inlet and the end section of the cliff is placed 7H from the outlet. The vertical dimension 
of the flow domain is 24H”, as shown in Figure 3.13, below. The surface of the cliff obstacle is 
smooth.
Figure 3.13 Configuration of the cliff model
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Diagrams of the predicted flow structures over the obstacle are shown in Figures 3.14 to 3.15, 
measurements are also included in Figure 3.16.
In this investigation the turbulence intensity is defined as k j(u j^Y  i.e. the ratio of the turbulent 
kinetic energy to the square of the wind speed at cliff height upwind of the obstacle.
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Figure 3.14 Predictions by the three computational models for the cliff case of 
(a) distribution of turbulence intensity and (b) mean velocity vector
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Figure 3.15 The change of mean velocity vector over the step as predicted by the 
Durbin model (a) residual = 0.007, (b) residual = residual = 0.006,
(c) residual = 0.005
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Figure 3.16 Vertical profiles of mean velocity (a) and turbulence intensity (b), 0.5H 
downwind from the front cliff edge
Figures 3.14 to 3.16 illustrate how changes to the modelling, such as a change in turbulence 
closure or convergence criteria, can produce significant changes in the final predictions. These 
Figures also provide the reader with some useful insight into the flow behaviour that can be 
observed in this type of situation.
The conclusions drawn by Lun et al. relate to the performance of the different turbulence models 
rather than the behaviour of the flow so are not stated here.
Gasset, N. et. al., Study of Atmospheric Boundary Layer Flows over a Coastal Cliff, 2005 
[16]
This paper begins by presenting wind tunnel simulations over a ‘forward facing step’ from a 
previous investigation [17]. These simulations are reproduced and applied to field data measured 
at the Atlantic Wind Test Site (AWTS) in the province of Prince Edward Island, Canada. 
Computational simulations are carried out using an RNG k-e model. These numerical 
simulations are validated against the wind-tunnel data, as it is taken to represent an approximation 
to the field, and then used in three dimensions across the site. Gasset et al. make some 
observations of the flow structure as well as commenting on the applicability of their numerical 
technique. Although the results gained with this technique are impressive they require a large 
amount of computational resource and, as proved in the paper the output is highly sensitive to the 
surface roughness parameter, such that extensive input data is required to produce reliable results.
The initial investigation is concerned with reproducing the results of a previous study by Moss 
and Baker [17] who modelled the flow over an idealised two dimensional forward-facing step. 
The step height is 76mm, with an inflow speed of lOms’  ^ this is reported to give a Reynolds
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number of 50 000. The exact inflow conditions of the experiment are not known. Figures 3.17 
and 3.18 compare numerical simulation with results from the Moss and Baker study.
Figure 3.17
u/u.
Moas and Bakar (1060)
k-0.01: e p s i l o n k i - 0 . 8 % ;  Ret-^66,6 ...-1
-3-4
Position against the step (»’h)
Comparison of numerical and experimental [17] velocity profiles (U/Uo) 
along the domain (scale parameter: h = 76 mm)
a) Moss and Baker (1980)
b) RNG k-r, modelling resells
Figure 3.18 Comparison of streamlines: a) experimental by Moss and Baker [17] and 
b) numerical results from the RNG k-E model
The roughness parameters chosen to represent the terrain observed at AWTS were:
• Zo = 0.001 m for the sea,
• Zo = 0.01 m for short grass, and
• Zq = 0.05 m for tall grass
Consideration was given to the fact that there is irregular ice cover on the sea during four months 
of the year. Numerieal simulations were also carried out with varying roughness values, as 
shown in Figures 3.20 to 3.22. The numerical results were compared to two years of data 
measured on site. Gasset et al. were satisfied that the numerical simulations corresponded 
satisfaetorily with experiment and measured data for conclusions to be drawn about the flow. 
The site details for AWTS, indicating the region that was approximated as 2D to enable 
comparison with the wind tunnel simulation, are shown in Figure 3.19. The eliff height is 10 m.
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Figure 3.19 Geometry and wind farm of the Atlantic Wind Test Site (AWTS): 
a) photo of AWTS, b) schematic of the site with details of interest, 
c) A 2D approximation of the cliff.
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Figure 3.20 Mean streamlines of flows over coastal cliff with the mast and
anemometers positions, zo = 0.001 m before the cliff and zo = 0.01 m after
(Uref = 8 ms^ at the reference height 50m, scale parameter: h=10m)
Gasset et al. feel that their numerical technique is robust and present their predictions for various 
flow parameters in 2 and 3 dimensions in Figures 3.20 and 3.21. Consideration of Figures 3.20 
and 3.21 appears to indicate that the three-dimensional aspect of the flow has the following effect 
on the region of separated flow:
• The separation bubble reaches a lower height;
• The separation bubble persists further downstream of the edge;
• The level of turbulence and change in velocity within the separated region is increased.
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Figure 3.21 Comparison between two and three dimensional modelling of flows over 
the cliff, Zo = 0.01m before the cliff and zq = 0.05m after (Uref = 8ms ’ at 
the reference height 50m, scale parameter: h = 10m).
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Figure 3.22 Comparisons between two and three dimensional modelling of flows over 
the cliff Zo = 0.001m before the cliff and zq = 0.01m after (Uref = 8ms ’ at 
the reference height 50m, scale parameter: h = 10m
The influence of surface roughness in Figures 3.21 and 3.22 goes against the behaviour observed 
in other studies [15, 38-41], as an increase in surface roughness appears to decrease the extent of 
the flow separation. Gasset et al explain this as, “Increasing the surface roughness increases the 
levels of turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation rate everywhere in the domain. This 
phenomenon is amplified downstream near the cliff. This has the effect of slowing down the 
stream wise X velocity, to shorten the recirculation zone and to bring closer to the cliff the 
reattachment point downstream”. It is considered that this apparent difference in behaviour when 
compared to ‘hill type’ cases occurs because the separation here is triggered by the sharp edge of 
the step. Due to this separation will occur at the same location for all roughness values whereas 
in the hill case the separation is occurring at some point on a surface, the location of which is 
influenced by increased roughness. Once separation occurs, increased roughness, and hence
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increased turbulent mixing, may reduce the extent of the flow separation in both cases. However 
it may be that this effect is not seen for the hill case because the effect of the increased roughness 
causing the flow to separate earlier and so increase the size of the separated flow region 
outweighs the reduction in the separation bubble due to increased turbulent mixing.
It is observed by Gasset et. al. that, “The results show that the effect of the coastal cliff on the 
flow above the AWTS is limited to the vicinity of the cliff, in the order of distance 5h to lOh of 
the cliff.” This may help to provide a useful rule of thumb, however, it must be remembered that 
this relationship has been derived using only one example of a 10m high cliff.
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3.3.1 Summary of Findings from Investigations of Flow over Forward Facing Steps
• A maximum speed up factor of between 1.7 and 1.8 was observed [27]. This rule-of-thumb 
may be used as a useful indicator of the validity of a model output.
• The size and intensity of the wake region increased with slope angle [27].
• Upwind of the escarpment the wind speed will be reduced to some extent near to the ground
o This effect may extend up to 5H from the foot of the escarpment [27].
o In some cases a small separation bubble will be observed [15, 27,29].
• It has been suggested that potential flow theory, which WAsP is based on, may be considered 
applicable as a first order estimate above the separation bubble [29].
• A wake region persists approximately lOH from the peak of the escarpment [27].
o H is the height of the escarpment
o The wake is characterised by low wind speed (defined as being less than that
observed for the same height upwind of the escarpment) and high turbulence
intensity [27]
o There is also a shift of energy towards higher frequencies, i.e. shorter length scales 
[27].
• There is little change in the turbulence outside the wake region [16, 27]
• The effect of a coastal cliff on the flow is felt in the order of 5 to 10 cliffs heights downwind
of the cliff [16]
• From the evidence shown in Figure 3.12 it appears that the turbulence intensity is virtually 
constant with height above the peak of an escarpment [29]. However from consideration of 
the other scenarios presented here this does not appear to occur every time. Further evidence 
would be required to enable this statement to be confidently applied to any real situation.
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3.4 Investigations of flow over Isolated Hills
The studies in this section consider two-dimensional flows over a ridge that is large enough to 
cause the flow over it to separate. This situation is clearly not realistic but is an idealised 
representation of the flow over a hill that occurs commonly in the ‘real world’.
Finnigan et. ai., A Wind-Tunnel Study of Turbulent Flow over a 2-Dimensional Ridge, 1990 
[23]
This experiment used the setup shown in Figures 3.23 and 3.24 in the CSIRO Pye Laboratory 
wind tunnel [42].
The boundary-layer was created within the tunnel using a 50mm high fence and the roughness of 
the surface was defined by a coating of gravel with a nominal diameter of 7mm. The boundary 
layer is approximately 500mm deep at the crest of the hill. The roof of the wind tunnel was 
800mm high at the crest of the 50mm tall model. This represented, “a solid blockage 
corresponding to a mean flow acceleration of 6%.
In considering the comparison of the measurements made here to flow over real hills it is asserted 
that the, “wind tunnel model represents a hill of rough surface but not unusually so”. No 
reference is made to the Reynolds number dependence of the flow or the inflow conditions of the 
wind tunnel.
Measurements were made using pitot tubes and hot wire probes. It is stated that this 
measurement spans, “both the rapid distortion and the local-equilibrium regime”.
7mm gravel
Figure 3.23 The model hill drawn to scale [23]
asM
contraction
W O R K IN G  S E C T IO N  
Adjustable roof
Gravel
surface
600 "4
50 mm trip 
fence
Dimensions in m m  
Figure 3.24 Wind-tunnel working section configuration [23]
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Finnigan et. al. feel that the measurements made near the hill surface cannot be used as, “useful 
observations of the change in turbulence structure across a hill”, because, “it is a region 
inaccessible to wind-tunnel models which are aerodynamically rough”. The layer nearest the 
rough surface more closely resembles a roughness sub-layer, as found above structures such as a
forest canopy [43], than the Jackson and Hunt inner layer [14].
Using flow streamline curvature, as shown plotted in Figure 3.25, as an indicator of separation is 
considered in this paper. Within the Figure, the amount of curvature of the streamline is shown
based on the radius of the curve in the top diagram. A peak in the graph indicates a peak in
streamline curvature. The streamlines are all seen to curve by a similar amount over the hill 
itself. Finnigan et al’s discussion of this issue concludes that the streamlines ‘see’ a terrain shape 
which is defined by the shape of the hill plus the extent of the separation bubble, so if the 
curvature of the streamlines is significantly less than that of the hill it can be assumed that flow 
separation occurs in that location. It is also felt that Jackson and Hunt theory [14] can make 
predictions of sufficient accuracy, “provided that the hill shape is taken to be that defined by the 
continuation of the upstream surface streamline” [23].
It is acknowledged that there is, “no theory of rough-wall turbulent separation”, that could be 
used to predict the separation and re-attachment points of the flow.
In Figures 3.25 and 3.26, x and z are position vectors indicating locations within the wind 
tunnel and are shown to have values relating the dimensions of the wind tunnel. The origin for x 
is located at the upwind foot of the hill and z is measured from the terrain surface beneath the 
gravel roughness so that z =0 follows the hill surface.
'F, shown in Figure 3.26 is the stream function.
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Figure 3.25 Streamline curvature on the hill surface (seen at the bottom of the
Figure) and on four streamlines (The relative heights of these streamlines 
in shown in Figure 3.26). Streamline 1 lies closest to the terrain surface.
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Figure 3.26 The positions of the four streamlines (labelled with Roman numerals).
The dotted line indicates the boundary of the wake region (The height of 
the hill is not to scale) [23]
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Ayotte and Hughes, Observations of boundary-layer wind-tunnel flow over isolated ridges 
of varying steepness and roughness, 2004 [40].
This paper describes an experiment, carried out in the CSIRO Pye Laboratory wind tunnel [42], 
to investigate the flow over two sets of hills; one rough and one smooth. The gradients for the 
rough hills range from 0.2 to 0.4 and from 0.2 to 0.6 for the smooth hills. The hill height remains 
constant and the length varies to adjust the slope gradient. This setup allows the effect of slope 
gradient and surface roughness on the flow separation in the lee of the hill (see Figures 3.27 and 
3.28) to be observed.
A constant hill height ensures that the blockage effect remains constant. However, the effect was 
small and further mitigated by adjusting the height of the wind-tunnel ceiling. Measurements of 
the boundaiy layer structure were made just upwind of the hill obstacle to ensure that the 
predicted flow properties were observed. Measured Roughness Reynolds numbers were 
sufficiently high to indicate that the flow was fully aerodynamically rough.
Figure 3.27 Schematic of separated flow over an isolated bill.
The authors aim purely to, “report the way in which flow over hills of a range of roughness and 
steepness behaves”. No computational predictions or attempts to scale the data to full-scale 
values are made. An interesting and complete dataset has been created along with some 
informative diagrams of the flow behaviour. The authors approach is similar to that seen in the 
previous paper [23] due in part to guidance from J.J. Finnigan. Useful observations of the flow 
and suggestions for how the flow should be regarded and are summarised below:
• “Turbulent parameters and mean flow parameters are traditionally displayed separately as this 
makes it easier to understand and is a simpler way to look at the flow. However, in order to 
understand separation, a more coupled approach is required”.
• “As the pressure perturbation driving the acceleration over the hill is determined to a large 
extent by the flow in the upper, middle and outer layers, the presence of a region of 
separation effectively changes the shape of the hill.... Specifically, it will act to diminish the 
maximum speedup at the hill crest by changing the effective slope of the hill”, as in 
Figure 3.28.
• “...the linear solution is an overestimate at slopes greater than roughly 0.2... the asymptotic 
behaviour of the curves as they reach higher slopes ... the two curves (rough and smooth) are 
nearly identical up to a slope of about 0.3 where they diverge”, see Figure 3.29. There are 
“...two main reasons for this over-prediction [by linear models at the crest of steep hills]. 
The first is the simple neglect of the nonlinear part of the advection in the equations of 
motion. The second is the change in the effective shape of the hill as flow in the upper, 
middle and outer layers respond to the sum of the terrain and the region(s) of separation.”
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Figure 3.28 Schematic view of slope limiting effect of separated regions of the flow
Figure 3.29
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Slope (a)
Speed up at the hill crest at the top of the middle layer versus hill slope. 
The data measured over the rough and smooth surfaces are compared 
with a linear relationship.
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Ross et. al., A comparison of wind-tunnel experiments and numerical simulations of neutral 
and stratified flow over a hill, 2004 [38].
This experiment simulated the flow over two hills of equal height and roughness. It was carried 
out in a wind tunnel at the EnFlo Laboratory in the University of Surrey. Both hills are described 
by the function below:
h = H  cos^ (m /Z ) for — L ! 2 < x <  L I 2  and h=0 elsewhere (2)
Where h = Local terrain elevation 
H = Maximum hill height
X = Horizontal distance from the centre of the hill to the upstream point where h=0 
L = Length of the hill
L = 2.4m for the shallow hill and L = 1 .Cm for the steep hill. This produces a maximum slope 
gradient of 0.3 and 0.72 respectively. Ross et al. feel that, “These hills are much steeper than 
those used in many previous studies”. Flow separation is observed from both hills although the 
shallow hill is thought by Ross et al. to be a borderline case, in which separation is observed 
intermittently.
The entire working section of the wind-tunnel floor, including the hills is covered with, 
“roughness elements (200mm high and 80mm wide, separated laterally by 160mm and downwind 
by 100mm, in a triple stagger)”. It is acknowledged that, “in common with all wind-tunnel 
experiments simulating the atmospheric boundaiy layer the roughness elements are relatively 
large”, and are thought to be, “representative of tall woodland or forest rather than shrubs or 
grass”.
Both stable and neutrally stratified boundary layers were developed. They were designed to, 
“represent a realistic atmospheric boundary layer both in terms of the velocity profile and the 
temperature profile”. The neutrally stratified results are most relevant to this investigation. 
Thorough checking of the flow was undertaken to ensure that the results of the simulation could 
be relied upon. However, the paper does not state that the inflow conditions to the tunnel were 
tested, results are only shown for the empty tunnel at the position where the hills were placed
[44]. It asserted that the flow is Reynolds number independent (see section 2.3.1) enabling the 
results to be simply scaled up to relate to full-scale wind flows.
The lowest measurements were made at 0.05m. “Measurements made in closer proximity to the 
roughness elements were dominated by the 3-D motions associated with the individual 
obstructions. Useful measurements therefore could not be taken within the inner region of the 
flow”.
The measurements made were compared to CFD simulations made using the BLASIUS model
[45] coupled with various turbulence closure methods. The results from these simulations are 
also included in Figures 3.30 to 3.32, which show measurements of the speed up factor induced 
by the different hills in various scenarios.
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Comparison of wind-tunnel data with numerical simulations and the 
linear theory for the speed-up over the summit of both the shallow and 
steep hills for neutral and stably stratified flows
Figure 3.30, clearly shows that the CFD simulations provided grossly preferable results to linear 
theory which produces large over-prediction of the speed-up factor in all cases. This is 
considered to illustrate that CFD-based methods have the potential to produce improved solutions 
around flow separation. However, the extent to which this conclusion can be applied to real 
complex terrain flows is limited due to the controlled circumstances of this experiment and the 
limitations previously outlined in section 2.
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Figure 3.31 Contour plots of U across the shallow hill for neutral flow, wind-tunnel 
measurements and results from BLASIUS using various closure methods 
are shown.
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Figure 3.32 Contour plots of U across the steep hill for neutral flow, wind-tunnel 
measurements and results from BLASIUS using various closure methods 
are shown
In the opinion of Ross et al., none of the turbulence schemes, including the second-order 
methods, were able to provide very good prediction of turbulent quantities. All schemes provide 
a reasonable prediction of the mean flow and the surface pressure field but their predictions 
diverge in the wake region in the lee of the hill. Errors are most pronounced where flow 
separation occurs, indicating that these schemes are do not provide sufficient detail to reliably 
model this type of flow [38].
Lun et. al., Numerical simulation of flow over topographic features by revised k-e models 
[15].
This is another stage of the investigation described in section 3.2. The wind tunnel setup is 
identical to that described previously, so the known details remain limited.
A flow simulation is carried out over a hill described by the same function as in the Ross et al. 
investigation [38]. However, the dimensions are altered as shown in Figure 3.33. The definition 
of hill length is also changed to be the total length of the hill from h=0 to h=0.
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The tests to ensure the structure of the flow is as required to not appear to have been as stringent 
as in the Ross investigation [38].
L=2(X)mm
.V2 = ifcos"- (.vi7t/ 2 I )
Ai
Figure 3.33 Configuration of the hill model [15]
As mentioned in earlier consideration of this paper the results of the experiment are compared to 
simulations carried out using a standard k-s turbulence model and two others, the Durbin [35] and 
Shih models [36, 37], which are attempts to correct the shortcomings of the k-e model around 
regions of flow separation. The main aim of the paper is to assess the performance of these 
models but some interesting flow diagrams are shown in Figures 3.34 to 3.36.
Case 2-1-1 (k-E)
Case 2-1-2 (Durbin)
ipij I T  I  a
mi
Case 2-1-2 (Durbin)
(a) Case 2-1-3 (Shih) (N C ase2-l-3(m ih)
Figure 3.34 Predictions by the three models for the smooth hill case: (a) distribution 
of turbulent kinetic energy, (b) mean velocity vector.
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Figure 3.35 Predictions by the three models for the rough hill case: (a) distribution of 
turbulent kinetic energy, (b) mean velocity vector.
“The position of the separation point occurred earlier with rougher surface leading to a larger re­
circulation area produced at the back of the hill” as seen by comparing Figures 3.34 and 3.35.
Î  '
E
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Figure 3.36 Vertical profiles of turbulent kinetic energy at various positions over the 
rough hill
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3.4.1 Summary of Findings from Investigations of Flow over Isolated Hills
• Separation serves to reduce the speed-up induced by a hill [23, 40]
• The surface roughness has a significant effect on the nature the flow separation over a hill
o Separation occurs over hills of lower gradient [15]
o The separation point occur^earlier after the crest of the hill [15] 
o A larger separation bubble is produced [15]
• The upstream surface streamline travels over the top of the separation bubble [23,40]
o Due to this it may be assumed that the mean flow ‘sees’ the hill as the combined 
shapes of the hill itself and the separation bubble [23]. 
o Linear theory may still be able to produce reliable predictions for the flow that travels
over the separation bubble although it will still neglect the non-linear part of the 
advection term in the equations of motion [40].
• The inner flow layer is inaccessible for measurement in a wind tunnel study of flow over an 
aerodynamically rough hill [23, 38]
• Linear theory over-predicts the wind speed at the hill crest when separation occurs [38, 40]. 
This is due to:
o The change of the ‘effective’ hill shape [23, 40]
o The neglect of the non-linear advection terms in the equations of motion [40]
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3.5 Investigations of flow over a Series of Hills
The studies in this section consider two dimensional flows over a series of hills.
Counihan, Flow over concatenated sinusoidal hills, 1974 [46].
This study was carried out, in the boundary layer wind tunnel at Central Electrical Research 
Laboratories (CERL) in Leatherhead, Surrey, with the aim of being able to predict the wind 
loading on power stations and power lines as the fleld data available at the time was not felt to be 
sufficient to produce the required assertions.
The wind tunnel setup is not described in this paper but outlined in reports internal to CERL [47, 
48]
The flow is simulated over series of hills. The configurations are outlined in Table 3.1, below. 
No attempt is made to simulate surface roughness over these hills.
Configuration W6 p/h Ko, of H ills
A ''9 6.125 6.0 . 3
: B 0.125 12 2
c V., 0.083 3 12
D 0,083 6 6
0,083 12 3-
Table 3.1 Details of the hill configurations
The observed velocity profiles at various hill peaks are shown in Figure 3.37 and velocity 
contours over the various hill configurations in Figure 3.38.
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Figure 3.37 Mean velocity profiles at hill tops
The authors make a number of useful observations of the flow which are summarised below:
• “For the first hill of any configuration, the mean velocity at any height is generally greater 
than the velocity at the same height in the upstream flow, except when very close to the hill 
tops”.
• “The main acceleration of the flow over a range of hills occurs in the region of the first hill”.
• “For successive hills downstream of the third hill of a configuration, the mean velocity profile 
is essentially the same as that above the third hill”. So the flow can be assumed to be in some 
kind of equilibrium with the terrain.
• “The turbulence intensities are lower at the top of the first hill of any configuration than at the 
tops of successive hills ... the turbulence intensity is higher than that in the upstream flow 
over a height range from one to three times the hill height above a hilltop”.
• “ ...the region of separated flow in the hill wakes is reduced progressively from the first hill 
downstream to the third hill; for successive hills the wake flow pattern remains unaltered. It
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is thought that the more turbulent flow approaching the second and successive hills 
contributes to this effect”. So the upwind turbulent intensity is a parameter of flow 
separation.
CONTOURS OF CONSTANT KCAN VElOCITT RATIO, ^
—
-^2
CONFICURATtON: A
V 3
P A « M . h /5= « .IÎS :
CONFIGURATION I C P /|,“ î.«;
(S # ,n CORFIOURATfON 0  p^j » t.O; h>j fl.S}»; R * l |*
Figure 3.38 Contours of constant mean velocity ratio over various hill configurations
It must also be noted that due to the change in the degree of separation for hills that are 
downwind of others the ability to accurately predict flow separation for an isolated hill does not 
represent the final aim of predicting wind flow in complex terrain. Once flow separation for an 
isolated hill can be predicted the ability to simulate the effect of upwind hills on the flow 
separation at the considered hill must also be developed. However consideration of an isolated 
hill is still thought to be a significant step towards this final goal.
Gong et. al., Turbulent boundary-layer flow over fixed aerodynamically rough two- 
dimensional sinusoidal waves, 1994 [41]
Gong et al. felt that this is the first time an investigation of this type of hill configuration, shown 
in Figure 3.39, had been carried out over an aerodynamically rough surface. “Out primary 
motivation ... is that sinusoidal topography represents a canonical, complex terrain situation and 
thus has an inherent importance in attempts to refine our understanding of turbulent flow in the 
atmospheric boundary layer”.
Masonite s W s  Wav% model (foam)
Figure 3.39 Sketch of the wind tunnel arrangement
The hills are modelled as a sinusoidal surface with a maximum gradient of 0.5, the function of 
which is shown below:
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= a COS kx (3)
The wave crests are perpendicular to the flow direction, a is the wave amplitude, X is the 
wavelength and k=2n/X is the wavenumber. The maximum wave slope will be ak. Two different 
surface roughness values are used and all the flows are considered to be neutrally stratified.
The investigation was carried out in the meteorological wind tunnel in the Atmospheric 
Environment Service, Canada, a detailed description of which is included in Shokr and Teunissen 
[49]. Two levels of surface roughness are used to simulate the flow. For the smoother case 
masonite sheets are used, in the rough case the hills and, “the upstream flat floor was covered 
with carpet of uniform (5mm) thickness with no change caused to the wave [hill] topography”. 
The roughness Reynolds number for the smoother case indicates that the flow cannot be 
characterised as aerodynamically rough. “However, it will differ from fully aerodynamically 
rough only very close to the surface”. The rough case is significantly rougher and so is assumed 
to be fully aerodynamically rough.
Measurements of the undisturbed boundary layer are made rather than explicitly observing the 
inflow conditions. The flow properties measured appear sensible. Measured turbulence values 
are thought to have slightly lower values than those observed in atmospheric flows. It is observed 
that the near-surface turbulence measurements correspond to lower values of u* than is measured. 
However, Gong et al. suspect that this is due to limitations of X-wire measurements, “in the 
lowest 10-3 0mm of the boundary layer”.
The two dimensionality of the flow was checked for the central third of the wind tunnel width. 
“The tests showed that the lateral variability was less than ±2% for the mean flow and ±7% for 
the turbulence components”.
Large Eddy Simulation was used to compliment the measurements and supports the conclusions 
drawn. Detail of, “the LES model and its numerical implementation”, can be found in 
Krettenauer and Schumann [50] and Maas and Schumann [51]
The conclusions drawn by Gong et al. are summarised below:
• “With slopes large enough to cause flow separation, local Reynolds -average closure 
assumptions become rather questionable, because the separated region is often fluctuating in 
size and the separation itself may well be intermittent”. This statement casts doubt on 
whether a RANS based CFD model will ever be able to accurately predict separated flows.
• “For the relatively rough surface the flow separated in the wave troughs while for the 
relatively smooth surface it generally remained attached”.
• “When boundary layer flow encounters a train of waves, over the first wave it will respond 
more or less as in the case of a single hill, while over subsequent waves the flow could be 
quite different since the oncoming flow has been modified by the waves upstream”, as seen in 
Figure 3.40.
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Figure 3.40 Flow measurements over the various wave crests in the smooth case
• As can be seen in Figure 3.40, “Mean velocities are seen to be significantly greater than the 
upstream flat-floor values at low levels over all the crests, with maximum speed-up occurring 
over the first crest”.
• Although separation was expected in both the smooth and rough cases as the max gradient is 
0.5 (i.e. greater than 0.3 [52]). “ ...flow in the first trough was strongly separated, as 
indicated by both tuft tests and surface pressure measurements. For the smooth waves, tuft 
tests showed occasional intermittent reverse or cross-stream flow over a limited section of the 
lee slope in the 10^  ^trough but there was no constant pressure region. Although intermittent 
separation probably occurs it is limited in extent and the mean flow remains essentially 
attached”. From consideration of Figures 3.41 and 3.42 it can be seen that no reversed flow
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region indicating flow separation can be observed for the trough between the 1 and 12* hill 
crests. This type of behaviour is extremely difficult to replicate using a RANS method, 
“ ...pressure measurements show regions of near-constant surface pressure on the downwind 
slope of the [rough] wave indicating separation, over both the first and tenth troughs”.
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Figure 3.41 Mean velocity profiles at locations between the 11* and 12* crests over 
both the rough and the smooth waves
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Figure 3.42 Mean velocity profiles at locations between the 11^ *^  and 12*** crests over 
both the rough and the smooth waves (the symbols shown here relate to 
the same locations indicated in Figure 3.41)
Athanassiadou, Neutral flow over a series of rough hills: A laboratory experiment, 2001 [39]
This study was carried out in the A-Tunnel at the EnFlo Laboratoiy, University of Surrey. It 
looks at flow over, “fully rough, neutral flow over a series of sinusoidal hills. Two sets of hills, 
with different maximum gradients of 0.2 (10®), and 0.4 (20®), called large and small respectively, 
were considered, “ ...the first hill [both small and large] was modified to give it a gentler slope on 
the windward side”.
The inflow conditions do not appear to have been measured however, the undisturbed boundary 
layer at the same position as the peak of the tenth hill appears to provide a realistic boundary- 
layer structure. This approach was taken as the investigation hoped to look at the application of 
LES to a situation where the outflow conditions are equal to the inflow conditions, i.e. the domain
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was setup to cover one wavelength and the inflow conditions are defined by the conditions 
measured at the peak of one of the hills.
The surface roughness is created using an aluminium mesh laid over the model surface. The 
mesh, “has an open area of 61% and a strand size 1.98 x 1.20 mm”. “A model/field scale of 
1:5000, consistent with an ABL of roughly 500m, gives an equivalent full scale zq = 1.6m, 
representative of cities or woodland”.
“The main objective was to obtain accurate, Reynolds number independent measurements of the 
flow (mean as well as turbulence), as well as accurate surface pressure measurements”. Profiles 
measured at various points within the wind tunnel are displayed in Figures 3.44 and 3.45.
150 -
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Seporotion region over the large hills
9 0  120 150 180 2 1 0  240 2 7 0  3 0 0  3 3 0
X (mm)
Figure 3.43 Schematic of the separation bubble over the large hills case 
The conclusions drawn by Athanassiadou are summarised below:
• “The separation region, as defined by the U=0 locus, extends from a quarter wavelength 
down the lee slope to about a tenth of a wavelength up the windward slope of the next hill”, 
as shown in Figure 3.43.
• “in the first [smooth] case, the flow remained attached to the hills’ surface whilst separation 
of the flow in the lee of the hills occurred in the latter [rough case]”.
• “ ...rapid distortion theory showed good agreement for the longitudinal stress, whereas the 
agreement for the vertical stress was at most qualitative”.
• Boundary layer thickness appears to increase with the complexity of the terrain.
For Figures 3.44 and 3.45, shown on the following two pages, profiles are displayed as measured 
at different locations above the 10* hill. The location of the profile is indicated by the following 
symbols; *, x’ = 0; 6, x’ = 1/8; A, x’ = -1/8; □, x’ = 1/4; x, x’ = -1/4; +, x’ = 1/2. Where x’ = 0 is 
the crest of the 10* hill and x’ = x/1 and X is the hill wavelength i.e. the distance from the upwind 
foot to the downwind foot of the hill. Positive values of x’ are in the lee and negative values 
upstream of the hill crest..
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Meon velocity profiles over the small hilIs
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Figure 3.44 mean velocity (a) and shear stress (b) profiles over the small hills at 
different hill peaks. The solid line represents the profile over the flat 
roughness without the hills
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Mean velocity profiles over the lorqe hi Is
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Figure 3.45 Mean velocity (a) and shear stress (b) profiles over the large hills at 
different hill peaks. The solid line represents the profile over the flat 
roughness vrithout the hills
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3.5.1 Summary of Findings from Investigations of Flow over a Series of Hills
• The first hill in a sequence behaves as a single hill [41, 46].
• The largest speed-up value is observed at the peak of the first hill [41, 46].
• After the third peak in a sequence of hills there is little change in the flow structure at each of
the subsequent peaks [41,46].
o This may be regarded as a type of equilibrium [46]
• Increased roughness increases the likelihood and magnitude of flow separation [39, 41].
• The edge of the separation region may be defined by the U=0 locus [39]
• A near-constant surface pressure on the downwind slope of a hill indicates separation [41].
• Upwind turbulence intensity is a parameter of flow separation [46].
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4 REVIEW OF FIELD STUDIES CARRIED OUT IN REGIONS EXHIBITING 
FLOW SEPARATION
Field studies are carried out in sites which are regarded to present examples of flow which can be 
easily parameterised and represent terrain in which knowledge of the flow will provide useful 
information. For this study this represents sites which may be suitable for wind farm 
development and feature complex terrain in which flow separation is observed.
Measurements made in real terrain using suitable measurement apparatus represent valuable 
validation data for both computational and wind tunnel simulations as both are useless if they 
cannot be applied to the real world. Ultimately, for a new technique to provide practical benefits 
it must be able to provide reliable wind speed predictions when compared to field data. Due to 
this, these datasets must be assessed for their measurement accuracy and validity in order that the 
data can be taken as a true representation of the measured flows.
Field measurements can also be used to gain knowledge of specific flow phenomena. However, 
care must be taken in attempting to apply observations of field measurements to other situations 
due to the variation in local effects. Additionally the resolution of the measurements made in the 
field cannot match that of wind tunnel data. Consequently, strong evidence is required to draw 
firm conclusions about small scale structures from these investigations.
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4.1 AILSA CRAIG
Ailsa Craig is a small steep-sided island situated just off the south-west coast of Scotland. “The 
island has a base diameter of roughly 1km, a height of 330m, and is situated 20 km from the 
nearest coast. Apart from the 100m high cliff on the western and southern sides, the terrain is
fairly smooth with grass and heather but no trees. Slopes are about 30-45°” [53]
The measurements were taken on 4m masts mounted perpendicular to the local terrain around the 
south-eastern part of the island which has almost uniform surface roughness. The masts were 
moved around the island to improve the data resolution so that 12 locations were considered in 
total. Another measurement point is located on the western slope of the island and a further two 
sites are located 50m apart near to the summit of the hill. All these locations are shown in 
Figure 4.1, below. Approximately 2-4 weeks of hourly mean wind speed data exists from each 
site.
Ikm
330m
Figure 4.1 Diagram of surface site measurement positions
Further measurements were taken using a tethered balloon and a meteorological aircraft. The 
location of these measurements is shown in Figure 4.2, below. However, after some analysis it 
was found that the aircraft measurements could not pick up on any features that could be 
distinguished from the general atmospheric turbulence [53].
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Figure 4.2 General arrangement of measurements on and around the island, 
including aircraft flight tracks
In order to ensure that measurements were made in neutral atmospheric conditions wind speeds 
below 5ms'^ and periods of significant synoptic change were excluded. It was felt that, “data 
taken in speeds greater than 5ms'^ correspond to flow in an essentially neutral boundary layer” 
[53]
The flow around the hill was modelled using a three layer laminar flow model which can be 
regarded as producing a qualitative analysis at best. This modelling produced the predictions 
used to construct Figure 4.4.
A saddle point in the flow was observed downstream of the hill, see Figure 4.3. “In laminar 
flows such saddle points involve separation [54] but in turbulent flows most workers suggest they 
involve attachment [55]”. The true nature of this point could not be determined although 
evidence points to upward velocity of the flow [53].
Saddle point
Figure 4.3 Diagram showing the flow pattern around the island (dotted line 
signifies the coastline) and featuring a downwind saddle point.
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Figure 4.4 Mean dimensionless flow vectors at 4m around Ailsa Craig. The dashed 
line represents the base of the hill. The unit vector on the left represents 
the geostrophic wind which is used as the reference velocity for 
observations.
Round the side of the hill the “turbulence energy was found to be much greater than in 
undisturbed flows and highly anisotropic” Most energy was thought to be in the crosswind 
component [53]. Observations showed “ ...a veiy powerful trailing vortex downwind of the 
obstacle with its axis orientated along the upstream wind direction, and circulation velocities of 
the same order of magnitude as the undisturbed horizontal speed”. “Subsequent theoretical 
studies have confirmed that this vortex arises from the elliptical shape of the island” [56].
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4.2 ASKERVEIN
Askervein hill is situated on the west coast of South Uist in the Outer Hebrides (57°H’N, 
7®22’W)
The Askervein dataset is considered to be “ ...an excellent set of full-scale data on the nature of 
atmospheric boundary layer flow over an isolated, moderately low hill. Almost all the data are 
for essentially neutrally stable conditions” [57].
The hill is described as essentially elliptical (though not axisymmetric) in plan form with a 1km 
minor axis and a 2km major axis. The major axis is oriented along a NW-SE line. Upwind of the 
hill the fetch is largely unobstructed. It is mainly fairly uniform and level land of between 6 and 
10m above sea level which stretches for 3-4km before reaching the coastline Although generally 
fairly isolated, the hills, Criribheinn and Layaval, lie downwind of Askervein, as shown in 
Figure 4.5, below.
2000
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Figure 4.5
-2000 -1000 0 1000 2000 9000
Contour map of Askervein Hill and surrounding area
4000
The ground cover around the hill is mostly heather, grass, low scrub and some flat rocks, plus 
some small lochs in the upwind terrain. Due to this the surface roughness is assumed to be 
constant. Taylor and Teunissen used a value of 0.03m [57].
Two measurement campaigns were carried out over Askervein. The aims of these and how well 
they were achieved is discussed in [58].
An upstream reference site was setup 3km to the SSW of the hill in order to capture the 
undisturbed flow before it reaches the hill and to inform the boundary conditions that should be 
applied to a computer simulation of the flow over the hill. Most of the measurements were made 
on 10m masts situated along the three lines labelled A-A AA-AA and B-B. Some TALA kite 
measurements were also taken up to a height of 500m, although little useful information can be 
gleaned from these. Precise details of the measurement equipment and locations is included in 
[59, 60] and various diagrams of the flow structure are shown in Figures 4.6 to 4.10. For Figure
4.6 the fractional speed-up ratio (FSR) is defined as the ratio of the wind speed at the considered
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location to the wind speed at the same height upwind minus 1, so that a location with the same 
wind speed as the same height upwind has an FSR of 0.
%
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Figure 4.6 Fractional speed-up ratio over Askervein at 10m agi. Hollow rectangle: 
wind tunnel data. Solid rectangles: field measurements. Solid lines: 3D 
numerical model. Dotted lines: 2D numerical model. Dashed lines: 
theoretical model [61]
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Streamlines at Im agi over Askervein taken from 3D numerical 
modelling with an incident wind direction of 210° [61]
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Turbulence intensity values at 10m agi over Askervein. Symbols: field 
measurements. The dotted and solid lines are outputs from 3D 
numerical models [61].
A large number of papers detail modelling studies based on Askervein data [61-70] as it has come 
to be regarded as the most comprehensive field dataset available. The extent to which the data 
has been taken as accurate is illustrated by the fact that other field study datasets are compared 
with it as a validation test [71]. Two separate wind tunnel studies have also simulated the flow 
over the hill, they are both documented in [72].
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Rapid distortion and the curvature of the streamlines are found to have important dynamical 
effects [68].
•  Askervein 
1983
— Theoiy
‘ " " Taylor and 
Lee (1984)
‘ Weng et al 
(2000)
'g ' . “ Lcmelin etal.
(1988)
Figure 4.9
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Relative speed-up
Measured Askervein data compared with a predicted profile from 
various prediction methods [73].
It appears from consideration of the original paper that the data series labelled “Theory” in Figure 
4.9 is the logarithmic law profile, however this is not explicitly stated [73].
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4.3 BLACK MOUNTAIN
The site is situated near to Canberra, Australia, as shown in Figure 4.10. The summit of the hill is 
about 200m above the city and houses its television transmitters. The prevailing wind approaches 
from the Northwest, only winds from this direction were included in the analysis.
5S\«MckMln,
V Canberra 
Ctly
Figure 4.10
liilté pyflsy 0fi(fin , 656 m
A contour plan of Black Mountain and the surrounding area [32]. The 
acceptance sector for wind direction is shown centred on the tower.
“The surface [of the mountain] is covered with a close canopy of native eucalyptus trees of 
average height 10m, but taller in the gullies and depressions, thus presenting a moderately 
uniform surface to the wind. The trees extend for about 2km upwind of the peak with a further 
1km of wooded suburb. For the next 8km of more recent suburban development upwind, tree 
density and height progressively diminish” [32] The mountain is approximately 170m tall and has 
a characteristic length of 275m, as shown in Figure 4.11 (c), below.
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Figure 4.11 Cross sections of the Black Mountain site showing the location of
measurements [32]. (a) Crosswind profile (b) Upwind profile (c) Larger 
scale crosswind profile showing the terrain upwind of the tower.
Wind speed and turbulence characteristics of the flow coming from the northwest direction were 
recorded in 3 hour continuous periods. Neutral conditions were desired and so only 
measurements from periods of strong wind and low solar radiation were recorded [32], It was 
noted that, “Departures from neutrality affected the profile shape and the magnitude of the 
turbulence fluctuations very markedly” [32].
Measurements from the summit of Black Mountain were made using instruments mounted on the 
Telstar tower. This is a 168m tall TV tower, shown in Figure 4.12. Cup anemometers were 
mounted on booms of length approximately equal to the tower width. The authors estimate this 
type of setup to produce a measurement uncertainty of ±5% and that as the instruments are 
identically exposed the shape of the measured profiles should not be affected [32]. This is 
unlikely to be an accurate statement.
The upwind mast, indicated in Figure 4.' 
also used cup anemometers.
(c), was positioned 800m upwind of the hill crest and
The authors acknowledge that higher resolution measurements would be required to glean 
detailed knowledge of the flow over the summit of the hill but that this data may be used for 
model validation around regions of separated flow [32].
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Figure 4.12 The Telstra tower containing the measurement equipment on Black 
Mountain
Some relevant observations of the flow were made and are summarised below:
• “At the surface all turbulence components, Gu, Gv and g^ were approximately double their 
upwind values” [32].
• “The rather large vertical velocities measured on the tower, with streamwise inclinations 
equal to half the maximum hill slope, are somewhat surprising, but possible to explain in 
terms of large-scale separation effects downwind of the peak” [32].
• In the outer region changes are found to be consistent with rapid distortion theory.
• “...a slight dependence on wind speed was apparent in the measurements of velocity 
increase, wind inclination and streamline convergence” [32] as shown in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13 The slight wind speed dependence in the other site measurements [32].
(a) speed up between 28m wind speeds at the two towers (b) Height of the 
89m streamline measured at the upwind tower (c) the upflow angle at 
55m on the summit tower.
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4.4 BLASHAVAL
Blashaval is a Hill on North Uist in the Outer Hebrides (57°37’N 7®12’W)
The experiment aimed “ ...to extend and verify methods of predicting the mean flow over the hill” 
[74] and “ ...to provide detailed information on the changes in turbulence structure in flow over 
the hill” [74].
The hill (see Figures 4.14 and 4.15) has a length scale of approximately 500m, rises to 109m 
above sea level. The base diameter is approximately 800m. Observations before the experiment 
indicated that hill is steep enough to induce some flow separation (max gradient is approximately
0.45), making it steeper than is ideal for linear models to be capable of making accurate 
predictions.
Bloshovol^l09
mm
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g'Wotof
Figure 4.14 Map of the terrain surrounding Blashaval [75].
The ground is made up of peat and is mainly covered in heather and grass. However, there is a 
large proportion of water which creates roughness inhomogeneities. “With winds from the south­
west quadrant, there is a fairly uniform fetch extending over a distance of about 15km” “For 
winds from the north-west the nearby hills may be expected to exert some influence on the flow 
over Blashaval and from the east the boundary layer has had little opportunity to adjust to the 
land” [74].
All measurements from the site were taken in what were considered to be neutrally stable 
conditions [76]. Although “The predominant wind directions were from the south and west ... 
almost all wind directions occurred during the period” [74].
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Measurements were taken across the whole hill, as shown in Figure 4.15. 12, 8m tall masts were 
installed perpendicularly to the local terrain in positions “ ...selected to be in the regions of most 
evenly shaped terrain” [74].
23 tm
Figure 4.15 Contour plan of Blashaval including the locations of the 8m 
measurement masts [74]
16m tall masts were installed at sites R and S (see Figure 4.16), where turbulence measurements 
were made, “ ...in runs of between 0.5 and 2 hours duration”. The data was then, “analysed in 
segments of about 800s to exclude motions on scales greater than about 5km”[74].
A number of models have been used to make predictions of the flow over Blashaval including 
Mason and Kings’ D model [74, 76, 77], MS-Micro [76-80], BZ-WAsP [76, 77], NOABL [76, 
77, 81], FLOWSTAR [82] and a further non-linear technique [83], some of these predictions are 
shown in Figure 4.16. A dispersion test was also carried out in parallel with the wind flow 
measurements [84].
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Figure 4.16 Predicted speed up values over the Blashaval Hill using various 
prediction techniques
Observations and findings relating to flow separation drawn from the Blashaval data are
summarised below:
• The flow speed at 8m over the summit is found to be increased by a factor of 1.7 over the 
upstream value and the flow direction reverses in the lee of the hill” [74].
• The data indicates that there is a 180° change in direction in the lee of the summit of the hill 
[82]. This is taken to represent separation.
• Good agreement between numerous linear modelling methods [77]. This does not indicate 
good agreement with measurements as, “The modelled lee slope wind speeds were half those 
at the upstream site, whereas the observed values were about one tenth” [82] and finite 
difference and linear theories fail to predict the extent of the velocity reduction in the lee of 
the hill [74].
• The non-linear model was more accurate in the lee of the hill but the answer was very 
dependent on the resolution of the terrain data, the turbulence closure method and the surface 
roughness length [82].
• It was observed that provided that the 8m wind speed was greater than 5m s'\ the ratios of the 
wind speeds at various heights were independent of wind speed [74].
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4.5 MOUNT DANDENONG ESCARPMENT
Mount Dandenong is a tall, steep escarpment 35km west of the centre of Melbourne, Australia, 
shown in Figures 4.17 and 4.18. The experiment was carried out with the aim of assessing the 
loads on towers such as those installed on the crest of the escarpment, at approximately 600m 
above sea level. A wind-tunnel experiment (detailed in section 3.2) has also been carried out over 
a model of the escarpment [29] which may be used to increase the resolution of the measurements 
as good agreement was achieved between the two approaches, as shown in Figure 3.5.
* ’5
Figure 4.17 Contour plan of the area around the escarpment
“The approach terrain from the west and north-west consisted of suburban and industrial 
buildings up to about 1km from the crest; in the last kilometre, i.e. on the slope of the escarpment, 
there was forest with trees of 15-20m height” [30]. “Along the line of maximum steepness 
(approximately North-west), the escarpment has a slope near the top of 0.48” [30]. This is the 
wind direction considered as flow in this direction is subject to separation.
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Profile of the escarpment on a bearing of 30S” including the 
measurement locations [30].
A 69m tall tower (one of the three seen in Figure 4.19) on the peak of the escarpment was used to 
mount the measurement equipment. “For comparisons with the undisturbed boundary-layer flow, 
a single cup anemometer and direction vane were mounted in a smaller mobile telephone tower 
located on flat terrain at Kilsyth, about 3km to the north-west of the base of Mount Dandenong, 
and 4.5 km from the tower on the peak.” [30]. Measurement runs at Kilsyth began ten minutes 
before those at the peak of the escarpment to allow for the transit time of the air. This is a 
technique which has not been seen in any other measurement campaign and it is unclear what the 
authors are hoping to achieve through proceeding in this way or what effect this may have had on 
the results of the experiment.
Figure 4.19 View of the towers installed on the peak of Mount Dandenong
Although many measurements were made over a period of two years for all different wind 
directions the comparison with the wind tunnel data can only consider wind that is perpendicular 
to the escarpment, “which is very close to the line between the measurement towers”. This 
direction is 317°,plus or minus 10^  from the Mount Dandenong tower [30].
“Based on the height of the escarpment and the mean velocities at 69m height of 12-22ms‘\  
Reynolds Numbers for the results in this paper are 4x10^ to 7x10^” [30].
The case for flow separation is supported by a number of points [30]:
the
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A low wind speed value is measured at the lowest measurement height (32m) in comparison 
with the other heights. “A low value of mean velocity at 32m would be obtained if this 
height lay beneath the average position of the separated shear layer from the front of the 
escarpment, and this is believed to be the reason for the measurements obtained”.
“Clearly the r.m.s. [turbulent] velocities at 32 and 45m are significantly higher than those at 
69m. This result is again compatible with the location of a separated region, or ‘bubble’, 
enveloping the 32m height, and intermittently affecting the 45m height”.
“The length scale [observed at the peak of the escarpment] is quite low compared with the 
values of 50-70m expected in flat terrain”. Again this is to be expected if the turbulence at 32 
and 45m is associated with the flow separation from the front of the escarpment”.
“The turbulence at the lower height indicates significantly higher frequencies, representing 
smaller length scale associated with the separated flow”.
“The standard deviations of the multipliers [speed up ratios] are generally higher for the 32m 
level, not surprisingly, as this is the height at which the turbulence is highest”[30].
4.6 NYLAND
Nyland hill lies on a Somerset plain at, 51® 15’ N and 2®47’ W. “The summit of the hill is very 
smooth and allows representative measurements to be made close to the surface” which is taken 
to be “about 0.1m” meaning that, “the measurements extend sufficiently close to the ground to 
allow identification of the scale involved in the adjustment to equilibrium with the surface” [85]. 
It is asserted that “ .. .flow separation occurs on the lee of the hill” [85].
Around the hill, which rises 70m from the surrounding terrain and has a base diameter of 
approximately 500m, is drained marsh land; level to within a metre. “The hill has a hedge about 
1 to 2m high around its base and low trees and bushes on its northern slopes. The southern slopes 
and an area all around the summit are covered with low grass”. Within a few kilometres the 
terrain is “large fields of short grass interspersed with hedges and drainage ditches”, 
“ ...heterogeneous roughness is not ideal for the present application but is common in real terrain” 
[85].
For all recorded measurements, “ ...conditions were overcast and the heat flux sufficiently small 
to give neutral flow conditions with Monin-Obukhov length values in excess of 300m” [74].
Experimental setup is very similar to that employed at Blashaval [74]. Measurement masts were 
installed, perpendicular to the local terrain, at 13 locations across the hill, including the summit 
and upwind of the hill (see Figure 4.20). The instruments recorded the ten-minute or hourly 
average wind speed and direction at 8m, and 16m in some locations. Further turbulence 
measurements were made close to the ground.
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Figure 4.20 The measured wind speed profiles for the summit and upwind of the 
summit [74]. Au is the difference between the two, i.e. the speed-up 
profile. All measurements are normalised to the reference wind speed,
UR8.
A number of observations and assertions of the turbulence characteristics and flow structure over 
the hill were made by the authors, although it is admitted that, “Lack of both exact theory and the 
lack, in the observations, of an equilibrium profile have prevented a detailed analysis in these 
regions” [85]:
• “The results confirm that the mean-flow maximum occurs at a height similar to the height 
scale of the near-surface stress divergence” (~lm at Nyland) “Above this scale and away 
from the surface, theory suggests first a region of complex dynamics (characteristic height at 
Nyland ~1 Im) and then, at greater heights, rapid distortion dynamics”
• “ ...turbulence length scale cannot be specified by distance from the surface alone” as is the 
case in Jackson and Hunt theory [14]. Taking account of the spectral scale, Xy,, is a suggested 
alternative.
• “The measurements of the turbulent structure show how the influence of the hill depends on 
the length scale of the turbulent eddies involved. Scales greater than the scale of the hill are 
modified through the flow speed-up whilst scales shorter than the hill suffer complex 
changes. The short scale turbulence over the summit is only in local equilibrium in the 
lowest fraction of a metre” [85].
• “The analysis of the turbulence statistics involved a separation of statistics into those 
involving eddies greater and smaller in size than the scale of the hill. It is clear that the two 
sizes of eddies respond in quite different ways. The statistics arising from scales greater than 
the hill show changes in accord with a quasi-steady response, i.e., corresponding to a twofold 
speed-up, a fourfold increase in the low-frequency contribution to the horizontal components 
of energy. The scales shorter than the hill are quite different and show the features expected 
in local dynamics, i.e., local equilibrium near the surface and a match to rapid distortion
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above. It is clear that this separation of scales should assist in an eventual theoretical 
interpretation” [85].
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4.7 SIRHOWY VALLEY
The Sirhowy Valley is “...a few kilometres south of the town of Tredegar in South Wales” [86].
Mason and King consider the valley and those around it to be virtually two-dimensional periodic 
ridges and valleys [86, 87]. The sides of the valley slope at approximately 30°.
Numerous measurements were made around the valley, as summarised in Figure 4.21, below.
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Figure 4.21 Location of all measurements made in the Sirhowy Valley [56]
12, 3m masts were setup, perpendicular to the local terrain, in a line stretching across the valley 
as shown in Figure 4.22, below. The mean wind speed and direction were measured for one hour 
periods. Radiometers were installed in the valley to provide information about the heat flux and 
an ultrasonic anemometer was mounted 16m above the valley bottom to measure the turbulence 
characteristics.
Figure 4.22 A cross section of the valley lying approximately west-east indicating the 
measurements mast locations. The tethered balloon was flown from 
point B [86].
Figures 4.23 and 4.24 show the terrain in the valley along this line. It is clear from the pictures 
that a significant approximation is required to compare this terrain to a 2D valley with a constant 
surface roughness.
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Figure 4.23 A view from the bottom of the Sirhowy Valley looking at Bedwellte to the 
East end of the measurement line [88].
Figure 4.24 A view from the bottom of the Sirhowy Valley looking at Mynydd 
Manmoel to the West end of the measurement line [88].
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Thermal effects were thought to be a significant factor affecting the flow through the valley [87].
Kim has carried out investigations [61, 66] attempting to predict the location of the separation and 
reattachment points in the valley, as shown in Table 4.1, with the aim of producing more reliable 
pollution dispersion predictions in similar regions. A sophisticated two-equation turbulence 
model with isotropic eddy viscosity and wall functions was used [66]. The RNG based k-e model 
is felt to produce satisfactory prediction of the size of the recirculation regions, as shown in 
Table 4.1 and Figure 4.25.
Wind directions Classilîcâtioti Field data k-F. model RNG model
Westerly wind Separation point (m) 245 293 270
Reatlachment point (m) 1023 596 1055
Length (m) 778 303 785
Easterly wind Separation point (m) 845 870 800
Reattachment point (m) 1254 1205 1215
Length (m) 409 335 415
Table 4.1 Separation and reattachment points in the Sirhowy Valley [61]
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Figure 4.25 Variation of wind velocity at 8m agi for easterly wind and the contours 
of the separation regions for easterly and westerly winds in the 
Sirhowy Valley [61]. The dotted line at the top of the figure shows the 
modelling results for the easterly winds compared to the measurements 
for the same wind direction.
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Figures 4.26 to 4.28 provide some interesting views of simulations of the valley flow (in the 
Figures, lo is a mixing length specified within the model). Although these results appear 
reasonable. Mason eoncedes in a later study that a two dimensional modelling treatment of the 
valley is unable to describe changes in moderate winds or treat the drainage fow  problem. He 
states that more in-depth treatments of flow including, “an accurate turbulence model 
required to produee accurate simulations of complex flows [86].
are
Figure 4.26 Representation of streamfunction contours obtained with lo = 100m and 
an easterly wind (vertical exaggeration = 2.5) [86]
A further point of interest seen especially in Figure 4.27 is that the flow varies during the day 
indicating that thermal effeets are significant. This represents a further modelling challenge that 
is not considered in the work presented here. However, as the aim of this work is to prediet the 
long-term mean wind speed it is eonsidered that these diurnal variations will tend to average out 
to allow a good long-term prediction to be maintained without explicit consideration of these 
effects.
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Figure 4.27 Representations of the streamfunction contours obtained with lo = 500m 
and an easterly wind a, b, c, d, e illustrate the flow at 1500,1742,1842, 
1942 and 2142GMT (vertical exaggeration = 2.5) [86]
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Figure 4.28 Representation of the streamfunction contours obtained with lo = 500m 
and a westerly wind at 1942GMT (vertical exaggeration = 2.5) [86]
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5 SUMMARY OF THE CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM THE REVIEW OF
LITERATURE DESCRIBING WIND TUNNEL AND FIELD EXPERIMENTS
In order to successfully inform the development of a modelling technique which can produce 
reliable wind speed predictions in complex terrain around regions of flow separation, this section 
will concentrate on conclusions from the literature reviews under the following headings:
• Parameters effecting flow separation
• Observable flow properties indicating regions of flow separation
• Possible rules-of-thumb regarding the effect of flow separation
• Other general observations of flow separation
These conclusions are drawn from a small number of studies, so theories based on them must be 
subject to rigorous validation to ensure that they remain valid in a significant proportion of the 
relevant flow environments. Any limitations on their validity must also be investigated. The 
reviews will also be expanded to include more studies as they are discovered. This will add to the 
arguments represented in this document.
5.1 Parameters effecting flow separation
The parameters listed below have been shown in the literature to have some relationship with the 
amount of flow separation. These relationships have not been quantified.
Terrain gradient
o There may be a threshold gradient at which flow separation becomes likely [38, 40, 
46, 89].
o The greater the gradient the larger the dimensions of the separated flow region [27, 
38,40,46].
Counihan [46] showed that the upstream turbulence intensity is a parameter affecting flow 
separation. In this study the extent of the flow separation reduced as the upstream turbulence 
intensity increased.
Surface roughness
o The threshold terrain gradient at which flow separation occurs decreases with 
increased surface roughness [15, 38-40]. 
o The greater the surface roughness the greater the extent of flow separation appears to 
hold in the majority of studies [15, 38-41]. However, Gasset et al. found that 
increasing the roughness increasing the turbulent kinetic energy and the turbulent 
dissipation rate. This in turn, “has the effect of slowing down the streamwise X 
velocity, to shorten the recirculation zone and to bring closer to the cliff the 
reattachment point downstream” [16].
Thermal stability
o The effects of this parameter are significant in some wind power development sites. 
However, in the majority of these the effect of this phenomenon averages out to 
represent neutrally stable conditions. Therefore only neutrally stable conditions will 
be considered in this investigation, 
o Further stability conditions may be considered at a later stage.
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5.2 Observable flow parameters indieating regions of flow separation
These observable flow parameters have been mentioned in the literature as possible indicators of 
flow separation. Their potential for use as reliable modelling parameters is considered in the list 
below:
• The terrain gradient appears to have a strong relationship with the extent of separation over 
an obstacle with a steeper hill causing the flow separation with greater size and intensity [27, 
38, 40, 46]. For the terrain gradient to be a reliable indication of flow separation it appears 
that it would have to be paired with the surface roughness which has been shown to have a 
significant effect [15, 38-41]. Constructing a model to indicate flow separation based on 
these parameters may also require special treatment for obstacles with gradients of 90° or 
greater due to mathematical considerations.
• The rate of change in terrain gradient may be found to provide a more reliable relationship 
with the extent of flow separation.
• A constant surface pressure on the lee slope of a hill is taken by Gong et. al. [41] to indicate 
flow separation. The effect of the terrain on the pressure gradient is also discussed in [83]. It 
is also thought that an adverse pressure gradient may be a useful indicator.
• Glanville and Kwok observed a constant turbulence intensity with height occurred over the 
peak of the Mt. Dandenong Peninsular [29]. However, this does not appear to have been the 
case in the simulations of Lun et al [15]. It seems unlikely that this parameter would be able 
to predict the extent of the separation bubble but may be a useful indicator of its existence.
5.3 Modelling outputs that indicate flow separation
Other parameters have been mentioned as indicators of flow separation, but are only obtainable 
from the outputs of complex flow models. So although these parameters cannot be used within 
the proposed model they may be extracted from the outputs from previous simulations to aid 
validation.
• The curvature of the flow streamlines as discussed by Finnigan et al. [23]. This would 
indicate the separation as the streamlines would curve to lesser extent that the hill indicating 
that the flow had detached from the terrain surface.
• U=0 locus indicates the edge of the separation bubble [15].
5.4 Other general observations of flow separation
• The mean flow ‘sees’ the shape of the hill as the hill plus the extent of the separation bubble, 
hence decreasing the effective hill gradient and the speed-up factor observed at the peak of 
the hill [23,40].
• Linear theory over predicts wind speed around separated regions because it neglects “the 
change in the effective shape of the hill” and “the nonlinear part of the advection in the 
equations of motion” [40].
• Potential flow theory/ Linear theoiy is thought to hold above the region of separation/ the 
upstream surface streamline [23,40].
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6 A PROPOSED METHOD FOR IMPROVING COMMERCIAL WIND SPEED 
PREDICTIONS AROUND REGIONS OF FLOW SEPARATION
Proposed here is a novel technique for producing wind flow predictions in complex terrain around 
regions of flow separation guided by the conclusions drawn in the previous section. Details of 
the method are laid out and explained. The strategy for testing the theory and developing it into a 
reliable and practical tool will also be outlined. A Gantt chart is attached.
In the review reference is made to the mean wind flow over an obstacle which caused flow 
separation acting as though the hill had an ‘effective shape’ represented by the sum volume of the 
hill and the separation bubble [23, 40]. This observation is followed by the assertion that linear 
flow theories may produce reliable predictions of the mean flow were they to only take account of 
the flow above the separation bubble [23, 40].
These two observations point to a possible method for enabling a linear flow model to make wind 
speed predictions that are able to consider the effect of the flow separation. This could 
potentially produce an improvement on current wind industry standard techniques and not require 
a large increase in computational complexity.
To do this would require a method of forcing the linear model to ‘see’ hills in complex terrain as 
the hill plus the separation bubble. This demands that the size and location of a separation bubble 
is known and can be predicted. The terrain information provided to the linear model could then 
be altered to incorporate any separation bubbles observed into the terrain. Providing the linear 
model with this altered terrain would then force the simulation to take the flow separation into 
account, as shown in Figure 6.1, where the actual terrain is indicated by the dark grey shading but 
the terrain ‘seen’ by the model is shaded in mid grey.
Outiine o f terrain ‘seen’ by thj 
linear flow model %
Areas o f Flow separationTerrain shape
Figure 6.1 The proposed 2D domain structure to enable a linear flow model to take 
account of separation (based on a diagram from Ayotte and Hughes [40])
Only the flow calculations are based on the modified terrain. All other parameters, such as the 
height of points of interest, must be based on the real terrain surface so that these values still 
apply in the ‘real world’. Any measurement or prediction points which lie within areas of 
separation could not be included in the calculation which may be regarded as a limitation of the 
technique. However, in wind power terms, this is useful information, as measurements made in 
separation bubbles are considered to be subject to unacceptably high uncertainty to be considered 
in the modelling process. Additionally, wind turbines should not be constructed in areas of flow 
separation as they would experience heavy loading due to the high wind shear which may not be 
acceptable to the turbine manufacturer, who provides warranty on the machines.
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WAsP, the wind industry standard wind flow model [5, 6, 90], will be used as the linear flow 
model in this investigation. Due to the model’s status as the current ‘state of the art’ it is felt that 
enabling it to produce wind speed predictions which take account of flow separation is extremely 
likely to produce improvements in the industry standard technique.
The extent to which this proposed technique is successful will be dependent upon how well the 
size and shape of a flow separation bubble can be predicted based on the available input data. 
This is in effect the problem which some research is attempting to solve using CFD. The 
limitations of CFD based techniques over real terrain compared to their apparent reliability in 
closely controlled environments illustrates that predicting flow separation in large and complex 
three dimensional domains based on minimal input data is a difficult task. However, this 
technique is taking a different approach, to that taken in CFD, by attempting to approximate the 
separated region as a volume separate to the main flow without regard to an explicit solution to 
the Navier-Stokes equations. This allows physical consideration of the effects of terrain features 
on atmospheric flows to be used to inform the technique. It is thought that this approach will 
allow an approximate, but physically informed, technique to produce wind speed predictions that, 
although still subject to uncertainty, are more reliable and intuitive than the previous attempts and 
less open to producing grossly inaccurate predictions.
In order to develop a method of predicting the size and shape of a separation bubble in complex 
terrain a number of factors must be considered and taken into account to ensure that the model 
reliably predicts the separation based on the local conditions around a site. These are:
• The effect of the physical parameters that effect the nature of separation:
o Terrain gradient 
o Turbulence intensity 
o Surface roughness 
o Thermal stability
• What parameter(s) should be used to indicate that flow separation occurs?
• The directional distribution of the wind
• The intermittent nature of flow separation
WAsP, the flow model around which the technique will be based, only makes flow predictions 
based on a neutrally stable atmosphere. It is therefore deemed that, at least for the initial 
development, only neutrally stable conditions will be taken into account.
A strategy is proposed below with the aim of developing a method based on the variables listed 
above.
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6.1 Strategy for the development of the proposed method
The success of the proposed technique is based upon the applicability of the assumption that 
linear flow theory will hold above the upstream surface streamline and the success of attempts to 
predict the size, shape and location of separation bubbles in complex terrain.
6.1.1 Assessing the assumption that linear flow theory is applicable above the upstream 
surface streamline
Before embarking on the research and testing required in developing the flow separation 
prediction technique, a simple investigation will be carried out in two dimensions to ensure that 
the reliability of wind speed predictions can be improved. This test will compare the current 
WAsP solution with a solution that takes account of the flow separation. A wind tunnel dataset of 
flow over a two dimensional hill is required, such as that shown in Ross et. al. [38] or the 
RUSHIL study [91]. This will be used to produce a measured flow field. WAsP will then be 
supplied with a map containing the same terrain data as the wind tunnel. A two-dimensional flow 
field predicted by WAsP, but otherwise matching that of the wind tunnel measurements, will then 
be created. Finally, using the wind tunnel measurements, a WAsP terrain map will be created 
with the flow obstacle represented as the sum of itself and the separated flow bubble (see Figure 
6.1), as measured in the wind tunnel. The output from the WAsP simulation over this map can 
then be compared with the two previously created.
By following this method it will be clear whether the theory of adjusting the terrain shapes around 
flow separation will allow a linear flow solution to produce reliable predictions. The results of 
this investigation must be assessed to decide whether the method has the potential to provide the 
required improvement. Any improvement on the unaltered WAsP prediction shows that there is 
potential to improve on the industiy standard. However, this test is not subject the uncertainty 
involved in predicting the separation bubble rather than using measured data. It must also be 
remembered that CFD based methods are able to provide reliable predictions under these 
circumstances so success here does not guarantee that the technique can be applied to real terrain 
and three dimensional domains.
6.1.2 Developing a technique to predict the size and shape of separation bubbles in 
complex terrain
Initially the flow parameters previously identified as possible indicators for flow separation, see 
section 5.2, will be investigated. Data indicating the separation and reattachment points, along 
with the shape of the separation bubble, where available, will be extracted from as many as 
possible of the studies mentioned in sections 3 and 4 and any others discovered subsequently. 
The values of the relevant physical indicators will also be extracted for the areas around the flow 
separation. Novel methods must then be devised to use these parameters to predict the 
dimensions and location of the separated flow region.
Having been proposed these methods will be compared in a test of their potential to produce 
reliable predictions of separation bubbles. These tests will be carried out over as many datasets 
as possible to assess the adaptability and applicability of the model to different terrain features. 
This process of developing techniques of predicting the flow separation and validating them will 
involve iteration. To aid this process a standard validation procedure will be established. This 
will test the proposed methods over fundamental and well-defined obstacles as well as more 
complex field experiments.
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Once a theory with an acceptable level of uncertainty has been developed it must be incorporated 
into a technique that can be used practically alongside WAsP in order for the improved wind 
speed predictions to produce practical benefits. This will require applying the theory to three 
dimensional domains with three dimensional wind regimes and automating a technique of altering 
terrain data to incorporate new data. Consideration must also be given to how intermittent 
separation can be represented if this has not already arisen as an issue at an earlier stage.
Due the lack of available knowledge to address these issues these problems must be solved 
empirically. This will require an extensive dataset of field measurements that can be used to 
validate methods of incorporating the theory into a useable computational code. This data 
resource will be available in-house at Garrad Hassan to enable the final stages of development 
into a commercially applicable tool.
A proposed time-scale for carrying out the strategy described is included in the Gantt Chart, see 
appendix, attached.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The overall aim of this project, as stated in the original project description, is to, “improve the
understanding of and predictive capability for wind flow over rugged terrain” [1].
The specific goals of the project were set out in the original project description [1] and the
firstreport in the series [2]. They are:
• To bring together the current knowledge of wind flow over steep terrain in regard to
1. field measurements
2. laboratory measurements
3. computational techniques
• To glean the physics of steep hill flow with particular regard to the features of separated flow.
• To use these to clarify the difficulties and limitations of current (practicable) computational
methods
• To propose and evaluate improved physical methods
• To develop one or more improved computational tools for practical use within the wind
industry. To evaluate the inherent uncertainty in predictive methods and how it might be 
reduced [1].
This report represents the current progress in the project
Over the last six months the focus of the work has been beginning the development of a terrain 
modification method as proposed in the previous report [3]. The basis of this method is the idea 
that inviscid flow persists above a separation bubble. So by predicting the dimensions of the 
bubble a terrain map which incorporated these areas could be created. An inviscid flow model 
supplied with this new terrain could then produce wind speed predictions that more closely 
represent reality than previously.
An initial test, carried out to assess whether the method is capable of producing an improvement 
on the current industry standard method, is outlined in section 2.
Work that has been done to investigate predicting the separation and reattachment points in the 
lee of a hill crest in two dimensions from physically observable quantities is documented in 
section 3.1. Section 3.3 looks at attempts to predict regions of separated flow using a surface 
pressure gradient parameter. These two studies will feed into the development of the terrain 
modification method.
Once the current level of progress has been outlined, section 4 outlines the plans for the next six 
months. This is complemented by the attached Gantt chart.
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2 INITIAL TEST OF THE TERRAIN MODIFICATION METHOD
This section describes a preliminary investigation designed to assess whether altering the terrain 
that is provided to WAsP can actually produce more accurate wind speed predictions around 
regions of flow separation as suggested in report 5 [3]. Although the wind speed prediction at 
every location is significant, because wind turbines are more frequently installed near to the hill 
crest, where the wind speed is generally highest, this is the area where improvements will provide 
most practical benefit. Provided that improvements in wind speed predictions are observed in the 
results of this investigation, effort must be applied to attempts to reliably predict separation and 
develop a method of accurately representing it (in such a way that WAsP produces accurate 
results) in a two dimensional flow domain.
The terrain alteration in this investigation is very simplistic and does not contain in-depth 
physical consideration. This is because the aim is only to show whether altering the terrain has 
the potential to allow WAsP to take account of flow separation. Improvement in the agreement 
between the WAsP predictions and the measurement due to the terrain alteration will be taken to 
indicate that the method has the potential to increase the reliability of the industry standard wind 
flow modelling method in regions of complex terrain.
2.1 Method
The measured velocity field has been derived from data measured in a wind tunnel. The dataset 
used here is from the RUSHIL Soviet-American experiment carried out in 1981. This is a two 
dimensional flow over a 2D hill. The experimental details can be found in [4].
Three hills were positioned in the wind tunnel at different times. Each of the hills was described 
by the same function but the steepness of the hills varied. The investigation described here only 
considers the flow over the steepest of the hills because it induces flow separation. This hill has 
an aspect ratio of three and a maximum upwind gradient of approximately 26**.
The RUSHIL terrain was recreated within WAsP to enable the production of comparable velocity 
fields. The wind speed predictions produced by WAsP represent the current industry standard. 
Therefore wind speed predictions which more closely represent the measured data than WAsP are 
an improvement on this standard.
The separation bubble that occurs in the lee of the RUSHIL hill could be observed in the 
measured data, so, just for the purposes of this early investigation, this was used to help the 
definition of the terrain alteration. A straight line stretching from the peak of the hill to a point at 
a=3.5 on the z=0 plane was used to alter the terrain. The region below this line was then assumed 
to represent the terrain and the separation bubble, as shown in Figure 2.1, below.
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original terrain
a straight line drawn between the crest of the hill and a point 3,5a downwind
adjusted terrain
Figure 2.1 A representation of how the terrain was adjusted to take account of the flow
separation in the lee of the hill.
WAsP was used to make wind speed predictions over both the actual and the altered terrain. The 
wind speed predictions can then be compared with each other and with measurement at various 
locations within the flow domain.
2.2 Results
The three velocity contour plots below (Figures 2.2 to 2.4) show three different representations of 
the flow over the RUSHIL hill. The flow is travelling from left to right in all plots.
Figure 2.2, is derived from the measured RUSHIL data recorded in the wind tunnel. The two 
lower figures, 2.3 and 2.4, show data generated by WAsP over a representation of the RUSHIL 
terrain. The grey area in Figure 2.4 signifies the area that was included as part of the altered 
terrain.
Z/h
3
3.5
2.52 mean wind speed 
(m/s)
0.5
1
-0.5
o
-2 1 O 1 2 3 4
x / L
Figure 2.2 The 2D measured velocity field over RUSHIL Hill 3 (Flow direction is from 
left to right)
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mean wind speed , j 
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Figure 2.3 The 2D velocity field over RUSHIL Hill 3 as predicted by WAsP (Flow 
direction is from left to right)
z /h
mean wind speed 
(m/s)
Figure 2.4 The 2D velocity field over RUSHIL Hill 3 as predicted by WAsP using 
terrain that has been altered to take account of flow separation (Flow 
direction is from left to right)
It is clear that the velocity field WAsP predicted over unaltered terrain (Figure 2.3) does not 
match the measured flow field (Figure 2.4). The difference between the two simulations is 
especially marked in the lee of the hill, where flow separation occurs. Although Figure 2.4 
cannot be said to match the measured flow field, it is clear that this is a closer representation to 
measurement than the original WAsP simulation.
The following Figures contain vertical profiles derived from the same data as the previous figures 
(2.2, 2.3 and 2.4). Profiles are shown at various locations across the hill. They show the 
agreement between the original (pink data series) and altered terrain (yellow data series) WAsP 
simulations with the measured data (navy data series).
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Figure 2.5 WAsP predictions of the flow over Hill 3 at x = -1.25a using both the actual 
terrain and incorporating the separation bubble into the terrain.
Predictions are compared with wind tunnel measurements
Figure 2.5 uses data from a location upwind of the hill. The only difference between the two 
WAsP simulations is the shape of the hill. Therefore the simulations produce identical 
predictions at this location.
Both simulations predict the wind speed profile to a high degree of accuracy, although there is a 
small under-prediction compared with measurement. This under-prediction of wind speed may 
be due to WAsP predicting that the effect of the hill persists further upwind than reality.
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WAsP predictions of the flow over Hill 3 at -0.25a using both the actual 
terrain and incorporating the separation bubble into the terrain. 
Predictions are compared with wind tunnel measurements
Figure 2.6 shows the wind speed profiles upwind of the peak of the hill. The difference in the 
terrain effects the prediction of speed-up factor due to the difference in the streamline curvature 
over the differing terrains. The simulation carried out over altered terrain over-predicts the 
speed-up to a lesser extent than the normal WAsP method.
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WAsP predictions of the flow over Hill 3 at the hill crest using both the 
actual terrain and incorporating the separation bubble into the terrain. 
Predictions are compared with wind tunnel measurements
At the hill peak, shown in Figure 2.7, the unaltered WAsP simulation produced an over­
prediction of the speed-up factor. Over the altered terrain this becomes an under-prediction. This 
indicates that at the hill crest the terrain alteration has created a bigger change to the flow than the 
flow separation.
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Figure 2.8 WAsP predictions of the flow over Hill 3 at 0.5a using both the actual 
terrain and incorporating the separation bubble into the terrain. 
Predictions are compared with wind tunnel measurements
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Figure 2.9 WAsP predictions of the flow over Hill 3 at 0.75a using both the actual 
terrain and incorporating the separation bubble into the terrain. 
Predictions are compared with wind tunnel measurements
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Figure 2.10 WAsP predictions of the flow over Hill 3 at la  using both the actual terrain 
and incorporating the separation bubble into the terrain. Predictions are 
compared with wind tunnel measurements
Figures 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10 represent flows travelling down the lee-side of the hill. WAsP makes a 
significant under-prediction of the speed-up factor above the separated region. When the terrain 
is altered the discrepancy from measurement is reduced. The displacement due to the terrain 
alteration means that the shape of the simulated shear profile more closely represents 
measurement.
No predictions are produced within the separated region. This is not a limitation of the technique 
as knowing the extent of the separation bubble is useful information. No turbines would be 
constructed within a separated region.
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Figure 2.11 WAsP predictions of the flow over Hill 3 at 2a using both the actual terrain 
and incorporating the separation bubble into the terrain. Predictions are 
compared with wind tunnel measurements
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Figure 2.12 WAsP predictions of the flow over Hill 3 at 5a using both the actual terrain 
and incorporating the separation bubble into the terrain. Predictions are 
compared with wind tunnel measurements
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Figure 2.13 WAsP predictions of the flow over Hill 3 at 15a using both the actual terrain 
and incorporating the separation bubble into the terrain. Predictions are 
compared with wind tunnel measurements
As the measurement point moves further downstream of the hill, as shown in Figures 2.11, 2.12 
and 2.13, the two sets of WAsP predictions again converge. This indicates that they represent a 
physically feasible scenario.
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2.3 Conclusion
It is clear that altering the terrain provided to WAsP, based on consideration of the flow 
separation, effects the wind speed prediction in the vicinity of the hill. The change in these 
predictions is limited to the area local to the terrain alterations. These changes may occur 
upstream of the terrain alteration.
The results support the argument that altering the terrain around regions of separation can 
improve WAsP’s ability to predict wind speed around regions of flow separation. Every Figure 
(2.6 to 2.11) in which there is a discrepancy between the two WAsP runs shows the simulation 
carried out over altered terrain producing better agreement with measurement. This may be 
debateable at the hill crest (Figure 2.7), where the original WAsP prediction was an over­
prediction of the speed-up, but becomes an under-prediction of similar magnitude after the terrain 
alteration. The hill crest is a critical location as this is where the maximum speed-up is 
experienced and hence the region in which wind turbines are most likely to be constructed. It is 
felt that developing the terrain alteration so that it is based on physical consideration of the flow 
will improve the agreement with measurement across the entire hill.
The technique used to alter the terrain in this investigation should not be regarded as useful or 
ideal. This method was chosen for its simplicity and ease of use. It is not based on in-depth 
reasoning. Further investigation of alternative techniques is required, using RUSHIL along with 
other datasets (see previous report [3]), in order to define the best parameters for describing the 
shape of a separation bubble in two dimensions.
Once a method of reliably representing the separation bubble has been developed it is thought 
that the method will enable WAsP to produce reliable wind speed predictions around two- 
dimensional hills.
Further investigation would be required to develop this into a technique that is also applicable in 
three dimensions.
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3 DEVELOPING A METHOD FOR PREDICTING THE SIZE AND SHAPE OF A 
FLOW SEPARATION BUBBLE IN TWO DIMENSIONS
The conclusions of the previous section allow the assertion that the agreement between WAsP 
predictions and measured results around areas of flow separation can be improved by altering the 
terrain. To improve on this and begin to make reliable wind speed predictions a method of 
predicting the size, shape and location of a separation bubble without prior knowledge of the flow 
is required. Knowledge of the separation bubble will allow the terrain to be adjusted and produce 
improvements in the accuracy of linear flow modelling in regions of complex terrain. This 
section describes the work that has been done to date attempting to achieve this aim.
3.1 Deriving a link between observable properties of the terrain and the flow 
separation and reattachment points
In two-dimensions the extent of a separation bubble is described by the separation and 
reattachment points. These two locations mark the upwind onset of separation and the point at 
which the free-stream flow resumes contact with the ground. Provided that these locations can be 
accurately and reliably predicted and a line drawn between them, defined by some function, the 
extent of the separated flow region is defined. This can then be used to alter the terrain provided 
to the flow model allowing it to take the flow separation into account, hence minimising the error 
due to complex terrain.
The empirical data available in the literature, derived from both wind tunnel and field 
investigations, has been gathered together to look for relationships that may exist between the 
location of the separation and reattachment points and various physical properties of the terrain 
around the separated flow. It hoped that these observable quantities may be used to infer the 
location, size and shape of any separation bubble.
Due to wind tunnel investigations being carried out in closely controlled environments, the 
properties of the flow and the terrain can be known much more precisely than in field 
experiments. Due to this the approach is taken that theories should be formed based on the wind 
tunnel data. It can then be validated against field data.
Although measurements from wind tunnel experiments are physically valid and conclusions 
drawn from the data can be scaled up to real terrain, the data cannot be plotted on the same axes 
as field data. This is due to the requirement for exaggerated surface roughness in wind tunnel 
investigations in order for the flow to maintain a realistic Reynolds number. Consequently wind 
tunnel and field data is kept separate but equivalent plots are generated.
Some initial work was carried out to investigate whether a relationship between the separation 
location and a number of easily obtainable properties of the flow and terrain could be developed. 
However this work did not uncover any clear trends. Often the relationships between the 
parameters are so poor that it is not possible to distinguish between separated and attached flows. 
Due to this no practical benefit could be gained from the results of this work. Figure 3.1 is a 
typical example of the spread of the data.
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Figure 3.1 The surface roughness length plotted against the height to length ratio of the 
hill for various wind tunnel investigations (LF is the full length of the hill, 
measured from base to base)
Figure 3.2, below, plots the location of the separation and reattachment points against the height 
to length ratio of the hill. There does appear to be a trend developing from the data in this figure. 
As the height to length ratio increases the distance between the separation and reattachment 
points increases. Only data from separated flows is included in the diagram. Attached flows do 
not feature separation and reattachment points and so could not be meaningfully shown in the 
figure. Attached flows generally occur over hills with a height to length ratio of less than 0.10. 
Both the separation and reattachment points appear to follow trends which converge at the point 
where separation begins to occur (a height to length ratio of approximately 0.1).
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Figure 3.2 The separation and reattachment points for various wind tunnel 
investigations plotted against the height to length ratio of the hill. 
Crosses [x] indicate separation. Diamonds [0] indicate reattachment
From looking at the same plot as above but for field data (Figure 3.3) it appears reasonable to 
suggest that the same relationship as observed above (Figure 3.2) exists. This is evidence to 
suggest that the separation and reattachment points may be predictable (to within a certain level 
of uncertainty) as a function of the height to length ratio of a hill.
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Figure 3.3 The separation and reattachment points for varions field investigations 
plotted against the height to length ratio of the hill. Crosses [x] indicate 
separation. Diamonds [0] indicate reattachment.
Additional data and validation are required before any relationship can be defined from these 
plots and applied with confidence.
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3.2 Woods Critical Angle Expression
In his paper, “the onset of separation in neutral, turbulent flow over hills” [5], Wood suggests an 
expression that can be used to predict the critical upslope angle above which mean flow 
separation occurs. The variables within the final expression (I) are the hill length, height and the 
surface roughness. Wood attempts to keep the expression simple whilst still being applicable to 
as many hill shapes as possible.
Wind tunnel data measured over a two-dimensional sinusoidal hill was used to inform the 
derivation of the expression written below (1). The analysis is an extension of Jackson and 
Hunts’ [6] theory informed by a later paper by Belcher et. al. [7] which expands on Jackson and 
Hunts’ [6] treatment of the surface drag. The difference between this and previous work is that 
Wood uses a non-linear expression of the surface stress.
Once he has developed the expression for predicting the critical angle. Wood compares its 
predictions with the results of a numerical model for flow over a three-dimensional hill. This 
validation shows that although the expression encompasses a number of simplifications it may 
still be able to produce predictions of the critical angle to within an acceptable level of accuracy. 
However, because the critical angle of only one theoretical three dimensional case study is 
considered this cannot be said to have been proved conclusively.
As Wood’s investigation is highly applicable to the current investigation it is prudent to 
investigate the validity of the expression when compared with experimental data other than that 
used in the original paper. A good agreement with the measured data would enable the 
expression to be used to indicate whether or not a terrain adjustment was required.
(log(//zo))’
(log(/î„ /z„ ) f  (l + 4.2/log(// z„ ))
u M
y
U , { h J
KU.
- Â
4
(1)
(2)
(3)
Where Gent 
1
Zo
hm
Uo
K
U*
= Critical up-slope angle
= “The height scale of the inner region” [5]. Calculated using expression (2)
= Surface roughness length
= “represents the height below which shear in the upstream profile is important to 
the dynamics of the perturbations to the mean flow” [5], this is approximately 
equal to the height of the outer layer as described by Jackson and Hunt theory. 
Calculated using expression (3)
= The wind speed, taken at the height indicated in parenthesis 
= Von Karman’s constant, taken to be equal to 0.4 
= Surface friction velocity
= The hill wavelength, i.e. the length of the base of the hill
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Figure 3.4, compares Woods critical angle prediction with wind tunnel data. From this plot it 
does not appear to have any relationship with whether or not the flow is separated or attached. 
However the data for separated and non-separated flows is intermingled. Consequently there is 
no point at which a line could be drawn through the data to divide the two types of flow.
Comparison with Wood's critical angle expression
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Figure 3.4 Comparison of wind tunnel data with Woods prediction of critical angle
Figure 3.5 shows field data recorded in separated flows lying to the left of the line as predicted by 
Wood’s expression (1) and the non-separated flows lying to the right. This indicates that Wood’s 
expression predicts a critical angle that does not disagree with measurement for any of the 
included field data.
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Figure 3.5 Comparison of field data with Woods prediction of critical angle
The good agreement between Wood’s theory and the field data is surprising given the lack of 
success when using wind tunnel data. Due to this it may be concluded that there is some 
inconsistency with the way that the wind tunnel data is presented. It may also be assumed that 
Wood’s relationship only holds for ‘real world’ flows. Either way further investigation of this 
study must be carried out.
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3.3 Surface Pressure Gradient Investigation
3.3.1 Surface Pressure as an Indicator of Separation
It is widely recognised that, “ ...the appearance of an adverse pressure gradient is ... the main 
mechanism for boundary-layer separation” [8]. Due to this it was felt that surface pressure should 
be investigated as a means of detecting flow separation over a hill.
Unfortunately, not all flows that experience an adverse pressure gradient feature flow separation. 
It is thought that flow separation may be observed when the adverse pressure gradient exceeds 
some threshold value. Elsberry et al state that, “the smallest increase in the adverse pressure 
gradient may cause a sudden, total detachment of the flow” [9]. This is supported by the findings 
of Gaster [10], which have since been confirmed by Haggmark et al. [11], “that the length of the 
separation bubble suddenly increased when the adverse pressure gradient and/or the Reynolds 
number exceeded certain critical values” [11]. In atmospheric flows the Reynolds number of the 
flow does not vary significantly, so the pressure gradient represents the main variable affecting 
the onset of flow separation.
A study by Castillo et al. [12] looked at the correlation between a pressure gradient parameter, Ae 
(see 4) and flow separation for flat plate boundary layers. It was found that Ae ~ 0.21 for all 
separated flows. Although there would be difficulties in defining the momentum thickness, 6, 
from observation of the flow, any parameter that can be defined at all points across a domain and 
can then be used to indicate separation would be extremely beneficial to this research.
A ^ ^ ri21
 ^ p U l dOjdx dx C/„ dejdx dx
Where A^ A pressure gradient parameter
0 Momentum thickness
U Mean streamwise velocity component
p Air density
P Pressure
X  distance in the streamwise direction
The adverse pressure gradient is more likely to successfully predict the separation rather than the 
reattachment point. This is because, even in two dimensional flows, large scale three dimensional 
structures appear in the reattachment region [11].
All the evidence to support the argument for the using a threshold value of the adverse pressure 
gradient comes from experiments carried out in situations that are not directly analogous with 
wind flow over steep hills. Most of the experiments are concerned with internal flows and in the 
others the boundary layer has a laminar structure. It is therefore, unknown whether the theories 
will transfer successfully to predicting separation bubbles over complex terrain in the atmospheric 
boundary layer.
3.3.2 Why Extract Pressure Data from WAsP?
When attempting to predict the wind flow over a given region, the terrain data (and wind data 
from one specific location) is all that is available to the analyst. However if a WAsP run is 
carried out over this terrain, the predicted velocity field is a new source of data. Clearly the
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reason for this entire investigation is that this velocity field is not an accurate representation of 
reality. It can however be used to derive a pressure field. This may then be used to infer useful 
information.
The WAsP output pressure field cannot be an accurate representation of reality because it is 
derived from the velocity field. However, it may possible to use this new data to highlight areas 
of zero surface pressure gradients and so indicate separation.
Comparing WAsP derived pressure fields with measured data will allow the theory to be 
investigated. If a clear connection can be found between the measured data and the WAsP 
pressure field it will be possible to develop a technique for using the pressure data to predict 
separated flows and so inform a terrain alteration.
3.3.3 Extracting Pressure Data from WAsP
Investigating the theory outlined in the previous paragraph requires pressure data derived from a 
WAsP output. This is not a trivial operation and hence the method behind it is described here.
Bernoulli’s principle, expressed below (5), is known to hold along flow streamlines.
p  + l / 2 p v ' = C  (5)
where C is a constant
The expression can then be re-written (6) to relate the properties of two points along a streamline.
P i - P o  (6 )
where pi is pressure at the inlet location
po is pressure at the considered location 
p is air density
Vi is flow velocity at the inlet location 
vq is flow velocity at the considered location
Therefore, provided the air density is known, the only information required to derive a pressure 
field is a velocity field and the paths of flow streamlines.
The default output from WAsP is a velocity field; but defining streamlines is less obvious. To do 
this the streamfrmction, x]/ must be introduced. The streamfunction is defined in (7), so that it has 
a constant value along a streamline. This definition is only strictly valid in two dimensional 
flows. So by defining the streamfunction at every point in a domain and plotting its contours, 
streamlines can be defined.
„ = v = - ^  (7)
dz ox
This definition is known to be valid as it agrees with the continuity equation (8):
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du ôv ^
The streamfunction is calculated using (9), below derived from the above definition (7):
I// = judz  (9)
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3.3.4 Proposed Method for a Surface Pressure Investigation
The method described above will be used to extract a predicted two dimensional pressure field 
from WAsP for a number of cases. This has already been achieved for the RUSHIL data, shown 
in Figure 3.6.
Z/h
R elative
Pressure
(Pa)
Figure 3.6 The relative pressure field over RUSHIL Hill 3 as predicted by WAsP. Both 
axes are measured relative to the hill length (Flow direction is from left to 
right)
The pressure field above appears very similar to the WAsP predicted velocity field from which it 
was derived (see Figure 2.3). Although it is symmetrical and therefore clearly not an accurate 
physical representation of the flow it is hoped that this data may be used to infer a relationship 
with reality and hence predict the flow separation point.
The pressure data predicted for a height near to the ground will be compared to measured data for 
the same location from a number of empirical studies. The separation point is known in the 
measured data. This comparison will therefore reveal whether the WAsP output correlates with 
the measured data in such a way that a threshold pressure value could be used to indicate the 
onset of flow separation.
If a satisfactory correlation is found this can be developed into a technique for predicting the 
separation point as wind travels over a hill. Once a technique is developed, pressure data will 
only be required for a single height above the ground, increasing the computational efficiency of 
the process greatly.
The same process will be followed with respect to the reattachment point. It is hoped that this too 
may yield a predictive method. However due to the assertions in previous investigations that the 
flow structures around reattachment are highly complex and that their location is not known to 
correlate with any pressure gradient parameter [11] this is not expected to be a fruitful line of 
investigation.
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4 PROPOSED STRATEGY FOR DEVELOPING THE FLOW 
SEPARATION PREDICTION METHOD
In order to progress towards the goals of this investigation, the next six months will be spent 
pursuing the lines of investigation described in section 3 of this report. It is hoped that this will 
enable a robust and reliable method of predicting flow separation in two-dimensions to be
developed. This will then be developed into a technique for adjusting the terrain provided to
WAsP, allowing it to produce more accurate wind speed predictions around steep slopes, and
more specifically flow separation.
Any theory that is proposed will be validated against a database of wind tunnel and field data 
created using experiments carried out by the meteorological research community. This will allow 
proposed techniques to be directly compared with measurement and the current industry standard. 
This will consequently develop confidence in any newly developed technique. A large amount of 
data measured in proposed wind farm locations is available within GH and can be used to show 
that any successful technique could be used in a practical situation.
Provided a two dimensional technique is successfully produced, development may begin on a 
three dimensional technique that could be applied directly to real terrain. However it is not 
anticipated that this work will be carried out as part of the EngD programme. A three 
dimensional technique is a far more ambitious goal as flow separation is a significantly more 
complex phenomenon than in two dimensions. This is due to the fact that a single streamline 
cannot be drawn from the separation to reattachment point. There are also complex issues 
involved with altering the terrain when the direction of the wind will vary and consequently travel 
over the terrain in different directions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The overall aim of this project as stated in the original project description, is to, 
“improve the understanding and predictive capability for wind flow over rugged 
terrain” [1].
The specific goals of the project were set out in the original project description [1] 
and the prior reports in this series [2-7]. They are:
• To bring together the current knowledge of wind flow over steep terrain in regard 
to
1. field measurements
2. laboratory measurements
3. computational techniques
• To glean the physics of steep hill flow with particular regard to the features of 
separated flow.
• To use these to clarify the difficulties and limitations of current (practicable) 
computational methods
• To propose and evaluate improved physical methods
• To develop one or more computational tools for practical use within the wind 
industry. To evaluate the inherent uncertainty in predictive methods and how it 
might be reduced [ 1 ].
This report represents the current progress in the project
Work during the past six months has focused, as forecast in the previous report [7], on 
developing an indicator of flow separation based on the magnitude of the adverse 
pressure gradient. Once finalised, the indicator will then be used to inform a terrain 
modification technique enabling a linearised flow model to produce wind speed 
predictions that take account of flow separation.
The method of deriving a pressure field from WAsP velocity output developed in 
Report 6 Section 3.3 is utilised. The proposed non-dimensional 
Pressure Gradient Parameter (PGP) can be derived from the pressure field. It is 
expected that a threshold value of the PGP will indicate the location at which the flow 
begins to separate. Further work has then been carried out to ensure that the PGP 
represents the correct physical parameters within the flow and minimises the ‘noise’ 
that has been discovered within the WAsP output, especially in locations near to 
ground level where the PGP must be derived. The PGP has been produced for a 
number of two dimensional wind tunnel experiments. This forms an initial 
assessment of whether the PGP is able to predict the separation point of wind flow 
over hills.
Once the current level of progress has been outlined, aspects of the methodology are 
discussed and a strategy for the next steps of the investigation is then described with 
reference to these limitations.
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NOTATION
W
x=o
Flow direction
Figure 0 View of a generalised 2D flow domain indicating the notation used 
in this document
Zo = roughness length 
p = air density 
P = pressure
S = distance along the terrain surface 
U = mean flow (i.e. wind) velocity in the x-direction 
W = mean flow (i.e. wind) velocity in the z-direction
uw = longitudinal turbulent stress
u* = surface friction velocity upstream o f the hill
K = von Karman constant (equal to 0.41)
L = hill length. Within each set o f  experimental data this is defined in the same way 
as in the original paper.
n = kinematic viscosity
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2 DEFINING THE PRESSURE GRADIENT PARAMETER
The PGP used in this investigation is defined in Report 6, section 3.3 [8] and repeated 
below followed by an analytical derivation in section 2.1. The pressure gradient is 
defined with respect to distance along the hill surface and not with increase in the X- 
direction. The parameters applied to the pressure gradient are chosen because they 
relate to the inner layer of the flow where flow separation occurs, and together, non- 
dimensionalise the parameter, allowing it to be applied to a ‘real-world’ hill.
(1)
u; p  dS
Although the PGP is already defined, the method of how to derive the parameter in 
practice must also be developed. Sections 2.2-2.4 develop this method by defining 
the ideal height from which to extract the pressure data and the ideal value for AS, the 
distance along the terrain surface for which the differential AP/AS is calculated.
2.1 Derivation of the Pressure Gradient Parameter
The flow situation considered here is two dimensional and the mean flow speed in the 
x-direction is denoted by U. U and uw upstream of the hill can therefore be written 
as:
U  =  « , / ( z / z o )  (2)
uw = ulg{zlzo) (3)
Where f  and g are functions
Linearised modelling techniques such as WAsP use a logarithmic function to 
approximate equation (2) and create a theoretical wind speed profile. In the region 
where the flow is influenced by the hill, equations (2) and (3) become:
[ /=  w* /(z/ zq ,x/Z) (4)
uw = ul g(zlZq , x/L) (5)
In the following it is more convenient to use:
G" = (^)
2  = x/T  (7)
so that:
U = u .f{ç ,X )  (8)
uw = ulg{ç,X) (9)
Starting from the continuity and momentum equations for turbulent boundary layer 
flows [9]:
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(10)
(11)
6IF— +
dx dz
u — + W
dx dz p  dx dz
From the information above the unknowns in the momentum equation (Equation 11) 
can be derived and written as:
Hence,
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
W = - ] — dz
au ^  6A ^1
dx dA dx dx L
a u  ^  1
dz dç dz dg Zq
duw 2 2 %  1
dz dg dz dg z^
W = - \u .  dz = ~ —  \ ^ d z  J A; r T J A3dÀ L
Inserting these new expressions (equations 12-16) into the momentum equation 
provides:
L ^dX dç z„ p  ÔX ’ dç z„
(17)
This expression is then divided by ul /z ,  to produce:
z„ i K d z
L id À dç
1 Z q  dP dg 
p  ul dx dg
(18)
The first term on the right-hand side of equation (18) is identical to the PGP (ignoring 
for the moment, the difference between x and S). This shows that the pressure 
gradient in the x-direction, when non-dimensionalised by the properties shown, exerts
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a strong influence on f  and g, the functions describing the streamwise velocity and 
turbulence components.
Exchanging x (distance travelled in the x-direction) for S (distance travelled along the 
hill surface) represents an approximation within the PGP. The analysis above is in the 
context o f linearised theory, where there is no real distinction between the two. 
However, the pressure gradient along the streamlines would seem more appropriate in 
practice (i.e. dp/dS). Some further work could be carried out in order to test this 
assumption; however this is not included in the portfolio presented here.
2.2 What is the ideal height from which to extract pressure data in order to derive
the pressure gradient parameter?
It has been observed that a considerable amount o f ‘noise’ and some large erroneous 
peaks are observed in WAsP velocity data output for locations near to ground level, as 
seen in Figure 2.1, below. It is assumed that much o f the ‘noise’ in the near ground 
data occurs because it is extracted from outside W AsP’s usual area o f applicability. 
The model has been designed for use in wind power applications (a standard wind 
turbine hub height is around 70m), so the heights considered here (0-20m) are outside 
the usual range in which the results from WAsP are applied. The ‘noise’ will increase 
the uncertainty in the conclusions drawn from the PGP and so every effort will be 
made to minimise its influence.
T3O(UD-
T3C
Oh
x / L
Figure 2.1 Planes of wind speed predieted by WAsP 8.3 at various heights 
above RUSHIL 3
It is clear from Figure 2.1 that the extent o f the ‘noise’, and the size o f the erroneous 
peaks, decrease as the distance from the terrain surface increases. However, data 
cannot be extracted from a point far above the ground as it will not represent the flow 
within the inner layer o f the boundary-layer, where flow separation occurs.
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In light o f this, it is necessary to define a height at which the extracted data contains a 
minimal level o f noise but still represents the inner layer flow. This approach will 
produce the most reliable PGP, so providing the best opportunity for an accurate 
prediction o f the separation location.
Due to the near vertical contours o f pressure near to the hill peaks (see Figure 2.2) the 
observed pressure gradient will not alter significantly as a result o f the height from 
which the data is extracted. This is in line with the findings o f Ayotte and Hughes 
[10], as referred to in Report 6 section 3.3 [8].
The important considerations in creating a useful PGP are that the method o f deriving 
it is consistent and that the data used contains a minimal amount o f  ‘noise’ whilst still 
reflecting the properties o f the flow in the inner layer.
Z /h  1
Figure 2.2 Pressure field over RUSHIL 3, derived from WAsP 8.3 wind speed 
output NB exaggerated vertical scale
Figure 2.3 below shows wind speed planes extracted from above RUSHIL 3 at 5, 10 
and 20m above ground level. Clearly the erroneous peaks visible in Figure 2.1 are not 
present in any o f these data series. Additionally the level o f ‘noise’ in the data 
extracted at 1 Om is not significantly higher than in the data extracted at 20m.
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Figure 2.3 Planes of wind speed predicted by WAsP 8.3 at selected heights 
above RUSHIL 3
The difference between the 5 and 10m series is significant. The ‘noise’ near the hill 
peak occurs to a similar level for the three series in Figure 2.3 but at the hill foot the 
5m series contains a significant stagnation region. It is, therefore, suggested that the 
ideal height from which to extract the data used to derive the PGP is between 5 and 
1 Om above ground level.
Figure 2.4 shows the pressure outputs along planes at 5 -10m above the ground over 
the RUSHIL 3 terrain. In order to pinpoint the specific height from which the input 
data for the PGP will be extracted.
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Figure 2.4 Pressure data derived from horizontal planes of WAsP velocity 
output for 5 -  10m above ground level
From observation o f Figure 2.4 it is clear that the relative pressure reaches a greater 
negative value for locations closer to the ground. The plots all exhibit similar shapes 
and the data representing the leeward slope o f the hill, where flow separation is 
expected to occur, contains only minimal noise. Due to this it is assumed that, within 
the range represented in Figure 2.4, the choice o f height will not alter the separation 
location indicated. Although the absolute value o f  the PGP predicted at the separation 
will change, its constancy at that point will not be affected.
It is thought that all heights from 5 -10m above the ground will reflect the flow in the 
inner layer. Therefore data from 1 Om above the ground should be used due to the fact 
that it has the least ‘noise’.
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Additionally 10m above ground level represents a WAsP ‘standard height’ (see 
section 2.2) and so contains no interpolation error. Riso recommend that the default 
10m standard height is not altered for standard wind resource assessments as this may 
cause significant changes to the wind speeds predicted for heights used for turbine 
hub heights [11]. The effect of adjusting the WAsP ‘standard heights’ across the 
height range considered in this research is investigated in the next section.
2.3 W AsP‘Standard Heights’
Throughout this investigation it must be remembered that when carrying out a 
simulation, WAsP only stores data at a small number of heights, called ‘standard 
heights’. These heights can be defined for each individual computation. The data 
output between these heights results from an interpolation (the exact details of which 
are unknown) between the two ‘standard heights’ bounding the height in question.
Five ‘standard heights’ must be defined within each WAsP calculation. The lowest 
possible ‘standard height’ that can be defined within WAsP is 5m above ground level. 
A short investigation was carried out to discover whether adjusting the standard 
heights from their default values would significantly change the level of ‘noise’ 
observed in the data and/or the value of the model’s outputs. The ‘standard height’ 
values that were used in this investigation are shown in Table 1.1, below.
‘Standard height’ no. Heights (m), Set A 
(Default values)
Heights (m). Set B
1 10 5
2 25 7.5
3 50 10
4 100 12.5
5 200 15
Table 1.1
to investigate the influence of the ‘standard heights’.
The heights used in Set B were chosen to ensure that WAsP generated and stored as 
much data as possible near to the ground. In this way the data output by WAsP for 
these heights contains the minimal amount of interpolation. Two WAsP 
computations were carried out using identical settings except that one used the default 
standard heights and the other used Set B. The results produced in this way are 
displayed in Figure 2.5.
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Im above ground level 10m above ground level
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Stt 3
- Stt A 
'*t3
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3m above ground level
-Set A 
Set 3
15m above ground level
■Set A 
Set B
xL xL
5m above ground level 20m above ground level
i
=1
■ Set A 
Set 3
Xt
Set 3
Figure 2.5 WAsP output data from computations with identical settings 
except for differences in ‘standard heights’, extracted over 
RUSHIL 3.
Any deviation between the two sets o f standard heights would be shown in Figure 2.5 
as symbols from Set B occurring in regions away from the line defined by Set A. As 
no symbols occur away from this trend, it is clear that altering the ‘standard heights’ 
has not made a significant difference to the data output from WAsP as neither the 
absolute value nor the amount o f ‘noise’ has changed significantly. Some difference 
can be seen in the data extracted at Im  above ground level, however the data at this 
point contains too much ‘noise’ to be o f further use and is therefore outside the height 
range in which WAsP results can be used sensibly.
Due to the ‘standard heights’ lack o f influence on the ‘near ground’ data output, the 
default values for the standard heights will be used to generate the WAsP pressure 
field. In this way specialised WAsP runs will not be required to generate the data
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required to produce the PGP, Riso’s advice has been followed, and the conclusions 
drawn in section 2.1 remain valid.
2.4 Over what distance should AP/AS be defined?
AP/AS is the differential that represents the change in pressure with distance along the 
terrain surface.
Ideally AP/AS would be defined at the resolution of the available pressure data. 
However, as clearly seen in Figure 2.4, there is oscillation in the predicted pressure 
data due to the ‘noise’ found in the WAsP velocity data output. Were the PGP to be 
defined at every data point, AP/AS would reflect these oscillations, producing values 
reflecting ‘noise’ within the WAsP model rather than the true behaviour of the flow. 
It must be ensured that AP/AS is defined over a large enough distance to avoid the 
influence of the oscillations produced by WAsP.
Conversely were AP/AS to be defined over too large a distance the detail of the 
calculation would be lost. This could cause small, yet still significant, terrain features 
to be disregarded by the PGP. This loss of detail could remove the ability of the PGP 
to indicate the location of the separation point.
Due to these considerations some analysis of how the calculation of AP/AS affects the 
PGP has been carried out. The results shown in Figure 2.6 have been extracted for 
10m above ground, based on the conclusions from section 2.1. The PGP is calculated 
at every node in the grid on every occasion even though it may be defined over a 
distance much greater than this, i.e.
^  _  Pi+n (19)
AS S'/+«
For all i, where n is varied to give -  S', = 2m, 4m, 6m etc.
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Figure 2.6 Plots of PGP extracted at 10m above ground level for various 
resolutions of AP/AS
Because the aim o f the PGP is to provide a clear and unambiguous indication o f  the 
separation point the resolution that provides the clearest representation o f the 
behaviour o f the parameter will be selected. It is clear that deriving the PGP with a 
resolution o f 6m or below is not ideal due to the large number o f points scattered 
around the main trend. Including these scattered points would greatly increase the 
likelihood o f falsely predicting the onset o f separation. Between 8 and 24m 
resolution there is only a gradual change in the appearance o f the plot.
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From observation of Figure 2.6, it does not appear that the precise resolution chosen 
will change the conclusions that would be drawn from the PGP. The peak value has 
the same magnitude and occurs in the same location. However the peak may be more 
precisely located and the number of erroneous points may be minimised.
The value of AS thought to provide the most reliable PGP is 20m. This has been 
chosen because when AS is greater than 20m some data points around the peak value 
appear to be lost which may lead to increased uncertainty in the definition of a 
separation point. Plots from values of AS that are lower than 20m contain more 
erroneous peaks. It is considered that the definition of these peaks has reached a 
maximum when AS is equal to 20m.
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3 COMPARING PRESSURE GRADIENT PARAMETER VALUES
WITH MEASURED DATA
3.1 Results in comparison with 2D wind tunnel data
The PGP has been derived for a number of wind tunnel experiments in which the 
measured x-location of the separation and reattachment points is available. For 
details of these wind tunnel investigations please refer to the earlier reports [6, 7] or 
the original papers [10, 12-14].
Table 3.1 shows the maximum value of the PGP and its value at the measured 
separation point for each of the wind tunnel investigations. The PGP is derived using 
the methodology described in Report 6 section 3.3 [8] and in section 2, above. The 
measured separation locations are taken from values quoted in the original papers.
Hill name Separation? Maximum PGP 
value
Value of PGP at the 
measured separation point
RUSHIL 3 [15] Yes 1.7 0.7
RUSHIL 5 [15] No 0.7 N/A
RUSHIL 8 [15] No 0.3 N/A
Ross Shallow [13] No 0.1 N/A
Ross Steep [13] Yes 0.9 0.8
A&H 0.2S [10] No 0.1 N/A
A&H 0.2RU01 No 0.3 N/A
A&H 0.3S [10] No 0.1 N/A
A&H 0.3R [10] No 0.3 N/A
A&H 0.4S [10] No 0.1 N/A
A&H 0.4R [10] Yes 0.6 0.5
A&H 0.6S [10] Yes 0.2 0.2
Lun Rough [14] Yes 3.2 0.8
Lun Smooth [14] Yes 0.3 0.3
Table 3.1 Maximum PGP value and the value of the PGP at the measured 
separation location for all case studies used in this investigation
It is clear from Table 3.1 that the separated cases produce generally higher values of 
the PGP than the attached cases. The mean maximum PGP for separated cases is 1.15 
while for attached cases it is only 0.24. This is in line with the expectations of theory, 
where an increased adverse pressure gradient (i.e. positive PGP value) increases the 
likelihood flow separation.
A constant value of the PGP must occur at the onset of flow separation (4^  ^column of 
Table 3.1) across all the experimental investigations for the parameter to successfully 
predict its location. It is also essential that the threshold value of the PGP that 
indicates the separation location is greater than the value produced by any attached 
flow. This will avoid separation being predicted in error. Clearly the data in Table
3.1 does not reflect this. Closer observation of the data is carried out below to 
examine the reasons for this.
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Figures 3.1 to 3.4, show the PGP for each of the case studies included in Table 3.1. 
Only the leeward slope of the hill is included in the Figures as this is the area in which 
flow separation is expected to occur.
'RUSHIL 3 
■RUSHIL 5 
•RUSHIL 8
RUSHIL 3 separation point
x / L
Figure 3.1 The PGP for the leeward slope of the hills in the 
RUSHIL wind tunnel study
The results in Figure 3.1 comply well with the expectations of theory. The steeper the 
hill the greater the PGP values produced. The PGP for RUSHIL 3 at the separation 
location exceeds the maximum PGP produced for the attached cases (RUSHIL 5 and 
8).
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Ross Steep 
Ross Shallow
Ross Steep Separation point
x / L
Figure 3.2 The PGP for the leeward slope of the hills in the Ross wind tunnel 
study
Figure 3.2 also fits with the expectations of theory. The steep hill produces a 
significantly greater maximum PGP value than the shallow hill and the PGP value at 
the separation location exceeds that of the attached case.
The value of the PGP at the separation point in this case is similar to that observed in 
the RUSHIL case.
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Figure 3.3 The PGP for the leeward slope of the hills in the Ayotte and 
Hughes wind tunnel study
The PGP values seen in Figure 3.3 are significantly lower than those observed for the 
RUSHIL (Figure 3.1) and Ross (Figure 3.2) cases. If  a threshold PGP value for 
separation was defined based on those previous cases, the Ayotte and Hughes’ hills in 
Figure 3.3 would have been regarded as attached flows even though separation occurs 
over two o f them.
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Figure 3.4 The PGP for the leeward slope of the hills in the 
Lun wind tunnel study
Figure 3.4 shows the magnitude o f the PGP to be much greater for the rough hill than 
the smooth. The two hills analysed here have identical hill profiles but different 
roughness lengths. This difference between the two hills causes a change in the 
location o f the separation point. However, the separation locations for the two hills 
do not occur at the same PGP value indicating that the PGP is not consistent within 
this case.
Additionally the PGP values for the separation location are again much lower than 
those seen in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, particularly for the smooth case.
These observations suggest that the effect o f roughness on the extent and location o f 
the separation point is currently misrepresented within the PGP.
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3.2 Discussion of the method at the current level of progress
Although the current PGP could not be used to reliably predict the location of the 
onset of flow separation, the results presented in section 3.1 show that there is 
potential. Within each case there is some general agreement with theory, such that 
the PGP increases for flows over hills which have a greater extent of flow separation.
Currently there are approximations and assumptions within the method used to 
generate the PGP that must be looked at in order to fully test whether the parameter 
can be used to predict the onset of separation. A number of factors may be 
responsible for the current deviation from measurement, such as:
• Using the upwind value for the surface friction velocity, rather than the local 
value (from the unseparated-flow calculation provided by WAsP)
• The nature of separation -  whether it is intermittent or steady.
• The Reynolds number of the experiments may vary by a large enough extent 
to cause significant differences in the flow behaviour.
• Wind tunnel blockage effect
• The extent of the noise in the WAsP output data.
These possible factors and the issues surrounding them are discussed below.
3.2.1 Surface Friction Velocity
As seen in Equation (1) the square of the surface friction velocity is a factor in the 
PGP. Using the upwind value (as is currently applied) may cause a significant 
deviation from the true value of the parameter especially in locations near to the hill 
peak where the wind speed is significantly different to the upwind value. Within 
Jackson and Hunt’s theory [16], utilised by WAsP, the velocity profile is a 
perturbation of the log law expression shown below:
U = — In
K V^o y
(20)
For the planes of constant height over a terrain of constant roughness, used in the 
methodology presented here, u* is directly proportional to the wind speed, U. 
Therefore applying the upwind value of u* is a significant approximation and it is 
highly likely to be distorting the value of the PGP.
An approximate value for the local surface friction velocity may be derived from 
equation (20). However, it may be necessary to obtain a more accurate and consistent 
value from closer inspection of the velocity field data. This may be pursued at a later 
stage.
3.2.2 The nature of separation
The nature of flow separation observed in each individual experiment may influence 
the information provided by the PGP. In some experiments used here, the separation
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is reported to be intermittent. Intermittent separation occurs upwind of the time- 
averaged position, so the PGP value observed at that point will be smaller. It is 
necessary to define each of the cases included in this investigation as either featuring 
intermittent or time-averaged separation and to note at what point the authors 
considered that the flow had separated from the terrain surface.
When looking at this aspect of the investigation it will also be useful to note whether 
the PGP relates to the length of the separation bubble. It seems sensible that the PGP 
for a case in which the flow is only just separating will be smaller than if the bubble is 
large.
3.2.3 Roughness and Reynolds number scaling
An assumption that is implicit within the WAsP method [17], and the theories of 
Jackson and Hunt [16], is that at high Reynolds numbers, such as those experienced in 
hill flows in the atmospheric boundary layer, changes in the Reynolds number have 
negligible effects on the behaviour of the flow. However within a wind tunnel 
Reynolds number effects may be significant, most likely in regard to surface 
roughness. Clearly, the viscosity is consistent throughout all wind flow experiments 
so reducing the wind speed or the length of the hill significantly will reduce the 
Reynolds number.
At the time of writing it is unclear whether the Reynolds number is the cause of some 
inconsistency of the PGP across the wind tunnel experiments displayed in this 
document. However due to the marked difference in the size of the hills between the 
larger ones used in the RUSHIL and Ross investigations and the smaller ones in the 
Ayotte and Hughes and Lun investigations, it may be that Reynolds number effects 
are significant in some cases. Work must be done to eliminate this as a reason for the 
PGP not behaving as predicted. Thus, if any of the wind tunnel investigations are 
found to involve flows with relatively low Reynolds numbers they must be eliminated 
from the investigation, or noted as representing Reynolds number dependence in wind 
tunnel experiments.
The roughness length measured in the wind tunnel investigation has currently been 
scaled using a constant factor to produce the value used in the computer models as 
seen in Table 3.2. The roughness Reynolds number is also included.
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Experiment Experimental 
Roughness (mm)
Computational 
Roughness (m)
Roughness Reynold’s 
number { u^z ^Jd )
RUSHIL 3 0.16 0.13-0.16* 1.9
RUSHIL 5 0.16 0.13-0.16* 1.9
RUSHIL 8 0.16 0.13-0.16* 1.9
Ross Shallow 2.3 2.3 25.0
Ross Steep 2.3 2.3 25.0
A&H 0.2S 0.08 0.08 2.8
A&H 0.2R 0.8 0.8 38A
A&H 0.3S 0.04 0.04 1.3
A&H 0.3R 0.4 0.4 17.0
A&H 0.4S 0.03 0.03 1.0
A&H 0.4R 0.4 0.4 17.1
A&H 0.6S 0.05 0.05 1.7
Lun Smooth 0.01 0.01 0.1
Lun Rough 0.3 0.3 6.4
the wind speed values predicted by WAsP
Table 3.2 The roughness values applied for each experiment in the wind
tunnel and within the WAsP model displayed with the Roughness 
Reynold’s number observed
For a flow to be considered fully aerodynamically rough, as all flows in the 
atmospheric boundary layer are, the roughness Reynolds number must exceed a 
threshold value. Finnigan, Raupach et. al. consider this threshold value to be 3 [18]. 
Britter, Hunt and Richards used a threshold value of 5 in their investigations [19]. 
These values are typical of the consensus, so the threshold must be taken to occur in 
this range. All the experiments with values around this number must be regarded as 
less applicable to this situation than those that are clearly above the threshold.
The roughness length and Reynolds number for the Lun smooth case have been taken 
from [14], the implication being that the surface was not fully rough. Likewise some 
of the Ayotte and Hughes “Smooth” cases are also likely to have been transitional 
rather than frilly rough.
Currently the hill sizes, within WAsP, have been produced using a constant scaling 
factor from the wind tunnel dimensions. Consequently a large range of sizes is 
evident within the computational models. The smaller of these models may not be 
sensibly modelled within WAsP due to the dimensions of the terrain not falling within 
the usual range. This potential effect must also be investigated.
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3.2.4 Wind tunnel blockage effect
The wind tunnel blockage effect may also have a detrimental influence on the 
consistency of the results when comparisons are made between different wind tunnel 
studies and within studies where hills of different heights are placed within the wind 
tunnel. The primary parameter is the ratio of the hill height to the working section 
height, h/H. Various experimenters discuss blockage effect. Ayotte and Hughes, for 
instance, kept the hill height constant so as to keep the blockage effect constant, and 
in the RUSHIL experiments the wind tunnel roof was adjusted to give zero pressure 
gradient on the roof. Nevertheless, some further consideration of blockage effects in 
the various experiments is probably warranted, as a possibly significant factor.
3.2.5 ‘Noise’ in WAsP output data
Although likely to be of second order importance when considering the effects 
described above, the noise in the WAsP output data is a cause of some additional 
uncertainty within the PGP. As set out in section 2 of this report the PGP has been 
derived in such a way that the extent of this noise has been minimised. However if 
the behaviour of the PGP is not satisfactory once all the above considerations have 
been eliminated then this issue must be tackled. If this situation does arise research 
must be done into applying a filter to the data. Fast Fourier Transform techniques in 
particular may be useful.
3.3 Strategy for progression
In order to progress the investigation from its current situation, the PGP must be 
considered as relating not only to the location of the onset of separation, but also the 
extent and nature of the separation bubble, at least at this stage. This will be achieved 
by addressing the issues described in section 3.2.
A significant issue may be that u* is currently defined by the upwind or flat terrain 
value quoted in the source literature rather than a local value based on the predicted 
wind speed. To investigate this, the PGP will be generated using the local WAsP 
predicted wind speed along with the log law (Equation 2) to derive (approximate) 
local values for u*. It is proposed that this will enable the PGP to more closely 
represent the behaviour of the flow field.
The roughness Reynolds numbers of the flow in each of the wind tunnel experiments 
will also be looked at to ensure that they are sufficiently high to be included in a study 
such as this. Any experiments without a sufficiently high Reynolds number will be 
discarded as the PGP cannot take account of these effects (without becoming a 
function of roughness Reynolds number).
Other parameters, such as wind tunnel blockage, also need to be considered.
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NOTATION
W
x=o
Flow direction
Wind Flow directions
Figure 0.1 Schematic of a generalised 2D flow indicating the notation used in this 
document
L = Hill length (defined as the horizontal distance from the upwind foot of the hill 
to the crest) 
h = Hill height
S = distance along terrain surface
PGP = Pressure Gradient Parameter
zi = pre-defined height above ground level
zo = surface roughness length
u* = surface friction velocity
p = air density
P = pressure
v|/ = streamfunction
A = Weibull scale parameter
k = Weibull shape parameter
K  = von Karman constant (taken to equal 0.41 throughout this investigation)
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1 INTRODUCTION
This report documents a complete investigation of a Pressure Gradient Parameter (PGP) 
for the prediction of flo^v separation. Earlier stages of this work are reported in Report 6 
[1,2] and Report 7 [3]. Some of the material from these reports has been duplicated here 
in order that the entire investigation is explained in this document (It is only necessary to 
refer to the previous reports when indicated).
This work focuses on the effect that flow separation in the lee of hills has on the wind 
speed produced near to the hill crest. This flow phenomenon is common around areas of 
steep slopes which have been identified as causing significant uncertainties within the 
currently industry standard flow modelling package, WAsP [4-6]. These uncertainties 
translate to financial risk when planning a wind farm. Consequently, minimising this 
uncertainty will contribute to the financial attractiveness of wind power projects sited in 
complex terrain.
A review of the work that has been carried out to predict flow separation using an easy to 
calculate parameter is presented in Section 2. From considering this information and the 
physics of wind flow over hills, a PGP was thought to be the most likely parameter to 
reflect the behaviour of the flow and has the ability to predict the separation and perhaps 
the reattachment locations. Section 3 presents three different methods of deriving a PGP 
from the momentum and continuity equations. Each of the parameters is based on 
different underlying assumptions about the behaviour of the flow. So it can be inferred 
that the assumptions that best represent the flow situation around the reversed flow will 
produce the most readily applicable PGP.
Once defined, each of the PGPs was calculated for various two-dimensional terrain 
situations, each of which is also represented by a set of wind tunnel measurements. The 
PGP values were extracted for the separation and re-attachment locations observed within 
the measurements, which lead to an assessment of the consistency of the PGP value 
produced at these locations. Some work was also undertaken to assess the relationship 
between the maximum PGP value observed on the leeward slope of the hill and the 
length of separation bubble observed in the measurements.
Although two of the PGPs varied greatly at the separation and reattachment locations, 
“PGP 1” exhibited some consistency in comparison with all but one of this datasets. 
Although this result shows some promise, no solid reason can be found to eliminate this 
dataset from the analysis. Due to this and the relatively small number of datasets 
currently considered a high degree of uncertainty still remains when attempting to predict 
the separation or reattachment points using the proposed technique.
As well as comparison with wind tunnel data, the most successful of the three PGPs was 
applied to two well-known field datasets, namely Askervein Hill and Sirhowy Valley. 
This comparison served to illustrate a methodology for applying the PGP to real-world 
data. As the uncertainty in this investigation is significantly higher than in the wind 
tunnel comparisons no quantitative analysis of the PGP values is carried out. However
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some discussion of whether the separation and reattachment points may be successfully 
predicted in a practical situation is included.
The final aim of the work presented here was to inform a terrain modification 
methodology that would enable WAsP wind speed predictions to be improved in close 
proximity to flow separation, particularly at the peaks of hills. Due to the lack of a clear 
relationship between the PGP values produced and the separated regions, this aim has not 
been achieved.
Although the results presented here do not lead to a new and useable technique it is 
considered that with the inclusion of further validation data the uncertainty currently 
inherent in the proposed technique may be reduced sufficiently for it to provide practical 
benefits in wind speed predictions over steep hills.
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2 PREDICTING FLOW SEPARATION USING A SINGLE 
PARAMETER
Separated flows have been studied by many researchers. However, little has been 
universally concluded and these studies are usually aimed at industrial applications such 
as the trailing edges of airfoils rather than atmospheric flow over hills. This section 
attempts to summarise the findings of studies that consider the physical process 
surrounding the onset of flow separation. Although not all the flows considered can be 
directly compared to atmospheric flows, there is a lack of literature looking at this area 
and the information gained from these studies provides an initial starting point in the 
development of a method for predicting the onset and extent of flow separation in two 
dimensions.
There are two distinct types of separation: sharp-edge separation and ‘smooth’ wall 
separation. Sharp-edge separation occurs when the flow passes over an edge and so the 
separation point can be easily predicted. ‘Smooth’ wall separation refers to separation 
occurring at some point on a surface which does not contain any discontinuities. This is 
much harder to predict as there is no distinct feature on the surface that can be identified 
as the separation location. Generally, unless a cliff or an extremely steep escarpment is 
being considered, terrain flows feature ‘smooth’ wall separation.
It is known that an adverse pressure gradient acting on a boundary layer, “tends to cause 
separation” [7]. This occurs because the pressure gradient causes the region of flow with 
the lowest momentum, which refers to the region nearest the surface, to slow down more 
than the higher momentum areas which lie further away from the surface. As the 
pressure gradient increases this slow down also increases until the flow not only slows 
down but reverses and so the boundary layer separates from the surface. When 
illustrating this Cebeci and Bradshaw introduce a pressure gradient parameter which 
“represents the ratio of pressure forces to shear forces” and is observed to increase as the 
velocity deficit near to the surface, as compared to the free-stream velocity, increases [7].
A study carried out in 1989 by Giostra et. al. [8] is applicable to the terrain flow situation 
as considered here. Wind tunnel data from flows over two dimensional humps (or hills) 
were compared with predictions made by theoretical models, all of which featured 
potential flow assumptions like WAsP. The aim of the study was to find a method of 
predicting the separation location over a hill based on a parameter such as hill length or 
surface roughness. The authors assert that potential flow calculations over-estimate the 
flow velocity for short, i.e. steep, obstacles and agree well with measurement as the 
obstacle length increases. However, no method of predicting the separation was found 
suggesting that some parameter was overlooked.
Giostra et. al. make no mention of the surface pressure gradient as a factor in flow 
separation even though it has been known for some time that it has a significant influence 
on the location and extent of flow separation in numerous flow scenarios. For example, 
when considering separation in a laminar flow, Gaster (1966) found that the length of the
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separation bubble “suddenly increased when the adverse pressure gradient and/or the 
Reynolds number exceeded certain critical values” [9].
Ghil et. al. [10] carried out a theoretical analysis that looked at the process of structural 
bifurcation within two-dimensional incompressible viscous flows and its relationship 
with boundary-layer separation. They present a two dimensional cavity flow in which 
boundary layer separation occurs and assert that an adverse pressure gradient is present, 
stating that, “...the appearance of an adverse pressure gradient is well known to be the 
main mechanism for boundary-layer separation”. They also point to the presence of a 
degenerate singular point for the vorticity on the surface in the centre of the separated 
region.
Further support for the adverse pressure gradient being the dominant factor in the onset of 
flow separation comes from a study by Haggmark et. al. [9]. This investigation studied a 
two dimensional separation bubble on a flat surface within a laminar flow (the 
atmospheric boundary layer is turbulent). An adverse pressure gradient was applied to 
the flow in order to create the desired separation bubble.
Attempts to predict the location of the separated regions using a parameter dependent on 
pressure have been made by Castillo and Wang [11] and Elsberry et. al. [12]. Although 
these two studies disagree on whether a separated flow can maintain an equilibrium 
character, they agree that a constant value of a proposed parameter is observed for all 
separated flows (this is constant for all locations so cannot be used to indicate the onset of 
separation). However both studies also assert that the shape parameter exhibits a 
virtually constant value at the onset of separation. The values quoted in the two studies 
show agreement, showing that there is significant potential for making predictions using 
a parameter based on the near-surface pressure gradient.
Elsberry et. al. assert that the value of this shape parameter at which separation occurs is 
dependent upon the thickness of the boundary layer in relation to the flow scale. 
Although this is likely to be less significant, if it applies at all, to atmospheric flows this 
may be a variable that will require investigation at a later date.
Although the studies mentioned above consider pressure to be associated with the onset 
of flow separation they cannot be directly related to the problem of atmospheric flow 
over hills. However, it is clear that they represent a considerable body of evidence 
supporting the well-established fact that a sufficiently strong adverse pressure gradient is 
the primary mechanism in the onset of flow separation. The fact that the studies 
mentioned feature a variety of flows, suggests that a pressure gradient parameter may 
also be applied to predict the onset of flow separation in atmospheric flows.
It may also be significant that Giostra et. al. were unsuccessful in their attempt to predict 
the onset of separation in the same flow situation as considered here, but did not consider 
the importance of the the adverse pressure gradient.
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The rest of this document outlines the work undertaken to develop a method of predicting 
the location and extent of flow separation using a non-dimensional pressure gradient 
parameter.
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3 PROPOSED PRESSURE GRADIENT PARAMETERS
Each of the parameters proposed below are non-dimensional representations of the near 
surface pressure gradient. It is considered that this pressure gradient, correctly derived 
and non-dimensionalised, should enable a prediction of the onset of flow separation to be 
made. Further parameterisation of the region of separated flow may also be possible.
Here, three PGPs are derived from the Navier-Stokes continuity equations. Differences 
in the parameters occur due to different assumptions about the behaviour of the flow 
around separation. Producing a consistent PGP value at the separation (and perhaps 
reattachment) points will indicate that the parameter is non-dimensionalised to correctly 
reflect the behaviour of the considered flows. Defining this value will allow it to be used 
as an indicator for separated flow.
The remainder of Section 3 describes the three proposed PGPs and the method by which 
they are derived. A validation and comparison of the values produced by the three PGPs 
using wind tunnel measurements of neutrally stable boundary layer flow over isolated 
two-dimensional hills follows in Section 4.
3.1 PGP 1 -  Inner layer scaling
PGP 1 is scaled based on length scales relating to the inner layer flow. By using these 
length scales this parameter is acknowledging that the onset of separation occurs within 
the inner layer, with the adverse pressure gradient dictated by the pressure field in the 
outer flow. The PGP takes the form shown below:
< ■ >
In this investigation, the upwind values of the surface friction velocity, u* and the surface 
roughness length, zq have been used to calculate the value of this parameter. Upwind 
values are applied as they are easily derived or obtained. It is considered that, although 
some additional accuracy may be gained from using the local value, this is unlikely to 
produce significant differences.
3.1.1 Derivation
The flow situation considered here is two dimensional and the mean flow speed in the x-
direction is denoted by U. U and the (kinematic) Reynolds shear stress uw upstream of 
the hill can therefore be written as:
U = u .f{zlz^) (2)
uw = uig{z/z„) (3)
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Where f  and g are functions, here dependent on z/zo, that dictate the behaviour of the 
streamwise velocity and Reynolds shear stress.
Linearised modelling techniques such as WAsP use a logarithmic function to 
approximate equation (2) and create a wind speed profile.
In the region where the flow is influenced by the hill, the functions f  and g are also 
dependent on the shape of the hill so equations (2) and (3) become:
C7 = w*/(z/zo ,x/L) (4)
uw = ul g(z/Zq , xjL)  (5)
where L is the length of the hill. Although the shape of the hill affects the local wind
speed and the Reynolds shear stress, but this is considered to be inherent in the pressure
field calculated later.
In the following it is more convenient to use:
Ç = z!zq (6)
X = xjL  (7)
so that:
lJ = u . f ( s ,X )  (8)
uw = ulg{g,X) (9)
Starting from the continuity and momentum equations for turbulent boundary layer flows 
[13]:
^  + ^  = 0 (10)
dx dz
+  =  (11)
ÔX dz p  dx dz
From the information above, the unknowns in the momentum equation (Equation 11) can 
be derived and written as:
W = - [ — dz (12)J Ay
0
‘dU 
dx
—  = u*—------ = %——  (13)
dx dÀ dx dx L
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Hence,
a r d c  #  1
 — w* — w*-------
dz dg  dz dg  z,
dî4W
dz dg dz
0
% J_
Zo
J d X L  L h x
(14)
(15)
(16)
Inserting these new expressions (equations 12-16) into the momentum equation provides:
L IdX Zo
1 ÔP 2 dg I
p  dx og z^
This expression is then divided by ul /z^ to produce:
ij£" 1 Z »  a?p  ih dx (18)
The first term on the right-hand side of equation (18) is identical to the PGP (ignoring for 
the moment, the difference between x and S). This shows that the pressure gradient in 
the x-direction, when non-dimensionalised by the properties shown, exerts a strong 
influence on f  and g.
Exchanging x (distance travelled in the x-direetion) for S (distance travelled along the hill 
surface) represents an approximation within the PGP. However it is considered that S 
more accurately represents the distance travelled by the flow.
3.2 PGP 2 -  Outer layer sealing based on an arbitrary height
PGP 2 is scaled based on length scales relating to the outer layer of the flow including an 
arbitrary height above the terrain, z\.  Throughout this investigation this arbitrary height 
is defined as 2h. 2h was chosen as a non-dimensional height that is sufficiently far from 
ground-level for the WAsP results to be free from large amounts of ‘noise’. It is 
considered that the choice of height will not have a large effect on the outcome of the 
PGP investigation and that should this parameter prove to be successful in predicting the 
onset of flow separation, the value of z\ could be optimised at a later date. The 
parameter takes the form shown below:
u* p  dx
(19)
The upwind value of the surface friction velocity, u*, is used in this parameter for the 
same reason as stated previously in Section 3.1.
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3.2.1 Derivation
A reference velocity, Ui (the geostrophie value for example), is chosen at height zi, in 
the upstream flow.
Now
so.
U 1. —  = —In
w* k: V^ o y
K )
or
, U, 1 . z and —  = —In
v^iy
(20)
(21)
Therefore,
Also,
v ^ i  y
(22)
uw = u^g 
For convenience define
v^iy
(23)
7 =
For the hill, equations (2) and (3) can be generalised as:
U = U^{X)-u*f  7 , ^ ,— 
V T
' r . 4 "
(24)
uw = u*g
Now, as before the momentum and continuity equations are, respectively.
and
dx dz p  dx dz
W = - \ — dz 
•' dx
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
From equations (25) and (26)
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d u  _ d U  dX 
dx dX dx L 
dU d U d y  
dz dy dz 
duw duw dy
dU^
 ^ d X  d X  
w* df  
ay
dz
----------
oy dz z. dy
(29)
(30)
(31)
W =
L  d X
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
Substituting into equation (27) gives
[u X x ) -u . f {y ,X ) ] \ dU^ df
~ lx ~ ^ * J x
+
L dX
(36)
Divide through by ul jz^
1 6/Ui ^U x { x ) - u j { y , X )  
w* L
(37)
w* dX dX
w* d f
z, dy
1 dp n? dg 
p  dx dy
W* dX
1 1
J__Z |_J_^I
ldy_ 1 nf p  dx 1
%
dy
So the parameter shown in equation (37) is significant when describing the behaviour of 
wind flow over a hill.
The arbitrary height, zi, must be defined consistently, in this investigation a height of 2h 
has been used. This height must fall within the region in which the wind speed profile 
can be approximated using the log law in order to be applicable.
3.3 PGP 3 -  Outer layer scaling based on hill length
PGP 3 is sealed based on length scales relating the outer flow layer including the hill 
length. Throughout this investigation this quantity is defined as the full hill length 
measured at half the hill height. It takes the form shown below:
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PGP3 = f ^ ^
u; p  dx
(38)
The upwind value of the surface friction velocity, u* is used in this parameter for the 
same reason as that stated in Section 3.1.
3.3.1 Derivation
After following the same steps as followed in deriving PGP 2 (Section 3.2.1), take 
equation 36 and divide through by ul j l ’.
U ,(X )-u . f{y ,X) 1 dU^  df
u. dX dX
+
1 dU,
w* dX dX
(39)
L \ dp
Un p  dx
So equation (38) is also a parameter of the flow, provided L is defined consistently.
It would appear that PGP 3 is a more natural outer layer parameter than PGP 2 as L 
extends in the x-direetion.
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4 VALIDATION DATA
4.1 Wind tunnel data
The relevant details of each of the wind tunnel experiments featured as validation cases in 
this investigation are documented below. Some details have also been included in 
previous reports [1, 14], however for completeness all the required details are available 
here.
4.1.1 RUSHIL
The RUSHIL wind tunnel experiment was carried out in 1979. The details and data 
contained here are taken from Khurshudyan et. al. [15].
A neutral atmospheric boundary layer was set-up within the wind tunnel. It was ensured 
that this boundary layer had reached local equilibrium by measuring the wind speed 
upwind of the hill and at the hill crest location without the hill in place. The lack of 
significant difference in the profiles in Figure 4.1 shows that this boundary layer reached 
equilibrium before the hill effect becomes a significant factor.
S I
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0 2 3
■ Flat Reference at X = 0 
♦ Measured at X = -2L 
—  log law
Figure 4.1
W in d  s p e e d  (m /s)
Wind speed profiles measured upwind (X = -2L) and at the hill 
crest location (X = 0) without the hill in place. 2L is the hill length, 
from foot to foot.
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During the course of the experiment, three hills were placed in the wind tunnel working 
section, their shapes and the measurement locations are indicated in Figures 4.2 -  4.4. 
Other details are included in Table 4.1. All the hills were of the same family (they are 
described by a common function) and had equal heights, but are scaled to have different 
lengths. This allows the effect of changing slope angle to be investigated in a systematic
manner.
400
^300
£20 0
too
Ceiling o f wind tunnel at Z = 2.1 m
mmd direction
0
-1500 -1000 -500
X (m tn)
1000 1500
Figure 4.2 RUSHIL 3 indicating the measurement locations
400 
^300 
£ 2 0 0  
N 100
Ceiling o f wind tunnel at Z == 2.1 m
1500 -1000 -500 0
X (mm)
500 1000 1500
Figure 4.3 RUSHIL 5 indicating the measurement locations
Ceiling o f wind tunnel at Z = 2.1 m a
E200
-1000-1500 0
X (mm)
1500
Figure 4.4 RUSHIL 8 indicating the measurement locations
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Hill name RUSHIL 3 RUSHIL 5 RUSHIL 8
Height (m) 0.117 0.117 0.117
Length (m) defined 
as the horizontal 
distance from the 
upwind foot to the 
hill crest.
0.351 0.585 0.936
zo (mm) 0.157 0.157 0.157
Upwind u* 0.178 0.178 0.178
Roughness Reynolds 
number { u Z^qI v )
1.9
(‘pebble’)
1.9
(‘pebble’)
1.9
(‘pebble’)
Blockage ratio (H/h) 0.06 0.06 0.06
Boundary layer to 
hill height ratio
8.5 8.5 8.5
Max. gradient 0.49 0.29 0.18
X-value at which 
max. gradient 
occurs (a)
±0.81 ±0.85 ±0.78
Flow separation 
observed?
Yes Incipient? No
Model scaling factor 1000 1000 1000
Table 4.1 Relevant dimensions of the RUSHIL wind tunnel set-up
As shown in Table 4.1, the roughness Reynolds number in the RUSHIL experiment is 
slightly lower than the value of 2.5 regarded by Snyder as the minimum requirement for 
full aerodynamic roughness during his paper from 1972 [16]. However in a later 
investigation, published in 2001, using sharp-edge roughness [17], Snyder determined 
that the flow maintained Reynolds number independence for roughness Reynolds 
numbers nearing unity. Although this conclusion can only be directly applied to sharp 
edge roughness, Snyder suggests that a roughness Reynolds number of lower than 2 is 
acceptable for all types of roughness element. This conclusion along with the fact that 
the RUSHIL investigators checked for Reynolds number independence provides 
confidence that the RUSHIL experimental data can be applied to the situation considered 
here.
The main features of the region of flow separation observed above RUSHIL 3 are shown 
in Table 4.2. The uncertainty levels shown in brackets are based on the comparative 
location of the nearest measurement point to the location quoted in the original paper, and 
so are therefore likely to be an exaggeration of the true measurement uncertainty.
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Hill name RUSHIL 3
Separation point (L) 0.27 (+0.23-0.27)
Reattachment point (L) 2.17 (+0.33-0.17)
Length of separated region (L) 1.9 (+0.5-0.4)
Max. height above ground level of 
separated region (h)
0.4
Table 4.2 Dimensions of the separated region above RUSHIL 3
4.1.2 Ross et. al.
This investigation was carried out in the wind tunnel at the Enflo Laboratory in the 
University of Surrey. The complete details of the original investigation were published in 
[18].
Two different hills were placed within the working section. The shapes of these hills are 
described by the same fonction, but the hill length was varied to produce the desired 
slope gradients. Relevant details of the hills can be found in Table 4.3. The shapes of the 
hills and the measurement locations are indicated in Figures 4.5 -  4.6.
600
>g400
^200
Ceiling of wind ttinriel at Z = 1.5m
0
-1500 -1000 -500
X (mm)
1000 1500
Figure 4.5 Ross Steep hill indicating the measurement locations
600 Ceiling o f wind tunnel at Z = 1,5m
-  000
X (mm)
-1500
Figure 4.6
1500
Ross Shallow hill indicating the measurement locations
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Hill name Steep Shallow
Height (m) 0.229 0.229
Length (m) here 
defined as the 
horizontal distance 
from the upwind to 
the downwind foot o f  
the hill
1.0 2.4
Zo (mm) 2.3 2.3
Upwind u* 0.165 0.165
Roughness Reynolds 
number ( w*Zq/ d )
253
(sharp-edge type)
253
(sharp-edge type)
Blockage ratio (H/h) 0.15 0.15
Boundary layer to 
hill height ratio
4.37 4.37
Max. gradient 0.72 0.3
X-value at which 
max. gradient 
occurs
±600 ±250
Flow separation 
observed?
Yes No
Model scaling factor 500 500
Table 4.3 Relevant dimensions of the Ross wind tunnel set-up
These hills were placed in atmospheric boundary layers approximating both neutral and 
stably stratified conditions. Only results produced for the neutrally stratified cases are 
considered here.
The roughness length for this experiment is large in comparison with the other 
experiments. Once the quoted scaling factor has been applied, the roughness length, 
Zo = 1.15m. This is considered to be extremely large roughness within WAsP as urban 
regions are recommended to be allocated a roughness of zq = Im [19]. The authors 
concede that a lower roughness length would be desirable but, “the large roughness 
elements within the wind tunnel are necessary to maintain aerodynamic roughness, 
especially during stable boundary layer flows” [20] which were considered as part of 
their study. It is not considered that this will prevent WAsP producing valid predictions 
of the flow, but direct comparison between real hills and the results from this experiment 
is difficult.
The features of the separated region observed above the steep hill are detailed in 
Table 4.4. The uncertainty levels shown are based on the comparative location of the 
nearest measurement point to the location read from the diagrams displayed in the 
original paper.
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Hill name Steep
Separation point (L) 0.3 (+0.3 -0.1)
Reattachment point (L) 0.8 (±0.2)
Length of separated region (L) 0.5 (+0.3 -0.5)
Max. height above ground level of 
separated region (h)
0.1 (±0.05)
Table 4.4 Dimensions of the separatee region above the Ross steep hill
4.1.3 Ayotte and Hughes
The Ayotte and Hughes (A&H) investigation [21] features a number of hills all described 
by the same function but with varying roughness and steepness. The hills are named after 
their maximum surface gradient and whether they feature a ‘rough’ or ‘smooth’ surface. 
The shape of the hills and the measurement locations are indicated in Figure 4.7 - 4.10, 
and the relevant details are included in Table 4.5.
E" “^^1 Ceiling o f wind tunnel at Z “  0.7m 
E 100
Tlte location and number o f measurement locations is unknown
N o4—
-1500 -1000 -500 0
X (mm)
500 1000 1500
Figure 4.7 A&H 0.2 hills indicating the measurement locations
' 200 1 TT... A The location and number of measurement locations is unknownE  Ceiling o f  wind tunnel at Z = 0.7m ^ 100
N 0-1----------------------r— '----------------- r -
-1500 -1000 -500 0
X (mm)
500 1000 1500
Figure 4.8 A&H 0.3 hills indicating the measurement locations
Ceiling of wind tunnel at Z == 0.7m The location and number o f measurement locations isimknown- 2 0 0  
1 100 
N 0 
-1500 1000 -500 0
X (mm)
500 1000 1500
Figure 4.9 A&H 0.4 hills indicating the measurement locations
-  200 
1  100 
N 0
Ceiling of wind tunnel at Z = 0.7m Tlie location and number o f  measurement locations is unknown
-1500 -1000 -500 0
X (mm)
500 1000 1500
Figure 4.10 A&H 0.6 hills indicating the measurement locations
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Hill name 0.2S 0.2R 0.3S 0.3R 0.4S 0.4R 0.6S
Height (m) 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
Length (m) 0.2 0.2 0.14 0.14 0.1 0.1 0.067
Zo (mm) 0.08 0.8 0.04 0.4 0.03 0.4 0.05
Roughness 
Reynolds number
( w*Zo/ l>)
2.8 38.4 1.3 17.0 1.0 17.1 1.7
Blockage ratio 
(HAi)
0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07
Boundary layer 
to hill height 
ratio
6 7 6 7 6 7 6
Max. gradient 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.6
X-value at which 
max. gradient 
occurs
±200m
m
±200m
m
±140m
m
±140m
m
±100m
m
±100m
m
±67mm
Flow separation 
observed?
No No No No No Yes Yes
Model scaling 
factor
4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 4000
Table 4.5 Relevant dimensions of the A&H wind tunnel set-up
The roughness Reynolds number for the ‘smooth’ hill cases are all low. The values 
observed for all the smooth cases, except perhaps 0.2S, indicate that the wind flows 
cannot be considered fully aerodynamically rough, but lie in the region of transition 
between smooth and rough. Due to this, the values predicted by the modelling for these 
cases should not be expected to accurately represent the flow in the wind tunnel and will 
not be weighted heavily in the final analysis.
Reversed flow is observed above both 0.4R and 0.6S. The characteristics of the regions 
of separated flow are shown in Table 5.6. The original data for this investigation is not 
available so the locations below have been derived from diagrams in the original paper 
[21]. The quoted uncertainty levels are based on the measurement accuracy of these 
observations. For the same reasons as stated for the previous experiments it is considered 
that the actual uncertainties are likely to be smaller than those calculated here.
Hill name 0.4R 0.6S
Separation point (L) 0.9 (±0.2) 1 (±0.2)
Reattachment point (L) 3.7 (±0.2) 3.6 (±0.2)
Length of separated region
(L)
2.8 (±0.4) 2.6 (±0.4)
Max. height above ground 
level of separated region (h)
0.4 (±0.2) 0.3 (±0.1)
Table 4.6 Dimensions of the separated region above (I.4R and 0.6S
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4.1.4 RUS VAL
The RUS VAL experimental setup featured three obstacles representing valleys. Using 
terrain obstacles other than hills enables some assessment of the adaptability of the 
methodology.
Although carried out almost ten years later, the RUSVAL experiment was carried out as 
an extension of the RUSHIL investigation. The details of the original RUSVAL 
investigation were documented by Nekrasov et. al. [22]. Each of the three valleys is the 
inverse of a RUSHIL hill, hence they are labelled RUSVAL 3, 5 and 8. The most 
relevant details of the valleys are listed in Table 4.7, below.
The shapes of the valleys and locations at which measurements were made are indicated 
in Figure 4.1 - 4.13, below.
-500
X (mm)
Ceiling of wind tunnel at Z = 2.1m
Figure 4.11 RUSVAL 3 valley indicating the measurement locations
200
E
N
-200
500 1000 1500
X(nun)
-500 0
Ceiling of wind timnel at Z = 2 .1 ni
Figure 4.12 RUSVAL 5 valley indicating the measurement locations
2000
200
£
N
-200
-500 0
Ceiliim of wind tunnel at Z = 2.1m
500 1000
X (mm)
1500 2000
Figure 4.13 RUSVAL 8 valley indicating the measurement locations
In all the other datasets used here X = 0 is defined as the peak of the hill. For the 
RUSVAL investigation X = 0 indicates the upwind edge of the valley.
Although the authors of this investigation endeavoured to reproduce the flow conditions 
created in the RUSHIL wind tunnel, they felt that the gravel that was used to generate the
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surface roughness was rougher in the RUSVAL experiment resulting in the slightly 
higher value for Z q .
Hill name RUSVAL 3 RUSVAL 5 RUSVAL 8
Depth (m) 0.117 0.117 0.117
Length (m) 0.351 0.585 0.936
Zo (mm) 0.18 0.18 0.18
Roughness 
Reynolds number
( w*Zq / l >)
1.9 1.9 1.9
Blockage ratio 
(Wh)
-0.06 -0.06 -0.06
Boundary layer 
to hill height 
ratio
8.55 8.55 8.55
Max. gradient 0.49 0.29 0.18
X-value at which 
max. gradient 
occurs
±0.81a ±0.85a ±0.78a
Flow separation 
observed?
Yes No No
Model scaling 
factor
1000 1000 1000
Table 4.7 Relevant dimensions of the RUSVAL wind tunnel set-up
The blockage effect is negative in this case as the valleys increase the height of the 
working section rather than protruding into it like a hill. Consequently the inverse effect 
is observed. This is not considered to be significant as the blockage ratio for this 
experiment is small.
Flow separation was observed above RUSVAL 3. The dimensions of the separated 
region are detailed in Table 4.8, below. The uncertainty levels shown are based on the 
comparative location of the nearest measurement point to the location quoted in the 
original paper.
Hill name Steep
Separation point (L) 0.38 (±0.13)
Reattachment point (L) 1.38 (±0.13)
Length of separated region (L) 1 (±0.26)
Max. height above ground level of 
separated region (h)
0.5 (±0.05)
Table 4.8 Dimensions of the separated region above RUSVAL 3
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4.2 Field data
All the field data used here was measured in experiments carried out in the 1980’s. The 
experimental details have been taken from the papers published at the time. The digital 
terrain data used was purchased from Ordnance Survey and features 10m contours, as 
commonly used for wind farm analyses. All the measured wind speeds have been 
digitised from the original papers as access to the original data could not be gained.
4.2.1 Askervein Hill
The Askervein dataset is considered to be “ ...an excellent set of full-scale data on the 
nature of atmospheric boundary layer flow over an isolated, moderately low hill. Almost 
all the data are for essentially neutrally stable conditions” [23]. Due to this and that the 
dataset has been used widely for the validation of a large number of wind-flow models 
[24-33] it is considered be one the best datasets in existence for this type of investigation.
Askervein hill is situated on the west coast of the island of South Uist in the Outer 
Hebrides (57^1 UN, 7^22’W), see Figure 4.14. The peak of the hill is approximately 
220m above sea level and the surrounding terrain. The hill is described as essentially 
elliptical (though not axisymmetric) in plan form with a 1km minor axis and a 2km major 
axis. The major axis is oriented along a NW-SE line. The maximum slope gradient on 
the upwind side of the hill has been estimated as approximately 0.53 [32, 34].
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Figure 4.14 Map showing Askervein (Aisgerbheinn) Hill and the surrounding 
area (OS Landranger 1:10 ODD)
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Most of the measurements were made on 10m masts situated along the three lines 
labelled A-A AA-AA and B-B (see Figure 4.14). All comparisons in this work are made 
against data measured along the line A-A as this is the largest and steepest cross-section 
of the hill. Some TALA kite measurements were also taken up to a height of 500m, 
although these are not used here as they provide little useful information [35, 36].
Although generally fairly isolated, the hills, Criribheinn and Layaval, lie downwind of 
Askervein. It has been shown that these hills do not influence the flow over Askervein 
[30]. Upwind of the hill is a virtually flat area with an altitude of between 6 and 10m that 
stretches for 3-4km before reaching the coastline. In order to capture the undisturbed 
flow before it reaches the hill and to inform the boundary conditions that should be 
applied to a computer simulation of the flow over the hill, an upstream reference site (RS) 
was setup 3km to the SSW of the hill, near to the village of Dallabrog (see Figure 4.14). 
Figure 4.15 demonstrates that the wind speed profile measured at RS is approximately 
logarithmic.
1
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Figure 4.15 Vertical profiles of wind speed, turbulent kinetic energy and 
Reynolds shear stress at RS.
The ground cover around the hill is mostly heather, grass, low scrub and some flat rocks, 
plus some small lochs in the upwind terrain. Due to this, Taylor and Teunissen assumed 
the surface roughness, zo to be a constant value of 0.03m [23].
There is thought to be intermittent flow separation in the lee of the peak of Askervein 
[27, 30, 37]. It is therefore a borderline case between a fully attached and fully separated 
flow and a steady separated region is not observed. As a result of this the separation and 
reattachment points cannot be easily defined. No attempt to define these points is made 
in this investigation. However it is considered that the presence of some flow separation
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in the lee of the hill will have some effect on the wind speed observed above the hill 
peak.
4.2.2 Sirhowy Valley
The Sirhowy Valley is situated in the Valleys region of South Wales. The original 
measurement campaign was documented by Mason and King [38]. They considered the 
valley and those surrounding it to be virtually two-dimensional periodic valleys. 
Although the authors do concede that the, “area is not as ideally shaped as elsewhere”, 
there are unlikely to be many places that better fit the description and so this will be taken 
to be a valid assumption for the purposes of this investigation. The approximation to 
two-dimensions is expected to introduce additional uncertainty into the modelling 
process.
Numerous measurements were made around the valley as summarised in Figure 4.16, 
including dispersion measurements. Only those made using measurement masts are 
considered here. Measurements made using aeroplanes and hot-air balloons are 
considered to be subject to excessively high uncertainties.
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Figure 4.16 Schematic of the measurement locations around the Sirhowy 
Valley [39]
The sides of the valley have a maximum slope of approximately 30® and are 
approximately 220m high. Flow separation was observed in the lee of the upwind side of 
the valley. The separation and reattachment points that are used here are shown in 
Table 4.9. The definition of these locations is subject to a high degree of uncertainty as 
the precise position of the upstream reference location is unknown.
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Wind Direction Separation point (m) Reattachment point (m) Length of bubble (m)
Easterly wind 245 1023 778
Westerly wind 845 1254 409
Table 4.9 T le separation and reattachment points of the flow over the
Sirhowy Valley (distances represent the horizontal distance from 
the upstream reference location) [24]
Twelve 8m-masts were installed along the measurement line shown in Figure 4.17. 
Anemometers were installed at the top of each of the masts and these were used to make 
measurements of the wind speed. Measurements were made for periods of one hour and 
the values averaged over the whole of this period. Although measurements were made 
for winds from both the east and the west only those from an easterly direction are 
considered here.
1.8 km
Figure 4.17 A cross Section of the Sirhowy Valley showing the locations of
each of the measurement masts (B indicates the tether point of the 
hot air balloon) [40].
The mast positioned on the upwind summit of the valley is taken to represent the upwind 
reference location. Although this will represent the wind regime entering the valley, the 
measurements are made very low down so do not provide a detailed picture of the wind 
speed profile at this point. There are also a number of similar valleys upwind of Sirhowy 
so it unlikely that the profile at this location will be close to logarithmic. Consequently 
the definition of the inlet conditions contains a high degree of uncertainty.
The ground cover along the measurement line appears to have a fairly constant 
roughness, although there are a number of trees in close proximity. It is reasonable to 
assume that the trees have grown since the measurements were made and so their effect 
was smaller when the data was measured than as it is seen in Figures 4.18 and 4.19.
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Mason and King, very reasonably, defined the surface roughness as constant with zo = 
0.03m [38].
..T
Figure 4.18 A view from within the Sirhowy Valley looking at Bedwellte to the 
western end of the measurement line [41].
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m
Figure 4.19 A view from within the Sirhowy Valley looking at
Mynydd Manmoel to the eastern end of the measurement line [41].
Although significant thermal effects are thought to significantly affect the valley flow 
during some time periods, wind speeds of over 7ms'^ showed no dependence on the time 
of day. It is therefore considered reasonable to regard this data as representing a neutrally 
stable wind flow [38].
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5 METHODOLOGY FOR CALCULATING THE PRESSURE GRADIENT 
PARAMETERS
The PGPs derived in Section 3 are compared with wind tunnel data in Section 6. The 
purpose of this comparison is to find a PGP that is able to produce a consistent value at 
the measured separation and reattachment points. Although useful in itself, a reliable 
prediction of the separation and reattachment points, could later be used to inform a 
terrain modification technique enabling WAsP to produce wind speed predictions which 
take account of flow separation in the lee of the hill. The methodology could then be 
applied to real terrain where real practical benefits may be gained. A comparison of the 
PGPs derived from WAsP output is presented in Section 7.
The methodology used to derive the PGP values and compare with the wind tunnel data 
is shown in Figure 5.1 and explained in greater detail in this section. Clearly the scaling 
process is not required for the comparisons with field data, however the methodology 
used to produce the field comparison is otherwise identical.
Measured 
wind tunnel 
data
'  Comparison o f  
measured wind tunnel 
data with PGPs from 
V WAsP output
Kon-dimcnsionalisc 
the pressure gradient to 
produce the PGPs
Calculate the Pressure 
Gradient
Calculate the pressure 
field inferred by WAsP
Run WAsP using the 
scaled dimensions and 
wind speed
Non-dimensionalise 
wind tunnel terrain
Scale measured speed 
scales to typical ‘real- 
world’ values
Scale all length 
scales...
Figure 5.1 The methodology used to produce comparisons between wind 
tunnel measurements and WAsP derived PGP values
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5.1 Deriving 2D pressure data from WAsP output
5.1.1 Why Extract Pressure Data from WAsP?
A major reason for this investigation is the unsatisfactory wind speed predictions 
provided by WAsP around regions of flow separation. Therefore, using WAsP velocity 
output to derive a pressure field in the anticipation that this can be used to predict the 
flow separation point may not, at first glance, appear to be a sensible strategy. The 
reasons for following this course of action are two-fold.
Firstly, when attempting to predict the wind speed above a given region, an analyst only 
has access to terrain data and wind data measured at one specific location. This wind 
data can be extrapolated across the site using WAsP, so the WAsP output provides an 
analyst with access to a dataset that contains a prediction of the wind velocity at every 
location on the site. Although this is an approximation of reality it is a practically 
attainable means to derive the surface pressure gradient.
Secondly, by attempting to establish a connection between the flow separation point 
observed in measurement and the surface pressure gradient derived from WAsP, the 
model is not required to predict flow separation itself, only to produce a ‘high’ adverse 
pressure gradient in regions where flow separation occurs. This is a much less stringent 
requirement than predicting where the flow circulates and it is reasonable to expect that 
this information may be gleaned from the WAsP output data.
Throughout the course of this investigation the final purpose of predicting the separation 
and reattachment points is to inform a terrain modification within the WAsP model to 
produce more accurate wind speed predictions. WAsP assumes the flow to be virtually 
inviscid, which should enable it to simulate the ‘real’ flow above the separation bubble 
provided that the modelled flow does not enter the separated region.
5.1.2 Producing a 2D WAsP velocity field
Firstly, a terrain map which does not vary in the cross-stream direction must be loaded 
into WAsP.
WAsP is then configured to output a *.wrg file for each specified height along the centre­
line of the modelling domain. Here the end effects, produced at the sides of the domain 
are equal and hence the flow can be said to be two-dimensional.
To produce a velocity field from the *.wrg files, the Weibull parameters output by WAsP 
are converted into wind speeds. These wind speeds are stored in a file containing three 
columns that represent the X and Z coordinates of each point in the modelling domain 
and U, the horizontal wind speed predicted at each point. The function used to convert 
the Weibull parameters, A and k, to wind speed values, U, is:
t/ = .4*r(l + (l/it)) (40)
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r  denotes the gamma function.
Data from individual direction sectors or directionally averaged Weibull parameters can 
be extracted by specifying the desired columns of data to extract. In the work presented 
here the data representing the direction sector in question is extracted so that the results 
represent that direction only, i.e. a two dimensional field.
The velocity field derived using the RUSHIL 3 terrain shape is shown in Figure 5.2. The 
region that lies more than 0.855h (100m within the computational model) above ground 
level has been masked as modelled data was not output for this area.
Z/h 1
Figure 5.2 The velocity field derived from WAsP output for the flow over 
RUSHIL 3
It is important to note that the methodology described here can only be applied in two- 
dimensions. Some discussion of how this could be applied to three-dimensions is 
included in Section 7 of this report.
5.1.3 Deriving the inferred pressure field
The method described below has been codified within Scilab (www.scilab.org). Scilab is 
an open source version of the Matlab (www.mathworks.com) software. The described 
method takes WAsP output and converts it into a pressure field that can be easily 
analysed or viewed.
The velocity field derived from the WAsP output (*.wrg) files as described in Section 
4.1.2, provides the input to this process. The streamfunction value is then calculated for 
each data point using the non-slip condition to describe the flow at ground level. The 
streamfunction, T, is a flow property representing the mass flow rate and is calculated by 
solving (41), below;
u.dz (41)
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Mean streamlines describe the mean direction of fluid flow at every point along their 
length. Outside the region of separated flow, streamlines originate from every point at 
the domain inlet. By definition streamlines can never intersect and no mass can travel 
across them. Therefore the mass contained between two streamlines (called a stream 
tube) is constant. Mass is conserved within a flow, so the mass flow rate beneath a 
streamline is constant, and hence the streamfunction value along a streamline is constant. 
This allows streamlines to be defined from the streamfunction field as derived from 
expression (40).
Bernoulli’s equation, shown later as equation (45), can then be applied along streamlines 
of an inviscid flow, so by assuming that the pressure at the inlet is constant with height 
and equal to 0 Pa, the pressure field relative to the inlet, as inferred from WAsP output, is 
derived.
The explanation below closely follows the process of deriving the pressure field as it 
occurs in the Scilab code in order that the reader can see explicitly where the final 
relative pressure data is derived.
In order that the streamfunction for different heights relative to the ground can be 
calculated simply the wind speed field output from WAsP is split out into vertical profiles 
at every available location.
Equation (42) below is a numerical representation of equation (40). It is used to calculate 
the streamfunction relative to the ground for all points in the inlet profile.
v'2W -v'i(4= V 2([t^ 2+ ^ iJh -z iD  (42)
The expression implicitly assumes that the wind speed varies linearly between z\ and Z2 , 
which is acceptable provided that a small increment of z is applied. (In the case of a 
lower resolution of z, a higher order expression would be required.) The streamfunction 
is calculated as the sum of the flow rates between each pair of data points below the one 
in question. This is expressed in equation (43), below:
z=oU ^ J^ 0 VV
Ground level, Z = 0, = 0
(43)
As explained previously, streamlines can be plotted by considering lines of constant 
streamfunction. The streamlines produced over RUSHIL 3 using the method described 
are shown in Figure 5.3, below.
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Z/h 1
Figure 5.3 Streamlines derived from WAsP output for the flow over 
RUSHIL 3
Bernoulli’s equation (equation 45) must now be applied to convert the streamfunction 
field into pressure data. To do this data representing a reference location must be 
defined. The data used here is a vertical profile of wind speed and streamfunction 
calculated at the designated inlet location.
The inlet is defined as the location within the modelling domain which lies furthest 
upstream of the hill. The wind speed profile generated by WAsP approximates the log 
law (equation 44), scaled by the local value of zo and u* to define the inlet wind speed 
profile.
U(z) = K IM (44)
Investigation has shown that the WAsP profile at the inlet location deviates from a 
theoretical log law profile. The wind speed implied by WAsP for the RUSHIL inlet is 
lower than given by the log law profile at some heights, as seen in Figure 5.4. The reason 
for this deviation is unknown at this stage. The WAsP documentation does not offer any 
solutions but states that WAsP assumes a logarithmic profile for the unperturbed flow.
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Figure 5.4 Inlet profiles produced at the inlet location. The WAsP profile is 
plotted with a log law (equation 6) profile
Due to this difference in the two possible methods of deriving an inlet profile, enforcing a 
log law profile at the domain inlet would result in a distortion of the relative pressure 
field. Therefore the wind speed profile output by WAsP is applied as the inlet condition 
to maintain consistency through the method.
The inlet profile must be calculated to a height above that of the rest of the domain in 
order that the pressure can be derived for locations within the domain that lie on a 
streamline originating at a greater height.
Each data point within the WAsP modelling domain is related to the identical 
streamfunction value at the inlet profile. The two values that are above and below the 
streamfunction value are found and a linear interpolation is applied to determine the 
precise height that the streamline originated from and derive the precise velocity value to 
be applied (Um within equation 45). This process produces a field of pressure relative to 
the defined inlet value.
(45)
Here, Ua and Ui„ are velocity magnitudes both positioned on the same streamline. Ua is 
defined at the considered location and Ui„ represents the inflow location, pin, is also 
defined at the inflow location, and taken to be equal to zero for all heights. A reduction
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in pressure in comparison with the inlet is therefore seen as negative pressure. The effect 
of this inflow condition persists for some distance into the modelling domain.
The air density, p is assigned the value of 1.225 kg.m'^ for all the wind tunnel 
experiments. This is the value universally applied for air density at sea level in the 
international standard atmosphere.
Once the pressure is defined at every location within the domain a file containing 
columns representing X, Z and the relative pressure is generated. This file can then be 
gridded to produce a contour plot of the pressure field as seen in Figure 5.5.
Z/h 1
Figure 5.5 The pressure field derived from WAsP output for the flow over 
RUSHIL 3
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5.2 Calculating PGP values
The three PGPs (derived in Section 3) are non-dimensional representations of the 
pressure gradient that are calculated for a single height above ground level. In order to 
calculate their values the pressure gradient across the modelling domain must be 
extracted first.
Extracting the pressure gradient from the pressure field is a relatively simple procedure, 
but it must be ensured that the method used is consistent for all situations. Consistency is 
essential for the PGP values to be compared between wind tunnel experiments and also 
with ‘real-world’ scale flows.
Initially the pressure data for the required height above ground level is extracted from the 
complete pressure field. The change over a set distance, AS, is then calculated for each 
data point in this series. Dividing this data by, AS, the distance over which it was 
calculated gives the average change of pressure in Im for the location in question, as 
shown in equation 46.
P - P
PG,  = - ^ ------ ^  (46)
A3  ^ /
The pressure gradient at the next point, say Im in the x-direction is then defined as:
P , - P  ,p r z  — ^2+rzi xi+i,zi r A i \(47)
For all comparisons with the wind tunnel data the PGP is extracted for z = O.lh above 
ground level. AS has also been set to equal O.lh.
Having calculated the pressure gradient across the region of interest the value of each 
PGP can be simply calculated by multiplying the gradient by the relevant normalisation 
constants, as detailed in Section 3.
5.3 Scaling wind tunnel data to real-scale
The values of the three PGP’s derived from WAsP output data are considered along with 
measured data from the four wind tunnel studies described in Section 4.1. To create a 
valid comparison the WAsP simulation is carried out using terrain that is a scaled up 
version of the wind tunnel models. The wind speed output by WAsP is also scaled to be 
equal with that in the wind tunnel at an upwind reference location. The data output from 
both sources is then non-dimensionalised to enable the PGP values at the measured 
separation and reattachment points to be extracted. This process is described in more 
detail in Section 5.3.1.
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5.3.1 Methodology
WAsP is designed to aid the process of wind farm development and so optimised to 
produce reliable results within the parameter space occupied by potential wind farm sites. 
Consequently it is thought that it is reasonable to set-out the following conditions for 
WAsP to produce valid results:
• h >  100m
• zo < 1.2m
• Uo > 2 m/s (to avoid significant rounding errors)
The maximum value for zq is asserted because large urban areas are assigned a roughness 
length of 1.0m within WAsP [42]. Consequently any surface roughness length that is 
significantly larger than this can not be sensibly assigned to any realistic scenario.
Owing to the similarity of the inlet profile, and provided that the surface friction velocity 
is scaled correctly, the velocity predicted anywhere over the hill will always scale with 
the inlet velocity. This has been validated and can be seen in the consistency of the 
speed-up factor between the upstream and hill crest over RUSHIL 3 for a number of 
varying inlet wind speeds shown in Table 5.1. This data represents a 2.6% change in 
speed-up factor over a 9ms'^ range of wind speed, which is deemed to be acceptable in 
the context of this study, although this magnitude of change is significant to the wind 
industry.
Wind Speed at 80m 
above ground level 
at the inlet (m/s)
Speed-up factors
ToX  = -0.5Z/h ToX = 0 ToX = 0.5Z/h
3 2.11 2.11 2.11
6 2.10 2.13 2.10
8 :108 2.12 2.08
12 2.09 2.13 :109
Table 5.1 Speed-up factors derived from the inlet to the crest of RUSHIL 3 
for varying inlet wind speeds
All the wind tunnel length scales are multiplied by a factor, fi. The value of this factor 
has been chosen to give hill dimensions that correspond to real terrain features and so are 
considered to produce valid results from WAsP. The values of fi applied within each of 
the considered wind tunnel experiments are shown in Table 5.2 along with the location of 
the reference height and wind speed. The wind speed assigned has been set to a constant 
value in light of the consideration outlined above.
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Wind tunnel 
experiment
Length 
scale 
factor, fi
Reference location Wind speed at 
reference (m/s)X/L Z/h
RUSHIL 1000 -5.1 0.7 8
A&H 4000 -4.5 0.4 8
Ross 500 -3.6 0.7 8
RUSVAL 1000 -5.1 0.7 8
Table 5.2 1rhe scaling factor and reference locations used for each of the
considered wind tunnel experiments
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5.3.2 Scaling the PGP derivation
In order to produce PGP values that can be compared with both field and wind tunnel 
data it is necessary to non-dimensionalise the length scales involved in the derivation 
process. Consequently the height at which the PGP is extracted, and the distance over 
which it is averaged, AS, are both defined as O.lh throughout the comparisons presented 
in Sections 6 and 7.
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6 PGP COMPARED TO WIND TUNNEL DATA
This section presents the values of each of the PGPs derived in Section 3, calculated 
using the method described in Section 5, above the hills featured in each of the wind 
tunnel investigations described in Section 4. The behaviour of each of the PGPs is 
documented and the PGP values corresponding to separation and reattachment locations 
observed in the measured data are noted.
The results for each PGP are compared to assess which parameter is likely to provide the 
most reliable prediction of the separation (Section 6.4) and reattachment (Section 6.5) 
points. A constant PGP value at either of these points across all the considered wind 
tunnel scenarios would indicate that the location of the considered flow feature could be 
successfully predicted.
In Figures 6.1 to 6.11, flows that are known to separate are shown in blue (and also in 
green if two separated flows are present) and fully attached flows are red. Orange 
denotes a flow that is on the verge of separation or features intermittent separation. The 
error bars indicate the location of the measurement locations nearest to the separation and 
reattachment points quoted in the original papers.
6.1 PGP 1
PGP 1 is based on inner-layer length scales as described in Section 3.1. The displayed 
values of PGP 1 have been produced according to the method described in Section 5.
The values of PGP 1 predicted over each of the obstacles used in each of the experiments 
outlined in section 4.1 are shown in Figures 6.1 to 6.4.
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Figure 6.1 Values of PGP 1 calculated over the RUSHIL hills
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Figure 6.2 Values of PGP 1 calculated over the Ross hills
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Figure 6.3 Values of PGP 1 calculated over the A&H hills
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Figure 6.4 Values of PGP 1 calculated over the RUSVAL valleys
Due to the significant level of noise observed in Figures 6.1 to 6.4, the PGP values 
displayed in Table 6.1 are taken from smooth lines plotted through the trends.
It is clear from Figures 6.1 to 6.4 that PGP 1 produces higher values of the PGP for the 
separated flows than for the attached flows. The flows on the edge of separation also fit 
with this pattern.
However, Table 6.1 confirms that the values of PGP 1 are not consistent across the wind 
tunnel studies. The range shown in brackets reflects the maximum and minimum PGP 
values observed within the error bars placed on the measurements.
Hill name PGP 1 at separation PGP 1 at reattaehment
RUSHIL 3 0.11 (+0.14-0.21) 0.01 (+0.00 -0.06)
Ross Steep 3.37 (+0.35 -2.10) 0.02 (+0.95 -0.85)
A&H 0.4R 0.55 (+0.22 -0.49) -0.03 (+0.17-0.21)
A&H 0.6S 0.42 (+0.11 -0.10) -0.01 (+0.01 -0.01)
RUSVAL 3 0.34 (+0.02 -0.17) 0.07 (+0.14-0.30)
Table 6.1 Values of PG]  ^1 derived at the measured separation and
reattachment points
All studies, other than the Ross experiment, show reasonable order of magnitude 
agreement. This can not enable precise prediction of the separation location but does
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provide some confidenee that PGP 1 is exhibiting a physical truth as there is variation in 
the obstacle shape and wind tunnel set-up across the featured experiments.
6.2 PGP 2
As outlined in Section 3.2, PGP 2 is scaled based on outer layer length scales, including 
an arbitrary height above the terrain (here defined as twice the hill height).
The values o f PGP 2 predicted over each o f the obstacles used in each o f the experiments 
outlined in Section 4.1 are shown in Figures 6.5 to 6.8.
1000
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-  - RUSHIL 3 Sep. point
-  RUSHIL 3 Reatt. point
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500
0.5 2.5
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Figure 6.5 Values of PGP 2 calculated over the RUSHIL hills
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Figure 6.6 Values of PGP 2 calculated over the Ross hills
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Figure 6.7 Values of PGP 2 calculated over the A&H hills
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Figure 6.8 Values of PGP 2 ealculated over the RUSVAL valleys
As for PGP 1, the values displayed in Table 6.2 are taken from smooth lines plotted 
through the trends due to the significant level of noise observed in Figures 6.5 to 6.8.
PGP 2 produces increased values for the separated flows in all the plots except the 0.4R 
case in the A&H experiment (Figure 6.7). It may be suggested that this inconsistency 
appears is due to the lack of a zq term in PGP 2. The inclusion of zq which would 
increase the PGP value in comparison to the smoother, but steeper 0.6S case. This 
suggestion is supported by the observation that PGP 2 predicts a higher value for the 0.6S 
case despite the measurements indicating that the separation in this case is not as strong 
as above 0.4R.
Hill name PGP 2 at separation PGP 2 at reattachment
RUSHIL 3 166 (+206 -314) 15 (+6-86)
Ross Steep 672 (+71 -418) 86 (+188 -170)
A&H 0.4R 138 (+55 -121) J9(+43 -53)
A&H 0.6S 845 (+217-191) -14 (+25-14)
RUSVAL 3 613 (+40 -304) 130(+259-541)
Table 6.2 Values of FGl  ^2 derived at the measured separation and
reattachment points
Table 6.2 shows a wide spread of PGP 2 values at the measured separation locations. 
This spread along with the inconsistency in the results for the A&H experiment indicates
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that PGP 2 is unlikely to produce practical benefits when attempting to predict flow 
separation because separation may not be predicted in some locations where it does 
occur.
6.3 PGP 3
As outlined in Section 3.3, PGP 3 is scaled based on outer layer length scales, including 
the hill length (here defined as the full length o f the hill at half the hill height).
The values o f  PGP 3 predicted over each o f the obstacles used in each o f the experiments 
outlined in Section 4 are shown in Figures 6.9 to 6.11.
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Figure 6.9 Values of PGP 3 calculated over the RUSHIL hills
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Figure 6.10 Values of PGP 3 calculated over the Ross hills
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Figure 6.11 Values of PGP 3 calculated over the A&H hills
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Figure 6.12 Values of PGP 3 calculated over the RUSVAL valleys
As for the two previous eases the values in Table 6.3 are taken from smooth lines plotted 
through the trends due to the significant level of noise observed in Figures 6.9 to 6.12
PGP 3 consistently predicts generally higher values for separated flows apart from in the 
A&H experiment (Figure 6.11). The increased separation in the 0.4R case, when 
compared to 0.4S, is due to increased roughness and, like PGP 2, PGP 3 does not contain 
a Zo term. This observation appears to confirm that consideration of the surface 
roughness length within the PGP is essential in order use a PGP approach to represent the 
tendency for flow separation.
Hill name PGP 3 at separation PGP 3 at reattachment
RUSHIL 3 340 (+423 -645) 30(+12-102)
Ross Steep 1008 (+106 -627) 130(+282-255)
A&H 0.4R 138 (+55 -121) -9 (+43 -53)
A&H 0.6S 566(+145 -128) -10 (+17-9)
RUSVAL 3 886 (+57 -439) 188(+374 -781)
Table 6.3 Values of PGi  ^3 derived at the measured separation and
reattachment points
Table 6.3 exhibits a significant spread of PGP 3 values at both the separation and 
reattachment points.
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6.4 Which PGP produces the most consistent value at the measured separation 
location?
The PGP values derived at the separation locations measured in the wind tunnels are 
displayed in Figure 6.13 and Table 6.4.
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Figure 6.13 a) PGP 1 values at the measured separation locations for the wind 
tunnel investigations indicated b) as a) except values are for PGP 2 
c) as a) except values are for PGP 3
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All three parameters show a spread of data at the measured separation location. 
However, the values for PGP 1 lie within the error bounds for all except the Ross case. 
PGP 1 is also the only PGP to produce values that are consistently higher for a greater 
extent of flow separation.
As mentioned in Sections 6.2 and 6.3, PGPs 2 and 3, produce a higher value for the 0.6S 
case when compared with 0.4R. This discrepancy in the values of PGP 2 and PGP 3 is 
thought to be due to the lack of consideration of surface roughness within these two 
parameters. Earlier results (Figures 6.7 and 6.11) showed that the values of PGP 2 and 
PGP 3 for the A&H cases were not consistent as some higher values were produced for 
attached cases than 0.4R which is fully separated.
Investigation Obstacle P G P l PGP 2 PGP 3
RUSHIL 3 0.11 (+0.14-0.21) 166(+206 -314) 340 (+423 -645)
Ross Steep 3.37 (+0.35 -2.10) 672 (+71 -418) 1008 (+106 -627)
A&H 0.4R 0.55 (+0.22 -0.49) 138 (+55 -121) 138 (+55 -121)
A&H 0.6S 0.42 (+0.11 -0.10) 845(+217-191) 566 (+145 -128)
RUSVAL 3 0.34 (+0.02 -0.17) 613 (+40 -304) 886 (+57 -439)
Table 6.4 Values of the 3 PGPs at the quoted separation locations for the 
indicated wind tunnel investigations
The values predicted for RUSHIL and RUSVAL differ significantly for all the PGPs 
(although the values remain within reasonable error bounds for PGP 1). As these two 
experiments were virtually identical, this may be taken to either indicate that the method 
is only applicable to hills and not valleys.
6.5 Which PGP produces the most consistent value at the measured re-attachment 
location?
The PGP values derived at the measured reattachment location are displayed in 
Figure 6.14 and Table 6.5.
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Figure 6.14 a) PGP 3 values at the measured reattaehment locations for the 
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Figure 6.14 shows that the shape of the trend produeed by the PGP values observed at the 
measured reattaehment locations is similar across the 5 separated flow cases. Table 6.5 
contains the PGP values observed at the measured reattaehment location. The values 
stated in parenthesis represent the spread of values observed within the measurement 
uneertainty range.
Investigation Obstacle P G P l PGP 2 PGP 3
RUSHIL 3 0.01 (+0.00 -0.06) 15 (+6 -86) 30 (+12 -102)
Ross Steep 0.43 (+0.95 -0.85) 86 (+188-170) 130(+282 -255)
A&H 0.4R -0.03 (+0.17-0.21) -9 (+40 -53) -9 (+43 -53)
A&H 0.6S -0.01 (+0.01 -0.01) -14 (+25 -14) -10 (+17-9)
RUSVAL 3 0.07 (+0.14-0.30) 130 (+259 -541) 188 (+374 -781)
Table 6.5 Values of the various PGPs at the measured reattaehment 
locations for the indicated wind tunnel investigations
As for the separation location, it may be concluded that PGP 1 would produce a relatively 
consistent value at the reattaehment point were the results from the Ross experiment 
removed from the analysis.
Despite the apparent good agreement from the data presented here, observation of 
Figures 6.1 - 6.3, 6.5 - 6.8 and 6.9 - 6.11 show that for the hill cases the PGP values have 
beeome relatively constant and returned to near zero values some distance upstream of 
the measured reattaehment location. This indicates that no significant changes occur in 
the WAsP pressure field at this point. Whether this is just the behaviour of the model or 
a true reflection of the flow at the reattaehment location is unclear from these results. 
However, due to this observation it must be coneluded that a straightforward observation 
of the PGP value will not provide an indication of the reattaehment point. Due to this 
conclusion an alternative method for predicting the reattaehment location is pursued in 
Section 6.6.
6.6 Investigating the relationship between maximum PGP value and the length of 
the separation bubble
This section investigates the relationship between the maximum PGP value produced on 
the leeward slope of a hill and the length of the occurring separation bubble. This 
appears physieally plausible if both these occurrences are regarded as reflecting the 
aptitude of a specific flow for separation due to the terrain. This assertion is tested in 
Figure 6.15, where the length of the separation bubble is plotted against the maximum 
PGP value generated for each of the wind tunnel cases.
Predicting the length of the separation bubble would provide a method of predicting the 
reattaehment point based on a predicted separation location. Clearly this would be 
subjeet to the separation point prediction which has been shown in Section 6.5, to 
currently be subject to large uncertainty, at best. However, if a relationship between 
these two properties can be established here this will support the argument that the
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proposed PGPs are a reflection of the physical behaviour of a separated flow and may 
still be used to develop a useable teehnique.
A good correlation between the maximum PGP produced on the leeward slope and the 
length of the separation bubble could also provide another method of defining the 
threshold value required for flow separation to occur. Were a well defined trend 
observed, the separation point would be indieated by the value of the intercept with the 
y-axis as this would signify the maximum PGP value for which the length of the 
separation bubble becomes non- zero.
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Figure 6.15 a) The length of measured separation bubble plotted against 
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values are for PGP 3
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From Figure 6.15, there is clearly no relationship between values of PGP 2 and PGP 3 
and the length of the measured separation bubble. In fact it may be suggested that there 
is a negative trend in the values, however due to the significant scatter no significance 
should be placed on this observation. PGP 1 values also do not exhibit a clear trend.
However, as mentioned in Sections 6.4 and 6.5, if the data from the Ross experiment 
(X/L = 0.5) is disregarded it may be argued that a trend is visible for PGP 1. It may even 
be suggested that this trend points to a y-intercept value somewhere between 0 and 0.5 
which is in general agreement with the value that is suggested as an indication of the 
separation location in Figure 6.13. However, it is difficult to place a large degree of 
significance on this observation.
6.7 Potential for predicting separation and reattachment locations over ‘real-world’ 
terrain using the proposed PGPs
Both PGP 2 and 3 produced lower values for the strongly separated A&H 0.4R case than 
for other attached flow cases in the same experiment. The 0.4R case features an 
increased surface roughness value, which is a property that is not considered within either 
PGP 2 or 3. As the surface roughness is known to be a significant variable in the 
occurrence of flow separation this is considered to cause their deviation from 
measurement.
Due to the inconsistency of the other two parameters, only PGP 1 has realistic potential 
for producing useable predictions of the location of separated flow regions. For all the 
considered experiments, higher values are produced for separated flows than attached 
flows. Promisingly all the values of PGP 1 observed at the measured separation 
locations, with the exception of the Ross case, lie within the measurement uncertainty 
bounds.
Prediction of the reattachment point using the PGP method and the WAsP model to 
predict the pressure field does not appear to be viable. There is no major change in the 
pressure field derived from WAsP output near to the reattachment point and so no 
method could pinpoint the location precisely. This conclusion is not unexpected as the 
potential flow assumptions within WAsP are invalid within the separated flow.
PGP 2 and PGP 3 showed no correlation with measurement when predicting the 
reattachment point using a relationship between the length of the separation bubble and 
the maximum PGP value. However, PGP 1 again appears to produce some kind of trend, 
provided the Ross data is ignored.
As has been repeatedly mentioned, removing consideration of the Ross dataset from the 
presented results would provide a promising picture for PGP 1. Both the prediction of 
the separation location and the length of the separation bubble would be within the 
measurement uncertainty bounds for all the included data. However no clear reason to 
disregard the Ross dataset has been found. It may be suggested that as the surface
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roughness in the Ross case is extremely high, a disproportionately high level of 
turbulence may be generated near to the ground which is delaying the onset of flow 
separation. However no evidence has been seen to support this speculation. As a result 
of this it is not considered that the data can be excluded. Consequently the uncertainty in 
the conclusions drawn here remains extremely high.
Although the results presented here do not provide a practically applicable method for the 
prediction of flow separation, it is considered that the fact that higher values of PGP 1 are 
produced for separated flows in all instances, and (with the exclusion of the Ross data) 
would produce predictions that lie within the measurement uncertainties, shows that the 
pressure gradient is closely linked with the occurrence of flow separation. This is 
considered to be strong evidence to support the continued development of the proposed 
technique using PGP 1.
Although with the presented validation data and the current methodology, the 
uncertainties remain too high to produce reliable predictions of the location of separation 
it may be suggested that a value of PGP 1 of between 0.2 and 0.3 may be taken to 
indicate that separation will occur on the lee slope of a hill
In order to reduce the current uncertainty and produce clearer conclusions the application 
of additional experimental data is required. However data that is suitable for application 
to this particular flow scenario is not easily available [43].
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7 PGP COMPARED TO FIELD DATA
In order to illustrate that the PGP approach to predicting flow separation could be used 
for real terrain, and to observe the values produced, the methodology has been applied to 
the major field studies at Askervein Hill and Sirhowy Valley (see Section 4.2). Due to 
the approach currently being limited to two-dimensions some consideration of how the 
map data is used is required. The method used to do this is outlined in Section 7.1.
For clarity and because PGP 1 is the only PGP to have the potential to provide practically 
applicable predictions (see Section 6.7), only values of PGP 1 are displayed in this 
section.
When using data measured over real terrain, no scaling process is required so it is of 
interest to see whether the values of PGP 1 derived at the measured separation and 
reattachment points show any agreement between the two datasets.
7.1 Applying the PGP method to real data
In order to produce a valid two dimensional WAsP run a two-dimensional map is 
required. So a strip of terrain, over the required location is extracted from the original 
map data and then expanded so that it represents a ribbon of two dimensional terrain. 
Provided the map represents the terrain in a direction that is equal to the centre of a 
direction sector, this map can then be entered into WAsP. A wind regime representing 
the flow travelling in the specified direction sector (and no other) is then applied and the 
computation is carried out. This process is illustrated in Figure 7.1.
C onvert to
D is iia l W " '  »  w a s P
terrain data ^ * .m ap format
Define the location o f the Extract the 2D terrain data
required terrain data ^ ^^rram slice
Figure 7.1 Schematic showing the process followed to extract a terrain slice 
from a site map
The modelling results are extracted from the centre of the two-dimensional map so that 
edge effects propagating from the ‘sides’ of the map are cancelled out and so the WAsP 
results can be described as a two-dimensional.
For practical reasons the wind regime at the inlet location (the upwind end of the 2D 
map) will not be known in most situations because no measurement mast was positioned 
there. It has been shown that the speed-up, and hence PGP, values are not dependent 
upon the input conditions (see Section 5.3.2) so within the calculation shown here, a wind 
speed of 8ms'^ has been applied at 80m above ground level at the inlet location. It is 
considered that this will produce values of the PGP that will represent the reality of the 
situation to an acceptable level.
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Clearly a two-dimensional modelling approach has limitations in real terrain when 
compared to full three-dimensional modelling. However, simulations based on this 
technique are considered to provide rough indications of the behaviour of the wind flow 
over the considered real terrain for the direction considered.
7.2 Askervein
The velocity, streamfunction and pressure fields derived over the Askervein hill are 
shown in Figures 7.2 - 7.4.
\ï»ttîdcUiO
Figure 7.2 The velocity field over the Askervein hill as predicted by WAsP
Figure 7.3
X  (m j frw ii d i^ n u in  c d ec
Contours of streamfunetion (streamlines) over the Askervein hill 
derived from WAsP output data
Figure 7.4
X  inca^ufisi f r ta n  14m t i d  d tm u tn  <dge
The pressure field over the Askervein hill derived from WAsP 
output data
-25rPa
Figures 7.2 - 7.4 exhibit the features that would be expected from a WAsP modelling run. 
The streamlines in Figure 7.3 lie parallel to the terrain surface due to the inviscid and 
irrotational flow within WAsP. The pressure field shows the lowest values near to the 
terrain surface at the peaks of hills. This gives a strong indication that the method used to 
derive the pressure data from WAsP output is qualitatively correct.
Values of PGP 1 were then derived along the modelling domain as can be seen in Figure 
7.5. Only the leeward slope of the Askervein hill is shown in Figure 7.5 as this is the 
region where flow separation, although marginal and unsteady in this case, is known to 
occur and is therefore of particular interest.
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Figure 7.5 Values of PGP 1 derived for the leeward slope of the Askervein hill
As the flow separation on the lee slope of Askervein is intermittent no definition of the 
measured separation and reattachment locations is made in the literature. However, it is 
clear that the maximum value of PGP 1 is observed in the lee of the hill in the general 
area that the separation would be expected to occur. This result is observed despite the 
significant limitation of assuming the terrain to be two-dimensional.
From observation of Figure 7.5, it can be seen that relatively large variations in the PGP 
value are caused by relatively small variations in the terrain. Although this could be seen 
as a concern as small features such as this could result in flow separation being predicted 
when it does not occur it may also be considered that this sensitivity is promising for the 
success of the technique. It is possible that relatively small variations in the terrain could 
trigger flow separation if the terrain surrounding it was of sufficient steepness and 
therefore it would be hoped that the PGP value for this small feature would reach the 
defined threshold value and so the model would also indicate that flow separation had 
occurred. As the flow over Askervein does not feature time averaged flow separation and 
the small terrain features, although causing an increase in the PGP value, do not feature 
the maximum PGP value seen on the lee slope of the hill.
If a PGP 1 value between 0.2 and 0.3 were taken to indicate the onset of flow separation, 
as was tentatively suggested in Section 6.7, then Figure 7.5 does not indicate that flow 
separation would be observed in the lee of Askervein.
7.3 Sirhowy Valley
The velocity, streamfunction and pressure fields derived for winds travelling from left to 
right over the Sirhowy valley are shown in Figures 7.6 - 7.8.
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Figure 7.6 The velocity field over the Sirhowy valley as predicted by WAsP
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Figure 7.7 Contours of stream function (streamlines) over the Sirhowy valley 
derived from WAsP output data
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Figure 7.8 The pressure field over the Sirhowy valley derived from WAsP 
output data
As for the Askervein case, the WAsP output in Figures 7.6 to 7.8 is as expected and 
exhibits all the necessary features to build confidence that the methodology has been 
correctly employed.
The values of PGP 1 produced for the Sirhowy Valley are shown in Figure 7.9. The 
green series defines the terrain surfaee for the same x-location as the PGP value.
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Figure 7.9 Values of PGP 1 derived for the Sirhowy valley
As explained in Seetion 4.2.2, the definition of the separation and reattachment locations 
for the Sirhowy Valley are subject to high uncertainty. From observation of the diagrams 
in Mason and King [38], and at the actual site, it is asserted that the mast was situated at 
X = 9400m. This implies that the flow separates at X = 9645m and reattaches at X = 
10423m (based on the values stated in Table 4.9). These are the locations indicated in 
Figure 7.9. Although consistent with the literature this definition of the separation 
location is further downstream of the valley peak than may be reasonably expected.
The maximum value of PGP 1 produced here is lower than the 0.2 to 0.3 that was 
suggested may indicate the onset of flow separation (see Seetion 6.7). However the 
location of this peak value is in general agreement with the measured separation location.
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A region identified by a large and rapid variation in the value of PGP 1 is observed near 
to the measured reattachment location in Figure 7.9. It is considered that this region is 
due to WAsP predicting low wind speeds in this area and so small variations are 
significant when compared to the absolute value. As a result it is considered that this 
does not provide any indication that PGP 1 may be able to predict the reattachment 
location, only that WAsP predicts low wind speeds in the base of the valley.
The measurements indicate that the flow separation is intermittent over Askervein but is 
complete for the Sirhowy Valley. So despite the values produce over real terrain being 
generally lower than those see for the wind tunnel investigations, it is encouraging to note 
that the maximum PGP 1 value at Sirhowy Valley, 0.18 is greater than the maximum of
0.11 predicted for Askervein.
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8 DISCUSSION
A method for predicting the separation and reattachment points in a flow over steep 
terrain has been proposed and tested against wind tunnel and fleld data. It was initially 
hoped that this method could be used to develop a terrain modification method that would 
enable current modelling techniques, specifically WAsP, to better replicate measurements 
when making wind speed predictions near to flow separation. Unfortunately the quality 
of the results produced and the amount of suitable validation data have not rendered this 
possible.
The proposed pressure gradient based methodology was considered to be a promising line 
of investigation because the pressure gradient is the dominant physical process in causing 
flow separation (see Section 2) and the parameters proposed were robustly derived from 
the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (see Section 3), though with some 
implicit assumptions.
PGP 2 and PGP 3 were mainly consistent within each investigation but produced poor 
results for the 0.4R case of A&H investigation (see Figures 6.7 and 6.11). This 
inconsistency is thought to be due to the lack of consideration of the surface roughness 
within PGP 2 and PGP 3. This lack of consistency meant that these parameters cannot be 
used to successfully predict the location of separated flow regions.
PGP 1 produced higher values for greater flow separation vHthin for all the considered 
wind tunnel experiments. The non-dimensionalising length-scales in PGP 1 relate to 
properties in the inner layer of the flow, where flow separation first occurs. The 
consistency of PGP 1 provides confidence that the pressure gradient approach has some 
merit.
The PGP 1 values produeed for the Ross dataset were markedly different from the others 
for which the values fell within the measurement uncertainties. No robust reasoning for 
eliminating the Ross data from the investigation was found, however without them the 
results look promising. With the exception of this one dataset, consideration of wind 
tunnel data suggested that flow separation is related to PGPI exceeding some threshold 
value between 0.2 and 0.3.
As a means of demonstrating that the proposed methodology can be applied to real 
terrain, comparison was made with data from the field studies at Askervein hill and the 
Sirhowy valley (see Section 7). The threshold value tentatively proposed from the earlier 
wind tunnel validation, was higher than the values produced for both field studies, despite 
separation occurring to some extent in both cases. However, the results did show that the 
maximum PGP 1 value occurred on the leeward slope of the hills and that high values are 
not produced elsewhere.
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8.1 Potential for a PGP to produce accurate predictions
Based on the analysis presented here, the currently proposed methodology of using 
PGP 1 to predict the location of flow separation from WAsP output shows some promise 
but is subject to prohibitively high uncertainty. A number of sources of uncertainty are 
present in the methodology which are listed here and discussed in more detail below:
• WAsP wind speed predictions differ considerably from measurement in proximity 
to regions of flow separation.
• The PGP may not be taking account of a further physical parameter that is a 
variable in predicting the onset of flow separation.
• The definition of the surface friction velocity
• Reynolds number scaling issues
• Insufficient validation data
WAsP predictions near to regions of flow separation are known to differ considerably 
from measurement, which is a key driver for this investigation. However the modelling 
theory is valid up to the point where the hill is steep enough for flow separation to occur. 
Due to this it is not unreasonable to expect that WAsP will produce a consistent PGP 
value at the separation point. It is not surprising that the methodology is unable to predict 
the reattachment location as the modelling assumptions become invalid a significant 
distance upstream of this point. Although the uncertainty due to WAsP is a significant 
factor within the proposed method, flow modelling remains an essential part of this 
technique. Further work, may be done to investigate the uncertainty by applying the 
proposed methodology to data output by another computational model. However all flow 
models are subject to some uncertainties and WAsP is a sensible choice for this 
investigation as it currently represents the wind industry standard tool for this purpose.
Although it is a possibility that a further physical parameter has been overlooked in the 
derivation of PGP 1 this appears to be unlikely. Both PGP 2 and PGP 3 did not contain a 
zo term and hence produced inconsistent results when looking at the A&H investigation. 
It is considered that a clear inconsistency similar to this would be seen in the values of 
PGP 1 if a further flow parameter had been overlooked.
In the current analysis, the surface friction velocity used in the PGPs is defined as the 
upwind value which remains constant throughout the modelling domain. For the wind 
tunnel investigations this value is quoted in the original papers. This is a sensible 
definition in that the roughness in the upwind flow does define (along with u*) the 
upwind velocity profile. However in reality the value of this parameter changes 
significantly as the flow travels over the terrain and therefore this definition is a 
significant approximation and may introduce a uncertainty into the predictions.
When comparing WAsP output with wind tunnel data it is assumed that the scaling 
process (see Section 5.3) is valid. Best practice has been followed in carrying out this 
scaling process and it is asserted in each of the experiments that the flow is Reynolds 
number independent across the wind speed range seen here. However there may be
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inconsistencies between the turbulent structures found in the wind tunnel flows when 
compared with the real-scale WAsP simulations. Turbulence is not modelled by WAsP 
and so this aspect of the flow cannot be studied, but further work may produce a better 
understanding of why agreement cannot be found across all the wind tunnel experiments.
It is thought that the most significant uncertainty in the current analysis is the lack of 
sufficient validation data. The addition of more flow scenarios would allow the trends 
that appear to be emerging here to be confirmed and the uncertainty reduced. However 
there is an extremely limited number of datasets that are sufficiently detailed and readily 
available for inclusion in this type of study [43]. Further work could be done to source 
any further datasets and compare them to the predictions of the proposed technique.
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8.3 Further work
All the computational work carried out here has been based on the WAsP software. 
Investigation of applying the theories presented here to another computational package 
may shed further light on the problem. However it is thought that using an alternative 
package will provide most value by selecting one that can model the flow at wind tunnel 
and real scales. This will allow the turbulent structures in these flows to be examined and 
so the comparison can be assessed and perhaps a more complex scaling process may be 
designed.
In order to investigate the effect of applying the upwind value of the surface ftiction 
velocity a method of calculating the local value as part of the PGP should be developed. 
It is thought that this will lead to closer agreement with measurement.
Due to the problems with the validation in comparison with the wind tunnel data, it may 
be possible to build up a large enough database of field studies, featuring both attached 
and separated flows, for the ideas described here to be tested and validated entirely on 
full scale data. This approach would remove the need for any kind of scaling process, 
however the currently available field data is not thought to be sufficient for this purpose 
due to the limited number of datasets and the varying quality of the measurements [14]. 
However, a good correlation between the PGP values and measurements even for a small 
number of cases may enable some further progression.
As has already been asserted in the work presented here, once a method of predicting the 
separation and reattachment points has been developed the method could be applied to a 
terrain modification method. It is considered that this would allow more accurate wind 
flow predictions when using WAsP alone in complex terrain [44].
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1 INTRODUCTION
This review aims to provide the reader with a good knowledge of the motivation for this 
study, the issues that are involved and the current commercial climate.
The advances in wind power generation and the consequent growth of the wind energy 
industry over the last two decades have created a need to accurately predict the 
profitability and impacts of wind power developments. The industry is considered 
mature by most financial institutions, with the risks of wind farm investment well 
understood. However, there is a constant drive to reduce these risks as the industry 
continues to grow. Without this it may be difficult to sustain the growth of capital 
investment. Without serious investment, the industry cannot continue to develop and 
produce the economies of scale required to provide a practical alternative to conventional 
energy generation methods.
The potential profitability of a proposed wind farm site is a function of the wind resource 
at the site, turbine performance, the location of the turbines, the electrical grid system and 
various social factors such as the regulatory framework and local land prices. This work 
is concerned with assessing the wind resource for sites situated in complex terrain to 
higher degree of accuracy.
Further background to the wind resource assessment process is included in Section 2 
including some attempts from the wind industry to validate the technique and define the 
level of uncertainty contained in the final energy production predictions.
Computational wind flow models perform a significant part of the resource assessment 
methodology (see Section 2.3). These models are used to predict the wind speed at a 
specific point, which can then be used to predict energy yield. The wind speed prediction 
is made by extrapolating measured wind data from one location to another, taking into 
account the effect of terrain and surface roughness on the atmospheric boundary layer 
(see Section 3) at each location. The accuracy of wind, terrain and surface roughness 
data provided to the model are essential as these are the inputs to the computational 
models (see Section 2.3.1).
Wind farm developers aim to use the most cost-effective sites. This means finding the 
windiest sites available for practical development (see Sections 2.1 and 2.2). As a result, 
wind farms are often placed at high elevations where wind speeds are generally higher. 
However, these locations are often surrounded by complex terrain such as steep slopes, 
narrow passes, forestry and other surface roughness variations that complicate the 
modelling process. Currently, wind flow models are subject to greatly increased 
uncertainties in areas of complex terrain which reduces the reliability of energy 
predictions.
Wind flow modelling development has progressed via two distinct approaches; the 
analytical, which approximates the turbulent terms in the Navier-Stokes equations, and 
the numerical, which produces a flow field by iteratively solving the Navier-Stokes
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equations within discrete volumes that represent the whole flow domain. Section 4 looks 
at the development of these two modelling strands and compares their relative merits. 
The currently accepted industry standard method is an analytical method. Although 
recent advances in computational power have enabled numerical methods to become 
viable alternatives they have not yet been proved to produce reliable benefits as discussed 
in Section 5.
Flow separation is a phenomenon that occurs regularly in regions of complex terrain. It 
is caused by the strong adverse pressure gradient that occurs near to steep slopes and is 
currently extremely poorly computationally modelled in the atmospheric boundary layer. 
Consequently it has been identified as a major cause of modelling uncertainty that could 
be reduced. Section 6 looks at various physical parameters that have been used to predict 
flow separation in the past and in some different applications. Many of the scenarios 
considered are not directly comparable with atmospheric flow over hills; however it is 
considered that the knowledge gained from these studies may be beneficial when solving 
the problem considered here.
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2 WIND RESOURCE ASSESSMENT
2.1 Motivation
Although generating electrical energy from the wind comes with the advantage of free 
fuel and zero carbon emissions, difficulties arise in the practical application of the 
technology due to the spatial and temporal variability of the resource.
The amount of revenue generated by a wind farm is heavily dependent on the wind speed 
at the turbine locations. Generally, a higher wind speed means more electricity is 
generated which is sold to the grid. Much of the financial significance of the wind speed 
results from the fact that the capital costs for a low wind speed project are generally no 
less than for a high wind speed site. Consequently the financing of a proposed project is 
reliant on the wind resource at the site and the accuracy with which it can be predicted
before the project is constructed. Table 2.1 illustrates just how significant an effect
changes to the wind speed at a site can be for the amount of revenue generated by a 
project.
Long term 
mean wind 
speed 
(ms'^)
Energy
production of a 
lOMW wind 
farm
(MWh/annum)^
Energy 
production 
(normalised to 
6ms'^ site)
(%)
Capital cost 
(normalised to 
6ms'^ site)
(%)
5 11 150 63 100
6 17 714 100 100
7 24 534 138 102
8 30 972 175 105
9 36 656 207 110
10 41 386 234 120
Note 1: Assumes typical turbine performance, air density o f 1.225 kgm", total losses o f 12% and Raleigh 
wind speed distribution 
Data displayed in the table is taken from Wind power: the facts, volume 1 [1]
Table 2.1 Sensitivity of wind farm energy production to wind speed
Before a site is developed the long-term mean wind speed at that location is unknown. It 
must be predicted by carrying out a wind resource assessment (see Section 2.3). Due to 
the sensitivity of the economics of a wind power development to the wind speed at the 
site (see TaWe 2.1), uncertainty in the wind speed prediction translates to financial 
uncertainty. Projects are often financed based on a ‘P90’ value of energy production. 
This represents a level of energy that it is thought there is a 90% chance that the wind 
farm will generate, i.e. there is a 10% chance that less energy than predicted will be 
generated. So any increase in the certainty of the wind speed prediction is beneficial to 
the project developer [2]. Small improvements may make the difference between a 
project securing finance or not.
Garrad Hassan and Partners Ltd. produced a validation of their wind resource assessment 
technique in 2004 which compared predictions of energy production made prior to the
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construction of 101 wind farms with the meter readings made during the life of the wind 
farm [3]. It was found that on average the annual production was equal to 97% of the 
central estimate. This shows that the production of a wind farm can be usefully predicted 
prior to construction. Studies of this kind are rare due to the amount of data required for 
the analysis (both before and after construction), and the fact that much of this data is 
commercially sensitive.
A similar study investigating the perceived problem of the over-prediction of wind farm 
production in North America also compared pre-construction estimates with metered 
energy yield [4]. This study confirmed that for the sites considered, which were all 
situated in North America, wind speed estimates made prior to construction were indeed 
producing a general upward bias when compared with the actual production data. A 
number of reasons for this deviation are suggested; “met tower exposure, instrument 
location, data manipulation methods, long-term adjustments, topographic effects and 
technical loss assumptions”. Further discussion talks of over-reliance or mis-application 
of the wind flow models and basing them on poorly measured or considered wind data.
Wind flow modelling is an essential part of the wind resource assessment methodology 
that makes a significant contribution to the uncertainty of the final wind speed estimate. 
However it should not be assumed that improving the modelling accuracy will enable the 
uncertainty to be eliminated as there are a number of other sources; it should however, 
significantly reduce the uncertainty on an analysis and correspondingly increase the P90 
used to finance a wind farm.
It is clear from the discussion above that a wind resource assessment is an essential step 
when developing a wind farm. Any tool or methodology to reduce the uncertainty in the 
resource assessment process will also increase the attractiveness of wind power 
investments and be beneficial to Garrad Hassan and Partners Ltd.
2.2 W hy Complex Terrain?
Complex terrain produces high spatial wind speed variations and high levels of 
turbulence intensity which result in large uncertainties in wind speed estimates and cause 
greatly increased loading on the wind turbine structures. This increases the risk of the 
turbines failing to produce the required revenues and even collapsing. However, high 
wind speeds are experienced at high altitude and near to the peaks of hills where many 
complex terrain sites are found. Despite the need for stronger, more expensive turbines 
to be installed in these more aggressive conditions, this tends to result in cheaper 
electricity when compared with electricity generated from the wind in more simple 
terrain, as shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 The relative costs of wind generated energy from different 
geographical settings. (Data taken from GH training presentation [5])
High wind speed sites are extremely attractive to wind farm developers but those in 
simple terrain are also in limited supply. Additionally, as the relative cost of generating 
electricity from wind power is falling, more sites become eeonomically viable to develop. 
Coupled with improvements in turbine technology complex terrain sites are becoming 
increasingly attractive.
Reducing the wind flow modelling uncertainties contributes to this move to constructing 
wind farms in more complex terrain by increasing the certainty that can be placed on the 
financial estimates. This in turn increases the number of potential sites for wind power 
development which is a major factor in governmental plan to reduce carbon emissions
2.3 Producing a wind resource assessment
This section provides an overview of the wind resource assessment technique, 
concentrating mainly on the areas that are directly relevant to the work carried out here. 
Further information can be gained from the references.
2.3.1 Wind Speed measurement
The process of carrying out a wind resource assessment begins with making on-site wind 
speed measurements. As highlighted by Jones and Randall [4] these measurements are 
often not made to a satisfactory standard resulting in poor quality inputs to the modelling 
process. Well recorded data is required to produce valid modelling predictions.
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Due to the natural variability of wind flow [6], uncertainty arises because measurements 
must be made over a finite time period and at a limited number of locations. Therefore, 
an absolute ideal measurement regime for defining the long-term wind speed for a 
proposed wind farm would monitor the wind speed at each proposed turbine location for 
a significant time period.
Clearly, a project can not produce revenue until it is constructed, so when designing a 
measurement regime there must be a compromise between improving the accuracy of the 
wind speed prediction and minimising the period of time before the project can be 
constructed. In order to increase the practicality of this situation a number of techniques 
are applied in the later stages of the resource assessment to minimise the number of 
measurements required and the length of the measurement period but still provide an 
estimate that falls within an acceptable level of uncertainty.
On-site wind speed measurements tend to be made using simple cup anemometers and 
wind vanes mounted on masts. Other measurement techniques are in the process of 
development (see Section 2.3.1.1, below) and are beginning to be used more in 
commercial projects. Data produced by these instruments has not been used in this work 
as it is still subject to significant uncertainty and does not represent the industry standard.
The apparatus used to attach the wind vanes and anemometers to the mast can have a 
significant effect on the reliability of the data they produce [7]. An anemometer installed 
a small distance above the end of a tower may over-predict the actual wind speed [8] 
whilst one installed in the lee of the tower may produce low readings. Standardised 
recommendations for these mountings are included in Annex G of TEC Standard 61400- 
12-1 [9]. Once the measurement equipment is installed it should not be tampered with as 
adjusting the position may change the way in which the wind affects the instrument and 
so produce an inconsistent dataset.
The positioning of the measurement masts is an important consideration. In order to 
reduce the reliance on the modelling tool used to extrapolate the measured data to the 
proposed turbine sites, measurement locations should be representative of as much of the 
rest of the site as possible and clear of any complex flow features (unless turbines are 
proposed to be built near to these complex flow features). Proximity to proposed turbine 
locations helps to minimise uncertainty as it reduces the distance over which the 
computational model is required to extrapolate. Measurements made at different heights 
at a single location are beneficial as they give an indication of the wind speed variation 
with height (wind shear).
Measured wind speed data must be considered very carefully before it can be used for 
further analysis. Any periods where the data may not have been measured correctly must 
be identified so they do not bias the final long-term wind speed prediction. Periods of 
data must be removed for any period where the instruments are shielded from the wind 
flow, are not able to function as they are supposed to or have been altered in any way. 
These conditions may occur for a wide variety of reasons but icing, lightning strikes, 
vandalism and instrument malfunction are common.
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Provided that all periods of ‘bad’ data are removed and the wind has been measured over 
a sufficiently long period of time, the dataset can be assumed to represent the long-term 
wind speed at the specific measurement location with a certain level of uncertainty 
associated.
2.3.1.1 SODAR and LIDAR
SODAR rSOund Detection And Ranging) and LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) 
are wind speed measurement instruments that have been developed relatively recently 
and are in the process of being introduced to the commercial marketplace. Both methods 
work by measuring the horizontal deviation of a signal that has been sent up from the 
instrument and then reflected back again. SODAR uses a sonic signal and LIDAR uses a 
laser. Some practical benefit may be gained from using one of these instruments as they 
remove the need for large and expensive masts and are easily portable. However the 
requirement for consistent long-term data sets at a proposed site limits these benefits 
considerably.
Studies have shown that SODAR can produce readings of comparable accuracy to cup 
anemometers [10-12], however it is acknowledged that significant calibration must be 
carried out and there are a number of factors that can cause significant errors in the 
measurements produced. SODAR in particular is susceptible to errors caused by high 
levels of background noise and rainfall [13]. Close proximity to trees also appears to 
cause increased uncertainty [11]. LIDAR should be less affected by this type of problem 
and shows promise for producing reliable results [14], but to date these instruments are 
significantly more expensive.
Currently great care must be taken when attempting to make use of data measured by 
SODAR [15] or LIDAR. Ultimately, the power curves (see Section 2.3.3) used in wind 
farm analyses are derived using cup anemometers and the implementation of different 
measurement technique to measure the wind speed must be well understood before it can 
be used fully. It is recommended that an instrument should be calibrated at every new 
site it is placed at by positioning it near to an already existing site mast [16]. Once this 
has been done the instrument may be placed in a new location where it is thought that a 
computational model may produce large uncertainties. In this way these new instruments 
may be used to reduce the uncertainty on the final wind speed predictions or at least 
increase confidence in modelling results.
As this information is relatively new, the instruments remain extremely expensive and the 
readings are still not fully understood, no data from them has been included in this work. 
It is important that developments of these two similar technologies is monitored as it may 
be able to provide useful data at some time in the near future [17].
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2.3.2 Wind flow modelling
Computational flow models are used to extrapolate measured data from the mast location 
to the proposed turbine sites to produce a representation of the wind speed that will be 
experienced there. This process is based on consideration of the local terrain, wind 
regime, and the behaviour of the ABL. Wind speed predictions can be output at any 
location making it possible to predict the energy production of a turbine were it to be 
placed anywhere on the map.
The ability of these models is limited by the accuracy of the input data. They are also 
subject to uncertainties due to their approximation of the turbulent structures contained in 
wind flows.
To date, linearised analytical models (see Section 4.1), such as WAsP [18-20], have been 
used for wind resource assessment as they are able to produce computationally efficient 
wind speed predictions in regions of relatively flat terrain. Unfortunately the 
assumptions within these models prevent them from predicting complex turbulent flows. 
In particular, greatly increased uncertainty is observed for areas near to steep slopes and 
forestry.
Recent advances in computational power have enabled numerical models (see Section 
4.2) that apply a CFD type technique to be applied to wind farm sites. This technique is 
commonly applied within the aeronautics and automobile industries for more controlled 
situations such as wing aerodynamics. In theory these models represent a significant 
advance in modelling technology but there are many issues surrounding the methodology 
and to date there has not been sufficiently validation for wide-spread use in financial 
decision making.
The work presented in this portfolio concentrates on improving knowledge of the wind 
flow modelling aspect of the wind resource assessment. Increasing certainty in this 
aspect of the resource assessment has the potential to make significant improvements in 
the agreement between estimates and actual energy production which will enable more 
attractive financial models to be produced for wind farm developments.
2.3.3 Producing predictions of energy yield from wind speed data
Outputs from the wind flow models provide an analyst with wind speed predictions for 
the proposed turbine locations. In order to convert this into a prediction of energy 
production of a turbine installed at the considered location, the wind speed must be 
related to the power curve of the turbine. This power curve is produced by the turbine 
manufacturer and is often a measured function that describes the power output of the 
turbine over a range of wind speeds.
Once the wind speed predicted for the turbine location has been converted into energy 
production an analyst can quantify the amount of energy a turbine at that location would 
produce. This prediction is subject to uncertainty arising from the accuracy of the wind
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measurements, the assumption that the measurements represent the long-term, the 
accuracy of the flow modelling and the consideration of the turbine wakes, the accuracy 
of the local sub-station meter and the variability of future annual wind speeds at the site. 
There are further uncertainties that occur during the operation of the wind farm:
The compliance with the power curve used in the analysis 
Turbine availability 
Electrical losses 
High-wind hysteresis 
Icing and blade degradation 
Substation maintenance 
Utility downtime [21]
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3 THE ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER
An overview of the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) is required in order to 
understand the environment that the computational wind flow models applied to wind 
resource assessment are attempting to simulate. This also aids understanding of the 
uncertainty associated with the predictions from each model as processes that may not be 
considered by the model can be identified. Further consideration of these processes may 
then be accounted for after the modelling is complete.
Boundary layers develop in all fluid flows in the region near to a solid surface. The non­
slip condition (the fluid immediately adjacent to the wall remains stationary) results in 
the extraction of momentum from the flow which is diffused towards the wall by the 
viscosity of the fluid. This process results in the formation of a layer close to the wall 
which is described as a boundary layer.
The simplest example of a boundary layer is flow over a smooth flat plate. In this 
situation the boundary layer will increase its thickness indefinitely but will reach 
equilibrium within itself such that the only time variation is due to turbulence and the 
flow speed can be described simply as a function of distance from the surface of the plate 
(see Section 2.1.1). Work looking at various aspects of this situation has resulted in a 
number of the laws some of which are applied during this investigation. Although much 
is known about the flat plate scenario it differs greatly from the ABL which is heavily 
influenced by thermal effects, the variation of the Earth’s surface (topography and 
surface roughness) and to some extent the Coriolis force.
3.1 ABL structure
The ABL is the lowest layer of the Earths atmosphere. Most human activity, including 
wind power development, takes place in the boundary layer.
The thickness of the ABL varies due to a number of factors. During the arctic winter this 
may reduce to as little as 50m but near the equator it may near its theoretical limit of 2km 
[1]. At the equator there is no theoretical limit to the ABL thickness. The region above 
the ABL is known as the free atmosphere because the frictional forces due to the surface 
are negligible.
Within the ABL a couple of further layers can be observed, as seen in Figure 3.1. The 
surface layer, 50-100m deep has approximately constant shear stress due to the 
equilibrium between the generation and dissipation of turbulence that exists there. Often 
called the Ekman layer, the remaining height of the boundary layer features varying shear 
stress, but the flow is still influenced by surface friction and the temperature gradient.
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Figure 3.1 Structure of the atmospheric boundary layer
Many experiments in the 1950’s and 60’s explored the relationship between the mean 
wind speed and the height above the ground [22]. The general aim of this work was to 
produce laws describing the wind speed profile that could be generally applied.
3.1.1 The Power Law
Although the power law is still sometimes applied, the log. law (see Section 2.1.2) is 
accepted as a better representation of the neutrally stable ABL for the height range 
relevant to wind power applications.
The development of the power law occurred in investigations with more general 
meteorological applications in mind [23] and so is more useful for approximating wind 
speeds across the full thickness of the ABL. The log. law is more applicable within the 
Ekman layer but is less accurate for greater heights, above those that affect the behaviour 
of wind turbines [24].
3.1.2 The Log. Law
The log law is derived from the Taw of the wall’ that describes the surface layer. This 
expression has long been regarded as a priori knowledge within in the field of turbulence 
modelling. It describes the wind speed at a set height above a flat surface.
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vju^ = A([z-d]lzQ) (1)
A is an arbitrary function, zq, the surface roughness length is an important property of 
the surface that affects the speed of flow and controls the surface friction velocity, u*. 
The height of the zero-plane displacement height is denoted by d.
In practice zo is generally smaller than the actual height of the roughness elements. 
Kaimal and Finnigan assert that for ‘sand grain roughness’ the roughness length is 
commonly assumed to represent one thirtieth of the height of the roughness elements 
[25].
The outer region of the boundary layer (Ekman layer) is less affected by the surface 
conditions and has the gradient, or geostrophic, wind speed, Vg, as an upper boundary 
condition. It is described by an expression known as the ‘velocity defect’ law (equation 
2).
4* = 5([z-J]/Z g) (2)
Here B is another arbitrary function. So, considering the boundary layer as one produces 
equation 3 that features the new arbitrary function, C.
V j u , = c { z j z „ )  (3)
The character of the boundary layer does not change instantly from that described by the 
‘law-of-the-walT to the ‘velocity defect’ law. There is instead a slow and gradual change 
with height. In this ‘overlap’ region both laws can be applied simultaneously, so the 
function B can be solved in terms of A and C. This produces an expression that can only 
be solved by making all three functions. A, B and C logarithmic, producing equation 4.
V/w* cc ln([z -  <^ ]/zq ) (4)
The reciprocal of the constant of proportionality was found empirically to be Von 
Karman’s constant. This is generally agreed to have a value of 0.40. With this constant 
in place the log-law is now complete as shown in equation 5 [26].
f ' = “/^ ln ([z-c^]/z„) (5)
It should be remembered that the log law describes the lowest portion of the boundary 
layer in a neutrally stable atmosphere. Therefore divergence from these conditions will 
introduce some further uncertainty into the wind speed profile.
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3.1.3 Thermal structure of the ABL
The thermal structure of the ABL varies both diumally and annually and is also affected 
by synoptic events. As a result the thermal structure cannot be described simply. Within 
computational models it is described in terms of atmospheric stability. The atmosphere 
can be described, to varying degrees, as stable, neutral or unstable.
The stability of the atmosphere describes the amount of vertical mixing that occurs, and 
so has an effect on the wind speed. Atmospheric stability at a specific time and location is 
a defined by comparison of the local lapse rate and the adiabatic lapse rate. The adiabatic 
lapse rate is defined as the rate at which the temperature of a parcel of air changes as it 
changes with height, provided that no energy is lost or gained by the parcel. This rate 
differs for ‘dry’ and ‘saturated’ air. The dry adiabatic lapse rate is approximately 
constant.
If the lapse rate at a specific location is greater than the adiabatic lapse rate then the air 
will mix vertically and so the atmosphere is unstable. When the two lapse rates are 
approximately similar the atmosphere is said to be neutrally stable.
When considering wind flow modelling for wind power applications, high wind regions 
are considered as these are the attractive sites for development. High wind speeds mean 
that the horizontal component of the motion far outweighs the vertical. Therefore vertical 
movements of the air are less significant and the atmosphere approximates neutrally 
stable conditions.
A wind resource assessment aims to produce an estimate of the long-term wind speed, so 
the flow model should represent a seasonally unbiased average of the atmospheric 
conditions observed at the site. Therefore a site that experiences a mixture of stable and 
unstable conditions will be best represented by neutrally stable modelling.
Due to these two considerations, neutral stability has been assumed for all the work 
presented here. It is understood that this will introduce uncertainty for sites where 
stability effects have a large effect, such as steep coastal regions or mountain ranges, 
however this is generally considered to be of secondary importance when looking into the 
problem of predicting wind speeds in complex terrain.
3.2 Coriolis force
The Coriolis force is perceived by any body that is moving on or above the surface of a 
rotating object. The force acts in the direction perpendicular to the motion of the body 
across the rotating body and its magnitude is proportional to the distance from the axis of 
rotation.
The force applies to the wind as it moves around the earth, where the magnitude of the 
Coriolis force can be calculated using equations 6.
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=  T U cosm cp (6)
Where Fc is the Coriolis force
U is the wind speed at the location in question 
CO is the angular velocity of the earth 
(p is the latitude
Therefore an object, or in the context of this work a packet of air, moving northwards in 
the northern hemisphere will be deflected towards the east as shown in Figure 3.2. The 
minimum Coriolis force will be felt by an object that is lying on the equator.
Direction o f  
rotation
Axis o f  Rotation 
e.g. North Pole
Coriolis
Force
Direction o f motion
Air packet
Rotating
body
Figure 3.2 The Coriolis force acting on an air packet travelling northwards in 
the northern hemisphere
The Coriolis force is considered in computational models but is not explicitly referred to 
in this investigation as its effect is well understood. It is ensured that the Coriolis force is 
zero when comparing computational predictions to wind tunnel measurements.
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4 WIND FLOW MODEL DEVELOPMENT
4.1 ESDU
The ESDU methodology for predicting the effect of terrain on the wind speed is 
presented in data sheet 91043 [27]. It was developed to provide simple expressions for 
predicting the speed-up factor over various terrain features. All the displayed expressions 
can be calculated by hand, providing a more practical method of calculating the effect of
terrain on the wind speed than using the computational alternatives, whose application
was considerably less practical at the time this methodology was published than today.
The provided expressions for the local speed-up factor are derived from consideration of 
results produced by computational techniques and calibration against field and wind 
tunnel data. The main computational technique used for comparison is the numerical 
model developed by Deaves [28]. The agreement this model produced with measurement 
was felt to be good, however the main reason given for this choice of model is that it is 
compatible with other methods used in other ESDU Data items. As mentioned later 
(section 4.3.2) the Deaves model is limited as it assumes that the terrain lies within the 
constant stress layer, so it is thought to be unable to accurately model steep hill flows. 
The recommendations made around separated flows are based on calculations made by 
Paterson, however the details of these are unpublished [27].
As explained within datasheet 91043, uncertainties in the expressions arise from 
deviations from the computational methods used to inform them and from the deviation 
of the computational output from actual field measurements. Although no formal 
uncertainty analysis has been carried out the uncertainty of the predicted speed-up is 
suggested by the authors to be about ±30%. Deviations from the numerical methods 
were observed to be no greater than about ±15%. This level of uncertainty is 
unacceptably high for wind power applications so these expressions will not be used, 
however they do provide an interesting insight into the expected behaviour of the wind 
around flow obstacles such as hills. Due to this some of the assertions made during the 
datasheet 91043 are presented below.
For flow over hills, the expressions provided allow the reader to calculate the speed-up at 
any location over the hill and also take account of flow separation, three-dimensional 
effects and the effect of the angle at which the wind strikes the hill. It is said that, 
“valleys can be treated as inverted hills so that the general features for hills apply except 
that accelerated flow is replaced by decelerated flow and vice versa” [27].
The basic method considers two-dimensional cross-sections of the hills with the wind 
arriving normal to the hill. This enables the effects of three-dimensionality and different 
incident angles to be applied at a later date. For two dimensional hills the fractional 
speed-up is said to be proportional to the maximum slope upwind of the crest but on the 
lee side becomes increasingly dependent on the maximum slope downwind of the crest. 
As the speed-up is thought to be dependent only on the length and height of the hill the
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flow behaves in the same manner as it would for an embankment with the same 
dimensions.
Flow separation on the dovmwind slope of the hill, as considered in this portfolio, is said 
by ESDU to occur as a result of the adverse pressure gradient slowing down the wind. 
The correction applies a lower speed-up factor than if the flow over the hill were to 
remain attached. A small negative wind speed is applied near to ground level within the 
separated region. Once flow separation occurs the hill slope angle experienced by the 
flow is limited to a maximum value that is lower than terrain slope. “Above the 
separated flow there will be a tendency for the flow pattern to follow the separated 
boundary layer rather than the actual hill shape”. All the recommendations for separated 
flow must be regarded with great caution as they are based on results from numerical 
models and are therefore limited by the accuracy of these methods.
4.2 The Analytical approach
The linear approach to wind flow modelling approximates the non-linear terms within the 
Navier-Stokes equations. This produces a model that performs relatively simple 
calculations, producing answers quickly but with numerous limitations due to the small 
perturbation assumption and the approximation of the turbulent terms.
4.2.1 The Jackson and Hunt model (2D -  Uniform roughness)
Development of linear flow models, at a scale that is suitable for wind power 
applications, began in earnest in 1975 when Jackson and Hunt (JH) published their 
seminal paper, “Turbulent wind over a low hill” [29]. The practical motivation of the 
study was not wind energy generation, but to improve knowledge in the related field of 
air pollution dispersion and, “encourage more detailed measurements to be made of flow 
over hills”. Before JH’s work, “the emphasis was on predicting lee wave phenomena and 
upper level winds; not on the wind speed within say 50m of the surface of the hill”. 
However, some previous studies had focused on, “the flow of laminar boundary layers 
over surface humps [30-32], and also on the theory of perturbed turbulent shear layers
[33]...”
JH considered the simplified case of two-dimensional flow over a low hump in the centre 
of a perfectly flat plane of uniform surface roughness. This approach allows 
simplifications to be made. For example, the wind speed above the plane becomes a 
function of height only, because the wind profile is in local equilibrium with the constant, 
flat surface. The JH model splits into the boundary layer into two further layers; the 
inner and the outer regions, as suggested in previous work by Smith [32] and Jackson 
[31]. Their method for calculating the inner layer height, 1, is still considered accurate 
but is considered to be a modelling construct and not a point of physical significance
[34]. Within the inner region, the frictional force created by the air dragging across the 
ground is dominant. Due to this and the displacement caused by the hill, a vertical 
velocity, v, occurs, expressed as:
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v = {hlL)f'{xlL\{^z)  (7)
h and L are the maximum height and the longitudinal length scale of the hill respectively. 
JH do not define the longitudinal length scale explicitly, but it is taken to be the 
horizontal distance from the summit of the hill to a point with half this elevation above 
the surrounding terrain (see Figure 4.1) as later suggested by Hunt [35].
L
Figure 4.1 JH definition of the longitudinal length scale, L, of a hill
uo is the velocity upwind of the hill and x and y, are the horizontal and vertical directions, 
respectively. So equation 7 suggests that the speed will continue to increase indefinitely 
as z increases. However, in the outer region the wind velocity above the hill is related to 
the upwind velocity by the equation 8.
M = Wq(z)+A t/(x,z) (8)
Au is the perturbation in velocity caused by the pressure field around the hill. It is 
asserted that at a certain height above the hill the horizontal velocity must equal the
upwind velocity because the deviation of the flow caused by the hill will become
negligible. There can be no vertical velocity at this point as all the energy contained in 
the flow is restricted to the horizontal plane.
JH employ a universal wind profile that is altered by the perturbations to the flow caused 
by the pressure field around a hill. The unperturbed profile is defined using a logarithmic 
curve, described by equation 9.
Wo (z) = (w, /x-)ln(z/zo ) z <
Wg (z) = (w, /  Ar)ln(( /^ Zg ) z > 5  (9)
Where, 8, is the boundary layer thickness and, k, is Von Karman’s constant, equal to
0.40. u*, is the surface friction velocity, a property of the surface related to the roughness 
parameter. For wind power applications only calculations within the boundary layer are 
significant.
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JH also incorporated the concept of the ‘fractional speed-up ratio’, that had been 
suggested by Hardman [36]. This is the ratio of the wind-speed at a specific height above 
ground level at the peak of a hill to the wind-speed at the same height above the surface 
upwind of the hill. It can be assumed that because the logarithmic profile is applied at all 
locations this ratio does not vary greatly with height.
There are caveats to JH’s theory. Not least is that their theory only takes aeeount of two 
dimensions. However, they also, “Note that, if separation does oecur, the maximum 
velocity deficit in the wake [the turbulent region downwind of an obstacle] is known to 
decay in proportion to (x/h)'^ rather than at the faster rate in proportion to (x/h)'^, 
predicted by present theory” [29]. In the limit of low hills this is not a serious problem, 
but as the gradient of the slope is increased, as in real terrain, separation becomes 
increasingly likely and the model begins to lose accuracy. To date the extent and location 
of the inaccuracies caused by separation has not been fully calculated.
4.2.2 The Mason and Sykes model (3D -  Uniform roughness)
JH saw no reason that their theory should not be extended to describe more complex and 
realistic situations. Three years later Mason and Sykes (MS) released their paper; “Flow 
over an isolated hill of moderate slope”, which applied and adapted JH’s theory to flow 
over three-dimensional topography in an attempt to increase its practicality and 
applicability to ‘real-life’ situations. The new model was used to simulate the flow over a 
theoretical hill. Results were compared to field data from flow over a real hill of similar 
profile.
MS reason that a linear theory is useful in practical situations because the non-linear 
theories that had been developed at the time contained hypotheses that could not be 
applied when the flow was heavily perturbed. Consequently both non-linear and linear 
theories were only accurate over shallow hills but the linear approach required 
significantly less computational resource.
Extending the existing theory from two to three dimensions essentially required the 
vectorisation of JH’s analysis. Consideration of which direction is contributing to the 
mean flow was also required. It is stated that the three-dimensional solution will only 
differ from that of the two-dimensional equations, “as a result of the different driving 
pressure gradient” [37].
MS used their theory to predict flows over a theoretical hill with a profile similar to that 
of Brent Knoll, a vaguely circular hill situated on a Somerset plain. Although this will 
introduce inaccuracies, it is a sensible strategy for an initial assessment of the practicality 
of a model for predicting flows in realistic situations. However the measurement 
technique employed at Brent Knoll is not thoroughly described and does not appear to 
have been completely rigorous; the height that the wind data was taken at is not stated 
and the duration of the measurement period is unclear. The roughness parameter, z q , is 
determined from wind profiles measured up to 4m above ground level. This is likely to 
cause errors due to the measurement point being in such close proximity to the ground.
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but it is claimed that, “the theory is not very sensitive to zo”. This statement conflicts 
with later theory on surface roughness modulations [38, 39]. Without accurate inputs 
reflecting the terrain that is being modelled, the predictions could be offset by an 
unknown margin. So it is difficult to draw any firm conclusions as to the validity of the 
model due to a lack of confidence In the accuracy and representativeness of the data. 
Although the experimental results do not lead to confident conclusions, they do provide 
an initial indication that the theory can predict flows with some agreement with reality.
In the two papers already mentioned JH and MS essentially set out the basis of all linear 
flow theories that have been deemed successful to date. Subsequent research into linear 
models has examined more specific issues and attempted to minimise modelling 
uncertainties.
4.2.3 A three-tiered boundary layer model
Sykes’ 1980 paper outlined a ‘rational asymptotic theory’ [40], developed in response to 
problems he saw with JH’s theory. He felt that calculating higher order expansions of the 
perturbation force would reduce the complexity of the calculations and produce more 
accurate reflections of reality. One of the main alterations he made to the earlier model 
was to split the boundary layer into three separate layers rather than the previous two. 
This involved the addition of a thin inner layer just above the surface that has little 
dynamic part to play except in enforcing the ‘no-slip’ condition at the boundary between 
the air and the ground. These ideas came from adapting a turbulent trailing edge theory 
[41] to a gentle hump situated in the boundary layer. Sykes also uses a higher order 
turbulence closure calculation as JH’s mixing length closure model is invalid in the outer 
layer where the mixing length and velocity gradient are both zero, predicting a stress that 
must, unrealistically, also equal to zero. Although this appears significant it is only 
relevant to heights greater than those considered in this work.
4.2.4 Investigation of thermal stability and roughness
Bradley attempted to validate some of JH’s theories and improve on some areas. It was 
found that the speed-up generated by a hill increases with increasing atmospheric 
stability, which is to be expected in two-dimensional flow domain and was taken to 
demonstrate, “the dominant role of the induced pressure gradient in accelerating the 
flow” [39]. The roughness parameter was found to have a greater influence than 
previously thought. These findings can be treated with some confidence as the field data 
was collected using sound technique. Flow measurements were taken over the 
approximately two-dimensional Bungendore ridge. Data was only collected when the 
wind was blowing within ±20^ of the normal to the ridge and at a speed greater than 4 ms' 
\  to ensure that the conditions were similar to the two dimensional theoretical situation 
required by JH’s theory. The ridge was also reported to be a more than satisfactory 
representation of uniform roughness due to heavy grazing leaving only very short grass 
[39].
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4.2.5 MS3DJH/3 (Uniform roughness -  unified boundary layer)
Taylor, Walmsley and Salmon (WST), a group of Canadian researchers, produced a 
series of models that are essentially three dimensional extensions of the theories of MS 
and JH, henee called MS3DJH. Some complex numerical methods are incorporated in 
the working, to solve the Fourier transforms and Bessel functions that occur, in an 
attempt to minimise the limitations of the original theory. However, the technique still 
requires the considered terrain to consist of an isolated feature without steep slopes. The 
basic details of the models are outlined in WST’s 1982 paper [42], however the third 
model in the series, MS3DJH/3, published in 1983 [43], encapsulates all the 
improvements made to JH’s original theory.
Within MS3DJH/3, the boundary layer remains a two-tiered structure, but because the 
practically important height range, that is occupied by buildings or turbines, (surface to 
-150m) is likely to cover Sections of the inner and outer layers, the authors felt it 
practically advantageous to create a ‘universally valid’ solution based on wavenumber 
dependence. This dependence on wavenumber causes the boundary between the inner 
and outer layers to adjust its position vertically. However, separate calculations are not 
required for the different layers. This alteration increases the efficiency of the model, 
reducing computational time still further (WST state that MS3DJH produces an answer 
over sixty times faster than a finite difference model [43]) and increasing the practicality 
of the calculation for predictions over real terrain. However, it has been shown that the 
model under predicts the speed-up near to ground level perhaps due to neglect of some 
terms from the momentum equation [34].
A major difficulty in the standardisation of linear theories that is highlighted by WST is 
in the determination of L, the longitudinal length-seale of the hill. The predictions of a 
wind flow model are dependent on this property, but its determination appears almost 
arbitrary. JH implicitly defined the property (see Figure 4.1) but mentioned it only as the, 
“longitudinal length of the hill”. Hunt later defined it as, “the distance from the hill top 
to where the elevation is half its maximum” [35]. Deaves suggested [44]:
L = hl{pcidi's..slope) (10)
Where h is the height of the hill. However, even if one of these definitions was found to 
be preferable, applying the simple expressions to real terrain is not straightforward. Hills 
are not always isolated from other topographic features and will incorporate a broad 
range of length-scales due to presenting differing profiles for different wind directions. 
To combat this, WST selected a wavenumber dependent length scale in what they admit 
is, “a somewhat heuristic or ad hoc modification to the basic theory”. The main problem 
with the alteration is that the rest of the model contains only zero-th order terms, so 
incorporating wavenumber dependence introduces first-order terms without any formal 
justification.
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4.2.6 MS3DJH/3R (3D -  Variable roughness)
Although in the conclusions of their 1983 paper Taylor, Walmsley and Salmon say that, 
“the MS3DJH series of numerical models are at present in a class of their own” [43], they 
can only predict flows travelling over uniform roughness. Clearly this is a severe 
limitation when attempting to make flow predictions above real terrain. In an attempt to 
eliminate this, Walmsley, Taylor and Keith developed a version of their model named, 
MS3DJH/3R [38]. The roughness change theory incorporated in this model assumes that 
the effect of a roughness discontinuity will not propagate above the inner layer because it 
does not cause any pressure perturbation. Consequently the effect of the change is 
approximated by enforcing the logarithmic profile within the inner layer and adjusting the 
value for the surface friction velocity. The results of this model are validated only 
against non-linear finite difference models (see Section 4.2.1) and not experimental data. 
This clearly relies on the accuracy of those models but the authors felt the model 
displayed, “satisfactory performance”. It is conceded that accuracy relies strongly on the 
determination of the roughness parameters and that non-linear effects cannot be 
predicted. However, the model was said to retain if  s, “high spatial resolution and low 
computing cost”.
4.2.7 Flowstar model (accounting for thermal stratification effects)
Cambridge Environmental Research Consultants (CERC) was commissioned by the 
Central Electricity Generation Board (CEGB) in 1985 to develop the Flowstar model. 
The mean flow capability of the model was delivered in 1987 and the inclusion of 
turbulence and dispersion modelling was added later that year. The intended applications 
were both wind power and plume dispersion from power stations [45].
The model is based on the original theories of JH, separating the boundary layer into two, 
but has a more in depth consideration of atmospheric stability, is able to predict the flow 
over three-dimensional arbitrary terrain and introduces a mixing length turbulence 
closure technique in the inner layer.
Stability effects are not a major consideration for wind power applications because they 
only become significant far above the ground. Additionally, in high wind speeds 
locations, where wind turbines must be positioned, the strong horizontal movements of 
the wind negate the vertical movements caused by thermal effects [46]. However, Inglis
[47] asserts that there is a, “need to take the stratification profile into account when 
attempting to model inner region winds”, as the results for the inner region show different 
speed-up values under different atmospheric conditions. It is difficult to be confident of 
these findings as the measurement height for the inner region is not recorded.
The mixing length closure method is said to have been validated because Flowstar’s 
predictions for the inner region have a similar level of accuracy to those of other linear 
models over relatively simple terrain. This agreement is not surprising as the models are 
based on similar assumptions.
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Much of the collection of validation data was carried out at high elevations, using 
aircraft. Although data gathered by these flights may provide information about the 
upper atmosphere and stratification effects, they will not be able to measure wind speed 
near ground-level. In Hunt’s examination of thermally driven breezes in wide valleys
[48] all flows occur at a maximum of 2 km from the surface, so they could not be 
observed above this level. Modelling the atmosphere up to higher elevations is unlikely 
to significantly improve the accuracy of wind resource assessments.
4.2.8 An analytical separation solution
Cocks [49] has proposed an analytical solution for predicting the shape of the separated 
flow region in the lee of a sand dune. This makes use of complex mathematics to solve a 
Riemann-Hilbert problem. If this theory were incorporated into a linear model it could 
help to define the edges of the models validity by highlighting regions in which 
separation occurs. This would allow the physical areas in which the model should be 
regarded as invalid to be defined. However there is a lack of validation and it may be 
difficult to build a solution as complex as this into a usable model with practically 
measurable inputs.
4.2.9 WAsP
The Wind Atlas Analysis and Application Program (WAsP) [50] was developed at the 
Ris0 National Laboratory in Denmark and is perhaps the best known model of this type. 
It has become “the industry-standard PC-sofrware for wind resource assessment” [51] 
and can be regarded as the commercial culmination of all the prior work back to JH.
WAsP uses the ‘Wind Atlas methodology’ [52] which makes calculations within a grid 
made up of cylindrical co-ordinates, split into twelve separate direction sectors and 
centred on the point of interest [19]. The effects of the terrain at the measurement 
location are calculated allowing them to be ‘removed’ from the data, producing a 
prediction of the wind speed at the measurement location as if it were situated on an 
infinite flat terrain with constant roughness. This is then extrapolated vertically to 
geostrophic height using the log. law. At this point the data is called the wind atlas and 
taken as a constant across the whole site as it represents the long term wind regime at a 
point high enough above the site that the terrain has no effect. For this step of the 
modelling to be valid both the initiation and prediction locations must lie under the same 
synoptic weather system. The cylindrical calculation grid is then re-aligned to the 
loeation of the proposed turbine and the wind regime can be calculated at that point by 
adjusting the wind atlas to apply to the specified height above ground level and applying 
the terrain effects calculated for the location in question. This allows the model to make 
calculations at the relevant locations only, providing excellent computational efficiency.
The WAsP model relies heavily on the theories derived in JH’s 1975 paper [29]. For 
example, the wind information is displayed in the form o f ‘fractional speed-up ratios’, the 
logarithmic profile is universally applied [29] and the boundary layer is modelled as a 
three tiered strueture [40].
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Despite the improvements that have been made, many of the limitations of the original 
linear theories are still present within WAsP. The flow follows the contours of the terrain 
and as a result separation cannot occur. Consequently the program loses accuracy when 
predicting flows above slopes with a gradient of greater than approximately seventeen 
degrees [53] and over forested regions [54-56].
4.3 The numerical approach
Numerical CFD codes are used as a matter of course in many engineering applications, 
such as the aeronautical and automotive industries. Due to this history there are a number 
of CFD packages that have been well validated for enelosed flows [57-59]. These codes 
appear to have significant potential for application to wind power generation, but to date 
have not been shown to fulfil this potential (see Section 5).
Although well-established software exists the modelling situation considered here 
represents significantly different challenges to traditional CFD calculations. The 
modelling domain can not be controlled or measured in detail and is therefore subject to 
much higher uneertainties. The domain size is also much larger; simulating the flow over 
a car requires the domain to be a similar size to a garage, whereas a domain covering a 
wind farm site needs to cover an area of about 10x10km. There are also major 
considerations coneeming the definition of the inflow conditions which are unknown in 
the atmosphere especially in regions of eomplex terrain. Additionally, the rough surface 
combined with very high Reynolds number produees the problem of resolving, 
“increasing gradients of velocity and turbulence parameters within a layer of diminishing 
thickness” [60].
Numerical models attempt to make flow predictions using minimal approximation of the 
flow equations. The teehnique of solving the eomplete time-dependent Navier-Stokes 
equations is known as Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). This requires extremely time 
consuming calculation and is not currently considered to be a praetical solution due 
purely to the computational resource required. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is less 
demanding as eddies that are smaller than the resolution of the calculation grid are 
approximated and only the larger ones are calculated explieitly. Although some 
approximation has been made LES still remains out of reach for current PCs and so is not 
yet a viable tool for consultancy use. However some recent research has focused on this 
area and is discussed in Section 5.
The models mainly eonsidered here solve the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) 
equations.
Within all numerical models, the ealculation domain is discretised into some form of grid 
so that the Navier-Stokes equations can be caleulated within each cell based on the inflow 
conditions and local forces. This enables predictions of the flow to be made loeally and, 
once all cells have been calculated, over the whole domain. However, because there is no 
complete solution to the Navier-Stokes equations the turbulent structures must be
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approximated using a turbulence closure method and a computationally demanding 
iterative process must be carried out.
A number of choices must be made on how the model is construeted. The main issues 
that these deeisions pertain to are:
• The grid configuration and discretisation method,
• The boundary conditions, and
• The turbulenee closure method.
The behaviour of the final model depends on these factors and the combination they are 
used in. Assessing these faetors together may limit the benefits that can be drawn from 
this exercise. Therefore, this Section will examine the progress applicable to wind power 
applications that has been made on each of these aspects separately.
4.3.1 Grid configuration and discretisation methods
The grid configuration and discretisation method dictate where the flow calculations take 
place. The choiee of method has an infiuenee on the accuraey of the model and the 
computational time required to produce an answer.
Perhaps the first non-linear model to take account of situations comparable to those found 
in wind-power related wind flow modelling was developed by Deaves [44]. The author 
cites the work of Taylor and Gent [61] as being based on similar assumptions to his own. 
However, the earlier model was limited because it made use of a grid configuration that 
was forced to have a flat base regardless of the underlying terrain. This resulted in an 
over-complication of the flow calculations caused by having to take account of all angles 
that occurred across the surface of the terrain.
Deaves’ model [44] makes use of the finite differenee discretisation method. A grid of 
points is laid over the domain. Properties of the flow are then calculated at each of these 
points. The coordinate system is made to follow the contours of the terrain leading (see 
Figure 4.2) to a mueh simpler mathematical formulation.
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1Figure 4.2 Terrain following co-ordinate system transformation [62]
In order to increase the accuracy of the model in the region of interest (up to 
approximately 100m above ground level), Deaves [44] created two modelling regions, 
unrelated to any physieal properties, with different grid resolutions. In the region where 
the predietions are required to be most accurate (below 100m) the resolution was 
increased to produee a more detailed picture of the flow. However, inereasing the 
resolution also increases the number of caleulation points and consequently the computer 
time required. Therefore, Deaves did not increase the resolution above 100m. Due to the 
lower gradient of the flow parameters at these heights, and the fact that no wind turbines 
will reach significantly above this level, greater detail is not necessary. Although this 
change increases calculation times and creates complications at the interface between the 
two grid resolutions, these are said to be outweighed by the benefits in aecuracy and 
easily overcome mathematically.
Taylor [63] also developed a finite difference model, using it to predict two dimensional 
flows with some success, but concluded that at the time this type of model could not be 
applied to three dimensional simulations due to a lack of computational resources. This 
restricted the development of non-linear models from the late seventies to the mid­
eighties. In an attempt to reduce the computational time required and solve this problem, 
Zeman and Jensen [64] developed a sophisticated, orthogonal grid system whose co­
ordinates follow that of the mean-flow streamlines. Although this initially complieates 
the construction of the model it suceessfully reduces the computation time by a 
significant amount. With the significant increase in computer power and the efficiency of 
calculation techniques, three dimensional models with terrain following coordinate 
systems beeame a possibility.
Further increases in computer power have meant that finite element, or finite volume, 
based three dimensional models have now beeome a practical possibility [65-68]. This 
method employs the same grid as in a finite differenee model, but the caleulations are 
now done within each segment rather than at a point. This provides an increase in 
accuraey because the predictions are now mean values over a volume, rather than at a 
specific point. Results can also be derived for points within a cell by means of 
interpolation.
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Kim et. al. [68] construeted a finite volume non-hydrostatic model and used it to prediet 
the flow over four different regions of actual terrain (Cooper’s Ridge, Kettles Hill, 
Askervein Hill and Sirhowy Valley [69]). The model is able to predict the points at 
which the flow separates and reattaches. Consequently the authors feel that the model is, 
“suitable for reliable prediction of local-scale wind flow over hilly terrain with regions of 
flow separation”. However, although the model predicts the separation and reattaehment 
points well not all features of the flow are well predieted. The model signifieantly under 
predicted the wind speeds measured on the hilltop and the leeward side of the hill. This is 
thought to be because the measurements may reflect intermittent separation when the 
model is predicting full time averaged separation. The wind speed at ground level on the 
hilltop is thought to be underestimated by up to 30%. This behaviour was also observed 
by Zeman and Jensen [64] who explained it by saying that the roughness around the 
hilltop was higher then the surrounding terrain.
The trend towards increasing the resolution of models as the speed of computers 
increased, was carried on by Norbert Radersehall [70]. He used a previously developed 
meso-scale, Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) model ealled the Advanced Regional 
Predietion System (ARPS) with an increased horizontal resolution, in order to provide 
predictions that are sufficiently detailed for wind-power applieations. However, the 
prediction of flow separation remained unsatisfaetory. Radersehall, unsurprisingly, 
suggests that the predictions would be improved by increasing the resolution yet further 
and allowing greater time for predictions to be made. The accuracy of the model is also 
restrieted near to the ground, where the size of the turbulent eddies becomes proportional 
to the distance they lie from the wall. When in close proximity to the ground, eddies 
beeome smaller than the grid resolution and consequently cannot be modelled. This 
appears to be a common problem with LES. The similarly constructed RIAM- 
COMPACT model [71] eneounters similar problems despite using a Cartesian curvilinear 
coordinate system that is very different to the one within ARPS.
4.3.2 Boundary conditions
Boundary conditions are a major consideration for non-linear models. They are the 
inputs to the flow domain; any inaccuracy they introduee will be exaggerated as the 
ealculation develops through the grid. Therefore it is vital that the boundary conditions 
correctly reflect the reality of the considered situation. Deaves [44] set up boundary 
conditions based on simple physical assumptions, as shown in Figure 2.3.
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The coloured area represents the full extent o f  the flow domain
G(z = Zg)
uO(z)i uO(z)J
L X,Xo
(X = Xo) (X = Xi)
Figure 4.3 Boundary conditions for the flow domain suggested by Deaves [44]
Where Xq is the point where the logarithmic profile is specified
Xi is where the velocity profile is assumed to have returned to logarithmic 
form
H is the elevation of the surface. This does not follow the line z = 0 
G is the level above which the flow is assumed to be undisturbed by the 
presence of the hill
The boundary conditions are related to some of the main flow parameters, allowing 
calculations to be made. Deaves found that the height of the top of the domain, G, could 
usually be set at approximately ten times the height of the hill, h. He also found that, “the 
results at the hilltop are insensitive to the position of the downstream boundary Xi, 
provided it is sufficiently far from the peak”. If the model’s predictions are dependent on 
the choice of boundary conditions, the user has a conscious influence on the outcome. So 
this insensitivity indicates a sensible choice of boundary condition [72]. However, 
Deaves’ boundary conditions are limited because they assume that the whole domain lies 
within the layer of constant stress. However, the higher the hill, the higher the upper 
boundary G, must be placed. This makes it less likely for this assumption to hold and the 
greater the inaccuracy of the model. This limits the model to predicting flows over low 
hills; the same restriction that linear models suffer from. Consequently Deaves’ model 
does not achieve the extension of applicability that it aims to.
Raithby, Stubley and Taylor [65] later developed a model with updated boundary 
conditions, using suggestions from a previous study by Rodi [73] (see Figure 4.4). These 
boundary conditions are applied to the considered domain; the lateral and upper surfaces 
(3, 4 and 5) of the domain are assumed to be impermeable and not subject to tangential
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stress. The flow is forced to travel straight through the box and over the terrain contained 
within it.
One control volume
Figure 4.4 Raithby, Stubley and Taylor’s boundary conditions [65]
Entering through side (1), the flow is assumed to be in equilibrium with the surface it is 
travelling over at a wind speed of 10 ms'^ at an elevation of 10m and the inlet profile is 
scaled to a roughness length of zq = 0.03 m, as suggested by Taylor and Teunissen [74]. 
The boundary conditions for the outflow surface (2) are set to ensure that any deviation 
from equilibrium caused by the terrain will propagate downstream. The terrain surface 
(6) is impermeable and the tangential stress is calculated using wall functions. These 
conditions do not reflect exactly what happens in reality but are a good approximation of 
the behaviour, “used in the absence of better boundary conditions” [65].
In 1994, Xu et. al. [75] developed a non-linear mixed spectral finite difference 
(NLMSFD) model which applied different boundary conditions to those defined above. 
These new conditions enforced the non-slip condition at ground-level and reduced the 
pressure perturbation to zero at the upper boundary. Periodic boundary conditions were 
applied to the lateral boundaries. Turbulence was considered to be in local equilibrium at 
the lower boundary and to have no vertical perturbation at the upper boundary.
Current modelling practice occupies one of two groups. The first group employs 
boundary conditions similar to those of Xu, such as the ‘Boundary layer above stationary 
inhomogeneous uneven surfaces’ (BLASIUS) model. The BLASIUS model, developed 
at the University of Leeds [76], enables the user to switch between periodic boundary 
conditions and those based on inflow and outflow, in its user interface. This is a sensible
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and easily observable approach, but the other group believes that using boundary 
conditions such as those already looked at can never sufficiently eliminate uncertainty. 
The simplest way to minimise uncertainty would be to increase the domain size, so that 
the flow is less dependent upon the arbitrary inputs. However, this would significantly 
increase the calculation time due to the large increase in calculation points. In order to 
reduce this impact a large scale model is employed across a domain that is larger than and 
covering the smaller domain. The larger scale model then sets the boundary conditions 
for the smaller, more detailed model. As a result the predictions of the second model are 
much less dependent on boundary conditions. This is a relatively new technique that has 
not been formally investigated for wind power applications but has been shown to 
produce improvements in the accuracy of pollution dispersion predictions [77-80].
4.3.3 Turbulence closure methods
Although numerical Navier-Stokes models employ an iterative method to develop a 
physically valid solution across the calculation domain, this cannot be done until the 
number of unknowns in the equations is reduced. This is achieved using a turbulence 
closure approximation.
Closure methods are empirical methods of relating two turbulence characteristics, so 
enabling the flow equations to be simplified. No known closure method produces 
applicable results in all situations. Instead, there are a number of methods that agree 
more closely with measurement in some specific flow scenarios but produce significant 
deviation from measurement in others. There is still no meaningful consensus over the 
closure method that best applies to modelling wind flow over hills. The two existing 
methods that are most relevant to the work contained in this portfolio are presented 
below.
Other closure methods have been applied to wind flow over hills in some studies and 
shown to have some potential. For example, having applied the k-co model, Patel stated 
that it, “mimics the known effects rather well, and may be employed in complex flows”, 
however he also states that, “there remains a need to make fresh approaches to this old 
problem”. These closure methods are not explained here as they have not been given 
significant consideration within the work.
4.3.3.1 k-8 model
In this method, the Navier-Stokes equations are closed by assuming a relationship 
between the turbulent kinetic energy, k and the dissipation of the turbulent energy, s. 
Two transport equations are required, one for each of the turbulent properties [81].
k-8 is widely used in more traditional engineering applications and is considered to be the 
accepted standard closure method [81]. A number of slight alterations to the constants 
within the model have been suggested for specific applications, a number of which were 
used in a recent validation to produce predictions in complex terrain [82]. This study 
showed that no method consistently produced significant benefits but considered that the
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constants suggested by Panofsky [83] and Richard and Hoxey [84] were both able to 
provide acceptable agreement with measurement.
Although the values of the constants are unknown, the k-s model is currently applied 
within the Windsim software [85]. As the precise values of the constants applied within 
Windsim are not documented it may be assumed that the standard values are applied.
4.3.3.2 k-1 model
This closure method relates the turbulent kinetic energy to the characteristic turbulent 
length scale. The same transport equation as applied within the k- s model is used to 
calculate the turbulent kinetic energy. Some other method is then applied to defining the 
characteristic length scale. The characteristic length scale can be defined arbitrarily if the 
situation allows it or by some more complex method that is usually based on some 
consideration of the local flow conditions. This is known as a one-equation model as a 
single transport equation is used.
Pope states that this model provides a, “modest advantage in accuracy over mixing-length 
models” [81].
The k-1 model is applied within the Meteodyn WT software. Meteodyn feel that this 
model is more successful than the k-c method in reproducing wind speed measurements 
in hilly terrain, although no evidence has been seen to support this. The method of 
defining the characteristic length scale applied within Meteodyn WT enables the model to 
take account of variations in atmospheric stability.
4.3.4 Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
LES aims to produce a time-dependent solution to the Navier-Stokes equations without 
the need for DNS. This is achieved by approximating eddies with length scales smaller 
than the grid resolution using a sub-grid scale model but explicitly calculating all the 
larger eddies. Although this approach reduces the computational requirement in 
comparison with DNS, the requirement is still significantly greater than a PLANS model. 
There are also problems with the solution near to the ground level due to any eddies 
smaller than the height of a grid cell being inaccurately approximated.
As a result of the computational limitations this technique has not been widely applied to 
wind power applications. Most of the attempts that have been made have been two 
dimensional and qualitative such as the simulation presented by Windlabsystems [86]. 
RJAM Compact [71] has been developed as a commercial product in Japan, although 
little is known how successful this has been when applied to real terrain.
Researchers from Riso National Laboratories [87], the developers of the WAsP code, 
presented a study using an LES model which uses a thin RANS layer near the terrain 
surface to overcome the problems and produce some reduction in the computational 
requirements [88]. This model was used to produce results for comparison with the
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measurements made over the Askervein hill [89]. The agreement was impressive 
although the model appeared to predict a greater degree of separation than was measured 
and still required an impractical amount of time to produce results.
Although LES appears to have significant ability for predicting the flow over hills, it 
remains too demanding to be practically applied currently. Future computational 
developments may allow this level of detail to be achieved. An LES solution could then 
be time averaged to produce predictions of the long-term average wind speed.
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5 PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF CFD FOR WIND POWER
APPLICATIONS
5.1 Adapting existing CFD packages
A number of commercial CFD packages exist. The main ones being CFX [58], FLUENT 
[57], Star-CCM+ [90] and PHOENICS [59]. These are extremely expensive and have 
been developed with well controlled engineering applications in mind. However they are 
extremely powerful and adaptable packages. Some attempts have been made to apply 
them to predicting atmospheric flows in complex terrain.
Montavon applied the CFX-4 [58] model to predict thermally dominated flow over large 
mountains [91-93]. It is unlikely that stability effects as significant as seen here in any 
scenarios except in highly mountainous areas as considered here. It was found that the 
modelling output was highly sensitivity to the definition of the roughness length [93], 
which may cause problems in a practical situation. The results showed reasonable 
agreement with measurements, but it is assumed that the computational resource was far 
beyond that which could reasonably be applied in a consultancy.
CFX-4 was also used by Walshe, who attempted to develop a CFD methodology that 
could be used in commercial wind resource assessments [94]. The newer CFX-5 was 
rejected to avoid introducing the additional complication arising from tetrahedral cells. 
Results from simulations over the Askervein Hill produced some improvement in the 
wind speed predictions when compared with WAsP. It is thought that using codes in this 
manner remains extremely computationally demanding. This work was carried out in a 
commercially restricted environment so it is unknown how this work has progressed.
Further work in this area may be beneficial and lead to greater correlation between 
measurements and the computational predictions. However this development is highly 
commercially sensitive and so many studies are not publicly available. Therefore the 
development of any new modelling methodology would have to start from scratch 
requiring significant time and resource before reaching any kind of practical fruition.
5.2 Windsim and Meteodyn WT
Windsim [95] and Meteodyn WT [96] are commercial products that utilise the 
PHOENICS [59] solver to produce wind speed estimates based on the CFD technique. 
The companies developing these codes have constructed user interfaces that aim to allow 
consistent and reproducible CFD results to be produced by non-expert users on a standard 
PC. As a result of having similar aims the modelling constraints within these models are 
roughly the same. More detailed comparison of these two packages has been carried out 
as part of the work presented here [97].
Both packages produce useable results but there is not yet sufficient validation to draw 
confident conclusions about the specific value that these codes provide to commercial 
energy yield predictions. However some commercial work using Meteodyn WT has been
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recently carried out within Garrad Hassan and Partners. This work has provided some 
indication that this modelling approach can be used to successfully reduce the 
uncertainties in a wind resource assessment. Other recent investigation has also shown 
that Meteodyn WT is able to take some account of flow separation in the lee of a steep 
hill and so produce improved wind speed prediction near to the peak and downwind of 
the hill [98]. This work has not yet been carried out using Windsim, however it would be 
sensible to assume that similar results would be produced by this code. It is expected that 
improvements will be made to increase the applicability of packages of this type and that 
greater agreement with measurements will be seen in the near future.
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6 FLOW SEPARATION
Flow separation in atmospheric flows occurs as the wind travels over steep terrain. This 
usually occurs in a similar fashion to that shown in Figure 6.1.
Upwind Separation^   Downwind
Separation
Figure 6.1 A schematic showing the typical configuration of the regions of flow 
separation around a steep hill
The work presented here is concerned with the downwind region of separation as this is 
considered to be the area causing the greatest alteration to the wind speed observed at the 
hill crest.
When the flow becomes detached from the terrain surface it is no longer simulated 
accurately by analytical models as they assume that the flow always remains attached. 
This assumption is not present within CFD based techniques, so these models are able to 
predict this flow feature. However to date there is only limited evidence of this ability 
producing practically applicable improvements in wind speed predictions. Some 
complex techniques appear to be able to produce predictions that reflect flow separation 
but these remain too expensive and time consuming to be used for wind resource 
assessment.
Because there is significant change in the wind speed near to a hill crest when the flow 
separates, a computational model’s inability to predict the phenomenon is a cause of 
significant uncertainty. Much of this work is concerned with predicting the extent of the 
separated region in the hope that this will lead to improved wind speed predictions. The 
following section describes a number of parameters that have been suggested for 
indicating whether or not a flow will separate. These parameters are assessed for their 
potential to predict features of flow separation over steep hills.
6.1 Proposed Indicators of flow separation
Although separated flows have been studied by many researchers, little has been 
universally concluded. Most studies have been concerned with industrial applications 
such as the trailing edges of airfoils rather than atmospheric flows. This section attempts 
to summarise the findings of studies that consider the physical process surrounding the 
onset of flow separation. Not all the flows considered here are directly comparable with 
atmospheric flows as there is a lack of literature looking at this area. However, it is 
hoped that the information gained from these studies may provide an initial starting point
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in the development of a method for predicting the onset and extent of flow separation in 
two dimensions.
A study carried out in 1989 by Giostra et. al. [99] is applicable to the situation considered 
here. Experimental wind tunnel data from flows over two dimensional humps (or hills) 
were compared with predictions made by theoretical models, all of which featured 
potential flow assumptions like WAsP. The aim of the study was to find a method to 
predict the separation location over a hill based on a parameter such as hill length or 
surface roughness. The authors assert that the potential flow calculations over-estimate 
the flow velocity for short, i.e. steep, obstacles and agree well with measurement as the 
obstacle length increases. However no method of predicting the separation was found.
Giostra et. al. make no mention of the surface pressure gradient as a factor in flow 
separation even though they state that it has been known for some time that it has a 
significant influence on the location and extent of flow separation [99]. “Gaster (1966) 
found that the length of the separation bubble suddenly increased when the adverse 
pressure gradient and/or the Reynolds number exceeded certain critical values” [100].
Ghil et. al. [101] carried out a theoretical analysis that looked at the process of structural 
bifurcation within two-dimensional incompressible viscous flows and its relationship 
with boundary-layer separation. They present a two dimensional cavity flow in which 
boundary layer separation occurs and assert that an adverse pressure gradient is present, 
stating that, “...the appearance of an adverse pressure gradient is well known to be the 
main mechanism for boundary-layer separation” [101].
Further support for the adverse pressure gradient being the dominant factor in the onset of 
flow separation comes from a study by Haggmark et. al. [100]. This investigation studied 
a two dimensional separation bubble on a flat surface within a laminar flow (the ABE is 
turbulent). An adverse pressure gradient was applied to the flow in order to create the 
desired separation bubble.
Attempts to predict the location of the separated regions based on a pressure parameter 
have been made by Castillo and Wang [102] and Elsberry et. al. [103]. Although these 
two studies disagree on whether a separated flow can maintain an equilibrium character, 
they agree that a constant value of a proposed parameter is observed for all separated 
flows (this is constant for all locations so cannot be used to indicate the onset of 
separation). However both studies also assert that the shape parameter exhibits a 
virtually constant value at the onset of separation. The values quoted in the two studies 
show agreement, showing that there is significant potential for making predictions based 
on a parameter based on the near-surface pressure gradient and the shape of the hill.
Although the studies above cannot be applied directly to the problem of atmospheric flow 
over hills, it is clear that they represent a considerable body of evidence supporting the 
assertion that an adverse pressure gradient is a significant mechanism in the onset of flow 
separation. The fact that the studies consider a variety of flows, external and internal, 
rough and smooth, laminar and turbulent, shows that this assertion is more fundamental
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than another single property of the flow situation. It also may be significant that the work 
of Giostra et. al. [99], which considered the same flow situation as considered here, did 
not consider the adverse pressure gradient and was unsuccessful. Therefore an 
investigation of the adverse pressure gradient as an indicator of the onset of separation 
and potentially other properties of the separated region is justified.
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NOTATION
A = (1.8) empirical constant
a.g.l. = Above Ground Level
B = (4.5) empirical constant
Cj” = the ith zero of Jn
Cp = Heat capacity of air at constant pressure
8 = Turbulent dissipation
/  = Coriolis parameter
g = Acceleration due to gravity
ho = Height of the obstacle
Ho = Heat flux
hr = Height of internal boundary layer
Jn = the nth order of the Bessel function
Knj = arbitrary coefficients
K  = von Karman’s constant (taken to equal 0.4)
1 = the height of the inner region, as defined by Jackson and Hunt
L = Length of the obstacle
Lj = the characteristic depth to which a perturbation penetrates = R/cj ^
L mo = The Monin-Obhukhov Length
Y = Empirical function for stability [1,2]
|x = Stability parameter
p = pressure
P = Porosity of the obstacle
r = the radius of the point in question from the centre of the grid
Ro = the radius of the grid at which the potential is equal to zero
Ri = Au/u
Rz = the reduction in average wind speed in a given 30  ^direction sector
p = Air density
To = Surface absolute temperature
Ty = Reynold’s stress
0 = Angle of the position in a clockwise direction from north
u = Streamwise wind speed component
Ucor = a correction made to the wind speed
u(z) = Wind speed at height, z above ground level
u q ( z )  = basic state velocity at height z
u* = Surface friction velocity
Ush = Non-dimensional shear stress
u = Kinematic viscosity
V  =  Cross-stream wind speed component
w = Vertical wind speed component
X(r, 0, z) = the 3D flow potential at the point in question
X = Horizontal stream-wise direction
y = Cross stream-wise direction
z = Vertical direction
zo = Local surface roughness length
Za = Height of the point of interest (initiation or prediction)
z’j = max(z,lj)
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1 INTRODUCTION
WAsP is the current wind industry standard flow modelling package. It is widely used to 
produce wind speed predictions for wind resource assessments.
It is hoped that someone reading this report will gain a sufficiently comprehensive 
knowledge of the workings of WAsP to allow them to understand the limitations of the 
calculation procedure and assess the areas that may cause significant uncertainties to 
occur.
This document outlines both the history and development of the WAsP model and the 
modelling assumptions and mathematics it contains.
Despite its widespread use it is widely accepted, within the wind industry, that WAsP 
produces highly uncertain predictions in some locations. There is considerable 
knowledge and experience of where these uncertainties arise but the precise locations and 
their magnitude is currently unknown. This uncertainty exists in part because the details 
of the exact models that are contained within the WAsP package are not easily available 
and so are not fully understood. This document outlines the current knowledge of the 
model and attempts to define the areas in which WAsP results can be confidently applied.
WAsP is a commercial product designed for commercial applications. Explicit 
information about the specific construction of the model is not available as it is of 
significant financial value to its developers. The introduction to the WAsP manual states 
that, “WAsP is a complete toolbox at your disposal... A toolbox which contains tools you 
do not even need to know the existence of, or how they were made and how they 
function” [3]. As a result of this, this report is not able to produce an exhaustive 
description of the WAsP model.
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2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
2.1 Commercial
The Wind Atlas Analysis and Applications Program (WAsP) is developed by the wind 
energy department at Riso National Laboratory, Denmark. The methodology 
incorporated in the program was originally brought together for the construction of the 
European Wind Atlas [4], released in 1989. Some details of the mathematics contained 
within the models which make up the program and the issues involved in modelling 
boundary layer flow are described in the WAsP user manual [3, 5, 6] and the European 
Wind Atlas [4]. These details are incorporated into the explanations in Section 3 of this 
report.
2.2 Theoretical
The roots of the linearised theory that underpins WAsP are based in the theories of 
Jackson and Hunt, first laid out in two dimensional form in their seminal 1975 paper [7]. 
This work was based on earlier investigations of laminar boundary layer flow over a 
small hump situated on a flat, homogeneous plane [8-10]. Their major innovation was to 
split the boundary layer into a further two layers (referred to as the ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ 
layers or regions). Mason and Sykes [11] later applied these theories to three 
dimensional terrain and corrected some minor errors in Jackson and Hunt’s original 
working. 1980 saw Sykes [12] progress the theory to introduce a third region within the 
boundary layer. This layer is thin, but is required to enforce the non-slip condition at the 
surface.
Significant progression with the model was then made in various papers released by, 
Walmsley, Taylor and Salmon along with other collaborators. These researchers took up 
where Mason and Sykes left off, applying Taylor’s previous work to introduce the ability 
to model the change in the boundary layer caused by changes in the surface roughness 
and to allow predictions to be made in real terrain rather than over isolated features only. 
This required them to develop techniques, such as terrain smoothing, to allow the input 
data to be correctly interpreted. They also developed a wave-number method that 
significantly reduced the computational calculation time by allowing the inner and outer 
layer solutions to be calculated as one.
The remaining sections of this document are mainly based on information taken from 
these papers.
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3 CONSTRUCTION OF THE COMPUTATIONAL PACKAGE
WAsP views surface roughness, orography and shelter effects as the factors that dictate 
the magnitude of the wind speed at a given location. Three main models exist within 
WAsP to assess the magnitude of each of these effects at specified locations. 
Acknowledgement is made within the WAsP manual that, “In nature these effects are not 
entirely independent”. However, exactly how these models interact within the code and 
the precise methodology that is applied is unknown as it is stated only that, “The program 
takes this into account, but allows the user to specify the close-by sheltering obstacles, 
the roughness of the surrounding terrain, and the orography independently” [5].
It is also acknowledged that in some situations the atmospheric stability has an influence 
on the wind speed within the boundary-layer. The WAsP documentation states that non­
neutral stability conditions may be accounted for but there are no known examples of this 
being applied. Consequently WAsP is generally (and always within this portfolio) 
considered as modelling the neutral atmospheric boundary layer. When predicting the 
long-term wind regime this is a valid assumption in most situations, especially in high 
wind speed regions.
The modelling environment constructed by WAsP is described in Section 3.2 before a 
more in-depth consideration of each of the constituent models in Section 3.3.
3.1 Overview
WAsP splits the world around a point of interest (either a measurement mast or a 
proposed turbine location) into discrete direction sectors (default = 12) (see Figure 3.1). 
This enables the constituent models to consider wind travelling in a specific direction. 
The wind speed distribution predicted for each sector can then be applied in conjunction 
with the directional distribution (the frequency of occurrence of winds in each of the 12 
sectors) to produce an all-directional value to reflect the wind speed at the site.
n |  'Waspdale' Observed wind climate
WAsPdale Airport 1983-85. Runway NW anemometer. 
Data from 10 metres a.g.l. Latitude: 55.7, Longitude: 12.1
20 .0% 
 I I
30.01
f[% ]-
Sector: All 
A: 5.5 m/s 
k: 1.97 
U: 4.8 m/s 
P: 135 W/m2
u [m/s] 25.0
Figure 3.1 An example of a wind rose and Weibull distribution for a point of 
interest within WAsP
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Within WAsP the wind speed distribution, both measured and predicted, is represented 
using a Weibull distribution (see Figure 3.1). This is a function that has been found, 
empirically, to be an acceptable method of representing the natural distribution of wind 
speeds, especially in the flat, northern European sites for which WAsP was designed. 
The distribution can be represented by two parameters, A and k, which significantly 
reduces the data storage and hence computational power required.
3.2 The world according to WAsP
The function of WAsP is to extrapolate wind speed data recorded at one specific point in 
space to another point in space at which no data has been measured. This extrapolation is 
carried out with detailed consideration of the physical behaviour of the wind flow over a 
three-dimensional map describing local terrain.
In order to perform this function in the most computationally efficient manner a number 
of initial assumptions and simplifications are made that allow data to be applied across 
larger regions.
Assumption Purpose
1 The logarithmic wind profile 
applies at all locations
Allows vertical extrapolation
2 Geostrophic wind speed is 
constant across large areas.
Allows horizontal extrapolation 
at Geostrophic Height
3 The boundary layer is at least 
1km thick
Allows the atmosphere to be 
regarded as neutrally stable
4 Constant pressure gradient across 
the boundary layer
5 Physical features have no affect 
on the flow after 10km
A map should stretch 10km 
from the points of interest
6 Flow perturbations are small Allows the linearisation to be 
applied
7 The wind speed distribution can 
be represented by a Weibull 
distribution
To minimise the computational 
resources required
Table 3.1 The main assumptions made within WAsP
It has previously been found that the logarithmic wind profile (described by Equation 3.1 
and represented in Figure 3.2) is a satisfactory representation of reality, “over flat and 
reasonably homogeneous terrain”, [13] when the boundary layer does not stray greatly 
from neutral stability and consequently remains around 1km thick.
/ \ w* . 2 u[z) = — In— 
K z
(3.1)
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This equation enables data to be extrapolated vertically through the surface boundary 
layer in neutral conditions and implicitly includes the assumption that within the 
logarithmic region, the wind shear is constant with height.
Logarithmic
wind speed profile
Geostrophic Height
Boundary Layer
Figure 3.2 The surface boundary layer and logarithmic wind speed profile
The applicability of the model may be extended to take account of flows in other than 
neutral conditions if Equation 3.2 is applied.
w(z) = —  [ln(z/zo ) -  ^ (z /  )]
K
(3.2)
where "MO (3.3)
The literature does not completely agree on the form of the stability function, [1, 2, 14]. 
The exact values of the constants vary slightly. However, from close reading of the 
European Wind Atlas it appears that WAsP represents the function as displayed below:
T ( z / L m o ) 1-16
LMO /
-4 .7-
L
-1  for unstable conditions (3.4) 
for stable conditions (3.5)
MO
All the present work is confined to the neutrally stable atmosphere. As a result no further 
investigation of this parameter has been undertaken.
To allow extrapolation above the boundary layer up to a height where it can be 
extrapolated horizontally the geostrophic drag law for neutral stability (Equation 3.6) is 
required.
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K
(
In
A
- A
2
+ 5^
V
(3.6)
In order to extend the applicability of the geostrophic drag law to non-neutral situations 
the constants A and B are converted to functions of the stability parameter, p:
KU*
(3.7)
MO
These two Equations (Equations 3.6 and 3.7 [13]) applied at the correct times allow 
WAsP to extrapolate wind data vertically to the geostrophic height and then horizontally 
to a location directly above a point of interest where it can be extrapolated vertically 
downwards again.
3.3 The constituent models
Figure 3.3 illustrates the process of extrapolating the wind data vertically to geostrophic 
height and shows the order in which the constituent models (orography, roughness and 
sheltering behind obstacles) are applied.
OEXERALJSED W N'D CL MATE
MOJ>ELMOI KVAINOUS
I X f tT  HBICiiT rxJMV'Ol. lt I.IÎVÏ.S
n»:
HOVOKNS*» OF TtHHAtS
iS P P r TCTBAIN CrA!<!iIFt< AT!ON
] I
MOr>£L FOR: 
SH>:LTKH2NC CUiv7ACIJ«
tN ?tT  F08J1WX AND DIMESISIOISS
J 7
OUSlJtVTUWIND ( ( IM -Vlh: PRfDtfltD WIND cumate
Figure 3.3 The order in which the individual models within W AsP are 
applied to produce a wind speed prediction
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This method can be stated as WAsP removes the modelled effect of obstacles, roughness 
and terrain from the measured data before extrapolating upwards to geostrophic height. 
The effect of the surroundings on the flow at the prediction point is applied in the 
opposite order to how it was initially removed. So, the resulting output describes the 
wind regime predicted at the specified location.
3.3.1 The obstacle model
This model calculates the shelter effect of obstacles in the terrain. As defined by the user 
guide, “shelter is the relative decrease in wind speed caused by an obstacle on the 
terrain”. The theory behind this empirical model is taken entirely from a 1981 paper, by 
Perera [15], that used wind tunnel studies to look at, “simple two-dimensional semi­
infinite obstacles such as long rows of trees, walls or hedges”.
The Equations that make up the model are:
f -1
1 + 0.2 X
'J
for — > ^ 3
X
2 - f o r - < 0 3
X X
^  = 9.8
u
77 = 0.32
— (l -  P)ri exp(- 0.67;;^  ^)
, -0 .47
X
(3.8)
(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
Hence
(3.12)
Ucor is applied within the model to compensate for the effect of the obstacle.
If the obstacle is situated near to the measurement site its influence is removed before any 
other modelling is carried out. If an obstacle is near to the prediction site its effect is 
added as the final consideration. Whether or not to invoke the obstacle model is a 
decision to be made by the user.
When the model is applied it generates radial lines within each direction sector. The 
European Wind Atlas utilised the WAsP defaults of 8 radial lines per 30  ^sector [4]. The 
obstacle effect is then calculated along each of these lines. The total effect per direction 
sector is obtained from the sum of the effect down each radial line contained within the 
sector.
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“As a general rule, the porosity ean be set equal to zero for buildings and ~ 0.5 for trees. 
A row o f similar buildings with a separation between them o f one third the length o f a 
building will have a porosity o f about 0.33” [4].
The output from this model is regarded as invalid within a zone around an obstaele which 
extends to twice the obstacle height in the upwind direction and five times the obstacle 
height in the downwind direction.
Taylor also found that the region directly downwind o f an obstacle experienced large 
inaccuracies. The model was found to produce a significant overestimation o f the effect 
o f 3D obstacles, but is relatively accurate for the 2D obstacles it was originally designed 
for [16].
Obstacle modelling is no longer commonly regarded as a valid method for modelling 
forestry within WAsP. Instead a zero-plane displacement height and roughness change 
method is generally employed (see Chapter 4).
3.3.2 The roughness change model
When air travels over a change in surface roughness it is perturbed and an internal 
boundary layer develops as seen in Figure 3.4.
Wind Direction
Open ground 
Equilibrium profile
Rough ground 
Equilibrium profile
Open ground 
Profile
Rough ground 
Profile
Open ground 
Roughness = 0.03 m
Rough ground 
Roughness = 0.2 m
_  Internal Boundary 
”  Layer
Figure 3.4 The effect of a roughness change on the wind speed profile
The WAsP model looks to approximate this behaviour by generating three different 
logarithmic profiles and superimposing them at the correct altitudes. Effectively the 
profile above the internal boundary layer is the equilibrium profile for the roughness 
upwind o f the roughness change. The profile within the internal boundary layer is the 
equilibrium profile corresponding to the surface roughness downwind o f the roughness 
change. Another profile is applied to the transition between the two profiles in order that 
they do not contain any discontinuities. The equations that describe this behaviour are:
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hi(z/£^J z>Ci/2^ (3.13)
H e  A  h o i )
u(z) = u + {u for c^K ^  ^ ^ e A  (3.14)
ln(ci/c2)
hi(z/£^2 ) for z<C 2h^  (3.15)
H c i K h o i )
where
u = H i  h ) H ^  A  hoi)  (3.16
u " = H i  /  A 02) (3.17)
and
Cl =0.3 
C2 = 0.09
This is supported by experimental [17] and numerical evidence [18].
The height of the internal boundary layer, hr, is calculated using the following expression
h X= cons tan ^ —  (3.18)
In this instance zo should be assigned the value of the greatest local roughness value, i.e. 
max(zoi, Z02).
For flow over water an equation derived, using a dimensional argument, by Chamock 
was investigated [19]:
z , = b —  (3.19)
g
where b = 0.014
However this was not found to be an improvement on a constant roughness value of 
0.0002m which is the value that is used [4].
The roughness model can handle up to ten roughness changes in each direction sector. 
However the default value is to look at a maximum of seven changes [20].
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3.3.3 The orographic model
The orographic model within WAsP uses an adjusted potential flow solution over a three 
dimensional spherical grid to predict the effect of the terrain on the wind speed at a point. 
The model is based on theory developed, in two dimensions, by Jackson and Hunt [7] 
(JH) in their paper, “wind flow over a low hill”, published in 1975. They derived a 2D 
linear analytical theory to predict the wind flow over a low and isolated hill of uniform 
roughness. The mathematics now included in WAsP has evolved significantly but is 
largely based within this physical framework.
JH realised at the time of writing that they had constructed a, “framework within which 
more accurate prediction methods can be developed”. This framework has been 
expanded and adjusted by a number of research groups to increase its applicability to real 
terrain. The next sections look into the detail of the JH analysis and go on to explain how 
this model has been adapted to produce the orographic model within WAsP.
3.3.3.1 Jackson and Hunt
JH simplified the problem of predicting the wind flow over hills to that of a low, 
two-dimensional, isolated hill with gradual slopes. A set of assumptions and boundary 
conditions was imposed to define the modelling domain. These physical restrictions 
allowed JH to make assumptions about the flow structure and simplify the mathematics 
within the model. This explanation focuses on the physical assumptions made to define 
the model’s envelope of applicability and solve the Navier-Stokes equations.
To allow the equations to be linearised, it is stipulated that the maximum height of the 
hill must be much smaller than the length scale of the hill. The slope is then small. 
Bluffs and cliffs are excluded. A long low hill has gradual slopes, so will not produce 
any large or sudden flow perturbations.
The boundary layer entering the model is assumed to have developed over a, flat, 
“aerodynamically rough wall of constant roughness” and so is in equilibrium with the 
surface roughness. The constant roughness is set to a value of 0.03, which is taken to 
represent rural land. It is also stipulated that the boundary layer must have a minimum 
thickness of approximately 600m. Due to this assumption of equilibrium in the boundary 
layer, the velocity profile is assumed to be a function of z only and can be represented 
using the log law (Equation 3.20).
Wo(z) = (w*/A:)ln(z/zo) z < d  (3.20)
The logarithmic profile (Equation 3.20) is assumed at all locations within the model 
(Figure 3.5). This enables simple vertical extrapolation and implicitly makes the 
assumption that there is constant shear across the logarithmic region.
As shown in Figure 3.5, the wind speed upwind of a hill at a height z is written as uo(z). 
This enables the distance above the surface of the hill to be written as:
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And the slope o f the hill as:
ax
Where / ( x /z X ^  l) is the profile o f the hill.
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(3.21)
(3.22)
JH suggest that the boundary layer contains two further layers called the ‘inner’ and 
‘outer’ regions. The height o f the transition between the two regions is defined as 1. This 
transition is defined as the point where perturbation shear stresses are equal to the inertia 
stresses and pressures. 1 is also the height, at a hill peak, at which the maximum speed­
up, when compared with the wind speed upwind o f the hill, occurs.
L
Figure 3.5 The boundary layer structure set out in JH [7]
Within the Inner region, near to the ground, the surface roughness has a large influence 
on the velocity so it is approximated reasonably well as equal to the upstream velocity at 
the same distance above the ground (w(x,z) = Wq(Az(x,z))). However there must also be
a vertical velocity {v  = { h ! L ) f  [ x ! ÙfuJ^lSz)) within this region for the air to travel over
the hill. As the distance from the hill increases the vertical velocity tends to zero and so 
the wind speed approaches its unperturbed value (uo(z)). This is the case in the outer 
region which stretches upwards as z ^  w , Au and Av -> 0 . Here Au is the perturbation 
to the upwind velocity to compensate for the vertical velocity, such that, in the outer
region u = Wo(z)+Aw(x,z). This perturbation creates a perturbation pressure, p.
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The lower edge of the outer region matches the velocity of the inner region (as the 
transition does not represent a discontinuity). Therefore there must also be a perturbation 
pressure gradient within the inner layer to ensure continuity at the boundary between the 
inner and outer regions. As a consequence the horizontal velocity within the inner layer
must also be subject to a perturbation and is equal to w = Wo(Az) + Aw . The JH analysis
aims to quantify these perturbations in order to calculate the actual wind speed 
throughout the boundary layer.
3.3.3.1.1 The Inner Region
The JH analysis starts with the Navier-Stokes equations for steady two-dimensional flows 
(Equations 3.23 and 3.24). The first steps aim to write these equations in terms of the
velocity and pressure perturbations, u and p  . Before they can be re-written a turbulence 
closure assumption must be applied to reduce the number of unknowns.
du du
u -------H W -----—
dx dz
dv dw
u -------h W -----=
dx dz
1 dp ( dr 
p  dx p dx
_ 1 ^ + 1
p  dz p
dx31
+ ■
dz
dx
(
+ ü
y
d^u d^u 
dx^ dz' y
33
dx dz
+ ü d^w d^w^
dx'  ^ dz'
(3.23)
(3.24)
The closure relation used is:
Tj2 =2KAzdu^^/dz (3.25)
k A z  is an estimation of the mixing length. This equation is also used in a 1965 paper by 
Tovmsend [21] and JH compare it with more elaborate theories by Peterson [22]. 
Justification for using this equation is given by the fact that a logarithmic profile has been 
assumed over the whole hill (due to the assumption of the profile being in equilibrium), 
so the equilibrium layer formula, from which Equation 3.25 is obtained, can also be 
assumed to apply. This is supported by the restrictions imposed on the model due to the 
small perturbation assumption that restricts the length scale of the turbulence and hence 
the height of the inner region to within the constant shear stress layer. Therefore, the 
closure assumption is valid in the constant shear stress layer. Additionally, the model 
will not be applied above that layer. So, provided a hill fulfils the basic assumptions of 
the model (all the flow perturbations are small and a constant shear stress layer exists due 
to the hill being smooth and isolated) this closure method can be applied without 
incurring significant uncertainty.
Once the turbulence closure relation has been applied the equations are expanded as a 
power series in ln“*(//zo). Second order and above terms are discarded from the series
so the equations can be written in terms of the velocity and pressure perturbations u and
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p , as shown in Equations 3.26 -  3.28. The process of omitting the non-linear terms is 
justified in the analysis of the outer region (see section 3.3.3.1.2).
du d p  + ^
(0)
d{xj L) d(xj L) d(Azj I )
f  AW) >1
Az du
I 5(Az//)
(3.26)
AO) A(P
du d p  
+  ■
S(x/Z) d{xlL)  ô(Az//)
=  0
Z  A (1) ^
Az du 
T d{Az/l) = - l n ( z / / ) 4 A ^ - A r  + 2a,K-^ ^d{x/L) zjl
a;?
a(Az//)
A  (1)
- 2 a  rc^  ^
a(Az//)  ^ a(Az//)
/  A (0 ) ^
Az du 
I a(Az//)
a (x /z )
(3.27)
(3.28)
/  A(^ ^
Az du
T  s(az//)
These equations can now be solved as there are now as many unknowns as equations. 
Solutions are found by taking Fourier transforms of the governing equations. The 
solution at height 1 must also match with the outer region solution at that height due to the 
boundary conditions shown in Table 3.2. The solution which fulfils the boundary 
conditions of the region and matches the inner limit of the outer region is then selected. 
Therefore the flow in the outer region (see section 3.3.3.1.2) must be knovm before the 
correct solution to Equations 3.26 — 3.28 can be selected.
Location Boundary Condition
Upwind x/L  -> -0 0
Dovmwind x/Z CO (for an isolated hill Au,Au,v,Ap -^ 0 )
Top of domain Must match with the Outer Region
Bottom of Domain Az = Zq and u = v = 0 (no-slip condition)
Table 3.2 The boundary conditions for the Inner Region
3.3.3.1.2 The Outer Region
The perturbations in this region are caused by the vertical displacement of the inner 
region due to the hill. Far above the hill (as z  - >  o o ) this displacement, and hence the 
vertical velocity tends to zero. “This suggests that the vertical scale of the outer region is 
of the same order as the horizontal scale of the inner region” (this is defined as the length 
of the hill), because this is what defines the maximum length scale of the turbulence. 
Therefore the perturbation velocities in the outer region are expressed as functions of the 
dimensionless parameters x/L and z/L. The magnitudes of the velocity perturbations, in
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both the horizontal and vertical directions, are smaller in the outer region than in the inner 
region.
Location Boundary Condition
Downwind
x/Z  ^  00 (for an isolated hill Aw, A w, w. A/? ^  0 )
Top of domain Au,w,Ap 0
Bottom of Domain Must match with the Inner Region
Table 3.3 The boundary conditions for the Outer Region
“In that part of the outer region, which lies within the atmospheric boundary layer, the 
momentum equations may be written”, as in Equations 3.29 and 3.30:
1 + ln(z/Z)
ln(l/z„)
dAu
4-
W _ £wHn(//zo) dP 
dx/L  (z/Z)ln(Z/zo) In^L/z^) ^(x/Z) 
higher-order terms (3.29)
1 + ln(z/Z) dw _  ln(//zp) dP 
ln(Z/zo)_ ô(x/Z) ln(Z/zo) a(z/Z) 
higher-order terms
+
(3.30)
The choice of the correct turbulence closure assumption is dependent on the length scale 
of the hill. For a small length hill (L «ô /5  [where Ô is the boundary layer thickness] 
typically L«100m ) the appropriate equation is the same as that used in the inner region 
(Equation 3.22).
Clearly, in practice, most hills are considerably longer than this so the mixing length 
approximation term in Equation 3.25 (xAz) becomes kô /S (Equation 3.31), as 
suggested by Launder and Spalding [23]. So turbulence with a length scale of less than a 
fifth of the boundary layer thickness is not taken into account. Consequently the closure 
assumption used in the outer region is:
7-J3 =2u Kô/Sdu^f^/dz C3 31)
The perturbations Aw,v,Ap are then expressed as asymptotic series for the limit
ln(Z/zo ) ^  0 0 . The series is normalised to ensure that the perturbations are of the same
order of magnitude as the pressure gradient terms. The first two terms of these series, 
neglecting the error terms, are then substituted into the momentum 
Equations 3.26 and 3.27.
JH state that neglecting the higher-order terms is justified when Equation 3.32 is 
satisfied.
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ln(Vzo)
In H iA o ) I n ^ i /^ o )
Ç is a scaling parameter that is defined as having a value of less than 1
The specific value of the property can only be defined when attempting to match the 
inner and outer regions as it requires 1, the height of the inner region but it is essentially a 
requirement for the length of the hill to be much greater than its height. This is one of the 
physical restrictions placed on the modelling domain. Therefore Equation 3.32 is 
satisfied in the situation defined by JH and the error terms can always be neglected.
Consequently the governing equations for the outer region become:
Qffrm Qpm  ^ ^
d{ x / Lf  e{z/L)
(3.33)
And (») = 0 (3.34)
(3.35)
Where (3.36)
d{xiLy a(z/z,y
W is a function of w, (x/L), (z/L) and is equal to zero at 1, the inner region height.
Now that the governing Equations and the boundary conditions have been set, “the flow 
in the inner region may be matched asymptotically as Az// co with the flow in the 
outer region as z/Z ^  0 ”. Equations for w in both regions are derived and matched 
providing the conditions laid out in Equations 3.37-3.39, below:
Aa z /Z -^ 0  (3 3?)
fV (x/L, z/ z) ~ / '  (x/ z)ln(z/ Z) (3.38)
jP(0) _ (3.39)
The solution to the governing equations of the outer region is also found through Fourier 
transform techniques. At each stage of the process it is ensured that the boundary and 
matching conditions are met. Only the leading terms of the earlier expansions are 
completely calculated, but the form of the next order terms are given and shown to satisfy 
the boundary conditions. This is said to provide an, “a posteriori justification for the 
various steps in the analysis”.
3.3.3.1.3 Conclusions from Jackson and Hunt
In order to apply their theory in a slightly more accessible manner JH adopted the 
‘fractional speed-up ratio’, AS approach (Equation 3.41). This is slightly different from
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the definition of a speed-up ratio that is currently recognised within the wind industry. It 
represents the increase in wind speed at a given height above the hill from the 
undisturbed speed at the same height above the surface upwind of the hill. It is 
dependent upon the shape of the hill.
/ f y l  = l/(l + ( V A )  (3.40)
For flow over a hill described by Equation 3.37 the ‘fractional speed-up ratio’ can be 
expressed as in Equation 3.38.
hcxW{Llz,)u (x,Az)
 ^ «o(Az) ■£ln(//z„Xln(Az//))+ln(//z„)
a is a dimensionless constant which depends only on the shape of the hill. It is equal to 
zero at, 1, the height of the inner region. This is reported to be very similar to an equation 
previously derived for flow over symmetric thin aerofoils [7].
JH express doubt over whether the logarithmic profile can be used to accurately represent 
wind flows at all heights above the ground. However they are confident that it is 
acceptable below 150m above the surface. This is sufficient for wind power applications.
JH felt that their theory would provide a framework within which more accurate 
prediction methods could be developed. They also thought that the overall size of the 
grid required to produce accurate mathematical predictions would be indicated by the 
model. Finally they make the assertion that, in the lee of the hill separation is likely to 
occur, so the theory vHll be most accurate on the windward slope. It is stated by JH that 
the model is knovm to incorrectly predict the decay of the velocity deficit in the wake of 
a hill.
The definition of the length scale of the hill, L, is an area of debate. In later attempts to 
define this Hunt suggested, “the distance from the hill top to the point where the elevation 
is half its maximum” [24]. Deaves, who worked on early numerical wind speed 
prediction techniques, suggested a value such that the maximum upwind slope of the hill 
is equal to h/L [25], which in practice is not significantly different. It is pointed out by 
Walmsley et al. that the dependence on L is weak and so, “the choice of L is somewhat 
subjective” [26]. However a better basis for the choice of length scale was their, “first 
priority”, in carrying out further model developments. The most important consideration 
for any investigation is to ensure that the correct definition of L is used when using each 
theory.
3.3.3.2 Increasing the applicability and reliability of Jackson and Hunt
Mason and Sykes (MS) adapted Jackson and Hunt’s original two dimensional theory to 
be applicable to three dimensions [11]. This is basically a ‘vectorisation’ of the original
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theories so includes results for the transverse velocity component. They then validated 
the theory using the case of Brent Knoll in Somerset, where they achieved some success 
in predicting measured wind speeds.
The 3D version of JH theory was adopted by researchers at the Boundary-Layer Research 
Division of the Canadian Atmospheric Environment Service as the basis for their own 
wind flow model (of which several versions have been released) called MS3DJH [26, 
27].
When developing the first version of the model, MS3DJH/1, the main limitations of the 
MS theory were seen as being the linearisation (which restricts the models applicability 
to low hills), the assumption of neutral thermal stratification, the requirement for uniform 
surface roughness, and the periodic lateral boundary conditions. The stated advantage 
over more complex models is the lower computational requirement [26].
In the construction of MS3DJH/1, the only changes made to MS theory were to correct 
some minor coding errors from the MS paper and to use different Bessel function 
approximations during the Fourier transfer process [26]. This resulted in slight 
discrepancies between the two models when tested over a circular, cosine squared hill.
Attempts were made to apply MS3DJH/1 to real terrain whilst retaining, “the restrictions 
of uniform surface roughness and low slope”. Consideration of the input map data is 
looked at. Due to the theory applying to an isolated hill, the hill in question (Kettles Hill, 
Alberta, Canada (The investigation is described in Taylor et. al. [28]) was ‘cut-out’ of the 
map and then ‘blended’ with a flat plain that was inserted around it. It was also found 
that converting the data from a contour map to a series of equally spaced points 
indicating elevation introduced some error seen as small ‘bumps’, which generate high 
wave number ‘noise’ in the model. The terrain must be smoothed to eradicate this noise. 
However the smoothing process is somewhat subjective.
Smoothing is felt to be superior to inserting a maximum wave number condition as this 
reduces the information contained in the flow prediction. In more complex terrain this 
reduction could significantly reduce accuracy [26].
Having carried out experiments using MS3DJH/1 over smoothed Kettles Hill maps and a 
cosine squared hill, it was asserted that high wave number effects propagated from the 
inner region velocity field to very high altitudes within the model without the rate of 
decay observed in reality. This is caused by a lack of consideration of the height 
dependence of the Fourier components on the inner layer pressure perturbation field 
(which drives the velocity field over the whole domain). So MS3DJH/2 was developed 
with a consideration for this dependence on height. This resulted in an increased 
computer time due to a large number of Bessel functions now required in the solution 
process but produced a closer approximation to the desired solution.
The theory of MS3DJH/2 is relatively unchanged in WAsP. However it still contains the 
limitations previously mentioned. Beljaars et. al. [29] also highlight some limitations
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with the turbulence closure in a paper attempting to adapt the theory to incorporate finite 
difference techniques, to solve the ODE’s produced in the vertical coordinate, and a more 
complex closure technique. The mixing length closure used by JH is thought to be 
acceptable when looking at velocity profiles in simple terrain only, but is not able to 
predict complex turbulence features. Mixing length closure is only valid when there is, 
“equilibrium between the production and dissipation rate of turbulent energy”. This has 
been shovm to seldom occur in regions of changing roughness [18, 22].
3.3.3.3 Riso’s treatment of the theories to produce the WAsP orographic model
In 1981 a European Economic Community (EEC) work group was set up to investigate 
availability, status of technological development and applicability of wind energy in 
Europe. Ris0  coordinated this group which created the drive towards development of the 
European Wind Atlas. This required a wind flow model, which is now WAsP. The aim 
was described as, “climatological modelling of wind in these ‘non-complex’ regions”. 
More complex regions are attempted in investigations by Lalas [30]
The final model which is applied within WAsP is outlined in the European Wind Atlas 
[13] and Troen, 1986 [31].
Troen [31] describes the construction of the model beginning with a three dimensional 
domain defined in a similar way to JH. The construction of the model is then very 
similar to JH, with identical boundary conditions, linearisation and closure method, as 
well as the two region boundary layer construction. Some differences occur in the 
definition of the inner region height. Also the analysis is carried out in spherical 
coordinates to simplify the mathematics used to describe complex situations and allow 
non-normal incident winds.
3.3.3.4 The Final WAsP Orographic Model
The final WAsP orographic model uses the same assumptions and domain limitations 
used by JH. However these are set within a three dimensional cylindrical grid system. 
Additionally, a potential flow solution is found for the whole of domain rather than the 
discreet layers defined by Jackson and Hunt. An adjustment is then applied to the inner 
layer (the height of which is defined in a different manner to JH) in order to take account 
of the surface turbulence. The justification for this adjustment comes from potential flow 
theory.
Potential flow theory makes assumptions about the physical properties of a flow. It is 
assumed that the perturbation is incompressible and irrotational. It therefore obeys the 
conditions below and the potential of the flow, % can be simply defined.
= ° (3.42)
V.IF = 0
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The potential varies in three dimensional space and so is a function of r, the radius of the 
domain, 0, the direction and z, the height above ground level. By assuming that the 
potential vanishes at some radius of the domain a Bessel function is defined. By using 
separation of variables and common identities a general solution for the potential is 
found:
nj
\
x{r,9 ,z)  = Y.^„jJ„ exp(m5»)exp|-c;
R
(3.44)
0 y
So the solution to this stage of the WAsP model consists of a series of coefficients, K„j. 
The potential can then be calculated for each value of the coefficient. The process of 
calculating the coefficients is done by expanding the above equation as a Fourier series. 
Before this can be done the boundary condition for z = 0 must be defined.
The boundary condition for the land-air transition comes from the assumption that the 
local wind speed is a function of its height above the terrain only. In two dimensions this 
can be written as:
w(x, z) = Wq (Az) = U q ( z -  h(x)) (3.45)
Where h(x) is the function describing the terrain profile 
Using the continuity equation this reduces to:
ii(x, z) = h  {x)uq (Az) (3.46)
When written in three dimensions and in terms of the flow potential this becomes:
d = Wo .V h{r,û) (3.47)
z= 0
Equation 3.47 enforces the non-slip condition as both sides are equal to zero when z = 0. 
The gradient of the terrain is then the parameter that dictates the amount of flow potential 
in the vertical direction. So by projecting Equation 3.47 as a Fourier series, including the 
boundary condition above, the coefficients Knj are calculated as:
^n,k - R
r exp(- in 6)drd 6 (3.48)
oy
This requires integration over the azimuth and radius which WAsP achieves using a polar 
grid centred on the point of interest. Equation 3.48 is also simplified when it is made to
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relate to the centre of the grid, i.e. r = 0. This allows only the first order Bessel function 
to be considered. The change in potential due to the local terrain that is finally calculated 
and carried through to the next calculation step is shown in Equation 3.46.
exp (3.49)
At this stage the whole flow domain has been calculated using potential flow theory with 
the non-slip condition enforced at ground-level. In order to take account of the viscous 
effects near to the ground an adjustment to this solution is made within the inner layer. 
The height of the inner layer is defined using Equation 3.50.
Ij — 03zqj
(  T
ZL (3.50)
This Equation is different to Jackson and Hunt’s definition of the inner layer height and 
was derived by Jensen [14]. Equation 3.51 represents the change to the wind speed at the 
location in question.
Auj(z) _ 1^ 0{pj)|
K ( 4  \u„(z'j\
(3.51)
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4 CONSIDERATION OF FORESTRY WITHIN THE MODEL
There is no function for considering forestry within WAsP. However forestry can cause 
considerable uncertainty within a wind resource analysis. It is a common terrain feature 
but is very difficult to define using only a few easily observed parameters. Within the 
WAsP package, may be classified as either an obstacle or as increased surface roughness.
Part of this project worked to develop a method of improving WAsP predictions around 
forested regions [32]. This resulted in some guidelines for modelling trees within WAsP 
[33] In line with advice from Riso [34], the method that has been developed considering 
the forest as a combination of surface roughness and a zero-plane displacement height.
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5 DEFINITION OF WAsP’S ‘ENVELOPE OF VALIDITY’
Previous studies have referred to an ‘envelope of validity’ within which WAsP results
can be regarded as acceptable physical representations of the wind flow [35, 36]. Having 
an understanding of the boundaries of this envelope helps ensure that any results 
produced by WAsP can be assessed for their validity. Additionally, once the extent of 
the ‘envelope of validity’ is defined any newly developed method can be considered to 
have provided a valuable contribution to the field if it has produced an extension to this 
envelope.
Five considerations that should be looked at to ensure that WAsP is operating within its 
envelope of validity were set out clearly by Bowen and Mortensen [37]. They state that 
accurate predictions may be obtained, “provided that both the reference and predicted 
sites” fit with the conditions below:
• The two points are subject to the same weather regime;
• Prevailing weather conditions are close to being neutrally stable;
• The surrounding terrain is not too steep (Too steep is defined as being
significantly greater than 0.3, which is approximately equal to 17®);
• High quality wind measurements;
• Proper use of the WAsP program [37].
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6 ATTEMPTS TO EXTEND THE ‘ENVELOPE OF VALIDITY’
Due to the limitations of WAsP and the perceived lack of sufficient validation of any
alternative techniques, attempts have been made to extend WAsP’s envelope of validity. 
Some are outlined below.
6.1 RIX Parameter
The Ruggedness IndeX (RIX) parameter is an attempt to quantify the deviation from
measurement produced by WAsP by considering the proximity of the initiation and 
prediction locations to steep slopes. The value of the RIX parameter is calculated within 
WAsP by looking along a number of radii originating from the point of interest. The 
proportion of these lines which lie within areas of terrain where the slope exceeds a 
critical value (this should correspond to the point at which the WAsP results are no 
longer valid) contribute to the final RIX value. A user can define the value of the critical 
angle as well as the number of radii and the distance from the point of interest that the 
code will consider. An illustration of this process is shown in Figure 6.1 below.
Figure 6.1 The RIX calculation procedure (The green circle signifies the
maximum radius and the areas filled in red are slopes that exceed 
the critical angle)
It has been proposed that the difference in the RIX value at two locations will be related 
to the difference between the WAsP prediction and the measured wind speed (if 
available) at the prediction location. This has been used to build up a correlation with the 
error on the WAsP prediction at a small number of complex terrain sites [36]. With 
further validation, the developers of the theory hope that a clear relationship that is 
constant across many sites can be derived, so allowing a correction factor to be applied to 
the final WAsP prediction.
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Although the original papers show that this approach has some merit further studies have 
cast serious doubt on this [38] and no solid recommendations for applying RIX has been 
released by Riso,
6.2 Terrain modification
Some work carried out within this portfolio suggests that a terrain modification method 
based on consideration of regions of flow separation may improve the agreement between 
WAsP predictions and wind speed measurements [39]. Although this work demonstrates 
that this approach has potential no satisfactory method of predicting the location of the 
flow separation has yet been found, so a complete methodology has not been developed 
[40].
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7 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
WAsP is a commercial product and is consequently under constant development.
The release of WAsP 9.0 was announced at the EWEC conference in Milan, 2007 [41]. 
This new version of the model is stated to produce identical numerical predictions to the 
previous version that has been investigated here. The changes from version 8 relate to 
the efficiency of the user interface. Perhaps the most interesting of these developments is 
the ability to control the model more closely using scripts. This will enable a user to 
carry out sensitivity analysis and other repeatable procedures in a much more efficient 
manner. The documentation for this feature is currently unavailable, so some 
investigation and consultation with Ris0 is required before scripts can be constructed.
Also presented at EWEC 2007 [41], and later published [42], was the planned advance in 
the fiow modelling within WAsP [43]. This new flow model will apply a Fourier 
transform to the terrain information allowing solution to the fiow Equations to be 
calculated for a discrete set of wave numbers. These solutions are stored in a look-up 
table within the code to keep the computational requirements to a minimum. This 
approach does not require a small perturbation assumption, allows some of the non-linear 
terms within the equations to be retained and a k-e turbulence closure model to be 
applied. Due to this it appears that there is a high likelihood that this model will extend 
WAsP’s envelope of validity. The model is currently only applicable in two dimensions. 
Further investigation of this model is not possible until further information is released by 
Ris0.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Meteodyn WT [1] is a commercial software package that aims to enable a non-expert 
user to make use of the CFD technique to produce simulations of the Atmospheric 
Boundary Layer (ABL) for wind power applications. It is assumed that results from 
the package will be used in wind resource assessments that form a major part of the 
financial decision making for wind farm projects. MWT aims to be a reliable method 
of producing long-term wind speed estimates in complex terrain regions where WAsP
[2], the current industry standard, is known to be subject to significant uncertainties
[3].
All the work included in this portfolio was carried out using MWT version 2.2.0. A 
number of updates to the software package have been released since this; the current 
version is 4.0.0. Although some additional modelling features and usability 
enhancements have been made, the flindamental model and the work flow of the 
software remain the same as presented here.
MWT is based on the 3D CFD solver, Phoenics [4]. Consequently its numerics are 
very different to those of WAsP. Within WAsP the Navier Stokes flow equations are 
linearised and subject to some significant approximations. This reduces the 
computational time required to produce results but also removes the turbulent terms 
from the calculation. As a result, WAsP wind speed predictions are unable to account 
for complex flow phenomena such as flow separation so producing significantly 
increased deviation from measurement in complex terrain. MWT attempts to 
overcome this by applying some similar physical approximations to WAsP, such as 
that the wind speed is constant above geostrophic height, but not linearising the 
Navier Stokes equations. The CFD approach requires significantly more 
computational resource as the calculations are significantly more complex. A flow 
domain is created and defined by a set of boundary conditions which control the way 
that the air flows in and out of the domain. A 3D grid is created within the domain 
and the Navier Stokes equations are solved at each discrete point on the grid. Flow 
must be setup to travel through the domain parallel to the sides. As with all CFD 
models, this methodology is subject to discretisation errors, which are hopefully 
sufficiently small to be unimportant, and can only look at wind from a single direction 
at a time. A separate computation is made for each direction sector. Within MWT, 
an all-directional wind speed is defined by combining the results of all the completed 
single direction calculations based on the frequency of occurrence of wind from each 
direction. This frequency information is usually derived from consideration of on-site 
wind speed measurements.
In order make the software accessible to non-expert users the functionality of MWT is 
limited and is designed to best represent the conditions found at a typical wind farm 
site. This document looks to explain each aspect of the MWT computational 
technique as it is understood from the resources available. Further work and 
validation will enable the knowledge of these aspects and the package as a whole to 
be deepened.
Section 2 of this document sets out the various technical aspects of MWT related to 
the most important steps in a CFD calculation as set out in the ERCOFTAC Best 
Practice Guidelines [5] for the use of CFD. These Guidelines provide a systematic
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framework for setting out the various modelling aspects and sources of uncertainty 
within a CFD calculation.
Section 4 aims to enable a wind resource calculation to be carried out in MWT. A 
user with no prior knowledge of the MWT model will be able to produce these results, 
however in order to confidently assess their accuracy and reliability some prior 
knowledge of the general CFD technique is required. A description of all file formats 
that are compatible with MWT is also included as an appendix.
Much of the information contained here has been taken from the Meteodyn produced 
manual for MWT [1] and their additional technical note [6].
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2 TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
2.1 The main steps in carrying out a CFD calculation
The main steps and activities involved when carrying out a CFD calculation are listed 
below. Section 2.1 then discusses each step in turn, describing the methods used 
within MWT and the uncertainties that will arise from this.
Training CFD users 
Problem Definition 
Selection of solution strategy 
Choice of numerical procedure 
Validation of models 
Selection of turbulence model 
Definition of geometry 
Generation of computational grid
Definition of boundary conditions and physical properties 
Definition of initial guess or initial conditions in unsteady flows 
Solution of numerical equations 
Assessment of errors and solution accuracy 
Post-procession and visualisation of simulation results 
Documentation and archiving of results 
Communications with the code developer [5]
2.2 Training of CFD users
As MWT aims to be easily useable by a non-expert user, training users should not be 
necessary. However for a user to fully understand the results that the model produces 
they must have a solid understanding of the CFD technique. Due to uncertainty over 
issues such as grid dependency it is not yet considered that the results of MWT can 
yet be easily interpreted by a non-expert user. Furthermore some error can still arise 
from the methodology used to impose the model [7]. Therefore some training of 
users is required before the results produced can be fully understood and practically 
applied, despite the apparent simplicity of the MWT user interface.
2.3 Problem Definition
MWT is designed to tackle the highly complex practical problem of predicting the 
wind speed over a wind farm site based on measurements made at a limited number of 
locations. The application of the CFD technique is aimed at producing a method that 
is able to produce more reliable outputs over a larger range of terrain conditions than 
the linearised models that currently represent the industry standard.
The modelling problem is precisely defined as wind resource assessments are an 
essential part of the wind farm development process. The problem presented to MWT 
is the same as that which other models have been applied to previously.
2.4 Selection of solution strategy
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MWT solves the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. It therefore 
assumes that the flow is incompressible and will reach a steady-state solution. 
Conservation of mass and momentum are also implicit in the method.
The MWT methodology follows the steps set out below in order to produce a solution 
that represents the directionally averaged long-term wind speed at a given height and 
location. Results can also be extracted for each discrete direction sector.
1. Definition of domain boundaries
2. Definition of direction sectors
3. Definition of points of interest and minimum grid resolution
4. Grid calculations
5. Flow calculations (results can be extracted here)
6. Synthesis of directional results to represent the long-term
7. Scaling to measured data
2.5 Choice of numerical procedure
The models equations are solved using an unspecified finite difference method.
2.6 Validation of models
The available validation cases of the MWT model are limited. Results from a 
Gaussian Hill, the Askervein test case and a wind farm site in Morocco are presented 
in the technical note [6]. The results in these cases show impressive agreement 
between some modelling outputs and measurement but the details of the simulations 
carried out are limited, allowing only a little confidence in the model to be gained. 
The example of the Gaussian hill that is displayed has relatively gentle slopes that will 
not induce flow separation and so good agreement would be expected here (even 
when using WAsP). Although the validation over a wind farm site was carried out by 
a third party, results from only two direction sectors are shown which reduces the 
knowledge that can be gained.
Further validations that provide some additional insight into the model have been 
published. However these are of little use for validation of the model as the work is 
concerned with the atmospheric stability [8] and forestry models [9] so the underlying 
modelling capability is not clear. Studies of this kind are required but the reader must 
be convinced that the underlying ABL model is able to reliably represent wind speed 
variations over complex terrain in neutral conditions before the abilities of these less 
significant effects can be looked at in detail.
Extensive validation is required in order to establish a method of gaining a grid 
independent solution over a large area and to begin to quantify the uncertainties 
involved in a completed calculation.
2.7 Selection of turbulence model
The turbulence model employed within MWT is a single equation model that employs 
a mixing length approach to parameterise the turbulent kinetic energy. 
Proportionality between the components of the Reynolds stress and the mean
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gradients with changes in height or location is assumed. This produces the expression 
below which resolves the turbulent kinetic energy and allows a new transport equation 
to be solved.
— —  dU —
- U V  =  - V r   - l l W  =  - V r -------- - V W  = 0 (1)
r  ay  ^ az  ^ ^
Equations (1) are essentially only applicable to gently sloping terrain where U » V .
A further expression, based on that developed by Yamada and Arritt [10], is applied 
to define the dominant turbulent length scale. This expression defines different length 
scales for different levels of thermal stratification and so allows the model to take 
account of atmospheric stability.
In assessing the turbulence closure method applied in MWT along with some others. 
Hurley considered that all the models in the test will, “produce reasonable 
predictions”, with the first order models, such as that applied in MWT, having the 
advantage of being simpler to code and faster to run [10]. The model employed 
within MWT was said to under predict the level of turbulence.
The turbulence closure method that is applied within MWT cannot be changed by the 
user so the effect of altering this cannot be investigated.
Within Meteodyn WT atmospheric stability is adjusted by altering the calculation of 
the dominant turbulent length scale. It is not clear whether, as would be expected, 
other changes associated with adjusting the atmospheric stability are made within the 
model. However as this is considered to be a secondary effect in the context of this 
investigation all calculations are carried out using a neutrally stable atmosphere.
2.8 Definition of geometry
The geometry over which the flow travels is the orography of the site in question. 
This is set in the problem definition. Within the wind industry, a map containing 10m 
contours is generally considered to provide sufficient input data. It has been shown 
that higher resolution may produce different, perhaps more accurate, modelling results 
[11] but this data is not always available and often expensive.
MWT applies an original method of interpolating the terrain data in order to define 
the geometry of the terrain that the computed flow will travel over. This method is 
called “by ray launch”. This is said to, “avoid inconsistencies and smoothing”, 
observed in other methods [6]. However this has not been explicitly investigated.
2.9 Generation of computational grid
The MWT computational grid is constructed using an algorithm developed at 
Meteodyn.
The surface grid is defined first. This is a Cartesian grid that is refined towards 
pre-defmed points of interest in both the x and y directions. The expansion of the grid 
cells as the distance from the points of interest increases can be adjusted by the user.
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The aspect ratios of the cells are automatically controlled to ensure that numerical 
problems that may cause instability and divergence are avoided.
W ind Flow Direction
Figure 2.1 The MWT surface grid refined to two separate points of interest 
(indicated by the red squares)
Once the surface grid has been defined the volume grid is constructed. This grid 
begins as an orthogonal grid at the terrain surface but becomes vertical as the height 
increases, as shown in Figure 2.2. This avoids the problems associated with grids that 
are either completely vertical or orthogonal. The precise details of the gridding 
algorithm are not known. A front is propagated from ground level up to the upper 
boundary. As this process is carried out the distance between the vertical lines is 
controlled along with the ratios of the sides of the grid cells in order to create the cells 
that are most like cubes and so produce the most robust grid for calculation.
Figure 2.2 The structure of the MWT calculation grid around the peak of a 
2D hill
The gridding process cannot be adjusted by the user, but the map size, minimum 
resolution and the expansion coefficients can be altered.
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The discretisation method for interpolation between grid points is based on 
consideration of, “coherence with the atmospheric boundary layer equations”. Even 
after some conversation with the code developers the meaning of this quotation 
remains unclear, so the precise details of this procedure are not known. These settings 
cannot be adjusted by the user and so their effect cannot be investigated.
Currently a user must carry out initial tests in order to establish the grid dependency 
of the results. Ideally grid independence would be obtained but it is considered that 
some discretisation error of the terrain will be unavoidable.
No attempt to quantify the discretisation or numerical error has yet been made. The 
grid construction is carried out automatically, which assists in producing consistent 
results without user influence, but it would be beneficial to be able to view the exact 
terrain that is loaded into the model along with the grid that is constructed above it as 
this may allow some assessment of this uncertainty to be made.
2.10 Definition of boundary conditions and physical properties
Due to the problem of modelling the flow in the atmospheric boundary layer based on 
measurements from a single location, universal boundary conditions must be applied. 
Those applied within MWT are set out here:
• Inlet conditions
The log. law is applied within the surface layer with the Bkman layer above, as 
suggested by Garrat [12]. Turbulent kinetic energy is given a constant value 
in the surface layer and then based on the height above ground level (eddy- 
viscosity) in the Ekman layer [6]. Turbulence intensity is defined as the ratio 
between the square root of the turbulent kinetic energy and the local wind 
speed. The assumed inlet profile is unknown.
• Lower boundary (terrain surface conditions)
The non-slip condition is applied at the surface. Within the first cell a 
momentum sink is applied based on Monim-Obhukhov theory. The sink term 
is derived from the log. law, “as a function of the mean wind speed at the first 
level cell, and of the real local roughness of the terrain” [6]. This sink is 
extended in order to represent forestry. The documentation for the code does 
not provide any detailed information about the configuration of this sink term 
or how it is related to the drag on the surface.
• Lateral boundaries
The lateral boundaries, being parallel to the flow direction, are defined as 
completely free of friction and non-porous.
• Outlet and upper boundary
These boundaries are defined as having homogeneous pressure profiles. This 
is thought to be set so that the relative pressure is equal to zero, so helping to 
enforce conservation of mass.
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2.11 Definition of initial condition
The initial conditions for the flow domain are defined by the upper boundary 
condition of lOms"  ^ in the defined flow direction. The calculated steady state flow 
field is then scaled to measurement after the calculation is complete in order to 
represent the wind speeds experienced at the site in question. This methodology is 
dependent on the assumption that the flow structure is independent of wind speed i.e. 
Reynolds number for the wind speeds and length scales in question.
Meteodyn have stated that for the flows considered here, “the Reynolds number is 
high enough to allow flow separation without dependence on wind speed (for wind 
speed greater than 4ms"^)” [7].
2.12 Solution of numerical equations
The MWT package uses PHOENICS [4] with the MIGAL solver [13].
MIGAL uses a technique that solves the velocity and pressure fields simultaneously 
[6]. This technique is said to improve the speed and convergence of the calculation, 
whilst requiring a larger storage capacity, when compared to the more standard 
SIMPLE algorithm. The solver is also uses a double grid method to further speed up 
convergence by resolving the low frequency components on a lower resolution grid 
before carrying out the final high resolution calculations [14].
From carrying out calculations before and after the use of the MIGAL solver in the 
Windsim software, which is similar in construction to MWT, it appears that the solver 
does speed-up the calculation times and reduces the occurrence of divergence. 
However tests carried out by Windsim have shovm that the results produced by 
MIGAL were different to those from a standard segregated solver [15]. The exact 
location and cause of these differences is not known.
2.13 Assessment of errors and solution accuracy
Once the calculation within MWT has been engaged the user is able to observe a 
single measure of convergence. It is understood that this figure represents 100 minus 
the percentage deviation of the present solution from that obtained after the previous 
iteration averaged over the four cells that exhibit the largest deviation. Once the 
figure reaches 100% this signifies that all cells have presented that same solution for 
two subsequent iterations [16].
This appears to be a clear and efficient method of representing the level of 
convergence. However, if the convergence is not complete after all iterations are 
carried out the user cannot observe where the solution remains unsteady. 
Consequently no assessment of whether this lack of convergence will cause 
significant errors at the locations of interest can be made. Additionally there is no 
indication of the history of the convergence so the user is unable to assess whether the 
solution would remain constant were more iterations completed.
Assessment of the uncertainty arising from a lack of convergence is required.
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2.14 Post-processing and visualisation of simulation results
After the required number of runs representing specific directions have been carried 
out MWT can be used to perform a ‘synthesis’ operation. This combines results from 
each of the directional runs to create a prediction for all directions that can be 
assumed to represent the long-term, provided that the correct input data was provided 
to the model. The precise details of the operations that are carried out to achieve this 
synthesis are unknown. There is consequently an uncertainty associated with this 
procedure. This uncertainty may be avoided by considering only the results for 
specific direction sectors; however any process of directional averaging will be 
subject to some uncertainty.
MWT outputs results in a number of formats. These results can be observed either 
visually or numerically.
2.15 Documentation and archiving of results
MWT wind speed results and user applied settings can all be easily stored. However 
the data ftom the pressure field and detailed information about the grid structure are 
lost. Although this data is unlikely to be of direct practical use once valid results have 
been produced this may be of vital importance when attempting to develop a grid 
independent methodology or quantify the uncertainty of a specific result.
2.16 Communications with the code developer
Meteodyn provide a support facility for their software. However MWT is a 
commercial product and so information about the construction of the model is subject 
to some confidentiality which has been found to be a frustrating barrier to some 
questions posed as part of this investigation.
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3 OVERVIEW OF METEODYN W T’S MODELLING METHOD
MWT carries out each initial flow calculation for a single specific wind flow direction 
and in the absence any site wind data. Therefore this calculation is based on the 
universal input conditions as described in Section 2.10 which cannot be adjusted by 
the user. It is paramount that these conditions represent the actual conditions in the 
field or can be scaled to represent them.
A user carries out the flow calculation by defining the extent and resolution required 
for the domain and specifying the points of interest (either mast or turbine sites). The 
specific directions for each calculation and the atmospheric stability level can also be 
selected. Once these details are specified the meshing and flow calculations are 
carried out automatically without user intervention.
The results of these initial calculations are used to establish relationships between the 
location of the site data and every other point within the model. This relationship is 
expressed as speed up ratios which are converted to wind speed using measured data.
The MWT user interface is based around two dialogue boxes providing information 
about the site that is currently being analysed and a list of results files from completed 
computations. The analysis process is divided into three main stages: project set up 
(see Sections 4.1 and 4.2), the computational process (see Sections 4.3 and 4.4) and 
the synthesis process (see Section 4.5). These stages are controlled using windows 
that are opened by buttons in the task bar at the top of the screen (see Figure 3.1). 
Results are then produced which can be exported in various formats (see Appendix 
A3).
Before these three processes can be carried out the site must be described and wind 
data entered using the other seven buttons contained in the taskbar.
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Figure 3.1 The main caleulation window within MWT
At each of these stages the required parameters are defined to specify how the 
calculations will progress. Each stage must be run in order and requires a set of input 
parameters. Table 3.1, below, shows the modules in the order that they must be 
completed along with the purpose of the calculation and the input data required. To 
produce an output, all stages of the calculation must be completed one after the other.
Calculation Stage Aim of Module Input data required
Computing
preparation
Input the data required for the 
calculation
Minimum grid resolution 
Maximum number of iterations 
Stability class (0-6) 2 = neutral
Computing
progress
Inform the user of the progress 
of the current computation and 
those recently completed
Computing preparation
Synthesis Synthesise the individual 
direction sector results output
Completed direction sector results
Table 3.1 The 3 main MWT calculation stages and their purpose
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4 PRACTICAL DESCRIPTION (ALTERNATIVE USER MANUAL)
4.1 Project set-up
Before calculations can be carried out, the project must be setup. This involves tasks 
such as naming the sites and files as well as looking at more technical parameters to 
define the precise nature of the model domain and calculation procedure.
4.1.1 User Profile
When MWT is opened for the first time the user is prompted to provide a user name 
and password. These can be entered as the user requires. This is designed purely as a 
security measure. A password is not compulsory, so, unless particular security issues 
are involved, it is recommended that this box is left blank. The user profile can be 
modified at any time at User^User profile on the main menu bar.
4.1.2 Default Parameters
The ‘parameters’ window (Figure 4.1) is found at Parameters—>Default parameters on 
the menu bar. This window displays the main parameters of the model and the values 
they are currently given. Each parameter (its significance and its default value) is 
described below. The values in this Section should not be changed unless a specific 
problem is found with the current settings as further validation is required to fully 
understand their influence. These adjustments should then only be applied to the 
specific site for which they are required.
Hexh I Models | Display | Default foldeis | 
Resolution------------------------------------------
Honzortal : 
Vertical : [ i
E x p a n sio n  co e lfia en t~
Hortzontal:
Vertical :
1.1
Vertc^ity [Q.7
Smoothing: Fj
Figure 4.1 The parameters window
4.1.2.1 Mesh
4.1.2.1.1 Resolution
Here the vertical and horizontal resolutions can be defined. The number entered into 
the box represents the minimum width of cells. Therefore the horizontal resolution 
will occur near to the reference points and the vertical resolution will occur in the cell 
nearest to the ground. The default values are: horizontal = 50m, vertical = 6m
4.1.2.1.2 Expansion coefficient
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The expansion coefficient describes the ratio of the size of one cell compared to the 
next further away from the nearest reference point. Therefore it is a measure of how 
fast the resolution is reduced as the distance from reference points increases. Both the 
horizontal and vertical components of this property can be adjusted. The default 
values are: horizontal =1.1, vertical = 1.2 
4.1.2.1.3 Verticality Parameter
The parameter represents the tangent of the angle between a line drawn perpendicular 
to the ground and the mesh. A value of 1 creates a vertical grid and 0 creates an 
orthogonal grid.
Default value is 0.7
4.1.2.2 Models
4.1.2.2.1 Turbulence model
MWT includes a one equation turbulence model. There is no longer an option to 
change this to the linear eddy-viscosity model, as there was in previous versions of 
the code, as Meteodyn currently considers this to be the best available closure 
method.
4.1.2.2.2 Friction
This defines the way in which the roughness is treated and sets the default values 
when it is not defined by the input data. The ‘drag coefficients’ option is said to take 
better account of the three-dimensional effect of surface roughness [7]. It is also 
possible to define the default values for sea roughness and ground roughness. Those 
entered by Meteodyn are: sea roughness = 0.001m, ground roughness = 0.05m.
4.1.2.3 Display
4.1.2.3.1 Display parameters
Allows the default parameters for site visualisation to be adjusted. This has no effect 
on the modelling procedure.
4.1.2.3.2 Synthesis
Allows a default turbine model to be entered. The power curve of any turbine 
selected here will be applied to the final wind speed predictions. It is recommended 
that this box is left blank to allow the turbine to be selected each time a synthesis is 
carried out.
4.1.3 Default folders
This window allows the user to select default folders in which MWT will search for 
specific types of data (Geographical data. Meteorological data, wind turbine power 
curve and Exported files). This feature will be useful for regular users of the model. 
The default location for all types of file is the root directory of the C drive.
4.1.3 Geographical Data
Before a new site can be setup the geographical data that defines the location in 
question must be loaded into MWT. This is done by opening the ‘geographical data’ 
window (Button 1 in Figure 3.1 or Data-^Geographical data) and then searching for 
the required file. It must be ensured that the correct file format is specified (see 
Appendix Al).
4.1.4 Add a new site
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Once the geographical data is loaded into MWT the new site can be setup. To open 
the ‘new site’ window (Figure 4.2) either click button 2, Figure 3.1, or go to 
Sites—^Add on the menu bar.
2<1
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Figure 4.2 ‘New site’ window
The ‘geographical data’ window appears initially. No action needs to be taken at this 
stage. The window appears to provide the user with a chance to check that the correct 
data has been loaded before proceeding.
Once a user is certain that the required input data is available, click OK to proceed to 
the ‘new site’ window. This window requires the user to enter various properties of 
the computational domain. Once this is complete the ‘checking’ button is pressed. 
The checking process ensures that the input data creates a physically possible terrain 
over which to calculate the flow and creates a file allowing the user to visualise the 
computational domain.
4.1.4.1 General
4.1.4.1.1 Site information
The name of the site can be entered here. Another box is available for comment.
4.1.4.1.2 Computation domain
This Section defines the size of the domain. The X and Y coordinates of the centre of 
the domain must be entered. The radius of the domain is also required. This is a 
measure of the distance from the centre to the edge of the domain. Both the centre 
and the radius will be calculated automatically if they are not specified by the user. 
The reference point, that requires its x, y and z coordinates to be entered, is the 
location that the wind data, to be entered later in the process, was measured at. It is 
also possible to alter the definition of z. Altitude means that z is measured from sea 
level. Height means that z=0 is the ground at the reference point.
4.1.4.2 Altitude
The map file containing the altitude data must be selected (this is likely to be the same 
file as was already selected. If it is not, a new file must be loaded in the ‘geographical 
data’ window). To select a file, click on it and then click ‘Add’.
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4.1.4.3 Roughness
This tab is setup in the same way to the ‘Altitude’ tab. The file containing the site’s
roughness data must be selected from the list. If a file is not selected the model will
assume the default roughness values (Section 4.1.2).
4.1.4.4 Result points
This tab defines the result points so that grid is refined correctly around these points 
in the mesh generation phase of calculation. A minimum of two results points must 
be defined for calculation to be carried out. The reference point is considered to be a 
results point.
4.1.4.4.1 Point
The coordinates of the relevant measurement masts and proposed turbine sites must 
be entered here. Whether z is defined as height or altitude must also be defined.
4.1.4.4.2 Segment
This allows the user to define a line along the grid that is regarded as a result point. 
This allows for greater visualisation at a later data but also increases the number of 
grid points within a given area.
4.1.4.4.3 Vertical profile
This window enables the vertical profiles output by the model at each result point to 
be configured. The highest and lowest result points are entered along with the height 
interval between each additional output.
4.1.4.4.4 Files
For large wind farms XYZ files may be drawn up and loaded in here to define the 
points of interest. This enables a user to avoid the lengthy process of typing in the 
details of each individual turbine location.
4.1.4.5 Mapping
An area selected for ‘mapping’ is assigned a constant grid resolution and the results 
can be extracted for every grid node. This produces output files that can be used for 
layout optimisation (the constant resolution *.wrg can be loaded into GH 
Windfarmer) but greatly increases the number of grid cells within a given area
4.1.4.5.1 Origin points
The coordinates of the south-west and north-east comers of the map are entered
4.1.4.5.2 Parameters
The resolution of the ‘mapping’ area and the height at which the results are required 
(usually hub height) can be defined.
4.1.5 Visualise
Once the input data for a site has been checked, the user can visual the domain, and 
check, by eye, that everything appears to be in order with the case.
The ‘site display’ window (Figure 4.3) is accessed using the visualisation button, 
marked by a small landscape icon, or through Sites-^Display on the menu bar. Both 
roughness and altitude can be viewed in 2D or 3D views.
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Figure 4.3 Site display window
The 3D view can be rotated using the left mouse button. The left mouse button and 
holding CTRL, zooms in and out. Holding down SHIFT moves the terrain 
transversely across the screen.
4.2 Project Management
4.2.1 Open a site
This is done using button 3 (Figure 3.1) or going to Sites^Open. A list of the already 
constructed sites appears for the user to select. A site is not saved until it has been 
checked by the model.
4.2.2 Duplicate a site
This is done using button 4 (Figure 3.1) or going to Sites-^Duplicate.
This function is available for times when a user may want to carry out runs over a site 
using slightly altered input parameters. It is now unnecessary to begin the process 
from the beginning.
4.2.3 Modify a site
This is done using button 5 (Figure 3.1) or going to Sites-^Modify
With this function a user is able to go back and modify the details of a site. It must be 
noted that the site must be re-checked after any changes are made and that any results 
produced using the previous parameters will now be invalid and must be replaced.
4.2.4 Delete a site
This is done using button 6 (Figure 3.1) or going to Sites-
4.3 Computing preparation
>^ Delete
The ‘computing preparation’ window (Figure 4.4) is brought up by clicking the left- 
hand main calculation stage buttons (Figure 4.4) or going to Computing->Computing 
preparation on the menu bar.
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Figure 4.4 Computing preparation window
This window allows the user to specify the modelling parameters for a computational 
run of a site. Once this is complete the ‘computation’ button is pressed and the run 
joins the queue in the ‘computing progress’ window.
When the window first appears, the values displayed in the boxes in the 
‘configuration’ Section of the window are the default values, specified earlier (see 
Section 4.1.2). These can all be changed by the user (apart from the turbulence 
model), if it is deemed necessary. It should be noted that any changes to these 
numbers may have a significant but not fully understood influence on the final 
modelling predictions.
The ‘wind directions’ section is used to specify the way in which the wind rose is 
discretised. A constant step (a number of degrees which each direction sector will 
possess) or specific angles for the sector boundaries can be defined.
It is recommended that the direction sectors are setup so that the wind rose is 
constructed of twelve, 30  ^wide, direction sectors. This produces a wind rose that is 
identical to those produces by WAsP. Further investigation may show that more 
sectors are required in order to sufficiently represent the whole wind regime.
4.4 Computing progress
The ‘computing progress’ window (Figure 4.5) is opened by clicking the central main 
calculation button (Figure 3.1) or going to Computing—^ Computing progress on the 
menu bar.
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Figure 4.5 Computing Progress window
The main flow calculations are carried out at this stage. The wind is modelled over 
individual direction sectors. These sectors remain separate throughout this 
computational stage.
Once the ‘computing preparation’ window is complete the run moves into the 
‘computing progress’ window. Computations waiting to be calculated are displayed 
in the ‘next computations’ Section and moved to the ‘Progress’ Section when they are 
being calculated. Only one calculation can be carried out at one time. All completed 
runs remain on display in the ‘Progress’ Section.
Runs can be queued by simply following the same procedure as previously described.
Closing the ‘computing progress’ window does not affect the calculation procedure. 
There is no limit to the number of runs that can be queued.
The ‘Progress’ Section also provides information on various properties of the 
computations. The ‘time left’ and ‘time passed’ columns should be ignored as they 
are entirely inaccurate.
Clicking ‘Cancel the current file processing’ stops the individual direction sector run 
that is currently in progress.
Clicking ‘Cancel the batch’ stops the file that is currently processing and clears the 
entire queue.
If divergence is reached, the run will stop processing and a dialogue box will appear, 
to inform the user that this has happened. This should be closed by clicking OK. The 
subsequent run is then started by clicking ‘Launch the waiting computations’. The 
information regarding the diverged run is still retained in the ‘Progress’ Section.
4.5 Synthesis
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The ‘synthesis’ window (Figure 4.6) is opened by clicking the right-hand main 
calculation button (Figure 3.1) or going to Computing—>Synthesis on the menu bar.
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Figure 4.6 Synthesis window
Results files from the ‘computing progress’ stage are synthesised together to allow a 
representation of the whole wind rose. This wind regime is also normalised to the 
measured wind data and turbine power curves can also be added to provide 
estimations of energy production at proposed sites.
The first section in the window (‘Results’) displays results files from the flow 
calculations. They are identified by direction sector and stability level. These files 
contain data for every node within the domain of the model. All sectors that are to be 
synthesised must be selected.
The ‘Meteorological data’ Section is where the site measured wind data is loaded. 
Data from French meteorological stations may also be applied here. The precise 
details of each dataset should be carefully considered before using these dataset. The 
appropriate site data file can be found by clicking search and looking through the file 
structure. Once a file is selected it appears in the window. It is essential that the 
correct file format for the wind data is selected. The available formats are displayed 
in the Appendix A l.
The ‘wind turbine’ Section loads a turbines power curve into the programme. This 
power curve can be selected from a list of power curves that covers leading 
commercial models (See List of power curves, Appendix). The curves are stored in 
simple two column *.txt files. Consequently there are no problems with writing new 
power curves or converting them from other programs. This can be done either by 
placing the file in the same directory as the original power curves or by searching for 
it and entering it in the lowest box, labelled ‘curve’.
Click ‘Start Synthesis’ to begin the synthesis process.
4.6 File exporting and the results files window
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The ‘results files’ window (Figure 4.7) is visible in the main MWT window. Both it 
and the Site information window can be turned off in the ‘windows’ menu on the 
menu bar. The window can be opened using button 8 (Figure 3.1)
Result files
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Figure 4.7 Results files window
There are two columns in the ‘results files’ window; ‘directional results’ (containing 
finished runs from individual direction sectors) and ‘synthesis numbers’ (containing 
the results of synthesis runs for full wind roses).
At this stage, all the calculations to be carried out have been completed. However, 
further synthesis or runs with slightly altered input parameters can still be carried out 
should they be required.
A right-click is needed to view the export options in this file, 
available for the ‘directional results’ and ‘synthesis numbers’. 
Sections describe the options available from these two menus.
A different menu is 
The next two sub-
4.6.1 Directional results
Here the completed individual direction sector results are listed. It should be noted 
that the results contained can only be applied for the specific direction sector and 
stability setting that they describe. They are identified by the number of degrees at 
the top bound of each direction sector and the stability level that was stipulated for 
that sector.
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This data can be exported and displayed in numerous display formats. The process of 
converting the data often takes a couple of minutes.
No wind speed values are quoted in the directional results as no measured data has 
been applied. The speed-up values that are displayed are relative to a constant 
reference location. The conditions of this location are constant and not affect by any 
of the setting within the model. Therefore the speed-up factor between two locations 
is the ratio of the two quoted factors.
4.6.1.1 Export 3D display
Allows a TECPlot file describing a specific direction sector to be generated. TECPlot 
is a post-processing software package that enables the 3D field to be interrogated to 
allow the flow properties to be quickly and easily presented.
4.6.1.2 Visualise 3D
This option produces displays of the values of various flow properties (The horizontal 
stream-wise component of the wind velocity, turbulence intensity, the flow deviation 
or the inflow angle) at user specified heights. The resolution of the image can also be 
altered. The parameters are originally assigned their default values which can be 
altered within the display tab of the parameters window (Section 4.1.2.3). A few 
minutes is taken to construct a visualisation. The format for these visualisations is 
identical to that already seen in the visualisations in Section 4.1.5 (Figure 4.3).
4.6.1.3 Export result points
This will produce a file in either Notepad or Excel. The export to Excel requires 
longer than to Notepad. However the format of the two files is identical. The files 
contain the coordinates of the result point, the height of the prediction, the speed up 
factor from the initiation point, wind flow direction, wind inflow angle and the 
turbulence intensity. These properties are displayed for all the result points and at all 
the heights stipulated in the vertical profile setup (see Section 4.3.4.4.3) when initially 
setting up a site.
4.6.1.4 Visualise result points
Select ‘visualise result points’ to open the ‘display options’ window. This window 
allows the predicted data from a reference point to be displayed as a vertical profile 
(see Figure 4.8), a segment, or a results point file. The ‘coordinate’ box cannot be 
changed. The ‘wind speed coefficient’ (speed up factor), the ‘wind horizontal 
direction’, the ‘wind vertical angle’ and the ‘Turbulence intensity’ can all be 
displayed.
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H 55
igure 4.8 A vertical profile of the wind speed coefficient output.
4.6.1.5 Properties
The ‘property’ option allows the user to check the exact modelling parameters that 
were used to generate the available results. These properties were defined in the 
computing preparation window (see Section 4.3). Clearly, they can no longer be 
changed but are displayed here for quick reference.
4.6.1.6 Delete
This deletes the highlighted direction sector 
4.6.2 Synthesis numbers
4.6.2.1 Export mapping
Exports a constant resolution *.wrg file (same output format as WAsP) that can be 
loaded into GH Windfarmer. This file is a grid of *.wrg outputs was defined in the 
‘mapping’ Section of the ‘add new site’ window (see Section 4.1.4.5).
4.6.2.2 Visualise mapping
This function allows a directionally averaged visualisation of the site to be obtained. 
The outputs available are:
The A parameter (Weibull)
The k parameter (Weibull)
Energy density 
Production 
Capacity factor 
Speed 
Turbulence 
Inflow angle
The visualisations can be viewed at all the heights specified in the ‘vertical profile’ 
Section when adding a new site (see Section 4.3.4.4.3). Constructing the visualisation 
can take a significant length of time.
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4.6.2.3 Export result points
An *.rsf file, a notepad or an excel file containing the data from each of the specified 
result points is exported.
4.6.2.4 Visualise result points
This function is identical to visualising result points in the ‘directional results’ column 
(see Section 4.6.1.4). The visualisations now represent the full wind rose.
4.6.2.5 Properties
The ‘property’ option allows the user to check the exact modelling parameters that 
were used to generate the available results. These properties were defined in the 
computing preparation window (see Section 4.3). They can no longer be changed but 
are displayed here for quick reference.
4.6.2.6 Delete
This deletes the highlighted direction sector
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APPENDIX
A l Input File Formats
The input files must not contain any special characters or accents 
A la Terrain data
MWT accepts terrain data in a number of formats:
1. DXFOl
This file format is output by AutoCAD. Two versions are accepted by MWT. 
la. DXF02
2. MAPOl
The *.map file is a WAsP terrain map file. They contain both terrain and roughness 
information. There are some differences between some files; those accepted by MWT 
are shown below:
\vis2.iiiap
1.0
0.030
780408
780462
780311
780311
780473
780602
780623
780667
780516
780376
780225
780225
780053
780053
780053
779773
779558
779655
779795
0.0
0.400 25
1959351
1959566
1959577
1959685
1959900
1959900
1959609
1959329
1959050
1958802
1958576
1958275
1957801
1957586
1957436
1957500
1957780
1958017
1958264
Figure A l An example of a MAPOl file (1)
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2a. MAP02
rCOMMENTAIRE** [UiiKn (Unknown datum)
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
1.0 0.0
463.5 3
494366.0 578148.0 494353.0 578168.0 494336.0 578165.0
517.9 5
493962.0 577826.0 493950.0 577811.0 493963.0 577804.0
493977.0 577804.0 493975.0 577814.0
463.5 3
494366.0 578148.0 494353.0 578168.0 494336.0 578165.0
517.9 5
493962.0 577826.0 493950.0 577811.0 493963.0 577804.0
493977.0 577804.0 493975.0 577814.0
447.0 3
493969.0 577607.0 493972.0 577605.0 493970.0 577602.0
448.0 5
493969.0 577609.0 493972.0 577608.0 493976.0 577604.0
493973.0 577600.0 493970.0 577596.0
449.0 5
493969.0 577612.0 493973.0 577610.0 493979.0 577604.0
493976.0 577597.0 493970.0 577591.0
450.0 5
/togoAQ n X 0507.4 n <77^11 n 4050C5 n <77lV\5 n
Figure A2 An example of MAP02 file (1)
2b. MAP03
+ EXM1PLE
O.OOOOOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOOOOE+00 0.40073950E+04 0.39819410E-K)4
O.IOOOOOOOE+Ol O.OOOOOOOOE+00 0.80172300E-f04 0.398194lOE+04 
1.0 0.0 
0.000 77
-1.0000000E+00-3.9762500E-01 -9.S267960E-01 -3.9658010E-01 -9.7532220E-01 
-3.8501360E-01 -9.0902790E-01 -3.8918580E-01 -9.1088940E-01 -3.9S62510E-01 
-9.0635230E-01 -4.0481740E-01 -9.0738670E-01 -4.0S89230E-01 -9.0179250E-01
Figure A3 An example of a MAP03 file (1) 
3. XYZ
The XYZ file has three columns. These represent (from left to right) the x, y and z- 
coordinates. 
4. XYH 
The XYH file has three columns. These represent (from left to right) the x- 
coordinate, the y-coordinate and the height.
781290.0 1961320.0 10.0
781290.6 1961320.0 10.0
781290.0 1961330.0 10.0
781290.0 1961340.0 10.0
781290.0 1961350.0 10.0
781290.0 1961360.0 10.0
781290.0 1961370.0 10.0
781290.0 1961380.0 10.0
781290.0 1961390.0 10.0
781290.0 1961400.0 10.0
781290.0 1961410.0 10.0
781290.0 1961420.0 10.0
781290.0 1961430.0 10.0
781296.0 1961440.0 10.0
781290.0 1961450.0 10.0
781290.0 1961460.0 10.0
781290.0 1961470.0 10.0
781290.0 1961480.0 10.0
781290.0 1961490.0 10.0
781290.0 1961500.0 10.0
Figure A4 An example of a XYH file (1)
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A lb Meteorological data
Meteorological data is also accepted in a number of formats:
1. AKFOl
The columns in this file (from left to right) represent the direction sector, the stability 
level, the A then the K parameters, the frequency and the energy density.
030 C 5.4 1.8 0.05 125
060 C5.5 1.5 0.05 1.25
090 C5.1 1.7 0.01 1.25
120
150
180
C5.4
05.5
05.3
1.8 0.05
1.5 0.05
1.5 0.02
1.25
1.25
1.25
210
240
270
05.1 
05:4 
0  5.5
1.7 0.05
1.8 0.05 
1.5 0.05
t < A A<
1.25
1.25
1.25 
1 0 ^JV U
330 05.1
l  .D U .U j
1.70.05 125
360 0  5.4 1.8 0.08 125
Figure A5 An example of an AKFOl file (1)
2. ATLAS
This type of file is identical to the TABOl format except it contains one extra line 
(denoted in red). This line contains the correction factors to adjust the directional data 
to equal the free wind speed 10m above flat terrain.
Exemple Hill , United Kingdom, 1974-02
55.38 3.75 27.00
12 1.0 0.0
5.8, 3.8, 4.8, 4.8, 6.9, 6.8, 9.3,11.9, 11.9, 11.3, 13.1 9.7
0.9 1.1 1.2 0.8 0.7 1.15 1.3 1.1 0.8 0.7 0.14 0.9
1, 4, 17, 16, 29, 18, 23, 10, B, 9, 7, 7 11 12
2, 27, 24, 31. 46. 26, 31, 25, 13, 18, 17, 13, 13, 21,
3. 39, 51, 59, 60, 57, 43, 45, 27, 36, 33, 30, 23, 38,
4, 55, 75, 52, 58, 68, 64, 58, 43, 38, 41, 36, 40, 49,
5, 82, 91, 72, 61, 71, 66, 57, 49, 61, 49, 56, 60, 61,
6, 90, 88, 56, 78, 79, 72, 68, 53, 64, 59, 51. 65, 65,
7. 92. 111. 80. 91 75. 106 75 6*/. 78. 76. 71. 70. 79.
Figure A6 An example of an ATLAS file (1)
3. METIS
Nothing is known about this file format.
4. TABOl
*.tab files like this are the standard input file format for WAsP.
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Ebcemple H ill, United Kingdom 1974- 02
XX 3.75 27.00
12 1.0 0. 0
5.8, 3.8, 4.8, 4.8, 6.9, 6.8, 9.3, 11.9, 11.9, 11.3, 13.1, 9.7,
1, 4, 17, 16, 29, 18, 23, 10, 8, 9, 7, 7, 11,
2, 27, 24, 31, 46, 26, 31, 25, 13, 18, 17, 13, 13,
3, 39, 51, 59, 60, 57, 43, 45, 27, 36, 33, 30, 23,
4, 55, 75, 52, 58, 68, 64, 58, 43, 38, 41, 36, 40,
5, 82, 91, 72, 61, 71, 66, 57, 49, 61, 49, 56, 60,
6, 90, 88, 56, 78, 79, 72, 68, 53, 64, 59, 51, 65,
7, 92, 111, 80, 91, 75, 106, 75, 67, 78, 76, 71, 70,
8, 77, 88, 71, 83, 76, 88, 85, 75, 68, 84, 73, 76,
9, 93, 72, 87, 62, 63, 60, 72, 64, 66, 64, 56, 63,
10, 75, 67, 99, 78, 69, 70, 70, 65, 80, 80, 67, 70,
11, 63, 65, 86, 65, 46, 60, 61, 67, 64, 65, 71, 68,
12, 56, 55, 64, 60, 61, 61, 61, 77, 73, 75, 61, 60,
13, 42, 51, 58, 46, 35, 49, 4 9, 77, 57, 57, 57, 66,
14, 38, 52, 42, 50, 52, 50, 46, 52, 61, 63, 52, 62,
15, 27, 36, 40, 26, 40, 34, 40, 52, 46, 43, 47, 45,
16, 30, 17, 27, 24, 26, 21, 35, 35, 41, 35, 39, 31,
17, 26, 16, 20, 27, 26, 28, 23, 31, 35, 35, 38, 29,
18, 18, 10, 15, 16, 35, 20, 26, 38, 27, 26, 32, 29,
19, 16, 4, 6, 11, 20, 15, 22, 23, 20. 15, 26, 24,
20, 16, 0, 2, 10, 15, 10, 19, 17, 16, 16, 20, 20,
21, 11, 2, 6, 6, 16, 11, 9, 16, 9, 16, 18, 10,
* •» c a
Figure A7 An example of a TABOl file (1)
If a file format that is not included in this list must be loaded into the model, 
Meteodyn will write an update to the program to allow the file format to be accepted. 
This can be done by e-mailing support@meteodvn.com
A2 List of Power Curves
296 Bonus_MkIIIC_600 
247 Bonus Mkin i 50 
295 Bonus_MkIII_300
295 Bonus_MkIII_450
296 Bonus_MkIV_600 
277 Bonus_XXX_2000 
247 Default_Wind_Turbine 
315 Enercon_E66-18 1800
299 NEG-Micon_NM1000-54_1000 
332 NEG-Micon_NM1500-60_1500 
313 NEG-Micon_NM1500C-64_1500
293 Nordex_N27_150
294 Nordex_N29_250 
296 Nordex_N43_600 
306 Nordex_N54_l 000 
250 Vestas_V20_100 
257 Vestas_V27_225-50 
261 Vestas_V29_225-50 
266 Vestas_V29_225 
253 Vestas_V39_500 
313 Vestas_V39_600 
240 V estasV 42 600 
238 Vestas V44 600
295 Vestas_V47-40m_660 
259 Vestas_V47_660-200 
259 Vestas_V47_660
261 Vestas V52 850
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739 Vestas_V57_1500 
267 Vestas_V63_1500
276 Vestas_V66_1400
277 Vestas_V66_1650 
343 Vestas_V66_1700 
05321 Vestas_V66_1800-300 
315 Vestas_V80-101dB_2000 
315 Vestas_V80-102dB_2000 
315 Vestas_V80-103dB_2000 
315 Vestas_V80-104dB_2000 
315 Vestas_V80-105dB_2000 
279 'Vestas_V80-offshore_2000 
281 Vestas_V80_1800
279 Vestas_V80_2000
278 Wincon_W250-29_250 
319 Wincon_W600-45_600 
284 Wincon_W755-48_755
255 WinWorld_W-2700_170
256 WinWorld_W-2920_250
258 WinWorld_W-3700_550
259 WinWorld_W-4200-FS_600 
266 WinWorld_W-4200-OS_600 
281 WinWorld_W-4200-TS_600 
269 WinWorld_W-4800-OS_750
269 WinWorld_W-4800-TS_750
270 WinWorld_W-5200-TS_750 
270 WinWorld_WW-750-52-OS_750 
294 XXX_G47_660
296 XXX_G47_700
297 XXX_G52_850
This list contains 57 power curves. WAsP contains 73.
A3 Output File Formats
A number of outputs can be produced. The data in these files is described below:
1. TECPLOT
The origins of this file format are unknown. The columns are arranged as shown 
below:
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ms K.......Mnt.
f/ARlABLEi=______ K —
zone. . it=.173 jjf.iæ.
irroE
122618.1; 122318.1!
.120168,3;.
119181.8:
120022.4;
119125.6;
1.220043
.119^:7
119074 4
 k z j
K= 1 _ ..27J F = B L O C k1 ____  I , _i________ :________ ;
i2169Ï.4| 12T407I T i l ï ^ T f  ÏZ 8 Ï3  i^C & 4T Ï 2 ( ^ . 9 :119ZK.ll 
119027.9;
.1.19^.41
118985.6;
119559.71 1194æ.1!
Ï iæ i2 3 ;
119386.7;
118880.5;
119311.84
iloæ i.è;
119243.7;
ï i ^ . 4 ;.11^ 004.
.1 1 ^ 9 4 .
118300.4;
.118775.4: 11^ 254 
118275 4;
11Kia).4! 118025.4:
118750.4 
1185004;. 
118250 4
l i à ^ . ï
117800.4; 117775.4;
117550 4; 117525.4;
117750.4!
117500.ÿ
11872541
118475.4
118225.4;
1179re.4lJ17Z2541
117475.4;
118700.4; 118675.4; 118650.4; 118625.4; 118800.4; 118575.4;
11.840.4:
1182004;Ïl3#4i
117700.4:
1184X.4
118175.4
1Î7925.4:
118400.4; 118375.4; 11839)4!
118150.4; 118125.4; 118100.4:
1179004; 1178754]
117675.4 117650.4; 117625.4;
11.7850.4
1176œ.4;
117825.4:
117575.4;
117450.4; 117425.4: 117400.4; 117375.4; 117350.4; 117325.4:
117300.4: 117275.4; 117250.41 117225.4; 117200.4; 117175.4; 117150.4
117050 4; 117025.4; 117000.4] 116975.4 116950.4; 116925 4; 116900.4
116800.4; 116775.4; 116750.4! 116725.4: 116700.4; 116675.4! 116650.4
117125.4; 117100.4: 117075.4:
116875.4; 116850.4; 116825.4:
116625.4; 1160)0.4;
11659)4; 116525.4: 116500.41 116475.4; 116450 4; 116425.41 116400.4; 116375.4; 116350.4;
116575.4; 
115325 4
116300.4; 116275.4;
l U ^ l i .
115765.1; 115722.8;
114981.7;
.11.6250,1UKop-l
11 ^6 ,3 !
114881.1
..1162264;.
. . I I ^ I L
.1.15625.21.
114728.4;
m m i i 116175,4; liemiL 116125.4; u i m i . 116075 4 
iiæo3.6;
113343.8; 113059.4; 112760.4; 123161.8:
liami
i i i m s !
122861.8;
...1 1 ^ 7 ;
11W 2m
122547.9:
1154^9;
114245,3!
122235:
._JL153641.
114051.1;
limiZL
113837 4;
...J15191 
113602.3;
121950.6! 121692.1; 121457:
121243.4; 121049.1! 120872.5! 120712! 120566; 120433 3 120312.7; 120203.1; 120103.4; 120012.8!
119930.4; 119855.5! 119787.4; 119725.5; 119669.2; 119618.1: 119571.6! 119529.3; 119490 9; 119455.9;
119424.2; 119395.3; 1193a
119169; 119144; 119119
118919; 118894; 118869
.11866?;.
.11841?;
118169!
..117? 1?1,
117669;
1186441
118144;
. i m a :
118119
.1 1 7 ^ !
117644
_ u z a g
117619
..11741?!.
117169;
116919
.117394;.
117144;
116^4;
n z æ ?
..iim ? ,
iiœ 69
119344; 119319! 119294; 119269! 119244; 119219! 119194;
119094! 119069; 119044; 119019: 118994; 118969: 118944;
1188441 118819; 118794! 118769; 118744; 118719; 118694;
1185941 118569;
l® 4 4 i_ .
118094!
,.118319;
118069;
.117844!
1175941
J17819L
117569]
.1185441
. 1 1 ^ 4 :
. . i m 4 |
..117794!.
117544;
..118269!.
118019;
J1.8494;
118244;
118469] 118444;
117994; 117969;
.118194!.
117944]
.1173441
j i z m .
116844;
..1173m.
IITOB?!
116819;
J17a4l
117044]
il67M
.1177#].
117519!
..1(726?!
117019;
...117744!.
117494;
J17719L
117469]
...117694;
117444;
...117244].
116994!
jizsm.
116969;
.1171?4i
116944]
116769; 116744: 116719; 116694]
_ l l ^ i .
116413.9!
...1#44;
116382.1;
11661?;
116347.2:
115907.7! 
Î14594.7; 
Î22492.5; 
120744 9!
115825.3; 
114381; 
122234; 
120645 2;
115734.7;
1141461
121998,^
120554.61
115635,
113887.4
120071 2 
119785.9; 
ÏÎ9535.9; 
Ü 9285 9, 
119035? 
118785.9; 
118535.9; llRTtw q;
120032.7!
119760.91
119510.9;
119260.9;
119010.9:
119997.81
1197^.9
1 1 9 ^ i
11??#,?
118985.9
118760.9 :
iiæ io,9i11RTBfl q;
118735.9
118485.9
119710?
119460.9
.119210?,
118æ0.9
 U 6 ^ i .
116266.5;
116544.
116220!
...1.1651?;.
116168.8;
116494; 116469] 116442.8;
116112.6: 116050.7: 115982.6;
KK25.3;
113603!
121591
12(097.3]
115404.7:„l13304i
121414.4!
1203293:
119937.2] 
Ï19685? 
119435.9; 
.119.185 9 
118935 9
118710.91
118460.9:
118685 9, 
1184*9iiR9inq; HRifwq;
119910.9! 
119*0.9’ 
119410 9! 
119160 9: 
118910.9: 
118660.9: 
118410.9! 
iiRiRn q;
115272; 
123703.7: 
121253 8 
120267.4; 
119885 9 
119635.9! 
119385.9; 
119135.9! 
118^ .9 ; 
118635 9: 
118385.9;
115126J; 
123403.7:] 
121107.9: 
120211 . 1 : 
119860?! 
119610.9; 
119360.9] 
119110.9! 
118860.9; 
118610.9; 
118360?] 
iiR iin  q;
114965.6; 114789;
1230æ.8l 122776.9;
.133Z??;.
120159.9;
1 2 œ ^ ? i.
120113.4]
i im # ? L
119œ.9!
118335,?!.
119085.9;
119810.9]
119560.9:
11010,?!.
119060.9!
118835.9! 118810.9;
1 (8 5 * ?;.
118335.9;
118503.9;
118310.9;
HRffiRq; URTCnq;
Figure A8 An example of a TECPLOT file (1)
2. Directional results (Notepad)
This file contains directional results for the sector selected, 
under the heading seen below:
The data is arranged
He Edt Format View Heb
X Y 2 D I T
12 5678.0 913369.0 364.94 50.00 30.6 -4 .3 0.112
126388.0 911666.0 328.69 10.00 0.732 24.4 -1 .1 0.166
126388.0 911666.0 338.69 20.00 0.834 24.3 -1 .1 0.144
126388.0 911666.0 348.69 30.00 0.885 24 .0 -1 .1 0.134
126388.0 911666.Q 358.69 40.00 0.917 24 .0 -1 .0 0.129
126388.0 911666.0 368.69 50.00 0.937 24 .0 -1 .0 0.125
126388.0 911666.0 378.69 60.00 0.951 24.1 -0 .9 0.123
126388.0 911666.0 388.69 70.00 0.961 24.2 -0 .8 0.122
126388.0 911666.0 398.69 80.00 0.969 24.4 -0 .8 0.121
126388.0 911666.0 408.69 90.00 0.975 24.7 -0 .7 0.121
126388.0 911666.0 418.69 100.00 0.981 25.0 -0 .6 0.120
129486.0 913061.0 176.53 10.00 0.664 22.6 -7 .0 0.189
1294 86 .0 913061.0 186.53 20.00 0.742 23 .9 -7 .1 0.169
1294 86 .0 913061.0 196.53 30.00 0. 786 25.3 -7 .1 0.159
129486.0 913061.0 206.53 40.00 0.817 26.2 -7 .0 0.152
129486.0 913061.0 216.53 50.00 0.842 26.6 -6 .9 0.147
1294 85 .0 913061.0 226.53 60.00 0.861 27.1 -6 .8 0.144
1294 86 .0 913061.0 236.53 70.00 0.874 27.4 0.141
129486.0 913061.0 246. 53 80.00 0.887 27 .6 -6 .4 0.139
1294 86 .0 913061.0 256.53 90.00 0.899 27.9 -6 .3 0.137
129486.0 913061.0 266.53 100.00 0.910 28.1 -6 .1 0.135
128424.0 914 563.0 195.05 10 .00 0.624 23.7 -3 .8 0.203
128424.0 914 563.0 205.05 20.00 0.707 25.1 -3 .4 0.179
128424.0 914 563.0 215.05 30.00 0.755 26.3 -3 .0 0.167
128424.0 914 563.0 225.05 40 .00 0.788 26.8 -2 .7 0.159
128424 .0 914563.0 235.05 50.00 0.813 26 .9 -2 .4 0.154
128424.0 914 563.0 245.05 0.832 27.1 -2 .1 0.150
128424.0 914 563.0 255.05 70.00 0.848 27.1 -1 .8 0.147
128424.0 914 563.0 265.05 80.00 0.862 27.1 -1 .6 0.145
128424.0 914 563.0 275.05 90.00 0.873 27.2 -1 .4 0.143
128424.0 914 563.0 285.05 100.00 0.882 27.2 -1 .2 0.141
125678.0 913369.0 324.94 10.00 0.771 29.4 -4 .2 0.155
125678.0 913369.0 334.94 20.00 0.881 29 .7 -4 .3 0.133
125678.0 913369.0 344.94 30.00 0.939 30 .0 -4 .3 0.122
125678.0 913369. 0 354.94 40.00 0.975 30.5 -4 .3 0.116
125678.0 913369.0 364.94 50.00 1.000 30.6 -4 .3 0.112
Figure A9 An example of the directional results exported into Notepad
3. Directional results (Excel)
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The same information as is exported into notepad, above, can be exported to Excel as 
shown below. The two files are identical, but it takes marginally longer to generate 
the Excel file.
X Y 2 H Speed­up factor
Wind
direction
Wind
inflow
anqle
Turbulen
ce
intensity
125678.0 913369,0 364 94.... 50,00 J,000 303 -4.3 0,112
iæ388.G 911666.0 328,69 10,00 0,732 24.4 -1,1 0.166
126388.0 911666.0 338,69 20,00 0,834 249 -1.1 0.144
126388.0 911666.0 348,69 30,00. 0,8ffi , 24,0 -1,1. 0.134
126388.0 911666.0 358,69 40,00 0,917 24.0 -1.0 0.129
126388.0 911666.0 3^,69 50.00 0,937 24.0 -1.0 0,125
126388.0 911666.0 378,69, 60,00 0,951 24,1 -0.9 0,123
126388.0 911666.0 388,69_ 70,00 o,æi 24.2 -0.8 , -0.122
126388,0 911666.0 ,398,69 80,00 o,9æ 24,4 -0.8 0.121
126388 j] 911666.0 408,69 90,00 0,975 24,7 -0.7 0.121
126388.0 911666,0 4Ï869 100,00 0,981 25.0 9 9 _  . 0.120
129486.0 913061,0 17653 10,00 0,664 22,6 -7.0
129486.0 913061,0 186,53 20,00 0,742 2 9 -7.1......... 0.169
1%486.0 913061,0 19653 30,00 0,786 259, -7.1 0.159
129486.0 913061,0 20653 4p.og_ 0,817 269 -7,0 0.152
129486.0 913061,0 216,53 50,00 0,842 26.6 -6.9. 0.147
129486,0 913061,0 226,53 60,00 0,861....... 27.1 -6.8.... 0.144 ...
129486,0 913061,0 23653..., 70,00 0,874 ^ 9 -6.6 0.141
129486,0 913061,0 246,53 80,00 0,887 27.6 -6.4 0.139
129486,0 913061.0 25653 90,00 0,899 279._.... . 9 9 0.137
129485.0 913061.0 26653 100,00 0.910 28,1 ... -6.1 0,135_
128424,0 914563.0 195,05 10,00 0.624, 23.7 -3.8 0903.,...
128424,0 914563.0 205,05 20,00 0,707 25.1 -3,4 0,179
128424,0 914563.0 21595 30,00 0,755 269 -39 0.167 _
128424,0 914563,0 225,05 40,00 0.788„ 26.8 -2.7 0.159
128424.0 914563,0 235,05. 50,00 0,81.3 28.9 -2.4 0,154
128424,0 914563,0 245,05 60,00 0,832 27.1 -2.1 0,-150
128424,0 914563,0 255.95. 70,00 0,848 27,1 :.1.9 .... 0.147
128424,0 914563,0 285.05 80,00 0,862 27.1 -19 0.145
128424,0 914563,0 27595 90,00.._ 0,873 27.9 -1.4 0.143
128424,0 914563,0 285.05 loom 0,882 27.2 -19 0.141
125678,0 913369,0 324.94 10,00 0,771 29.4 -49 0.155 .
125678,0 913369 JD 334.94 20,00 o,æi 29.7 ■49 0,133
125678,0 913369,0 344.94 30,00 0.939.,, 30,0 -49 0,122..
125678,0 913369.0 40,00 0.975, , -4,3 ..... 0.116
125678,0 913369.0 364.94 50,00 1.000 309 „ -4.3 0.112
125678,0 913369,0 374,94 60,00 1,019 30,7 -49 0,110 ,
125678,0 913369.0 384.94 70,00 .1,034 30.8 -4,1 o .iœ
125678,0 913369,0 394.94 80,00 1,046 30.9 -.4,1 0,1.06
125678,0 913369,0 40494 90,00 1,056 309 . -49 0,105..
125678,0 913369,0 414.94 100,00 1.066 30.9 :3.9 0.104
123805,0 911975,0 87,15 „ 10,00 0.777 35,7 1.9 0.154
123335,0 911975,0 97.15 20,00 0.842. 349... 1.8 0.142
123805,0 911975,0 107.15 30,00 0.875 33.4 1,7 [o.iæ
Figure AlO An example of the directional results exported into Excel.
4. WRG
*.wrg files are the standard output format from the WAsP program. A *.wrg file is 
made up of a list of data from specific data points. Each line contains the directional 
and overall A and k parameters for a location and the coordinates of that location.
When MWT exports these files a separate file is produced for each measurement 
height. Each file contains the wind speed predictions for every node in the calculation 
grid. Equivalent *.rsf files are also generated. Finally one *.wrg file is created 
containing only the predicted data for the initial measurement point.
5. RSF
This export instruction produces an *.rsf file which contains the predicted 
directionally averaged data at each of the reference points for every height. The file is 
produced in two formats; one compatible with WindFarmer [7] and the other with 
WindPro [8]. In addition a *.wrg file containing the predicted data for the initial 
measurement point is generated.
6. Synthesis numbers (Notepad and Excel)
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These two file formats contain the same information. The Excel file takes longer to 
generate.
These files contain the values of all the output variables at all the result points and 
heights. Every property is directionally averaged, but the values of each property in 
each individual direction sector are also shown. This is a MWT file format that is 
closely based on the *.wrg format.
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ABSTRACT
Comparisons are made between Meteodyn WT (MWT) and wind tunnel measurements 
from the three RUSHIL test cases that represent hills of increasing steepness. The two 
steeper cases are of interest; in one the flow on the lee side is close to separation (Hill 5), for 
the other the flow has clearly separated (Hill 3). Although it is well known that W\sP 8.3 
(WP) cannot predict separation, its predictions are included to represent the current 
industry standard.
Both models agree well with mean wind speeds measured upstream of the Hill 5 crest. 
MWT gives significantly better but not good agreement upstream of the Hill 3 crest, where 
WP significantly over predicts the speed-up. Downstream, MWT predictions are closer to 
measurements, but predict a smaller separation bubble on Hill 3, due to limitations of the 
turbulence model. A practical viewpoint requires improved modelling to have only a 
minimal impact on computational resource requirements.
I. INTRODUCTION
Numerous theoretical, computational and experimental studies have been made of wind flow 
over hills by people working in the meteorological, wind engineering and wind power 
communities. The latter two are typically concerned with prediction of the speed-up that 
occurs over the crest of hills either to predict wind loading on buildings or power output from 
wind turbines, while the first is concerned with the drag that hills exert on the overlying wind 
flow. Much of the theoretical work follows the seminal work of Jackson and Hunt [1] in which 
linearised methods are used to provide both a theoretical understanding of the flow émd 
simplified calculations, albeit for idealised shallow hills, and further in Hunt et al. [2]. It would 
be out of place in the context of the present paper to make an extensive review of these. An 
overview is to be found in the book of Kaimal and Finnigan [3] and in the review paper by 
Belcher and Hunt [4]. Some of the key contributions are to be found in papers by Sykes [5], 
Britter et al. [6], Mason and King [7], Taylor and Teunissen [8], Belcher et al [9], Taylor [10], 
Kim et. al. [11], Finnigan and Belcher [12]. Ayotte and Hughes [13]. The effects of linearisation are
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considered in several of these mostly through ‘engineering methods’ -  methods that use 
transport equations for one or more turbulence quantities such as turbulent kinetic energy. 
Taylor [10] used an iterative method in which linearised calculations were used as a starting 
point to account for the nonlinear terms.
This study compares the wind velocity predictions of Meteodyn WT (hereafter denoted 
‘MWT’), a commercially available ‘engineering method’ flow-modelling package intended for 
use in the wind power industry for complex terrain, with wind tunnel measurements made in 
the RUSHIL investigation [14-16]. Complex terrain here refers to terrain in which the slopes are 
steep enough to lead to flow separation, and subsequent reattachment. (Other definitions of 
‘complex’ are in use such as where the features of the topography in question put it outside the 
envelope of linearised methods. Here, ‘complex’ refers to the fact that turbulent separated 
flow is a highly complex phenomenon) Comparisons are also made (for the mean flow) with 
WAsP 8.3 (hereafter denoted WP) because of its widespread use in this industry. However, the 
latter can at best be expected to give only limited concurrence with the measurements 
because it is a linearised, small-perturbation method, and cannot account for flow separation 
and reverse flow. Even so, the results given here may be used to provide some guidance on 
where this industry standard may be applied even though it is strictly invalid to do so.
Wind farm sites are generally situated in regions of high wind speed, in order to maximise 
the energy yield of the installed turbines. As a result the influence of thermal effects and 
atmospheric stability can often be disregarded. Although some wind farm sites feature wind 
regimes where stability effects or thermally driven wind flows are significant, this is 
considered to be of secondary importance for the majority of sites. In line with this, the wind 
tunnel measurements used here represent neutrally stable flow.
The RUSHIL dataset has previously been used in several modelling comparisons. These 
investigations have generally aimed to apply the most recent modelling theories to achieve 
improved agreement with the measurements. Ying and Canuto [17] employed a two-dimensional 
algebraic Reynolds stress model with a second-order closure method producing good 
agreement even with the turbulence parameters. Unfortunately this investigation displays 
only the two shallower RUSHIL hills, which do not cause flow separation. Apsley and Castro 
[18,19] used finite difference methods with various closure models. The standard ‘A-e’ model 
was shown to produce good agreement with measurement for the mean flow parameters, 
although the turbulent properties for incipient separation were not well predicted. However a 
modified version of the model, employing some adjusted constants, produced some 
improvement in agreement for the turbulent properties [19]. A comparison between the k-l 
one-equation turbulence model and the A-e two-equation model was presented by Ferrero et. 
al., using the RUS\AL dataset [20] (performed in the same wind tunnel as RUSHIL but using a 
set of valleys rather than hills) and concluded that both models take good account of the flow 
changes due to the valley and that little improvement was gained from using the more 
complex two-equation model [21]. However, Duranti et al. [22], using a time-dependent, 
two-scale direct interaction approximation, asserted that a second-order closure technique 
produced much closer agreement with the measurements than a first order alternative. 
Canepa et. al. [23] also carried out some comparison with the RUSHIL experiment but with the 
aim of predicting the flow dispersion rather than wind speed. Finardi et. al. [24] used a very 
similar methodology to that applied here to compare some commercially available linear 
flow models and compared the results with the mass consistent MINERVA model. The results 
from the Finardi comparisons, as expected, showed that the linear flow models are unable to 
predict flow separation. The mass-consistent model produced better agreement with 
measurement in the lee of the hills where separation occurs, but it is not a fully predictive
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model in that it requires field data at a few suitable locations which is then used for 
interpolation. Several of the methods mentioned above [18, 19, 22] were only for (in the 
time-mean) two-dimensional flow, and would have been even more time and resource 
consuming for three-dimensional terrain. Efficiency of computation is a major consideration 
in the wind power industry and is one reason why linearised methods such as WP are still 
extensively employed.
Consideration of the previous investigations using RUSHIL data shows that increased 
complexity of modelling generally leads to improved accuracy around steep slopes, but 
coupled with increased computational cost. When predicting mean flow parameters, such as 
wind speed, around shallow slopes, the quality of agreement with measurement is not heavily 
dependent on the complexity of the model, so a fairly simple linear model can be successfully 
applied. Briefly, MWT solves the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations using a one- 
equation model for the turbulent kinetic energy and an algebraic length scale for the 
turbulence closure. Algebraic length scale methods are widely used by the meteorological 
community. Further details are given in Section 2.2.
Wind tunnel experiments offer, as here, the advantage of controlled conditions, such as 
well-defined boundary conditions and freedom from synoptic variation. These advantages 
are not necessarily present in relatively detailed meteorological field measurements. 
Additionally, wind tunnel studies can be produced much more easily, in much more detail, and 
at much lower cost than is the case for field measurements. The investigation carried out here 
focuses particularly on results produced around the hill crests, where wind power 
development is likely to be situated. A scaling process is required in order to compare data 
generated in a wind tunnel with the predictions from WP and MWT. This is described in detail 
in Section 2.1.
In line with measurement, MWT predicted a region of reversed flow in the lee of the 
steepest hill (Hill 3) and, correctly, did not predict flow reversal in the lee of the hill with 
intermediate steepness (Hill 5). The shortcomings in MWT’s ability to replicate separated 
flows, as explained in greater detail in Section 5, is primarily associated with the limitations of 
the turbulence model. Despite this, the computations showed better agreement with the 
measurements over the crest of the Hill 3, compared with the industry standard. Above Hill 5 
the applied prediction techniques produced comparable levels of agreem ent with 
measurement. Some comparison is made with a separation prediction analysis by Woods [25].
2. THE FLOW SIMULATIONS
2 .1. RUSHIL* Wind Tunnel Investigation
Comparing computational results with data measured in a wind tunnel allows a higher 
resolution assessment than would be possible using field data as the flow domain can be 
defined at numerous measurement locations. Additionally, uncertainties in boundary 
conditions and the directional variability of geostrophic wind flows are eliminated, allowing 
the capabilities of the flow models to be more clearly examined.
One of the prime difficulties with wind tunnel measurements is scaling the terrain 
roughness. All ‘real’ wind flows are aerodynamically fully rough, making the wind flow 
Reynolds-number independent. In the context of wind tunnel simulation the roughness 
Reynolds number, u,zq/ v, must exceed some threshold, where m  is the friction velocity, zq the 
surface roughness length and v  the kinematic viscosity. With the right type of roughness, this 
Reynolds number can be as low as 1-2 [26]. If a typical terrain roughness is scaled down to wind 
tunnel scale the roughness Reynolds number can be below this threshold, leaving the flow 
Reynolds number dependent. Alternatively, if the wind tunnel surface roughness is large
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enough for the flow to be fully rough, the scaled up roughness may be larger than normally 
expected. For comparison purposes, this scaled up roughness is that which needs to be used in 
the computations.
The roughness Reynolds number in the measurements was approximately 1.9. Variation of 
the wind tunnel speed showed no significant variation with Reynolds number, confirming that 
the roughness Reynolds number was sufficiently large for the flow to represent high Reynolds 
number flow. (Of course, it is true that ratio of the energy-containing length scales to that of 
Kolmogorov length scale would not have been the same as in the atmospheric boundary layer. 
The required Reynolds-number independence is that of the large-scale motion.)
The RUSHIL experiment provides detailed measurements of mean velocity and Reynolds 
stresses above three isolated hills of identical height, with increasing maximum gradient. Only 
the steepest, Hill 3, produced flow separation. For the intermediate steepness. Hill 5, the flow 
was almost at the point of separating, while for the mildest case. Hill 8, the flow was fully 
attached. The number associated with each hill is the ratio of the hill half length (see later) to 
the hill height. In each case the surface roughness was the same, maintaining a Jensen number, 
h/zo, of 745. As Hill 8 produces only a small perturbation to the flow, which remains fully 
attached, this does not present a significant modelling challenge and as a consequence there 
is no need to display the Hill 8 case in the comparisons presented here. The shapes of the 
featured hills are shown in Figure 2.1 and their properties as constructed within the wind 
tunnel are set out in Table 2.1.
Velocity measurements were made by hot-wire anemometry techniques using standard 
cross-wire probes, where the response of the wires was digitally linearised. Hot-wire 
measurements are inaccurate in separated flows, in regions of high turbulence intensity, and 
so measurements in the lee of Hill 3 must be treated with caution. While the authors of the 
RUSHIL study discuss aspects of measurement accuracy, they do not provide any quantitative 
indications. On the basis of the information given it is inferred that the mean velocity is within 
±2% and the r.m.s. of fluctuating velocities within +10% of their true levels (the latter based on 
the Reynolds shear stress), provided the local intensity is not high—which we have taken as 
not exceeding 30%. Above this level a Gaussian-distributed fluctuation would start to give flow 
reversals.
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Figure 2.1; The horizontal position of the vertical wind velocity profiles measured within the RUSHIL
wind tunnel (to scale).
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Table 2.1 : Relevant parameters of the RUSHIL wind tunnel set-up 
___________________ (H = wind tunnel height.)___________________
Hill name Hill 3 Hill 5
Hill height, h (m) 0.117 0.117
Hill length, a (m) 0.351 0.585
Surface roughness length, zq (mm) 0.157 0.157
Roughness Reynolds number (u*zo^v) 1.9 1.9
Blockage ratio (H/h) 0.06 0.06
Boundary layer to hill height ratio 8.5 8.5
Max. gradient 0.49 0.29
Woods critical slope 0.30 0.32
Flow separation observed? Yes No
A neutral atmospheric boundary layer (nominally 1 m thick [14]) was setup within the wind 
tunnel. The flow was shown to be Reynolds number independent in the range of 4-8 m /s wind 
speed. The flow was shown to have reached virtual equilibrium with the local surface, as seen 
in the measured profile’s agreement with the logarithmic law, based on the local value of zq, 
shown in Figure 3.1. The profile was measured at the location of the peak of the hill (X = 0), but 
without the hill in place. Profiles at two other streamwise stations located upwind of Hill 3 at 
X =-2h and downwind at X = 3h were very nearly identical, confirming that the flow was close 
to equilibrium. Measurements over a uniformly scaled up Hill 3 showed no evidence of 
significant blockage effects by the wind tunnel roof, nor of Reynolds number dependence. 
Most measurements where made with cross-wire probes. However, in the lee of Hill 5, where 
the flow is close to separation, measurements were also made with a pulsed wire anemometer 
[27], which is specially designed for fluctuating reverse flow. In the lee of Hill 3 measurements 
were also made with a double-head Pilot probe in the reverse-flow region for the mean 
velocity, guided by comparisons with pulsed wire measurements. For further details see [14], 
and [15] where in the latter further processing has been made in providing the published
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of the measured and predicted upwind horizontal velocity.
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 Table 2.2; Dimensions of the separated region above Hill 3
Hiil name Hill 3
Separation point (a) X = 0.27a
Reattachment point (a) X = 2.17a
Length of separated region (a) 1.9a
Max. height above ground level of 0.39h
separated region (h)
test-case data [28]. Measured properties of the separated region observed above Hill 3 are 
shown in Table 2.2. The quoted separation and reattachment locations are taken directly from 
the original paper. No further information is given as to how these locations were derived, so 
some uncertainty must be assumed. Profiles of horizontal wind velocity were measured at the 
locations illustrated in Figure 2.1. Section 4 directly compares these measured profiles with 
those predicted by the computational packages.
2.2. Meteodyn WT
MWT is a CFD flow modelling package developed by Meteodyn [29]. It is a local closure ‘one 
equation’ eddy-viscosity method, with a transport equation for the turbulent kinetic energy 
and an algebraic equation for length scale, based on Yamada [30] and Arritt [31]. The length 
scale, /, is given by
1=
1 +  k z / L
where Iq = 100 m, and the von Karman constant taken as 0.41, in line with engineering models 
[32]. The eddy viscosity is given by v j  = where Lj.=yf2Sl^^l, and
S^= 0.085 if i?/,>0.16 or
-1 9 5  (0.1912-i?i)) (0.2341-7?/)) Qjg
( l - / ? 0 (0.2231-/?/,)
where Rif is the flux Richardson number (positive for stable stratification). Here, in these 
comparisons, this is zero as the flow is neutrally stable. The rate of dissipation of turbulent 
kinetic energy, e, is given by 6= r, where Q  = 45^/5% and Bi=16.6. For further details
see the paper of Hurley [33] and also Yamada [30] and Arritt [31]. Although, against current 
CFD models this is a relatively simple model, an issue of practical interest is to what extent it 
provides an adequate method that does not require excessive computational resources.
The transport equations for momentum and turbulent kinetic energy are solved using a 
method based on the MIGAL solver [34, 35], a version of PHOENICS [36], but with some 
simplifications specific to this type of flow [37] together with the closure model outlined above. 
The pressure and velocity field are solved in tandem, rather than sequentially, as in the 
SIMPLE algorithm [38], for example. The convection scheme is hybrid, switching between 
second-order centred difference and first order upwind, according to the cell Peclet number in 
the usual way. For all gradient terms a second-order interpolation is used across the cell 
volumes. Further details are given by Ferry and Piquet [39]. Computational cells are formed 
from a mesh that is rectangular in plan view, laid over the topography, and vertical 
coordinates. Cells heights are such that the cells near the ground surface are approximately 
parallel to the surface. (A refinement in generating the mesh near the ground creates 
‘verticals’ that are more nearly normal to the surface, so that cells are not highly skewed.) Cell
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heights expand geometrically in the vertical direction, with an expansion ratio of typically 1.2, 
the cells immediately adjacent to the ground being about equal in height over the hill surface. 
The top of the computation box varies with position, being higher above a hill. Mesh 
refinement allows concentration of cells around features of specific interest and regions 
where gradients are large.
The code developers have presented some validation cases for MWT using real wind farm 
sites [40-42]. The results of these studies show some promise for the tool in practical situations, 
but general conclusions cannot be drawn due to the site-specific nature of the results. A more 
fundamental comparison for a two-dimensional Gaussian hill is given [43], but only for the 
upwind slope of the hill, making it difficult to draw any conclusions regarding the more 
general performance of the model.
2.3. WAsP 8.3
WP is the wind industry standard flow model, developed at Rise National Laboratory in 
Denmark [44]. The original methodology for the package was developed as part of an EU 
funded project to produce the European Wind Atlas [45], published in 1989. WP is a  linear 
perturbation model that contains no consideration of second-order terms and assumes the 
flow to be inviscid above an inner layer near the surface of the terredn. This inner layer is used 
to apply the no-slip condition next to the ground and take account of the equilibrium between 
the production and dissipation of turbulence that is assumed in this region. The perturbation 
flow above the inner layer is rotational, but inviscid, and in the outer region it is both inviscid 
and irrotational. The fundamentals of the model are based on the work of Jackson and Hunt 
[l]. It requires, in essence, only the topography and wind in flow conditions to be prescribed. 
An explanation of the WP methodology can be found in the European Wind Atlas [45] and the 
WAsP user manual [46-48]. A number of averaging and smoothing processes are carried out 
in order to improve robustness and reliability [46-48]. Owing to the relative simplicity of the 
final equations within WP the computational requirements are very low.
By default WP carries out calculations in 12 x 30-wide direction sectors. Within each 30° 
wide sector, data is averaged from observations made for 6 x 5 -wide sectors. To allow WP 
results to be directly compared with the wind tunnel measurements and CFD output the wind 
regime applied within the model originated from the 270 degree sector only. It is 
acknowledged that this is not exactly how WP is normally used, however the method 
employed here allows the production of valid wind speed predictions that can be directly 
compared to wind tunnel measurements.
3. APPROACH
WP and MWT are designed to model wind flows of practical concern. Consequently, they 
have been constrained to length scales experienced in atmospheric boundary layer flows and 
so cannot, in fact, produce valid results for flows of the scale observed in wind tunnels. 
Therefore a scaling process has been introduced to produce comparable simulations. A 
scaling factor of 1000 was applied to all linear measurements within the wind tunnel, as also 
used by Finardi et. al [24]. By this method the height of the hill is 117 m and the roughness length 
of 0.157 mm measured in the wind tunnel is assigned a value of 0.157 m (typical of shrub 
roughness) within the computational models. After the scaling process the top of the wind 
tunnel is at 2.1 km. This uniform geometric scaling means for example that the inner layer 
length scale, /,, (see later) is also scaled in the same proportion; the scaling does not imply 
any change in the physics of the flow provided the experiments are Reynolds-number 
independent (as already affirmed). The modelling parameters applied within WP and MWT 
are displayed in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: Parameters used within each computational package (All dimensions shown are 
_____________________as defined within the computational packages)_____________________
Modelling Property
Vertical Resolution
Horizontal resolution
Boundary conditions
Scale factor 
Surface roughness 
assigned 
Number of direction 
sectors 
Thermal Stability Class
WAsP 8.3
‘Nodes’ (Standard 
heights) at 10,25,50,
80 and 100 m 
Zooming polar
stereographic grid around 
each point of interest 
Top: Geostrophic wind is 
calculated based on 
vertical extrapolation 
using the geostrophic 
drag law 
Terrain: Non-slip condition 
Sides: The domain is 
described in polar 
coordinates
1000 
0.157 m
12 (all wind originates in 
the 270° sector)
Slightly Stable
Meteodyn WT
4m (verticality parameter = 0.7)
10 m (Horizontal expansion 
coefficient 1.1)
Input: Log. law profile in 
equilibrium with the local 
surface roughness and at 
lOms"  ^at 10 m above 
ground level 
Output and Top:
Relative pressure = OPa 
Terrain: Non-slip condition 
Sides: Non-porous and 
frictionless 
1000 
0.157 m
1 (270°)
Neutral (class 2)
The Reynolds number for the wind tunnel simulations and for the computational 
simulations are given in Table 3.2. Provided the wind tunnel measurements are 
Reynolds-number independent (see Section 2.1), arbitrary scaling factors may be applied to 
both the topography and the measured velocity field. Reynolds-number independence of the 
energy-containing motions of a rough-wall turbulent flow implies it is effectively high 
Reynolds number in that viscous effects are confined to high wave numbers, namely viscous 
dissipation. Compared with the (respective) wave number range of the energy containing 
motions, dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy takes place at a relatively much higher wave 
number in the atmosphere than that in the wind tunnel experiments, but the energy in the 
dissipating range is negligible. For further discussion regarding the high Reynolds number 
quality of the experiments see Snyder [49]. The Jensen number, also shown in Table 3.2, is 
consistent for all three flow scenarios, of course.
Figure 3.1 shows the wind velocity profile in the absence of the hill (at the hill location); the 
velocity is normalised at 0.8 of the hill height at the inflow boundary. The measured profile, 
that from MWT and the standard logarithmic law are in good agreement with each other, 
while that for WP falls distinctly below these for about half the hill height. MWT assumes a 
logarithmic law form for the mean velocity profile. Figure 3.2 shows the turbulence intensity, 
TI, defined as where close agreement can be seen between that assumed in MWT and 
the measurements. U is the horizontal velocity component at the location that Tl is being 
defined. (WP does not calculate turbulence quantities.)
Table 3.2: Dimensionless indicators of flow similarity for the three featured flows 
Simulation RUSHIL (wind tunnel) WAsP 8.3 Meteodyn WT
Reynolds number (U.H/'O) 2 x 10^  ^ 5 x 10^  5 x 10^
Jensen number (H/z@) 745 745 745
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of the measured and predicted upwind turbulence intensity.
The upstream wind speed frequency distribution used within WP was provided with a 
wind speed frequency distribution at a height of 80 m, described by the Weibull parameters 
A = 8.0 and k = 1.6. It was ensured that variation of these values result in negligible variation in 
the predicted velocity field.
As mentioned in the Section 2.3, the RUSHIL experimenters concluded that the blockage 
effect caused by the wind tunnel roof was negligible. However, while an upper boundary is 
intrinsic to a CFD-type calculation, the upper boundary in WP is at infinity. Adjusting the 
height of the modelling domain within MWT by up to 25% does not produce any significant 
effect on the wind speed predictions for the heights considered here, consistent with the 
experiments. For the series of profile measurements made over the two hills, the most 
upstream stations were at X = -5a for Hill 3, X = -3a for Hill 5. These three distances represent 
approximately equal locations within the wind tunnel, and the experimenters affirm that the 
effect of each hill is negligible at these stations.
A mesh dependency study was carried out for MWT. As a result, most of the calculations 
were made using a uniform cell size of 10 m in the horizontal directions, and an expanding 
cell height in the vertical direction, with a first-cell height of 4m and expansion ratio of 1.2. At 
this resolution the mesh contained 1 365 350 cells in total with 35 cells in the vertical 
direction. Halving the horizontal interval resulted in change of wind speed near the hill crest 
of about 0.006%, and increasing it by half resulted in a change of 0.04%. Increasing the cell 
heights by 25% changed the wind speed by -1.3%, while reducing it by the same amount 
changed the wind speed by 0.3%. Further reducing the first cell heights to Im, with the same 
expansion ratio, resulted in negligible change. Thus, the cell sizes were taken to be 
adequately small.
The inner layer thickness /,, as given by Jackson and Hunt [l], is given by the relationship:
=
0 ;
where L is the half length of the hill at half hill height. For Hills 3 and 5, /,, is 17 m and 25 m 
respectively. Maximum speed-up at the crest occurs at about z = /,/3, where near the lower
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Figure 3.3: Convergence of the pressure field above Hill 3.
boundary an equilibrium assumption is usually made [2, 3]. In the present computations 
between 1 and 3 mesh points fall beneath the height of ///3. Now at best an inner layer as 
described by a Jackson-and-Hunt-type analysis is likely to apply only upstream of separation. 
However, an inner layer of some form is likely to exist through separation and reattachment 
and beneath separated flow. Work on smooth-wall separated flow [50,51] has shown the inner 
layer to be quite different from that for attached boundary layers not too strongly perturbed. 
This means that we do not expect the present calculations to be correct in reverse flow near 
the surface. Indeed, the nature of the near wall flow for a rough surface beneath a separating 
and reattaching boundary layer is one that needs addressing.
All the MWT results presented here are produced after the completion of 200 iterations of 
the computational code. The development of the pressure residuals averaged over all the 
cells within the computational grid for the flow simulation over Hill 3 and Hill 5 is shown in 
Figure 3.3, with no further change observed up to 500 iterations. This Figure demonstrates 
that discernable variations in the pressure field ceased after some number of iterations less 
than 100.
3 .1. Wood’s Analysis
As shown in Table 2.1, Wood’s [25] expression, for calculating the critical slope required to 
cause a flow to separate predicts that the flow over Hill 3 will separate, as is observed in 
measurement. When applied to Hill 5 (maximum gradient 0.29), Wood’s theory predicts that 
the critical slope for separation is 0.31.
As the expression agrees well with measurement for the hills featured here it is concluded 
that Wood’s expression provides a good preliminary indicator for whether the flow over a hill 
will feature flow separation, for flow in a specific direction. For further details of the method 
the reader is referred to the original paper [25].
4. RESULTS
4 .1. Wind Speed Contours
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show contours of the horizontal component of wind speed, normalised to 
the reference location (as defined in Section 3), measured and predicted over both Hill 3 and
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Figure 4.1: Horizontal wind velocity contours measured in the wind tunnel and predicted
(WP and MWT) over Hill 3.
Hill 5. (The ‘stepping’ that can be seen in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, most noticeable in the 
measurements where data is coarsely spaced, is a feature of the contour plotting and not, in 
the case of MWT, a computational feature). Reversed flow can clearly be seen in the Hill 3 
measured data, indicated by the negative wind speeds observed on the leeward side of Hill 3 
(Figure 4.1(a)).
The wind speed field predicted by WP for Hill 3 (Figure 4.1(b)) is very nearly symmetrical. 
This due to the linear analysis and the symmetry of the hill. Turbulence is considered within 
the WP inner layer but this is in local equilibrium and does not propagate into the outer layer. 
The outer layer, which is supposed inviscid controls the pressure field. The surface pressure 
and the surface shear stress together give the drag imposed by a hill; the drag is much larger 
when the flow separates and is predominantly pressure drag.
It is apparent from Figure 4.1(c) that MWT predicts a region of reversed flow in the lee of 
Hill 3 that occurs in a similar location to that seen in the measurements, albeit significantly 
smaller in size. Reversed flow does not occur in the measured flow field around Hill 5
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Figure 4.2; Horizontal wind velocity contours measured in the wind tunnel and predicted
(WP and MWT) over Hill 5.
(Figure 4.2(a)), but there is clearly a region of larger momentum deficit compared with the 
upstream side. This region of lower wind speed does not extend as far downwind as observed 
behind Hill 3, self-evidently because of the absence of separation.
MWT (Figure 4.2(c)) predicts a reduction in wind speed in the lee of Hill 5 and does not 
predict a region of reversed flow. These features agree with those observed in the measured 
wind speed field. The shape of the flow field predicted by MWT more closely represents the 
measured field than the WP-predicted field.
4.2. Planes of Wind Speed
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 display the horizontal component of wind speed, again normalised to the 
reference location (as defined in Section 3), for planes at fixed heights above ground level.
In good agreement with measurement, MWT predicts flow reversal in the lee of Hill 3 and, 
correctly, not in the lee of Hill 5. However, the effect of the flow reversal in the lee of Hill 3 does 
not propagate to the same height in the predictions as can be seen in the measurements. The
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Figure 4.3: Measured and predicted (WP and MWT) horizontal wind velocity at various heights over 
Hill 3. The height of each plane (Z) is indicated against each figure.
lower wind speed measured downwind of the hills in comparison with upwind is also 
observed in the predictions made by MWT. Good agreement with measurement is seen 
across both hills although this agreement is reduced in close proximity to the region of 
separated flow observed in the lee of Hill 3.
Close examination of Figure 4.3, allows the MWT results to be used to define the location of 
the onset of flow separation and subsequent reattachment represented by reversed flow. 
Using the first and last %-values for which negative wind speeds are observed at 
Z= O.lh to represent the separation and reattachment locations, MWT predicts separation and 
reattachment to occur at Z= 0.8a and 1.8a, respectively. This suggests that the separation 
bubble has a length approximately equal to the hill length in this instance. Compared with the 
measured values, given in Table 2.2, MWT predicts a shorter separation bubble than is 
observed in the measurements. The oscillation (‘squiggle’) after separation (at Z  = 0.1 h) in 
Figure 4.3 is discussed in Section 5.
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Figure 4.4: Measured and predicted (WP and MWT) horizontal wind velocity at various heights over 
Hill 5. The height of each plane (Z) is indicated against each figure.
4.3. Wind Speed Profiles
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show wind speed profiles, for Hills 3 and 5 respectively, again normalised to 
the reference location (as defined in Section 3), at a number of X-locations within the 
modelling domain. For reference. Figure 2.1 indicates the position of the vertical profiles in 
relation to each hill.
In general. Figure 4.5 shows that WP over predicts the wind speeds measured above Hill 3. 
The deviation from measurement is largest for locations in the lee of both hills but is greatest 
in the lee of Hill 3 where reversed flow is observed in the measurements. Three hill lengths 
(X = 3a) downstream of the peak of Hill 3, WP still significantly over-predicts the speed-up. 
This is because of the large momentum deficit and increased turbulence that is generated as 
a result of the flow separating being convected downstream. This is partly captured by MWT.
For flow over Hill 3, MWT produces consistently closer agreement with measurements 
than WP. A region of reversed flow can be seen in the wind speeds predicted by MWT in a 
similar location to that observed in the measurements. However, the MWT profile at X = 1.25a
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Figure 4.5: Vertical profiles of the measured and predicted (WP and MWT) horizontal wind 
velocity at the indicated locations across Hill 3. The X-position of each profile is 
indicated against each figure.
in Figure 4.5 shows a rather odd behaviour as a region of forward flow is visable beneath the 
reversed flow region. This forward flow (which is observed when a secondary separation is 
present) is not seen in the experiments and certainly would not be expected here. It is 
undoubtedly a limitation of the physical model (see comment in next section).
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Figure 4.6: Vertical profiles of the measured and predicted (WP and MWT) horizontal wind 
velocity at the indicated locations across Hill 5. The X-position of each profile is 
indicated against each figure.
In a similar way to the definition of the separated region predicted by MWT made in 
Section 4.2, Figure 4.5 suggests that the height of the separation bubble within MWT extends 
to a maximum of Z= 0.26a. This is lower than the maximum height of Z= 0.39a indicated by 
measurement. This is in-line with the observation, made in Section 4.2, that the region of 
reversed flow predicted by MWT is shorter than seen in the measurements. Indeed, the 
predicted region of reversed flow is smaller in height and length in roughly the same
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proportion. An improvement in the prediction method that gave better agreement on 
separation and reattachment could be expected to give better agreement on bubble height 
and, of course, other flow features.
Flow separation does not occur in the lee of Hill 5 but an area of lower wind speed is 
observed in the measurements on the lee side near to the ground. Although, this indicates that 
the flow in this region is close to separation, neither prediction method indicates this tendency 
(WR of course, cannot), resulting in a reduced level of agreement with measurement. 
Although neither model can be said to match closely with measurements in the lee of the hill 
MWT is considered to show preferable agreement.
On the upwind side to the crest, WP gives good agreement with the measurements for Hill 
5, but is markedly less good for Hill 3. Although WP predicts a higher speed-up than MWT 
above the peak of Hill 5 this is in closer agreement with measurement. Although MWT 
represents the measurements more closely than WP after the flow has travelled two hill 
lengths downstream of the crest of Hill 5, both models generally show good agreement by 
this stage.
4.4. Profiles of Turbulence Intensity
The turbulence intensity, TI, is defined as k^^/U. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the profiles of TI 
predicted by MWT in comparison with measurements at each measurement location, where 
the TI has been normalised to the TI at a height of O.Bh, in the absence of the hill. The TI 
measured at this location was 0.151, compared with a TI of 0.154 in the computations. (This 
methodology could be applied practically when the predicted 77 levels would be scaled to 
match those measured at a site mast.)
The predicted 77 profiles exhibit good agreement with the measurements upwind of all 
three hills right up to the hill peak. Close examination will show that the level above the hill is 
slightly less than unity. This is because increases less rapidly than U, a  characteristic that 
is typical of accelerating turbulent flows. The level of agreement with measurement is 
reduced in the lee of the hills. Above the region of reversed flow observed in the lee of Hill 3, it 
appears that the agreement with measurement improves with height. Although agreement 
returns a tX = 3 a  for Hill 5, a significant difference is still seen in the lee of Hill 3 for the same 
downstream distance.
In the measurements, a high level of 77 is associated with the mixing layer at the top of the 
region of reversed flow. The relatively low 77 values observed in the measurements just 
beneath this mixing layer are associated with the low mean velocity gradient in this region. 
Neither of these features is seen in the 77predictions made by MWT, though high levels of 77 
are predicted near to the ground.
4.5. Com m ent on th e  Turbulence Model
The prescribed length scale, /, in Section 2.2, often used in meteorological computations for 
simplicity, is valid strictly only for mildly perturbed boundary layers. The eddy-viscosity 
although allowing shear stress to vary with the level of turbulence still links shear stress 
directly to gradients of mean velocity. This can be justifiable for some flows or flow region, but 
because v 7 must be positive it cannot allow a change of sign between shear stress and mean 
velocity gradient as happens when shear stress and mean velocity gradient pass through zero 
at different physical locations, leading to counter-gradient transport. Flow separation is a 
strong perturbation, and reference to the measured data shows that the eddy-viscosity is not 
well behaved in the region of the separation bubble. Also, eddy-viscosity methods are known 
to generate too much turbulence; as k  increases so does V7 and hence increases shear stress 
and production of k. A raised level of turbulence implies greater mixing and therefore both
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Figure 4.7: Vertical profiles of the measured and predicted (MWT) turbulence intensity at 
the indicated locations across Hill 3. The X-position of each profile is indicated 
against each figure.
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later separation and earlier reattachment, as observed in the MWT results presented here. 
Comparisons of A^/V^4ef(not shown) exhibit much higher levels in the computations at X=
0.5a, 0.75a and 1.25a. (See also [11] for example) The failure of MWT to predict well the region of 
separated flow and the development after reattachment is directly a consequence of the 
model’s limited scope.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The agreement observed between WP, MWT and measurement seen in the horizontal 
component of wind speed is greater above Hill 5 than Hill 3 but is comparable upwind of both 
hill crests. WP over predicts the wind speed above the crest of Hill 3. This arises for two 
reasons. One is due to its inability to take account of the region of reversed flow observed in 
the lee of the hill and the associated reduction in wind speed, arising from the reduced 
streamline curvature. The other, as reminded by a referee, is due to the linearisation. As 
pointed out by Ayotte and Hughes [13], for a given pressure gradient, the acceleration 
predicted by a linearised advection term will be larger than it would be for a non linear 
calculation, giving an over prediction of velocity increase. It is possible to take this one step 
further. By supposing that the flow is inviscid and the pressure field is fixed, a better estimate 
of the velocity is given by U/Uq = (2{U'/Uq^  - 1) /^  ^ where Uq is the upstream velocity on the 
same streamline, U' is the velocity from the linearised calculation and U is the corrected 
velocity. This shows good agreement with the measurements of Ayotte and Hughes [13] for 
maximum slope up to 0.3, and somewhat higher for their smooth case. The adjustment also 
works for the present predictions; the crest velocity from WP for Hill 3 of about 1.4 is reduced 
to about 1.3 (Figure 4.3). Strictly, an allowance for streamline displacement should be made, 
but this is not pursued further here.
MWT clearly shows a region of reversed flow in the lee of Hill 3. This improved 
consideration of the flow improves agreement with measurement near to the crest of Hill 3, 
and in the lee of both Hill 3 and Hill 5. WP produces greater deviation from measurement than 
MWT in the lee of these two hills. Interestingly, the mean velocity profiles from the two models 
converge with increased distance downwind of the hills, though, not surprisingly, this requires 
greater distance downwind of Hill 3 as a region of reversed flow is present.
It should be remarked that the agreement between WP and measurements is better than 
would be expected, given that the model is a linearised, small-perturbation one, rendering it 
formally invalid for flows over steep hills especially when flow separation occurs.
Large differences between measurement and prediction of the TIare observed downwind 
of the crest of Hill 3, but these decrease with increased downwind distance. Differences are 
present for Hill 5, but are much less, confirming as might be expected that the large differences 
downwind of Hill 3 are associated with the presence of a region of separating and reattaching 
flow. The size of the reverse flow region predicted by MWT is less than was observed in the 
experiments. (The predictions of Hurley also gave a smaller region [33]). It follows that 
greater concurrence will require an improvement in the turbulence closure model. There is 
therefore a case for new measurements that give more detail than was obtained in the 
RUSHIL experiments, for example, detail on length scales. There is also the case for a detailed 
investigation of the near wall layer as the flow approaches and passes through separation and 
then reattachment and downstream development, for rough surfaces.
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SU M M A R Y
T errain m odification is suggested as a  m eans to  im prove agreem ent betw een W A sP 8.3 and w ind speed m easurem ent 
around regions o f  flow  separation. Initial tests show  th is theo iy  to  have som e potential; even crude terra in  adjustm ent, 
based on consideration o f  the m easured data, produced im provem ents in the predictions m ade by W A sP 8.3.
The terrain  m odification hypothesis is based  on the theory  that air w ithin a  separation bubble does not m ix  significantly  
w ith the m ean flow, w hich continues to  behave as the attached flow. H ence the m ean fiow , as sim ulated by  W A sP 8.3, 
‘sees’ an effective hill shape, represented by the hill plus the separation bubble.
In practice, the success o f  the  terrain  m odification m ethod is dependent upon the ability to  accurately predict the  extent o f  
any separation bubble w hich m ay, or m ay not, be present in a  given hill fiow. To this end, a  non-dim ensional pressure 
gradient param eter (PG P) is proposed. T he ability o f  the PG P to predict the separation point over a  single h ill is validated 
using tw o-dim ensional w ind tunnel data w ith som e success.
The PG P can be derived using the continuity and m om entum  equations and assum es that fiow  separation occurs a t a  
constant non-dim ensional adverse pressure gradient. It is non-dim ensionalised using properties that relate to  the inner 
layer o f  the fiow; w here fiow  separation first occurs.
Further w ork w ill im prove the prediction ability and practicality  o f  the proposed m ethod.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This paper describes the current progress in an investigation aim ed at im proving W AsP w ind speed predictions in regions 
containing terrain induced flow separation. It is a w idely acknow ledged lim itation o f  the W AsP m odelling m ethodology 
that separated flows, caused by steep slopes, are poorly predicted, usually resulting in an over-prediction o f  the w ind 
speeds w ithin the m odel around the crest o f  the hill. Regions containing steep slopes are com m only used for w ind power 
developm ent, so these poor predictions can have significant financial repercussions.
The W AsP program  (version 8.3) is used as the basis for this investigation, despite the know n shortcom ings and the 
grow ing num ber o f  C FD -based alternatives, because W AsP rem ains the m ost trusted and w idely used m odel in the wind 
industry. W A sP’s status as the industiy standard w ind flow m odel persists because the code rem ains the m ost reliable and 
cost effective option. A  great deal o f  know ledge about W A sP’s behaviour exists, allow ing the uncertainty to be 
understood and perhaps m itigated.
H ere a terrain m odification approach is applied to  enable W AsP to take account o f  flow separation in its w ind flow 
predictions. This approach will construct a new terrain that is m ade up o f  the actual topography plus any regions o f  
separated flow  predicted to occur in w ithin the m odelling domain. This approach is shown to have prom ise in Section 2. 
In order to fulfil the potential seen in Section 2 a Pressure G radient Param eter (PGP), to predict the extent o f  fiow 
separation, is proposed in Section 3. A strong adverse pressure gradient is a fundam ental feature o f  flow separation. It is 
therefore proposed that by suitably non-dim ensionalising this pressure gradient, a param eter with constant value at the 
separation location will emerge. A validation o f  th is param eter is included in Section 3.
Only flow  separation occurring on the leeward side o f  a  hill is considered at this stage.
2 TERRAIN MODIFICATION
A terrain m odification approach to the flow separation problem  is supported by assertions from the literature that the mean 
flow  travels over a separation bubble and continues to behave inviscidly. So the m ean flow ‘sees’ a hill which is 
effectively equivalent to the shape o f  the hill plus that o f  the separation bubble [1 ,2 ], this has the result o f  reducing the 
effective hill slope [2] and hence the speed-up factor observed at the crest (see Figure 2.1). Supporting this theory, 
Finnigan et. al, state that, “the speed-up to the hill crest can be predicted by the theory o f  Jackson and H unt (1975) and its 
m ore recent extensions [such as W AsP 8.3] w ith sufficient accuracy for m ost purposes, provided that the hill shape is 
taken to be that defined by the continuation o f  the upstream  surface stream line. In other words, i f  there is a steady 
separation bubble, this m ust be considered to be part o f  the hill” [3].
These statem ents highlight the possibility that an inviscid flow  model such as W AsP could accurately predict the w ind 
speed over a hill that induces flow separation provided the input terrain includes the extent o f  any regions o f  separated 
flow. A  straight forward experim ent w as carried out to test this hypothesis.
Figure 2.1 Flow over a hill featuring flow separation (the lighter region) on the lee slope.
streamlines ‘see’ a hill shape made up of the hill plus the flow separation
The mean flow
The W AsP predictions w ith and w ithout terrain m odification are com pared with m easurem ents from  the RUSHIL wind 
flow experim ent [4]. The aim o f  the RU SH IL experim ent was to model an atm ospheric boundary layer flow over a 
num ber o f  individual hills in order to investigate the dispersion o f  pollutants. In order to do this the original authors were 
careful to ensure that scaling the m easurem ents rem ained valid w hen scaled to ‘real-w orld ’ dim ensions. Consequently 
these m easurem ents are applicable to the problem  considered here and when non-dim ensionalised they can be com pared 
w ith W AsP predictions over the sam e terrain shape to  assess the validity o f  W A sP’s predictions.
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Figure 2.2 com pares the inlet w ind speed profile from  the RU SH IL m easurem ents w ith the inlet profiles used within the 
W AsP flow model. The agreem ent betw een the experim ental inlet profile and W AsP is good, the small discrepancies 
betw een the profiles are not significant.
I
■M easured -  R U S H IL  
-W A sP
■W A sP - altered terrain
-0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0
S p e e d  up
1.5
Figure 2.2 Inlet wind speed profiles for the two WAsP scenarios compared with RUSHIL measured data
A velocity field (Figure 2.3), that could be com pared w ith the W AsP predictions was constructed from the m easured data. 
W AsP w as then run using both the RUSHIL terrain (Figure 2.4) and a version o f  the terrain w ith a sim ple representation 
o f  the separation bubble added to the leew ard edge o f  the hill (Figure 2.5).
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From inspection o f  the tw o W AsP predicted velocity fields (Figures 2.4 and 2.5) it is clear that, once the terrain has been 
altered, the W AsP predictions m ore closely represent m easurem ent (Figure 2.3).
Figure 2.3
Figure 2.4
X/h
X/L
The velocity field measured over Hill 3 within the RUSHIL wind tunnel experiment 
X/h = 3
X/h
m/s
X/L
The velocity field predicted by WASP 8.3 over terrain identical to Hill 3 from the RUSHIL wind 
tunnel experiment
X/h
m m w
X /I.
Figure 2.5 The velocity field predicted by WAsP 8.3 over a terrain representing Hill 3 from the RUSHIL
wind tunnel experiment plus an additional arbitrary representation of the flow separation 
bubble
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The ‘stepping- seen near the ground in the velocity  field  in F igure 2.3 is due only to  the gridding and resolution o f  the 
m easured dataset. N o adjustm ent has been applied because o f  this.
W hilst the sim plistic terra in  m odification used  does not reproduce m easured data precisely, the im provem ent is notable 
and dem onstrates that a  terrain m odification has the potential to  im prove W A sP w ind speed predictions in regions near to  
flow  separation. It is considered further consideration o f  the flow  and em pirical adjustm ent w ill further im prove the 
agreem ent betw een the flow  m easurem ents and W A sP w ind speed predictions.
3 PRESSURE GRADIENT PARAMETER
A lthough the experim ent described above show s that there is prom ise in altering the terrain  provided to  W A sP, the  terrain  
m odification w as based on the m easured separation and reattachm ent points. In order to  be able to  use th is technique in 
practice these locations m ust be predicted from  the  available input data; terrain data, site m easurem ents (often available at 
only 1 or 2 locations on site) and also W A sP output from  the unaltered terrain.
A  non-dim ensionalised pressure gradient param eter (PG P) (equation 1) has been postulated, w ith  validation in Section 4. 
The success o f  this param eter is based on the idea that a  threshold value o f  the adverse pressure gradient, suitably non- 
dim ensionalised, indicates the onset o f  separation. A s by  definition the flow  is attached until it reaches the separation 
point, it is hypothesised that W A sP can be used to  predict the flow up to  this location, and hence can be used to  derive the 
PG P up to  the separation point, asserted to  occur a t a  threshold value o f  the PG P. Since the near ground flow  is dependent 
on the inner-layer scales o f  roughness height and friction velocity, these are used to  non-dim ensionalise the proposed 
param eter:
Zq 1 dP
P G P = - | — —  (1)
ut p  dS
W here Zq =  surface roughness length 
u* =  surface friction velocity 
p =  air density 
P  =  pressure
S =  distance along the terrain  surface
The PG P can be derived using the continuity  and m om entum  equations as show n in Section 3.1. A  consistent m ethod o f  
deriving the PG P values has been devised and is used to  generate all the data seen in Section 4. The pressure is derived 
from  the velocity field predicted by W A sP and can therefore be considered valid up to the separation point.
The velocity calculated by W A sP is ‘no isy’ very near the ground, since this is outside the norm al calculation range that 
W A sP w as designed for, w hich can give problem s w hen calculating dP/dS. T he height from  w hich the data used to  derive 
the pressure gradient is extracted has been optim ised to  m inim ise th is noise but still enable the data to  represent the  flow  
in the inner layer o f  the boundary-layer. In a  sim ilar m anner the discretisation o f  distance dS, has been seleeted  to 
m inim ise the noise in the  W A sP velocity predictions w ithout losing the detail o f  the PG P variation.
W ork w as earried out to  discover the influence o f  the W A sP standard heights on the value o f  the w ind speed outputs near 
to  the ground. It w as found that ehanging the  standard height values to  m inim ise the interpolation error n ear to  the ground 
had no discernable effect on the PG P predictions. The default standard height values can therefore be m aintained w hen 
deriving the PGP.
The upw ind value o f  u*, as quoted in the original paper, is currently used. T his is a  significant approxim ation, so a 
m ethod utilising a local value o f  u* m ay be developed at a later date.
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3.1 DERIVATION OF THE PGP
The flow s eonsidered here are tw o dim ensional. X  denotes the m ean flow  direction and Z, the vertical direction. U  and 
W  are the w ind velocities in the X  and Z  directions respectively. So U  and UW upstream  o f  the hill can be w ritten as:
U  =  w * / ( Z / z o )  (2)
u w  =  u î g { z l z o )  (3)
w here f  and g are functions
W A sP and m any other linearised m odelling techniques use a  logarithm ic function to  approxim ate equation 2 and create a 
theoretical w ind speed profile. In the region w here the flow  is influenced by the hill, equations 2 and 3 becom e:
C7 =  W * /(Z /Z o  , x / L )  (4)
UW =  u i g { Z l z Q , x l L )  (5)
In the follow ing it is m ore convenient to  introduce  ^and X, defined by:
Ç ~ (^ )
Z  =  x / L  (7)
So that:
U =  (8)
uw = ulg{g ,X)  (9)
Starting from  the continuity and m om entum  equations for turbulent boundary layer flow s [5]:
^ + ^  = 0 (10)az _
j j d U j j .dU  1 dP duwU  + W  = ------------------------------ ( I I )6z p 6z
From  the inform ation above the unknow ns in the m om entum  equation can be derived and w ritten as:
W = -  \— dZ (12)
dU 5 / ÔÀ df  1
 =  W* —  =  W*  (13)
a u  ^  a;-
— Uif-------------— M* —--------  (14)
az  dg az  dg z,
az  dg a z  dg Zq
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Hence, f f  =  -  f « .  ^ - d z  = \ ^ d Z
 ^ d X L  r JA)
w* \ d f
I a z
(16)
Inserting these new  expressions (equations 12-16) into the  m om entum  equation (equation 11) provides: 
¥  1
u t f
d XL J J A3L
\ dP 2 dg \
-----------w*  ------
p  dX dg Zq
(17)
T his expression is then  divided by u l  j  Zq to  produee:
^ T x i : ~ I f
¥
L^dX
dZ 1 Z q  dP dg 
p  u î dX dg
(18)
The first term  on the right-hand side o f  equation 18 is identical to  the PG P (assum ing X  =  S). T his show s th at the pressure 
gradient in the X -direction, w hen non-dim ensionalised by the properties show n, exerts a  strong influence on /  and g, the 
functions describing the stream w ise velocity and the R eynolds shear stress.
Exchanging X  (distance travelled in the  X -direction) for S (distance travelled along the hill surface) represents an 
approxim ation w ithin the PGP. H ow ever S is the value represented  by the distance betw een the nodes in  W A sP output 
data. S is also considered to  better represent the distance travelled  by the flow.
4 VALIDATION OF THE PGP
Experim ental data from  three separate w ind tunnel investigations has been utilised in order to  validate the PG P. E ach 
investigation saw  a  num ber o f  tw o-dim ensional h ills placed individually in the w ind tunnel. The hill shapes and hence 
surface roughness and slope angles vary. A  total o f  12 flow  seenarios, 4 o f  w hich feature flow  separation, are represented 
by the 3 investigations. Some details are show n in Table 4.1, w here the roughness R eynolds num ber (R R N ) is defined as
U Z q / v .
E x p e rim en t
H ill n am e  (as in 
o rig in a l p a p e r)
M ax . slope 
ang le
R o u g h n ess R eynolds 
n u m b e r  (R R N )
W in d  tu n n e l 
b lockage  ra tio  
b /H
U p w in d  u .  
(m s*)
3 0.5 1.9 0.06 0.178
R U SH IL  [4] 5 0.3 1.9 0.06 0.178
8 0.2 1.9 0.06 0.178
R oss et.al. [6]
Shallow
Steep
0.3
0.7
25.3
25.3
0.15
0.15
0.165
0.165
0.2S 0.2 2.8 0.07 0.524
0.2R 0.2 38.4 0.07 0.72
0.3S 0.3 1.3 0.07 0.493
A yotte and 
H ughes [I] 0.3R 0.3 17.0 0.07 0.637
0.4S 0.4 I.O 0.07 0.486
0.4R 0.4 17.1 0.07 0.641
0.6S 0.6 1.7 0.07 0.51
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Table 4.1 Some details of tbe data used in tbe presented validation
Snyder and Castro [7] show ed that viscous effects becom e significant and hence Zq scaling becom es invalid for RRN 
values below  1 as, at this point, “rough-wall boundary layers becom e aerodynam ically sm ooth” . H ow ever this conclusion 
is dependent upon the roughness being created by, “arrays o f  sharp edged obstacles w ith significant separation betw een 
each obstacle” . Data from the sm ooth h ills in the A yotte and H ughes investigation m ust be treated w ith caution as the 
roughness w as produced using sand, not sharp edged obstacles, and the RRN values are only slightly greater than 1. 
A lthough the RRN o f  the RUSHIL investigations is also low (1.9), the roughness elem ents were sharp edged and the 
authors assert that the flows over all the hills have been confirm ed as R eynolds num ber independent [4], so this data can 
be considered valid.
Figures 4.1-4.3 show the PGP values produced using W AsP 8.3. In each figure, L is defined as in the original 
investigation and the length o f  the X -axis equates to the horizontal distance from the hill crest to the leew ard hill base.
The hills in each investigation represent a ‘fam ily’ with the sam e non-dim ensional shape indicated by the schem atics 
included with Figures 4.1-4.3. The individual hills have varying slope angle and roughness, as detailed in Table 4.1.
The considerable am ount o f  noise in the data causes significant uncertainty in the PGP value and in a num ber o f locations 
could cause separation to be predicted over hills w here it does not occur. This ‘noise’ arises in the W AsP output because 
the data is extracted for heights near to ground level w here W AsP has not norm ally used. Trend lines have been added to 
the Figures to  highlight the underlying behaviour PGP.
Som e other erroneous peaks are visible in the data. These are again due to extracting data from W AsP near ground level, 
but arise as a result o f contour lines producing highly localised raises in pressure near to the ground. These data have not 
been rem oved but will be considered at a later date as they m ay, i f  present in an engineering tool, cause the separation 
location to be m iscalculated.
The error bars associated w ith the m easured separation locations in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 are based on the distance betw een 
the m easurem ent locations in the original w ind tunnel investigation. N o error bar is present in Figure 4.3, as the required 
experim ental inform ation was not available.
PGP =  0.74
0.5 -
•RUSHIL 3 
■RUSHIL 5 
RUSHIL 8
RUSHIL 3 Sep. point
X/L
Figure 4.1 PGP values predicted over hills used in the RUSHIL wind tunnel investigation [4]
Figure 4.1 agrees well w ith the ideas presented here. The separated flow over RUSHIL 3 produces significantly higher 
PG P values than the attached flow over RU SH IL 5. Additionally, the m easured separation location occurs at a PGP value 
greater than the m axim um  PG P observed over RUSHIL 5, w hich would allow separation to be correctly predicted at 
RUSHIL 3 w ithout also falsely predicted separation at RUSHIL 5.
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PGP =  0.8
Ross Steep
1
Ross Steep Sep. point
 Ross Shallow0.5
0.2
0
0.4 0.6
•0.5
Figure 4.2 PGP values predicted over hills used in the Ross wind tunnel investigation[6]
Figure 4.2 clearly show s that the PG P for the separated flow over the steep hill is greater than over the shallow  hill, where 
the flow rem ains attached. The PGP value at the m easured separation location is again significantly greater than the 
m axim um  value produced by the attached fiow. It is thought that the relatively high blockage ratio seen in the Ross 
investigation (see Table 4.1) m ay have increased the w ind speed-up produced around the hill crest and so increased the 
pressure gradient across the hill. This m ay cause an increase in the PG P and so predict the separation point to occur 
upwind o f  its actual location.
PGP =  0.66
 A& H 0.4R
PGP =  0.49
A&H 0.4R Sep. pointCL
A&H 0.6S
0.5
-  -  A& H 0.6S Sep. point
 A&H 0.4 S
0.5
-0.5
Figure 4,3 PGP values predicted over hills used in the Ayotte and Hughes wind tunnel investigation [1]
Data from the 0.2 and 0.3 hills has been om itted from Figure 4.3 for clarity. The PG P derived over these hills was very 
low, agreeing w ith m easurem ent that no flow separation was present, as seen in the data from  hill 0.4S.
As previously stated, the results from the sm ooth cases in the Ayotte and H ughes investigation m ust he treated with 
caution due to the low RRN values. This is considered to he the reason that the PGP for the 0.6S case does produce PGP
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values as h igh as those seen in the RU SH IL and R oss cases. H ow ever the 0.4R  case is valid  (R R N  =  17.1) and although 
the PG P value is h igher than for 0.6S it rem ains relatively low. T his could result in the  predicted separation point for this 
case occurring further dow nw ind o f  the hill crest than  indicated by m easurem ent.
E x p e rim en t C ase P G P  v a lu e  (% th e  m ea su re d  se p a ra tio n  location
R U SH IL [41 3 0.74
R oss [61 Steep 0.8
A yotte and H ughes [1] 0.4R 0.66
0.6S 0.49
T ab le  4.2 P re d ic ted  P G P  values a t  th e  m ea su re d  se p a ra tio n  location  fo r a ll se p a ra te d  flows in th e  fe a tu red  
w ind  tu n n e l investiga tions
Figures 4.1 -  4.3 clearly show  that larger PG P values are produced by separated flow s than flows that rem ain attached. 
T able 4.2 show s that the  PG P is able to  produce a  reasonably constant value at the m easured separation location. A s 
m entioned previously, the variation in the PG P values can be explained by differences in the original w ind tunnel 
configurations. T his is evidence to  suggest that a  threshold value o f  the PG P will be able to  produce an estim ate o f  the 
separation location that agrees well w ith m easurem ent.
U ncertainty in this technique is due to  the use o f  a  constant upw ind value o f  the surface friction velocity, u». It is 
considered that using a  locally derived value o f  this param eter w ill im prove the accuracy o f  the m ethod.
5 C O N C L U S IO N S
D espite the  current uncertainty in the PG P, it is considered that there is significant prom ise in pursuing this line o f  
investigation w ith the aim  o f  producing a practically  useable tool. T his tool w ill enable W AsP, the current industry 
standard flow  m odel, to  predict the  location o f  the onset o f  separation. Further w ork w ill investigate obtaining further 
inform ation about the shape o f  any separated region in  order to  create a  terrain m odification w hich will be used to 
im prove the accuracy o f  W A sP w ind speed predictions around regions o f  flow  separation.
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